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Preface
The main body of work contained within this thesis is one quarter of the overall
work executed as part of the two year double master degree in Biofabrication. The
first year of this degree was spent at the Queensland University of Technology, where
the first six months were spent undertaking Masters level subjects and the second
part was spent on the project ”Using stereolithography to 3D print GelMA hydro-
gels.” The second year was spent studying abroad in the Biofabrication laboratory
at the University of Wu¨rzburg. Appended to the end of this document is an addi-
tional two annexes which represent the entirety of the one year project undertaken
at the University of Wu¨rzburg. The first annex contains an in-depth introduction
and literature review. The second annex includes all methods, results, discussions
and conclusions obtained during this research period. These two annex reports were
submitted for the award of Master of Biofabrication at the University of Wu¨rzburg.
It should be noted that the work presented in the main body of this thesis was
conducted in 2015. The available literature and research in this field has rapidly
progressed since that time. The literature review and the premise of this study was
based upon the literature available at the time and has not be expanded to include
more recently released papers.
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Abstract
The availability, capability and use of additive manufacturing techniques has rapidly
expanded over recent years, as has the field of regenerative medicine and tissue engi-
neering. New biologically compatible materials such as GelMA hydrogels are being
actively investigated for the purposes of creating synthetic cartilage, but there exist
limitations in existing manufacturing processes. A proof of principle investigation
was conducted to determine, the viability of stereolithography 3D printing tech-
niques as an alternative to the production of GelMA hydrogels. Specifically, such a
method could enable advanced production features such as the integration of zonal
sti↵ness into a single homogeneously fabricated structure for use in cartilage tis-
sue engineering. A low cost, commercially available SLA printer was selected and
successfully modified to accommodate the unique requirements of 3D printing with
GelMA, including preventing the GelMA from thermally gelling and enabling printer
operation with significantly smaller material volumes than normal SLA printing
would utilise. Despite the modifications, characterization of the resultant structures
showed that dimensional accuracy could not be achieved, likely due to the opacity of
the GelMA solution and the selected visible light photo-initiator system. Although
the samples were generally of a poor quality, the measured compressive modulus
was within a range achieved using traditional methods. Additionally, two advanced
printing methods were tested and validated. Batch processing using light intensity
variation coupled with exposure time proved to be a viable method to enable the
production of multiple samples in a single print with varying sti↵nesses. Further,
exposing samples to a light gradient resulted in a visible intensity gradient under
fluorescence microscopy, indicating a potential path forward for the construction
of a single structure with varied zonal sti↵ness. Whilst the printed GelMA hydro-
gel structures were limited in quality, this work demonstrated that a commercially
available printer could be modified to suit customised printing of GelMA hydrogels.
Additionally, results show that an SLA 3D printing fabrication process has the abil-
ity to introduce unique features, most notably the potential to vary the sti↵ness
within a homogeneously fabricated structure.
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Chapter 1: Introduction
Three-dimensional (3D) printing technologies are rapidly expanding to provide new
and previously unattainable production methods for fields such as biofabrication and
regenerative medicine. One such printing technology is stereolithography (SLA),
which uses the precise placement of light to photo-crosslink liquid resins into a solid
structure with a complex geometry. The method employed to crosslink such resins
is not dissimilar from the chemistry of many hydrogels used within regenerative
medicine. With a focus on an osteoarthritis (OA) application, this thesis presents a
proof of principle study to determine if a low cost, desktop SLA printer can be used
to produce hydrogel structures. Furthermore, the ability to create a hydrogel ma-
trix with di↵erent sti↵ness zones that represent the zonal regions of cartilage is not
yet well studied or implemented. Therefore, this application was considered as an
appropriate context for the validation of SLA 3D printing technology; a test which
would implement advanced, previously unattainable physical features into hydrogel
matrices.
The following chapter will initially present a more detailed problem background
(Section 1.1) followed by the overall aims and objectives (Section 1.2), presenting
the main research question. The significance and scope are detailed in Section 1.3
while an outline of the remaining chapters in this thesis is included in Section 1.4.
1.1 Background
Osteoarthritis (OA) is a painful condition which sees the articular cartilage tissue
lining the ends of long bones within the skeletal system break down. According to a
National Health Interview Survey (NHIS), the condition a↵ects 52.5 million adults
in the United States,[1] imposing a financial burden of $80.8 billion per year in di-
rect health care costs [2]. Consequently, significant research is being conducted into
tissue engineering solutions which will see the long term replacement and healing of
damaged tissue rather than the current costly and imperfect process of total joint
replacement. For a tissue engineering solution to be successful, it must replicate the
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biological and mechanical capabilities of naturally formed cartilage tissue. Signifi-
cant work has already been done to create an accurate biological environment using
hydrogels [3, 4, 5, 6, 7]. GelMA is one such hydrogel which has shown considerable
promise and as the primary hydrogel used within the Cartilage Regeneration Lab-
oratory (CRL) at the Queensland University of Technology (where this study was
conducted), it was selected as the most appropriate for this thesis.
Similar to other hydrogels, much of the success for GelMA has been around favourable
biological conditions, however it is still limited by its mechanical capabilities. As
such, work is continuing on the materials engineering and manufacturing processes
to improve the mechanical properties of GelMA to achieve comparable sti↵ness ca-
pabilities to that of natural cartilage tissue [8, 9, 10]. In many such investigations,
the focus has been on achieving a single sti↵ness close to natural cartilage. Al-
ternatively, some methods stack discrete layers upon one another in an attempt to
replicate the zonal sti↵ness properties observed in natural cartilage [11, 12, 9]. How-
ever, this method is still unable to produce a single homogeneous structure which
e↵ectively represents the detailed zonal structure and function of native cartilage
tissue [13]. The focus on achieving a single sti↵ness or stacking independently made
structures is likely a product of the way hydrogels (specifically GelMA) are currently
created. Typically, a precursor solution made up of GelMA and the photo-initiator
Irgacure2959 are placed into a vat or vessel and photo-crosslinked using ultra-violet
(UV) light, at which point a solid structure is formed in the shape of the mould
in which it was placed [14]. Although simple and e↵ective for creating basic struc-
tures in a laboratory environment, the method is not practical for the production
of patient specific customizable sca↵olds. Work has been done to use light masks
to achieve more complex structures, however such a method is cumbersome and
requires the manufacturing of required masks which does not enable e cient turn
around times [15].
Given this situation, 3D printing technologies such as SLA should be considered
as a primary candidate for overcoming more than one of the aforementioned chal-
lenges. Firstly, 3D printing is uniquely suited to patient specific applications and
bespoke products which are impractical for mass manufacturing, but can be pro-
duced within a low turn-around time using on site facilities. Secondly, the current
labour intensive methods used to achieve complex geometry (shadow masks) would
no longer be required, but would rather be handled by software and high precision
technology, thereby improving accuracy and reproducibility while further enabling
more complex designs. 3D printing methods could also solve problems specific to
OA applications, such as being unable to currently construct a structurally ho-
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mogeneous construct with an integrated sti↵ness gradient. SLA 3D printing uses
photo-crosslinking chemistry similar to that used in the GelMA matrix fabrication
process. However, rather than extended exposure from a single light source, the
structure is built up layer-by-layer, with rapid bursts of focused light. With the
ability to change exposure time or intensity level of the incident light used within
SLA, a controlled degree of crosslinking and therefore sti↵ness could be induced for
each layer of the 3D printed hydrogel, therefore introducing a variable zonal sti↵ness.
Given these applications, SLA printing has the potential to add significant manufac-
turing capabilities. However, current SLA 3D printing devices are not designed for
the fabrication of laboratory hydrogels and a number of changes are likely required
to achieve such an outcome. GelMA is currently synthesized within the laboratory
and not commercially available [14]. Therefore, small quantities are often all that are
made and tend to be expensive to produce. The current process used within CRL
only consumes volumes of 2mL for use within a mould. As such, the 3D printing
process would need to print with a similar volume. Additionally, GelMA thermally
gels when held at temperatures below 37 , meaning it can not be used as a liquid
resin while at room temperature. When advanced printing features like the sti↵-
ness gradient are considered, specific control features within the chosen device are
required. The light source must be controllable, allowing for intensity and/or expo-
sure time variation. Additionally, the device software must allow the programming
of the light source on a layer-by-layer basis to enable the production of a structure
with an integrated sti↵ness gradient.
If an SLA printer can be modified to accommodate these changes and successfully
print with GelMA, a new production method with significantly more capability than
current methods allow would be achieved. In addition, if a sti↵ness gradient can be
introduced using this method, it is proof of the advanced capabilities of this method
and would open a new path of inquiry for the study and production of matrices for
use in cartilage tissue engineering.
1.2 Aims and objectives
Given the features of SLA 3D printing and its potential to replace the current
photo-crosslinking method used to create GelMA hydrogels, the aim of this thesis
was to conduct a proof of principle study to determine if GelMA could be 3D printed
using a commercially available SLA printer. The focus of this study would focus
on machine design and printing processes, namely adapting a 3D printer to the
restrictions and requirements of working with GelMA. A secondary aim, given the
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successful outcome of printing, was to vary the incident light parameters to fabricate
matrices with a variable sti↵ness for use in zonal cartilage applications. To guide
this study in achieving this overall aim, a number of objectives were defined.
Objectives:
• Select a low cost, consumer grade printer with the features necessary to adjusts
incident light and individual layer control.
• Develop a method to print with 2mL or less of hydrogel precursor solution on
a standard DLP printer.
• Devise a system which maintains the GelMA precursor solution within a tem-
perature range of 30 C - 40 C.
• Achieve crosslinking of the GelMA precursor solution with an SLA printer to
form a hydrogel matrix.
• Optimize print settings to produce a construct with a comparable compressive
modulus value (10kPa - 40kPa) to current GelMa hydrogels used in cartilage
tissue engineering literature [16].
• Measure the x, y and z dimensions of printed structures to determine dimen-
sional accuracy.
• Develop dimensionally complex printing scenarios (3D structures di cult to
produce with other methods) and variable sti↵ness structures.
The fulfilment of these objectives will contribute to answering the primary research
question; can stereolithography 3D printing be adapted to produce GelMA matri-
ces for cartilage tissue engineering applications and will it enable the fabrication of
zonal sti↵ness regions? It is hypothesized that GelMA hydrogels will be producible
through this method and that it will give researchers more tools and capabilities for
future hydrogel work.
1.3 Significance and scope
The ability to 3D print GelMA hydrogels on a commercially available SLA printer
will enable a new and more advanced method to produce hydrogel matrices for use
in cartilage tissue engineering. Such a method could enable larger batch testing,
faster turn around times, larger sample sets, more complex geometries, and enable a
larger number of incident light conditions for crosslinking optimization. All of these
applications and likely many more open a number of new avenues and capabilities
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for future research. By providing this production method, there is the opportunity
for future studies to further investigate the production of homogeneous structures
with a natural sti↵ness gradient.
The primary scope of this work is a proof of principle study to determine whether
SLA can be used to form hydrogel matrices from a GelMA precursor solution. Com-
parisons between the hydrogels produced by 3D printing and the data from literature
which uses the standard fabrication procedure will qualitatively compare the success
of this new method. The breadth of research will not include a detailed investigation
into producing a sti↵ness gradient but will rather provide proof of concept testing.
This project will be conducted within a 5-month period including the time necessary
to source an appropriate device. The budget available for the selection and purchase
of a device was set at approximately $5000(AUD).
1.4 Thesis outline
Following this chapter, a literature review will detail the anatomy and physiology of
articular cartilage with a focus on OA, the current regenerative medicine techniques
such as hydrogel matrices used for the treatment of OA, the current 3D printing
technologies available and other instances of 3D printing with hydrogels. Following
this, a systems design chapter will detail the iterative process undertaken to choose
and develop a stable platform for printing GelMA hydrogels (Chapter 3). Chapter 4
outlines the methods and materials used for all testing procedures used to validate
this new printing method. Chapter 5 will present the results achieved in printing
the GelMA hydrogels on the modified printer along with an analysis of both the
results of printing and the preceding machine upgrades. Conclusions, limitations
and recommendations will be addressed in Chapter 6.
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Chapter 2: Literature Review
The overall aim of this investigation is to assess the viability of using 3D printing
to manufacture GelMA hydrogels. One practical application for pursuing this aim
is the potential to 3D print hydrogel structures with varying sti↵ness throughout
a single construct. If such a feature can be integrated, it has the potential to
be applied to osteoarthritis tissue engineering applications. As such, a literature
review was conducted to provide context around cartilage and how it is a↵ected
by osteoarthritis, followed by a snapshot of how 3D printing has been implemented
into the field of tissue engineering and regenerative medicine. Previous research
endeavours that have also explored the use of 3D printing with hydrogels are also
examined. It is worth noting that while there is a broad range of 3D printing
technologies available on the commercial market, this report focuses on the use of
stereolithography 3D printing techniques and products, primarily due to the photo-
crosslinking nature of hydrogels, which is explored later.
2.1 Articular cartilage and osteoarthritis
Articular cartilage is a form of hyaline cartilage which covers the end surfaces of
bones in synovial joints, the purpose of which is to reduce friction and act as a
shock absorber [17]. Typically only 1-3 mm thick, this tissue specializes in resisting
stress and distributing it evenly to protect joints and bones [18]. Cartilage is an
avascular and aneural tissue; as such, nutrient exchange occurs by di↵usion from
the synovial fluid to the cartilage tissue through cyclic loading and osmotic pressure
[17, 19]. This method of nutrient exchange, coupled with a low number of cells,
results in a slow repair process compared to other tissue types and consequently the
reformation of new cartilage does not occur easily. The poor repair capability is one
of the contributing factors towards the prevalence of OA. Once an initiating incident
occurs and cartilage is damaged, there is little repair and continued degradation of
the tissue [20].
In order to engineer tissue which can successfully be used in vivo to replace and
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repair naturally produced articular cartilage, there are two major considerations.
These are the tissue composition with regard to the biological environment and the
biomechanical capabilities of the tissue.
2.1.1 Composition
Articular cartilage tissue consists of a single cell type; chondrocyte cells. Chondro-
cytes are a specialized cell which do not form cell-cell contact (after initial develop-
ment and di↵erentiation) but produce and surround themselves in an extracellular
matrix (ECM) made up of proteoglycan, collagens and non-collagenous proteins
[17, 13, 21]. The proteoglycan in the ECM is predominately aggrecan, which com-
bines with hyaluronan to form a negatively charged network, thereby enabling it
to hold water within the tissue. The collagen network, comprised predominately of
collagen type II but also containing collagen VI, IX and XI, constrains these proteo-
glycans and gives the tissue its form, stability and tensile strength. The non-collagen
proteins help organize the framework of the ECM and bind the chondrocytes to the
macromolecules of the matrix [17, 18, 22, 23, 24].
The metabolic rate of the tissue is quite low. Although there are three components
that make up the ECM, namely chondrocyte cells, water and the macromolecular
framework, only 1% of the total tissue volume in a human adult is made up of
cells [17, 18]. Up to 60-80% of the wet weight is comprised of the water captured
by the proteglycan network and the remaining 20 - 40% comes from the structural
macromolecules [17, 13, 24]. The three classes of macromolecules di↵er in their
concentration and therefore contribution to various tissue properties. The colla-
gens contribute approximately 60% of cartilage dry weight, whilst proteoglycans
contribute 25 - 35% and the non-collagenous proteins account for 15 - 20% [17, 24].
2.1.2 Structure and function
Articular cartilage is highly structured, with the four distinct regions being superfi-
cial, transitional, deep and calcified cartilage. The cell morphology and consequently
the mechanical properties of the matrix vary according to the zones in which they
exist [17, 13]. The chondrocytes in each of these cartilage zones have di↵erent size,
shapes and metabolic activity and therefore produce varying extracellular matrices
[17, 13]. It is known that the interaction between tissue fluid and ECM is respon-
sible for the sti↵ness and resilience of the tissue [17, 21, 25]. As shown later, the
concentration of each of these varies through the depth of the tissue, resulting in
varied tissue sti↵ness [17].
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Superficial zone:
The superficial layer is approximately 10-20% of the cartilage thickness and the
chondrocytes take an elliptical shape. Their major axis is aligned to be parallel with
the cartilage surface [17]. These cells produce a matrix with very few proteoglycans
but contain the highest concentration of collagen and water of any zone [17, 13].
This dense collagen matrix gives the zone a greater tensile sti↵ness and strength
when compared with the deeper zones. Removal of this layer has shown increased
permeability, suggesting that the dense collagen fibrils act like a cartilage skin,
limiting the ingress of larger molecules [17].
Transitional zone:
The transitional layer is typically 30-50% of the tissue thickness and has a morphol-
ogy intermediate of the superficial and deep layer [13]. The cells in this zone are
spheroid and produce collagen fibrils with a larger diameter but at a lower concen-
tration compared with those found in the superficial zone. There is also an increased
concentration of the proteoglycans and a decreased concentration of water volume
[17].
Deep zone:
The deep zone, 30-50% of the tissue thickness, contains spheroidal chondrocytes
which align themselves in columns perpendicular to the tissue surface [13]. These
chondrocytes produce the largest diameter collagen fibrils and yield the highest
concentration of proteoglycans, which results in this zone having the lowest concen-
tration of water [17].
Calcified Cartilage:
The calcified cartilage zone is a thin layer between the deep zone and the subchondral
bone. The cells in this zone have a smaller volume and are mostly surrounded in
calcified cartilage.
2.1.3 Osteoarthritis and damage of articular cartilage
Damage to cartilage can be classified as a microfracture, chondral or osteochondral
defect [26]. Micro fractures typically do not present visible variation to cartilage
tissue and can undergo loading without inducing pain [27]. Chondral defects can
grow from microfractures or be caused by trauma and improper loading [26]. The
repair mechanism is not e↵ective enough to restore tissue structure, hence these de-
fects progressively develop into osteochondral defects. Osteochondral defects spread
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from the cartilage tissue into the subchondral bone [27, 28]. The inability to repair
and subsequent repeated loading ensures the development of these defects into OA,
a chronic disease that slowly degrades articular cartilage. The primary symptom
for OA is pain in the a✏icted joint, which can be debilitating to the point of im-
pairing the mobility of a patient. Typically these defects and the eventual onset of
OA are the result of a traumatic joint injury that occurred years before symptoms
present [26]. One such example is an Anterior Cruciate Ligament (ACL) injury
which can change the biomechanics in the knee joint enough to expose the carti-
lage to disproportionate forces and promote long term degradation [29, 30]. Whilst
it is dependent on each patients presenting conditions, currently one of the most
popular treatments for advanced OA is total joint replacement, where the cartilage
is removed and replaced by synthetic components. This method is not perfect, in
that it does eliminate pain but otherwise requires time dependent revision surgeries,
coupled with a high cost and high procedural complexity [13].
2.2 Regenerative medicine techniques for the treat-
ment of OA
An alternative to total joint replacement is the employment of regenerative medicine
techniques, a field which has been under investigation for the past two decades [31].
Initial work included the suspension of chondrocyte cells within a cartilage defect,
a process known as autologous chondrocyte implantation (ACI). [32] Development
has since continued to include cells into sca↵olds, porous 3D structures which enable
the free flow of media and provide a surface in which cells can attach [31]. More
recently hydrogels, a form of matrix with embedded chondrocytes, have been con-
sidered [31]. Each of these methods have encountered complications with limited
clinical application. Methods employing matrices and sca↵olds have seen advances,
but for engineered cartilage tissue to be successful, it is crucial that there is strict
control of the cell phenotype as well as the composition of the extra cellular matrix
produced. By controlling these variables, biological and biomechanical properties of
articular cartilage will be e↵ectively replicated.
2.2.1 ACI
ACI is the most clinically developed repair technique with the first surgery per-
formed in 1987 [33, 32]. Although this technique initially seemed promising, further
investigation found that the injected tissue reassembled into fibro-cartilage, a form of
cartilage rich in collagen type I, as opposed to the required collagen type II [34, 35].
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Due to this variation, the replacement cartilage was found to have poor biomechan-
ical properties, as it is capable of withstanding the loads within the joint but is not
as durable as natural articular cartilage.
2.2.2 Hydrogel Matrices
A hydrogel is a three dimensional network of crosslinked, hydrophilic, polymer chains
(either natural or synthetic) capable of absorbing large quantities of water. Hydro-
gels are popular in tissue engineering applications as they closely mimic natural
tissue. This property enables growth, multiplication and di↵erentiation of cells
within the material structure [24, 36]. Hence, hydrogel constructs do not need to
be designed to include the porous voids that are often required for sti↵er polymer
sca↵olds. Hydrogels begin as a liquid substance but are crosslinked using light, en-
zymes or chemical cross-linkers and subsequently take the form of the mould they
are placed in [24].
Hydrogels can be made from almost all water soluble polymers facilitating a wide
range of achievable chemical compositions and physical properties. Synthetic poly-
mers such as poly(ethylene) glycol (PEG) or poly(lactide-co-glycolide) are popular
as they o↵er strictly controllable mechanical and biochemical properties [13, 24]. By
comparison, natural polymers such as agarose, alginate or gelatin are more incon-
sistent in their composition but are popular due to their inclusion of biologically
relevant substrates [13]. For cartilage applications, collagen based gels are the in-
tuitive choice given the abundance of collagen in natural tissue. Hydrogel matrices
used for cartilage tissue engineering have typically focused on forming homogeneous
structures embedded with chondrocytes [13]. There have been many types of nat-
ural and synthetic polymers used for cartilage tissue engineering including alginate
[3], agarose [4], gelatin [7], fibrin [5] and PEG based hydrogels [6].
One particular hydrogel which has been demonstrated to show particular promise is
Gelatinmethacrylamide (GelMA). GelMA is produced by reacting Gelatin macromers
with methacrylic acid to create metharcylate groups. This can be made into a hy-
drogel network by crosslinking in the presence of a photo-initiator and light [16].
Figure 2.1 shows the chemistry involved in adding methacrylated chains to gelatin
and how these chains bond together during the photo-crosslinking process. Work
has been done in determining the e↵ects and e ciency of having a higher or lower
degree of methacrylation [16]. This typically a↵ects the sti↵ness and swelling ratio
of the resultant gel. GelMa hydrogels with a 10% (w/v) have been found to have
a compressive modulus of 10kPa - 40kPa, a range which varies depending on the
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Figure 2.1: Synthesis of methacrylated gelatin. Gelatin macromers containing pri-
mary amino groups are reacted with methacrylic anhydride (MA) to add methacry-
late pendant groups. To create a hydrogel network, the methacrylated gelatin
(GelMA) is crosslinked using UV irradiation in the presence of a photoinitiator.
Reproduced with permission. Nichol J.W. et al. (2010) [16]
degree of methacrylation [16]. Further development of this hydrogel has seen small
quantities of hyaluronic acid methacrylate (HA-MA) integrated [7]. Developed in
conjunction with the Cartilage Regeneration Laboratory (CRL) at the Queensland
University of Technology (QUT), this hydrogel solution is favoured given the inclu-
sion of HA-MA, which was found to support the chondrocytes and allowed them
to regain a spherical morphology. This allows them to express a more natural phe-
notype when encapsulated and also improves overall sti↵ness in the hydrogel [10].
Given these studies, a hydrogel with the composition of 9.5% gelatin-metharcylate
(GelMA), 0.5% hyaluronic acid methacrylate (HAMA), 0.05% w/v of Irgacure2959,
a photo-initiator and 10 million chondrocytes/mL has become the gold standard
hydrogel solution currently used in CRL.
2.2.3 Synthetic replication of zonal cartilage tissue
A detailed review was completed by Travis J. Klein et al. in 2009 looking at the
current and future methods of creating hydrogels for zonal cartilage repair. [13] Al-
though advances have been made in a number of hydrogels, particularly with regard
to enhanced cell viability and improved sti↵ness, there has been little progress in
e↵ectively representing the detailed zonal structure and function of native cartilage
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tissue and translating the research to clinical trials [13]. To achieve zonal variation,
a number of groups have considered using di↵erent cell types such as zonal specific
chondrocytes [37, 38, 39]. By including zonal chondrocytes, zonal specific cell de-
rived ECM is produced, thereby di↵erentiating the zonal regions [13]. One study
by T.K Kim et al. considered that the inclusion of zonal chondrocytes would better
represent zonal variation. Separate hydrogel layers were produced with zonal spe-
cific chondrocytes included in each. The di↵erence between the cells was maintained
and zonal specific ECM produced in each layer [8].
A second method of achieving zonal properties in a hydrogel construct is including
di↵erent mechanical properties in di↵erent layers of a hydrogel [13]. This method
is thought to influence the behaviour of the cells encapsulated, so that the sti↵ness
of the hydrogel encourages cells to behave like zonal chondrocytes [13]. Studies
which have considered this method have used multiple disks which are fabricated
separately and fused at their surfaces [11, 12, 9]. These studies concluded that the
development of zonal properties is dependent on the hydrogel material and the me-
chanical properties, but achieving zonal behaviour is not as simple as setting the
hydrogel sti↵ness. Currently, there exist few examples of a homogeneously fabricated
hydrogel which accurately replicate the zonal architecture of natural cartilage tissue.
2.3 3D Printing hydrogels
Considering the biological superiority and recent success of hydrogels in cartilage tis-
sue engineering, coupled with the inability of current hydrogel manufacturing meth-
ods to produce complex zonal cartilage models, it is compelling to pursue a method
which can produce hydrogel structures with a more realistic biomechanical environ-
ment. For this application, stereolithography 3D printing is an uncontrived choice
to pursue given the successful and e↵ective implementation of photo-crosslinking
in the current hydrogel production process. 3D printing hydrogels is not a novel
concept in that since the inception of SLA printers, there as been work towards
using them for the production of hydrogels. The natural pair of fabrication and
photo-crosslinking mechanisms makes it a natural progression. An in-depth review
was conducted by Billiet T. et al. looking at the trends and limitations of rapid
prototyping hydrogels for tissue engineering [15]. This review reports a number of
papers which have used stereolithography techniques to create hydrogel structures.
The hydrogel materials used in these studies have included, GelMA [40], GelMA
- HAMA [41], Hydroxyethylmethacrylate (HEMA) [42] and Polyethylene (glycol)
Diacrylate (PEGDA) [43]. However, a large majority of these studies used masks,
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or photo-patterning, a process which requires the prefabrication of light masks and
is not completely automated. It is arguable that this method of photo-crosslinking
is not a rapid prototyping / 3D printing technique [15]. A by-product of these
methods is that most of these studies directly used UV lights and chose established
photo-initiator systems tested and trialled for these conditions. It is evident from
these studies that the selected photo-initiator system is significant as it a↵ects the
crosslinking time, cell viability and mechanical properties of the resultant hydro-
gel. Finding a photo-initiator appropriate for use on consumer based SLA machine
would be important to enable photo-polymerization to occur.
2.3.1 The photo-initiator
When a photo-initiator is exposed to its corresponding wavelength of light it forms
radicals. These highly reactive radicals initiate radical polymerization, which sees
the hydrogel polymer form its own radicals which then bond with each other. The
result of this process is the crosslinking of polymer chains through a covalent chem-
ical bond, resulting in the formation of a viscoelastic solid. This process occurs
until the initiating light source is removed or until all the reactive groups have fully
reacted [44].
When examining 3D printing technologies to print hydrogels, the light source of the
technology must be considered to ensure photo-crosslinking is possible. Alterna-
tively, a di↵erent photo-initiator could be used in the hydrogel precursor solution
which better corresponds to the light source available.
The photo-initiator currently used by CRL, Irgacure2959, reacts to UV light in the
250nm - 375nm range [45]. This is a particularly popular choice for the photo-
encapsulation of cells as it is mostly cytocompatible [46]. Although the peak wave-
length of Irgacure2959 is ⇠280nm, light filtered to 365nm is often used to help
prevent cell mutation caused by the lower wavelengths of UV light [46]. This ini-
tiator can only be tolerated by cells at a concentration of 0.03% - 0.1%, however in
some applications higher concentrations are needed to out-compete peptides which
also absorb 285nm UV light [46]. At a concentration of 0.01% Irgacure2959 can only
absorb light of up to 375nm [45].
When investigating alternative photo-initiators to enable the 3D printing of hydro-
gels with encapsulated cells, factors such as concentration, wavelength and cyto-
toxicity need to be considered. A study conducted by Bahney et al. validated
the use of a type II photo-crosslinker comprised of eosin Y (the photo-sensitizer),
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triethanolamine (TEA, the photo-initiator) and 1-vinyl-2-pyrrolidinone (NVP, the
catalyst) [46]. A type II photo-initiator requires a co-initiator or a photo-sensitizer
in addition to a photo-initiator, as compared to a type I initiator system which
only requires the photo-initiator component to induce free-radicals and initiate the
crosslinking process. Triggered by ⇠510nm light, this photo-crosslinker combination
was found to be cytocompatible at concentration of 0.01 mM eosin Y, 0.1% TEA,
and 37.5 nM NVP [46].
Another study used lithium phenyl-2,4,6-trimethylbenzoylphosphinate (LAP) as an
alternative to Irgacure2959. A type I photo-initiator, the authors found it to exhibit
a number of advantages over Irgacure2959. These included greater water solubility,
increased polymerization rates at 365nm and light absorbance above 405nm, with
cell survival at 95% for cells encapsulated in LAP-initiated PEG diacrylate hydrogels
[47].
2.4 3D printing
3D printing, otherwise known as additive manufacturing (AM), has become a com-
mon tool in tissue engineering. Additive manufacturing techniques such as fused
deposition modelling (FDM), stereolithography (SLA) and electrospinning (ES) en-
able the fabrication of highly customizable sca↵old structures from patient data or
computer designed models. The ultimate goal of using such manufacturing meth-
ods in the fields of tissue engineering and biofabrication is to create patient specific
sca↵olds for implantation of engineered tissue such as skin, bone and cartilage.
2.4.1 SLA
Stereolithography (SLA) is the original form of 3D printing, patented in 1986 by
Charles W. Hull, the founder of 3D Systems Inc [48]. It has since been popularized
by cheaper consumer orientated products such as the Formlabs Form1 SLA printer.
SLA printers use a laser to crosslink a photo-sensitive polymer, building a 3D object
layer-by-layer. Mirrors are used to position the laser in an x, y coordinate plane and
polymerize sections of a resin until a layer is complete, when a z-axis servo lifts the
build plate which the model is attached to. The resolution of these machines (in the
z-axis) is typically 20µm -100µm [48], a range suitable for reconstructing biological
structures. A number of SLA technologies were investigated and reviewed, with
important features relevant to printing hydrogels being considered. Each of these
printers are popular o↵-the-shelf consumer grade machines.
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ProJet 1200
Produced by 3D systems, the ProJet 1200 is their foray into the hobbyist market.
3D Systems have had the most experience in this field, but their focus has typically
been high end solutions for advanced manufacturing customers. Since the explo-
sive popularity of desktop 3D printing, the company has been slower to bring an
attractive low cost product to the market. However, their experience has brought
the patented micro-SLA technology.
Form1+
The Formlabs Form1+ became a highly popular desktop SLA printer after a suc-
cessful crowd funding campaign which brought SLA printers to consumers at an
a↵ordable price point of $4000(USD) [49]. Funded via a crowd sourcing campaign,
they successfully popularized, marketed and sold the first desktop SLA printer.
The Form1+ uses a proprietary software package called Preform. In an attempt
to provide a simple and user friendly interface, Preform is quite limiting in its
capabilities. There are very few variables which can be adjusted and it only enables
the use of Fromlabs produced resins with its 125 x 125 x 165mm resin tank. Using
a 120W, 405nm violet laser the Form 1+ can achieve 300µm resolution in its x and
y dimensions and 25µm in the z [49].
2.4.2 DLP
Digital light projection (DLP) is a form of SLA 3D printing. Instead of using a
laser which moves around an x/y plane, a projector is used to project an image of
a single layer, thereby only requiring movement in the z-direction [48]. For most
DLPs, standard projector technology is used which sees the the UV range go no
lower than 385nm. Typically such projectors are built using Mercury based lamps
which have a spectral output of approximately 385nm - 700nm [50].
Titan 1
The Titan 1 by Kudo3D is a commercially available DLP printer based on multi-
ple open source technologies. The Titan 1 o↵ers a resolution of 10nm-100nm and
a build volume of 190mm x 109mm x 254mm. Internally, it uses a HD Viewsonic
projector with a Mercury vapour bulb. The cost of the Kudo3D is $3000 (USD)
[51]. A specific feature that the Titan 1 includes is the unique Passive Self Peel-
ing technology. This technology theoretically minimizes the forces exerted when
separating the cured layers of resin from the base of the resin vat. This is done
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by using a flexible container made up of five di↵erent materials to reduce the force
experienced but without the need of an additional active movement mechanism. [51]
Besides the technology behind the passive self peeling vat, the Titan 1 is built solely
from open source hardware and software. Using an Arduino Mega and the popular
RAMPS controller board to manage the system, they also supply the latest version
of all software (including firmware) for download on their website. The Kudo3D
software which is used to connect to and control the Titan 1 is also built from open
source repositories and they leverage free software like Creation Workshop.
B9Creator
The B9Creator by B9Creations is similar to the Titan 1 in that it uses a visual
data projector. Also containing a Mercury bulb which produces light in the range of
385nm - 700nm. The B9Creator includes a slightly smaller resin tank at 104mm x
75mm x 203mm which accepts any material type. The resolution of the B9Creator
is comparable with that of the Titan 1, providing 30µm in the x and y axis and
5µm in the z axis. The cost for this SAL-DLP print is slightly more than others at
$4,595 USD [52].
Ember
The Autodesk Ember is also aimed at the open source community and research
institutions, but is currently unavailable in Australia. It o↵ers a resolution of 10µm
- 100µm and uses 405nm high powered (5 Watt) LED’s. The maximum build volume
is 64mm x 40mm x 134mm and it costs $5,995.00 (USD). Although produced by
Autodesk, they are promoting open source development of their product. Software
repositories will be open and the hardware plans will be released. The Ember will
be capable of using any type of material [53].
2.5 Conclusion
As outlined, the ability to synthetically and accurately replicate articulator carti-
lage is actively being investigated with the purpose of providing a viable and more
e↵ective alternative to existing osteoarthritis treatments. Current tissue engineering
research using hydrogel materials, which are novel due to their biological compati-
bility and structural malleability, is exploring the use of such structures for cartilage
defect repair. As the premise of this project is to investigate the use of stereolithog-
raphy to 3D print GelMA hydrogel constructs, previous literature was found that
highlighted the complex nature of the task. The underlying tissue engineering ap-
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plication relies upon an amalgamation of materials chemistry, biology and engineer-
ing, with most studies only focussing on one particular area. Additionally, many
of the papers considered rely upon semi-automated masking or photo-patterning
techniques with few making use of commercially available or low cost devices. A
snapshot of machines obtained from the current commercial market was also ex-
amined, detailing the variation and breath of choice available for the subsequent
machine selection and modification. No low cost SLA print considered here had
the range available to crosslink the typically used UV crosslink Irgacure2959, other
photo crosslinking methods were considered as alternatives. Based on this literature
review, the selection of an SLA printer and photo-crosslinking system can be made
in order to investigate whether 3D printing can provide unique capabilities to the
rapid manufacturing of hydrogel structures.
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Chapter 3: System Design
The system design chapter primarily details the work done in selecting an SLA
printer and modifying it to enable the 3D printing of GelMA hydrogels. A brief
methods and materials section is included to detail the parts and equipment used.
This chapter will not include the methodology required to synthesize the hydrogel
solution or the printing procedure. These processes are dependent on the results
found in this chapter and will therefore be detailed in the methods section of Chapter
4 - 3D printing GelMA. While the results of the modifications are described within
this chapter, those which are successful will not be analysed or discussed in detail
until Chapter 5, after they have been used extensively for production throughout
Chapter 4. At the conclusion of this chapter, a 3D printer will have been selected
and any adjustments required for the production of GelMA hydrogels implemented.
3.1 Introduction
In order to achieve 3D printing of GelMA matrices on a consumer SLA printer,
there were a number of machine requirements and printing restrictions established
in the introduction and literature review. These include selecting a printer which
can use any material, have per layer control of the system parameters and enable
variation of the light source exposure time/intensity levels. On top of these re-
quirements, modifications specific to printing with GelMA were required, such as
small volume printing and keeping the hydrogel solution warm. Therefore, within
this chapter these key machine design objectives are addressed as well as new re-
quirements discovered throughout this machine modification process. This chapter
will detail solution exploration, discuss reasoning and present the results from micro
tests designed to rapidly indicate success or failure of a design feature. The outcome
of this work will determine the procedures to be utilized for all future printing as
presented later in this thesis.
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3.2 Methods and materials
Given the engineering approach used to solve deficiencies in the system and construct
specific machine modifications, an iterative design method was used. As such, a
specific methodology with directly correlating results can not be documented. Each
results section presented within this chapter determines the methods used in the pro-
ceeding sections. Despite this, a number of tools and materials were used repeatedly
throughout this chapter. Primarily, the physical modifications were designed using
AutoDesk Inventor (Autodesk Inc, San Rafael, USA) to create 3D models which
were then fabricated on a Replicator 2 (Makerbot Industries, Brooklyn, USA) using
Polylactic acid (PLA) thermoplastic. Any additional parts used are detailed specif-
ically in each section and listed in Table 3.1.
The materials and methods used for the production of the GelMA and the photo-
initiator solution are detailed in Chapter 4 (Section 4.2.2). The hydrogel solutions
used within this chapter had varied concentrations from those in Chapter 4 meth-
ods, however these concentrations are addressed in the relevant results sections.
Additionally a Polyethylene (glycol) Diacrylate (PEGDA) solution was used in con-
junction with a visible light initiator for some tests within this chapter, which was
prepared as detailed in the paper by Bahney et al. [46].
3.2.1 Materials
The specific parts and materials used for testing and implementing the required
modifications are detailed in Table 3.1. The utilization of each of these parts is
referenced to throughout the result section as they were used. Only those materials
which were incorporated into the final modifications have a listed quantity.
Material Quantity Supplier
Polyethylene (glycol) Diacrylate (PEGDA) Sigma-Aldrich, Catalogue Number:455008-100ML
Titan 1 1 Kudo3D, California, USA
Engineering Grade Silicone (401 RTV) 2g per print Bunnings Warehouse, Melbourne, Australia
Thinglab PLA Filament 400g ThingLab, Melbourne, Australia
Acrylic Cast Matte Black Sheet 1 x A4 sheet Acrylics Online, Brisbane, Australia
Silicon Heater Mat 1.25W, 12V DC 2 x (25mm x 50mm) RS Online Au, SmithFeild, NSW
Square Tube (32mm x 32mm x 1.6mm) 1 x 30mm length Action Aluminium, Brisbane Australia
Black G+ Resin MakerJuice Labs, USA
Aluminium Sheet (0.6mm) Action Aluminium, Brisbane Australia
Aquapro Low Voltage Pump Bunnings Warehouse, Melbourne, Australia
Clear Vinyl Tubing (13mm) Bunnings Warehouse, Melbourne, Australia
Glass Cover slips (No.1) 24mm x 24mm ProSciTech, QLD, Australia
Table 3.1: Equipment and parts used for the production of machine modifications.
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3.3 Results
3.3.1 3D printer selection
To successfully 3D print GelMA and achieve the overarching aim of the study, the
correct 3D printer needed to be selected. As established in the introduction, the se-
lected device must be capable of various specific control functions. All of the devices
considered were SLA (or a derivation) as the provision to use photo-polymerization
to cure GelMA is a strict requirement. To determine the SLA printer with the most
relevant features, an investigation into multiple leading printers was conducted. The
printers considered were all low cost (⇡ $5000, USD), consumer grade machines tar-
geting hobbyist, designers and university research groups. Table 3.2 consolidates
and compares the key technical specifications for each of the printers considered.
Titan 1
By Kudo3D
Form 1+
By Formlabs
B9Creator
By B9Creations
Ember
by Autodesk
ProJet 1200
By 3D Systems
Technology SLA- DLP SLA SLA-DLP SLA- DLP SLA
Price (USD) $3,000 $3,400 $4,595 $7,495 $4,900
X,Y Resolution (µm) 37 - 100 300 30 50 56
Z Resolution (µm) 5 25 5 10 30
Max Print Volume
(L x W x H) mm
492 x 108 x 250 125 x 125 x 165 104 x 75 x 203 64 x 64 x 134 43 x 27 x 150
Accepts 3rd
Party Resins
Yes No Yes Yes No
Light Source
Data Projector
Mercury Bulb
385nm - 700nm
Violet Laser
405nm, 120W
Data Projector
Mercury Bulb
385nm - 700nm
LEDs
405nm, 5W
N/A
Table 3.2: A comparison of the current leading SLA 3D printers, detailing technical
specifications and cost.
To systematically determine which printer was the most appropriate, a list of crite-
ria was established and ordered from most to least important. An importance value
was assigned to each criteria and used to calculate an overall score for each of the
devices presented in Table 3.2. The criteria, along with their associated importance
value and the resulting scores of each device is shown in Table 3.3. This list of crite-
ria was chosen and ordered based on the aims and objectives presented in Chapter
1. Although not directly stated in these objectives, it was necessary for the printer
to accept non-proprietary resins or a laboratory produced hydrogel solution. Addi-
tionally, customization of settings was considered important because if this process
was successful, it would be preferable to have full access to the machine’s hardware
and software to enable broad use in a research environment, as such usages would
likely require non-standard print conditions.
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Criteria
Importance
Multiplier
Titan 1
by Kudo3D
Form 1+
by Formlabs
B9Creator
by B9Creations
Ember
by Autodesk
ProJet 1200
by 3D Systems
Can print with any material 5 1 0 1 1 0
Settings enable per layer control 4 1 0 0 1 -
Can vary layer exposure times 3 1 0 1 1 1
Can vary incident light intensity 2 1 0 1 1 0
Open source / customizable 1 1 0 1 1 0
Total Score 15 0 11 15 3
Table 3.3: An assessment of each printer considered to determine which is the most
suitable for the required application.
Based on the scoring system presented in Table 3.3, the Titan 1 by Kudo3D was
selected and purchased. While the Ember Autodesk also scored equally, it was
not yet available for purchase. The Titan 1 uses a Mercury bulb with a minimum
wavelength of 385nm, the lowest value found in any SLA printer on the market.
GelMA currently uses Irgacure2959 as a photo-initiator and is crosslinked under
light with a wavelength of ⇡ 365nm, a value still below what is available from SLA
technologies. Therefore, adjustment was required to the GelMA precursor solution
to allow it to be 3D printed.
3.3.2 A new photo-crosslinker
The aim of this investigation was to identify a crosslinking mechanism to be used
within the GelMA precursor solution which would be appropriate for the wavelengths
of light (385nm - 700nm) produced by the bulb embedded in the Titan 1. As the
focus of this project was on adapting a machine to enable 3D printing of a hydrogel
and not adjusting the GelMA precursor solution, the scope of this investigation
was limited to choosing a tested crosslinking method from literature as opposed to
determining a novel solution. Similar to the selection of the printer, a list of criteria
was used to find an appropriate crosslinking method. The literature was reviewed
and it revealed three primary candidates, each of which had been previously used
in 3D printing hydrogel applications, each of which are listed in Table 3.4. These
photo-initiator systems were required to fulfil the following criteria: be initiated by
a light source with a wavelength range of 385nm - 700nm, be non-cytotoxic and use
a simplified process to enable rapid implementation.
Name Components Peak Wavelength Attainment
Irgacure2959 2-hydroxy-1-[4-(2-hydroxyethoxy) phenyl]-2-methyl-1-propanone 280nm
Purchase:
BASF, Ludwigshafen,
Germany
ETV
Eosin Y,
Triethanolamine (TEA)
1-vinyl-2-pyrrolidinone (NVP)
520nm Solution
LAP lithium phenyl-2,4,6-trimethylbenzoyl phosphinate 375nm Synthesis
Table 3.4: Photo-crosslinking systems previously used to 3D print hydrogels.
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The ETV solution was chosen as the successful candidate due to its simplified pro-
cess which did not involve synthesis like the LAP option, whilst also being activated
at a 520nm wavelength, a peak output of the Mercury bulb. A study conducted
by Bahney et al. validated the use of the type II photo-crosslinker designated as
ETV, concluding that concentrations of 0.01 mM Eosin Y,0.1% TEA, and 37.5 nM
NVP were optimal and cyto-compatible for the encapsulation of human Mesenchy-
mal Stem Cells (hMSC) [46]. Therefore, these conditions were trialled initially.
To test the viability of this system, the GelMA hydrogel solution was prepared as
explained in Section 4.2.2 but using the ETV concentrations detailed here. A Teflon
mould was used and a volume of precursor solution pipetted into a shallow well. A
bright white LED was held over the sample for a 3 minute period. The results of
this test are depicted in Figure 3.1, showing the GelMA + ETV solution before and
after the application of light. It can be seen that the solution crosslinked to form
a gel, losing the pink colour and turning yellow. When the necessary modifications
to enable the the 3D printing of GelMA are completed, this combined solution of
GelMA and ETV will be tested under the incident light of the Titan 1.
(a) The GelMA + ETV solution be-
fore light exposure
(b) The GelMA + ETV solution af-
ter 3 minutes of light exposure
Figure 3.1: Comparison between the hydrogel solution before (a) and after (b)
exposure to a high intensity white light for 3 minutes. The colour change from
pink to yellow corresponds to gel formation using the GelMA + ETV (Eosin Y,
Triethanolamine, 1-vinyl 2-pyrrolididinone) system.
3.3.3 Small volume printing
Upon receiving the Titan 1, the first challenge was to devise a way to enable print-
ing with small volumes. The supplied vat for the resin measured 192mm x 108mm,
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holding large volumes appropriate for more standard applications. Given the high
cost ($95/100g) and di culty in producing large volumes of GelMA, alterations were
required to enable low volume printing. A value of 2mL was selected as the target
printing volume after considering the size of potential prints and GelMA supply.
Working with this value, a number of modifications were considered but were often
eliminated due to certain constraints or limitations.
The primary limitation was finding a solution that did not significantly change the
print process. A key technology to the Titan 1 is the vat design, which enables a
proprietary method called “Passive Self Peeling”. A common challenge of SLA and
DLP printers is their ability to lift a cured layer o↵ the base of the vat ensuring
the model doesn’t stick to the vat surface causing separation from the model or for
the model to be pulled from the print head. The passive self peeling method uses a
resin vat with flexible walls and a soft silicone base covered with a Teflon sheet. This
flexibility in the vat helps minimize the known van der Waals and vacuum forces
incurred when lifting a model from the base of the vat.
The obvious solution to printing with smaller volumes would be a smaller vat, how-
ever this would require replicating the technology within one of these proprietary
vats which incorporates five types of plastic to achieve the desired flexibility, rigidity
and opacity where required. The next most obvious solution was to maintain the
current vat but include a smaller walled section. Although more achievable, this
solution would still potentially interfere with the passive self peeling technology, un-
less flexible walls were used. The major di culty of this solution was the inability
to adhere any type of walled section to the Teflon, a surface renowned for its ability
to prevent anything from sticking to it. The hydrophobic properties of the Teflon
presented an alternative solution. It was observed during the print calibration that
as the print head was lifted, the resin would favour adhering to itself and the print
head over the Teflon base, resulting in the total volume of resin being pulled inwards
and towards the centre of the vat as a single body. Based on these observations,
it was hypothesized that by limiting the size of the print head and thus the areas
in which a small volume could be spread and separated, the print material could
remain as a single body. As the print head is lifted, the attractive force would then
see the material follow the print head upwards and inwards, where it would eventu-
ally reform to its original shape and location. To summarize, small volumes could
be printed given a proportionally sized print head and suitably viscous fluid.
To test this hypothesis, a new print head was designed with a smaller print area.
Drawn in Inventor (Autodesk Inc, San Rafael, USA) and 3D printed using a Repli-
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cator 2 (Makerbot Industries, Brooklyn, USA), a new head was created to slide onto
the existing one, thereby preventing the need for further modifications to the Titan
1. Printed in white PLA plastic, Figure 3.2 shows the CAD drawing of the new
design and the subsequently manufactured structure fitted to the machines original
print surface.
(a) (b)
Figure 3.2: A new, smaller print head was created to enable small volume printing.
Figure (a) shows the CAD drawing of new print head (and dimensions) which was
designed to slide onto the original print surface of the machine. Figure (b) depicts
the resulting product which was 3D printed, installed and is shown being used for
small volume testing.
Initial tests were executed using the Black G+ resin (MakerJuice Labs, USA), sup-
plied with the Titan 1. A volume of 2mL was placed in the centre of the vat directly
under the 25mm x 25mm print surface. The print head was lowered until touching
the vat, spreading the resin beneath it. The head was then lifted 4mm, a distance
which cleared it of the resin surface. This process was repeated five times whilst
behaviour of the resin was observed. The testing exhibited the hypothesized be-
haviour, in that the liquid resin reformed its original shape and location after each
lift of the print head. To better predict the outcome for a GelMA application, the
same test was run using water (as shown in Figure 3.2b), a slightly less viscous fluid
than GelMA but with a similar contact angle due to the hydrophilic bonds within
the liquid. This test demonstrated the same behaviour and thereby confirmed that
through the use of a smaller print head, smaller volumes of print material could be
used, a property attributable to the stronger attractive forces between the liquid
and print head compared with the hydrophobic Teflon surface.
3.3.4 Controlling incident and reflected light
For the construction of a smaller print head to enable small volume printing, white
PLA plastic was used. When this new head design was employed during initial
testing, a previously unconsidered problem presented itself. Figure 3.3a depicts the
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adjusted print head above a volume of precursor solution in a crosslinked state. It
should be noted that during initial trials, before a temperature control solution was
finalized, Polyethylene (glycol) Diacrylate (PEGDA) solution was used (in conjunc-
tion with the visible light initiator) as it does not have the same thermal gelling
issues as GelMA. The images shown in Figure 3.3 were taken at the end of a short
print, where the pattern of incident light was four small squares which were cen-
tred in the middle of the print head. Crosslinking should only have occurred within
the direct path of this incident light. Despite this, the solution which surrounded
the print head can be seen in its gelled form (Figure 3.3a). It was hypothesized
that this behaviour was happening due to the reflection of incident light from the
white print head and back into the solution. Therefore, the aim of this work was
to minimize any potential for reflected light and control any erroneous incident light.
To achieve this aim, the print head was reprinted from white to black PLA plastic
and steps taken to remove the precursor solution from visible light at all times so
that the projector light was the only light it was exposed to. While printing, the
cover hood was always on to prevent incident light from above. With these minor
adjustments in place, the same trial print was replicated and the results pictured
in Figure 3.3b. This time a full print was achieved whilst the surrounding solution
remained in a liquid state. As such, it became evident that strict control of all
incident light would be needed to minimize any unintended reflections. Throughout
the ongoing system design process, the control of incident and reflected light was
always considered.
3.3.5 Maintaining GelMA as a liquid
Gelatin forms a thermal gel when stored at temperatures less than 25 C - 35 C
(dependent on gel concentration) and this remains true for Gelatin Methacrylamide
(GelMA). To enable 3D printing, the GelMA precursor solution must remain in a
liquid state for the process to work. Given this condition, the aim of this work was
to derive a solution that maintained GelMA at a heightened temperature, between
30 C and 40 C, to ensure that it remained in a liquid state. An upper limit on the
temperature was applied as future use of the device could involve cell studies. In
these scenarios, temperatures are typically controlled to approximately 37 C as to
avoid cell death. A primary consideration in this solution is the print process, as
the method employed should not interfere with the projection of light or disrupt
the passive self peeling attributes of the resin vat. Ideally the solution should main-
tain an elevated temperature indefinitely so as to allow any conceivable print time
without temperature dependent limitations.
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(a) (b)
Figure 3.3: A comparison of the new small print head design made from white
PLA plastic is shown in Figure (a) with the unused hydrogel solution completely
crosslinked around the print head and in the vat. Figure (b) shows the same design
but made with black PLA plastic and the excess precursor solution within the vat
remained as a liquid solution.
A number of solutions were conceived to overcome this challenge, with each being
required to fulfil the concerns addressed above; namely to not impact the printing
process and maintain temperatures between 30 C - 40 C for an indefinite amount of
time. Each option was initially tested to determine viability and credibility for fur-
ther investigation. The simplest solution was considered first, followed by iterations
of observational tests which provided data and direction towards the next potential
solution.
Passive heating, which saw the print head and resin vat pre-heated to 40 C was con-
sidered, however as each part was made of plastic which acts as a thermal insulators,
heat was unable to be conducted e↵ectively to the precursor solution. This solution
would not enable indefinite printing. Heating the ambient air was also considered
however it required a completely sealed environmentally controlled chamber with
a low flow rate device to pump warm air coupled with a control system to sense
and adjust the temperature as required. This was considered a complex, costly and
time consuming solution that would only be considered if all other options were ex-
hausted. Moving beyond these, a water bath solution and small heating chambers
were discussed in detail in the following sections.
Water bath
The primary method used in a laboratory to bring GelMA to an elevated tempera-
ture is a water bath, hence the application to this system seemed logical. Unlike the
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other methods, this would require equipment to be located in-situ and the e↵ects
on the printing process where unknown.
The first test of a water bath was simple in that the vat would act as the vessel
which carried the water and 3D printed plastic walls were designed to separate the
water from the print area. As previously discussed, di culty existed around sticking
walls to the Teflon surface. To overcome this, the Teflon was removed in all areas
except directly within the 25mm x 25mm print area. Removing the Teflon revealed
a soft sticky silicone surface which was perfect for adhering the walled section. This
design revealed a number of considerations. Firstly, the volume of water was too
large, which made the vat heavy and ine↵ective at executing the passive self peeling.
Additionally, the large exposed surface area saw the water cool rapidly. Plus the
use of 3D printed walls and the silicone base, both superior insulators, made them
ine↵ective at conducting the heat of the water. Considering these outcomes, a new
design was explored.
A specific vessel with reduced dimensions, a covered top and metal walls was drawn
in Inventor, 3D printed and the metal wall inserts installed. This rectangular vessel
measured 80m x 80mm on the outer edges and had a square cut out in the cen-
tre measuring 30mm x 30mm. The intention was to place the vessel around the
print area, enabling the light to project upwards and the print head to move down-
ward into the print area. As it was known that the inner walls had to conduct the
heat, aluminium sheet was used for the inner walls. These methods produced good
conduction and the GelMA was kept warm as long as the water was warm (approx-
imately 5 minutes). However, these tests also indicated that it was very di cult to
join the plastic and metal without water leaking out.
These results indicated the potential for a successful solution since the temperature
of the GelMA was being maintained. However, the temperature of the water needed
to be controlled to enable indefinite printing times. The primary issue was the ability
to seal the vessel successfully. E↵ort was therefore applied towards manufacturing a
more robust design capable of pumping temperature controlled water. However, a
properly machined structure would have taken excessive time to build given the short
duration of this project. Therefore, low cost, rapid manufacturing methods could
only be used until a final solution was determined. Figure 3.4a shows the resulting
CAD drawing which was 3D printed and constructed to form the product shown
in Figures 3.4b and 3.4c. As shown, connection points were added to the vessel to
enable the flow of hot water, a rubber gasket was inserted under the lid and silicone
(waterproof and non toxic) was applied liberally to seal the 3D printed structure and
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gaps between the metal. A beaker of water was placed on a hot plate set to 40 C
and a small pump used to pump water through the system. This complete system
can be seen in Figure 3.5. Despite appearing to be a clunky solution, the system was
capable of maintaining the GelMA at elevated temperatures. Tests saw 1-hour long
periods where the GelMA precursor solution was maintained at approximately 35 C.
(a) CAD drawing (b) Top view (c) Bottom view
Figure 3.4: A water bath design for maintaining the temperature of the GelMA
solution between 30 C - 40 C. Figure (a) shows the CAD drawing used to created
the 3D printed section of the water bath constructed and photographed in Figures
(b) and (c). This design has internal metal walls for e cient heat conduction and
connection points to allowing hot water to be pumped into and flow out of the vessel.
(a) (b)
Figure 3.5: The complete system used to create a heated water bath around the
GelMA solution. Figure (a) shows the hot plate heating a beaker of water to 40 C
where a small pump then pushes the water into the water bath vessel. As shown in
Figure (b) the vessel was placed in the centre of the resin vat around the print area
and stuck onto the soft silicone.
While working in principle and knowing a properly machined design would work
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more reliably, this method contained flaws. The weight of the water, the vessel and
the downward force of the tubing still impeded the passive peeling method of the
printer. In addition, the design was cumbersome and the use of open water near
the control system and printer is less than ideal from a safety perspective. It was
therefore determined that an alternative method should be pursued.
Heated chamber
An alternative solution of heating the GelMA solution became apparent when the
capabilities of the electronics control board used within the Titan 1 were investi-
gated. The Titan 1 uses a RAMPS 1.2 controller board, a collaborative, open source
project designed for the control of many 3D printers including FDMmachines. Many
FDM type 3D printers require a heated, temperature controlled print bed to utilise
polymers such as ABS. These print beds are usually flat metal plates with a silicone
heat pad attached. As a simple heating coil, these heat pads stick to the metal
plate along with a thermistor to sense temperature. The RAMPS 1.2 control board
includes the inputs and required circuitry to integrate such a system. Given this
information, the typical heated print bed of an FDM machine could be re-imagined
for this application. Square tubing was sourced with an internal diameter as close to
30mm x 30mm as possible. Two silicone heat pads (RS Electronics) each measuring
25mm x 50mm were purchased while carefully noting the wattage of each. Attaching
the heat pads either side of the metal tubing and applying a silicone adhesive to the
bottom, the metal chamber was centred around the print head and adhered to the
Teflon. Figure 3.6 shows an example of how this design looked when incorporated
into the vat.
(a) (b)
Figure 3.6: Photographs showing the heated charmer stuck in the centre of the resin
vat onto the Teflon surface using silicone. Figure (a) shows the thermometer used to
verify the liquid temperature looking from above. Figure (b) shows the same from
below.
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For immediate testing, the fan was unplugged and the two heat pads powered from
its 12V, 5A supply port, after taking careful note of the current requirements. The
first test saw 2mL of water with an initial temperature of 30 C raised to a temper-
ature of 38 C over a 25-minute period. Two hours later the temperature remained
at 38 C. This test used a standard mercury thermometer placed in the centre of the
water equidistant from any walls to ensure only fluid temperature was captured as
show in Figure 3.6.
The success of this design finally enabled the ability to begin printing with GelMA
on the Titan 1. The use of a thermistor for temperature control was not pursued as
the limited power from the fan port (12V, 5A) supplied the exact amount of current
required to maintain the liquid at an ideal temperature of 38 C. The fan, which used
minimal current, was reconnected and piggybacked onto the same ports. While this
successful outcome is a far simpler and more elegant design, it does rely on adhering
a structure to the Teflon, which as noted earlier is not very e↵ective. However,
through testing it stayed stuck throughout printing and did not leak any solution.
When cleaning of the vat was required at the completion of a print, a small tug
would lift the part from the surface. Given the small internal area, this approach
of removing the structure proved beneficial and enabled thorough cleaning. Before
each print, new silicone was applied and the chamber re-adhered with a drying time
of ⇡ 15 minutes.
Earlier within the “small volume printing” section, concern was raised regarding the
use of walls limiting the passive peeling technology. It was found that while using
this method, the small heated chamber essentially floated on the bed of flexible
silicone beneath the Teflon surface. It did not weigh enough to impart any force and
a↵ect the passive self peeling capabilities, particularly for the very small constructs
being produced with the reduced print area. Therefore, given the simplicity of the
design, the ability to indefinitely control the temperature at precisely 38 C with no
observable negative e↵ects on the passive self peeling, this solution fulfilled all the
required criteria and was permanently implemented for the 3D printing of GelMA
hydrogels.
3.3.6 Printing with GelMA
With the ability to keep the GelMA heated and in a liquid state the first trial could
be conducted to determine if the GelMA and ETV solution could be crosslinked
using the projector within the Titan 1. The combination of 10%(w/v) GelMA with
0.01 mM Eosin Y,0.1% TEA, and 37.5 nM NVP had previously be crosslinked under
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a bright white LED light. This same solution was placed within the heated chamber
of the Titan 1 and a print conducted as per the methods in section 4.2.3. Four
square samples each 4mm x 4mm x 1mm where printed, using white light and a 60
second exposure time per layer, for layers 50µm thick. This construct was 20 layers
thick, resulting in a total exposure time of 20 minutes, well beyond the 3 minute test
period which achieved gelling in the Teflon moulds. At the conclusion of this print,
there was no crosslinked hydrogel, suggesting that the light of the projector was not
bright enough for the given print distance and could not achieve crosslinking in the
programmed time. The layer exposure time of 60 seconds per layer is significant,
since most normal resins use 3 - 10 seconds per layer. Therefore, this concentra-
tion of the ETV photo-initiator system was not considered adequate for 3D printing.
The literature regarding this crosslinking system was reconsidered and a second con-
centration condition was determined based on the results achieved by Cruise et al
[54]. This paper found that the rate of crosslinking was increased when the concen-
tration of TEA was reduced and the concentration of NVP increased, based on a
standard condition set within their paper. As there was a requirement to increase
the rate of crosslinking for the Titan 1 system, these conditions were replicated.
The selected concentrations are listed in Table 3.7 as trial 2 and are compared to
the original concentrations, trial 1.
Using these new concentrations the same printing test was run, the four square sam-
ples were projected using white light at 50µm layer increments and 60 second/layer
exposure time. This test was successful and four square constructs were attached to
the print head clearly crosslinked compared to the surrounding solution (Figure 3.8).
The printing conditions were not optimized nor any other settings tested. However
the aim of this primary test was achieved, the GelMA + ETV solution could be
crosslinked using the projected light from the Titan 1.
Eosin Y TEA NVP
Trial 1 0.1mM 113mM 37.5mM
Trial 2 10mM 113mM 74mM
Figure 3.7: Concentration of the ETV photo-initiator components. When testing
the new visible light photo-initiator system, two variations of the solutions were
trialled, each referenced from literature. [46, 54]
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Figure 3.8: The print head directly after printing 4 samples (4mm x 4mm x 1mm)
using the new ETV photo-initiator solution with GelMA to achieve successful
crosslinking with the Titan 1. The four samples can be seen surrounded in the
viscous, uncrosslinked GelMA + ETV solution, not yet cleaned away from the sam-
ples.
3.3.7 Print head material selection
In a previous section, a new print head was made from PLA plastic using FDM
3D printing. This was done to enable a rapid design and testing process, however
during initial prints of GelMA on the Titan 1, it became clear that the plastic print
surface is not suitable for the SLA process. Figure 3.9 shows an attempt to remove
four GelMA structures from the original print head. The soft hydrogel structure
was crosslinked into the gaps of the rough FDM surface which did not enable re-
moval without destroying the sample. Therefore, a new printed head needed to be
designed which would ensure adherence during printing, but enable easy removal
on completion. It was hypothesized that a glass or acrylic surface would achieve
suitable results.
A number of designs were prototyped and tested with the same methodology seen
in previous tests. The existing system design dictated that the solution had to have
a completely flat surface that could meet the surface of the vat precisely parallel.
Failing this, the levelling process would not work and the vat could have become
damaged or first layer adhesion to the print head becoming less likely. A preference
for a removable glass piece was favoured as samples could remain fixed to this for
all future testing and imaging, eliminating the need for removal.
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(a) (b)
Figure 3.9: (a) A trial print with four samples printed onto the newly modelled
printed head made of PLA plastic and 3D printed using FDM. (b) When attempting
to remove the samples using a plate spatula they had fused to the 3D printed surface
and each sample was destroyed during removal.
As an initial trial, a glass cover slip was applied directly to the tip of the print head
using double sided tape. As shown in Figure 3.10, a print was successful using this
method and the samples were easily removed. However, as the tape did not measure
to the edges of the glass slide the precursor solution was able to flow around and
above the glass slide and was also crosslinked on the reverse side. When considering
this option another criterion became apparent, namely the need to avoid any sort
of tapes or permeable material. Like every other design element, future use in a
sterile environment needed to be considered. Therefore, a solution which exposed a
temporary porous adhesive to the hydrogel precursor was unacceptable. Consider-
ing this and the need for a completely flat surface, a glass tip became unreasonable
unless a custom glass structure was made which could wrap around the print head.
Similar to glass, acrylic materials provided a smooth surface which would enable
the easy removal of samples. Unlike glass, acrylic also provided the benefit of being
easily manufactured into suitable shapes. As a primary test, an o↵-cut of 6mm clear
acrylic was attached to the end of the print head as shown in Figure 3.11(a). As
for the glass option, a print was achieved using acrylic and the samples were easily
removed. It was observed during the print that the depth of the acrylic, coupled
with its clear composition, saw refracted and reflected light which led to additional
unwanted crosslinking. Based on these results, a more robust solution was pursued;
5mm matte black acrylic sheet was acquired and laser cut into pieces which formed
an open box. Using acrylic cement, these pieces were fused together creating an
end cap to the print head as demonstrated in Figure 3.11(b). The 25mm x 25mm
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(a) Front Side (b)
Figure 3.10: Glass cover slip with double sided tape, removed from the tip of the
print head. (a) A trial print with four samples each 4mm x 4mm x 1mm printed onto
a square glass cover slip. (b) The reverse side of this glass attachment shows the
extra hydrogel crosslinked onto the back of the slide and spreading into the double
sided tape
outer surface area was maintained, which required the print head to be redesigned
to allow the cap to slide onto the end. Room was included to attach clips to hold
the end cap in place, but a temporary adhesive could also be used internally as it
would not be exposed to the hydrogel.
Testing of this acrylic end cap solution proved it to be a superior solution, in that the
end cap could easily be removed post printing providing an accessible item to handle
during the post printing process, as compared to the whole print head. The samples
were successfully removed and the black acrylic appeared to limit the previously
observed light disturbances.
(a) (b)
Figure 3.11: Acrylic end caps were created to slide onto the end of the resized print
head. (a) The primary test used clear acrylic stuck directly to the end. This method
showed promise and was developed further to produce the acrylic box in figure (b).
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3.3.8 Lift speeds
Primary tests of printing with the GelMA + ETV solution found that operational
changes to the printing process were also required. During initial attempts to print
with GelMA, the crosslinked matrices would not adhere to the print head but would
rather stick to the vat surface when the print head lifted. Observation showed that
this did not necessarily happen on the first layer but occurred within the first 10
layers of all observed prints.
The Kudo3D documentation recommends lifting speeds between 15mm/min - 50mm/min,
with the overall recommendation that slower speeds are better, particularly for prints
with larger surface areas. During troubleshooting, it suggested slowing the print
speed to overcome interlayer adhesion and print head adhesion issues. For all tests
of the GelMA thus far, a rate of 20mm/min had been used, which is at the slower
end of the scale despite the small surface area of the prints (4mm x 4mm). Given
that GelMA hydrogels are typically less sti↵ than the typical ABS plastics used for
DLP printing, the recommendations of the manual were not as relevant. As such,
new lift rates needed to be determined that were more appropriate to the soft hy-
drogel.
Given the results thus far, it was clear that the lift speed needed to be reduced
further to minimize the force experienced by the hydrogel. To determine the optimal
lift speed, one which was slow enough to eliminate all failed samples, but not too
slow as to severely e↵ect the overall print time, three trials were run. Each trial
varied the lift speed of the print head while attempting to print four cube samples
with dimensions of 4mm x 4mm x 2mm. Given that the previously attempted rate
of 20mm/min was not slow enough, slower rates of 15mm/min, 10mm/min and
5mm/min were pursued. A particular lift speed was considered successful if the
print completed with no samples being displaced from the print head. Observations
from these tests were documented in Table 3.5. From these results, the 10mm/min
rate was selected as the the most appropriate rate as it was the fastest rate with no
samples being displaced. It should be noted that in instances where a larger surface
area exists for the sample being printed, the lift speed may need to be further
reduced to compensate for the additional forces.
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Lift speed Sample 1 Sample 2 Sample 3 Sample 4 Pass / Fail
20mm/min
Displaced
at 1st Layer
Displaced at
2nd Layer
Displaced at
4th Layer
Displaced at
2nd Layer
Fail
15mm/min
Displaced at
2nd layer
-
Displaced
at 4th layer
- Fail
10mm/min - - - - Pass
5mm/min - - - - Pass
Table 3.5: The e↵ects of lift speed on sample adhesion to the print head. The “-”
represents a successful print which did not get stuck to the base of the vat. For those
samples which were stuck, it was noted at which layer this occurred. A pass/fail
assessment was given based on these observation. A pass was only awarded to a lift
condition which resulted in no samples getting stuck.
3.4 Conclusion
The Titan 1 by Kudo3D was selected as the most appropriate 3D printer. As no SLA
printer on the market (including the Titan 1) had a light source which emitted UV
light, a new photo-initiator system for the GelMA solution had to be considered. To
avoid designing a novel chemistry solution for the visible light spectrum, a system
from literature previously used to 3D print hydrogels was selected, and tested to
confirm it crosslinked under the light emitted by the Titan 1. Modifications were
made to enable printing of a 2mL volume and maintain the GelMA solution at
a temperature of 38 C. Additional challenges outside the key objectives were also
identified and solved within this chapter. The new modifications had to consider
controlling incident and reflected light as well as ensuring that the correct material
was selected for the new print head to enable removal of printed samples. Initial
printing tests also revealed that the operating procedure for printing with GelMA
deviated from those recommended for conventional resins (lift speeds and exposure
times). Overall, the first four key objective required to achieve the aims of this
thesis were accomplished. Given this work, the methodologies and material could
now be detailed with reference to the newly selected initiator system and machine
upgrades.
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Chapter 4: Printing GelMA
Matrices
This chapter details the production and characterization of GelMA hydrogels. A
methods and materials section is included to explain the methodology required to
synthesize the hydrogel solution, the steps required to set up and operate the Titan
1 (including the use of the recent modifications) and details of the equipment used to
characterize the produced hydrogels. These processes are dependent on the results
found in Chapter 3. While the results of the modifications are described in this
chapter, the subsequent analysis and discussion is located in Chapter 5.
4.1 Introduction
The modifications made in Chapter 3 were necessary to enable printing with GelMA
on the selected device, the Titan 1. Based on the machine updates and selection/ver-
ification of a photo-initiator, testing could be conducted to determine the viability
of 3D printing GelMA. The remaining objectives necessary to fulfil the overall aim
of this thesis were:
• Optimize print settings to produce a construct with a comparable compressive
modulus value to that in cartilage tissue engineering literature.
• Measure the x, y and z dimensions of printed structures to determine dimen-
sional accuracy.
• Develop complex printing scenarios and variable sti↵ness structures.
This chapter aimed to fulfil these remaining objectives and determine whether 3D
printing is an e↵ective, value-adding method for GelMA production. Each of the
experiments are introduced below, detailing their purpose and importance.
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4.1.1 Experimental overview
A series of experiments are presented through out this chapter in an e↵ort to de-
termine the quality of the printed structures and understand the new process for
GelMA hydrogel production. The guiding objective of all experiments was to deter-
mine the success of 3D printing as a production method, with the specific focus of
using such constructs for OA tissue engineering solutions.
Incident Light
Initial experiments were run to determine the peak absorbency of the GelMA +
ETV solution to ascertain the optimum wavelength of light. As it was expected
to be around 520nm (green light), a test print was conducted using green light to
establish whether green or the standard white light was better. As a method to
quantify the di↵erence between the two lighting conditions, light intensity readings
were taken. Such tests were necessary to better understand the new GelMA + ETV
solution and how it interacts with the light provided by the Titan 1.
Swelling properties
Following this, observations made during the initial trials was investigated. It was
found that prints stored in PBS and left exposed to light on the bench top were
dissolving after a period of two weeks. When left in PBS, it is expected that the
hydrogels would swell instead of dissolving. Additionally, if left under visible light,
it was expected that any uncrosslinked material would crosslink further, thereby
making the matrices sti↵er. To understand this process and determine whether
the hydrogels were swelling to the point of breaking their own loosely crosslinked
networks, a wet weight analysis was completed to track the swelling behaviour of
the samples.
Print quality
To give an overall feeling for the success of this method observations around the
printing process were reported. This was presented quantitatively by measuring
the consumption of the precursor solution and comparing it to theoretical required
volume. In addition photographs of the samples immediately post print, and post
washing show the resultant form of the GelMA hydrogel.
Dimensional accuracy
In moving beyond the qualitative review of the prints, quantitative data was gath-
ered to measure the dimensional accuracy of the printed structures. These measure-
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ments are a key objective towards verifying whether true 3D model replication is
achievable using GelMA in a 3D printer. A dimensional analysis was completed for
the x, y and z dimensions, as well as the layer height resolution.
Compressive modulus
Another key objective was to determine print settings which produced GelMA sam-
ples with a similar compressive modulus to those tested previously in literature.
Therefore, optimization tests were run and three sample sets were used with each
having varied layer exposure times. By comparing the samples, a relationship can
be determined between layer exposure time and the resulting compressive sti↵ness,
which could then be used to select the most appropriate printer settings. This test
would also seek to verify that the degree of light exposure does change the mechan-
ical properties, validating the premise that a sti↵ness gradient can be induced by
controlling incident light of a 3D printer.
Novel batch processing
The way DLP technology works, namely through the projection of successive images
into a photo-sensitive resin, enables a unique capability that other SLA methods can
not o↵er. Images can be manipulated to incorporate light masks and change the
intensity of the projected light. This property enables users to print an array of
samples in a single print, with varying light exposure or more specifically, dose
rates. In this instance, dose is defined as the exposure time multiplied by the
light intensity. In terms of the RGB colour scale, white light has a value of 255;
therefore the dose rate of a sample with a 120 second exposure time is 120 ⇥ 255.
The resulting answer has no units but can be used as a comparative value between
di↵erent combinations of intensity and exposure time to determine which sample
receives a greater dosage of light. To test the validity of this method, a set of samples
will be fabricated and compared with samples produced using the standard process.
In order to quantitatively determine any variation, the compressive modulus will
be measured. Should this method prove viable by producing consistent samples,
it would allow for advanced batch experiments where many samples are produced
simultaneously with di↵erent light exposure conditions.
Complex geometries
3D printers are a unique manufacturing tool due to the inherent ability to create
complex geometries not achievable with other methods. As a trial to validate that,
in principal, a hydrogel can be used like any other resin, a more advanced structure
was printed.
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Printing a sti↵ness gradient
As a proof of principle experiment, a varied exposure time was used throughout
a single print with the intent of creating a sti↵ness gradient. Although not the
primary aim of this study, it is the primary validation for why 3D printing GelMA
can be of benefit to the research of OA tissue engineering. A compressive modulus
study could not be conducted on these samples due to time constraints, however
fluorescence microscopy will be used to measure light intensity.
4.2 Methods and materials
The following section details the materials used, protocols for material preparation,
printing procedure and all testing methods used to quantify the resultant matri-
ces. The instruments and statistical analysis methods utilized in these tests and
subsequent analysis methods will also be included in this section.
4.2.1 Materials
The materials consumed and the respective suppliers are listed in Table 4.1.
Material Final Concentration Supplier
Gelatin methacrylamide (GelMA) 10% w/v Obtained from CRL, IHBI, QUT.
Eosin Y 10 mM
Sigma-Aldrich,
Catalogue Number:318906-500ML
Triethanolamine 113mM
Sigma-Aldrich,
Catalogue Number: 90279-100ML
1-vinyl-2-pyrrolidinone 74mM
Sigma-Aldrich,
Catalogue Number: V3409-5G
Phosphate, Bu↵ered Saline Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA
Table 4.1: Table of materials used to 3D print GelMA hydrogels
4.2.2 GelMA precursor preparation
A supply of Gelatin-methacrylamide (GelMA) was provided by the Cartilage Re-
generation Laboratory (CRL) at IHBI, QUT. This was synthesized as detailed in
the protocol by Loessner et al. [14]. Briefly, type A gelatin (Molecular weight [MW]
⇡90 kDa) purchased from Sigma-Aldrich was modified to include photo-crosslinkable
groups by reaction with methacrylic anhydride (MAAh) (Sigma-Aldrich). The
gelatin was dissolved in PBS (Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA) at 100 mg/mL and reacted
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with 0.6 g MAAh per gram gelatin for 1 hour at 50 C under continuous stirring. In-
soluble MAAh was removed by centrifugation and remaining MAAh was removed by
dialysis against distilled water (12 kDa MWCO cellulose dialysis membrane, Sigma-
Aldrich). The functionalized polymer was freeze-dried for storage.
A 20% (w/v) GelMA stock was prepared by adding PBS to the freeze dried GelMA
(from CRL, IHBI) and placing it in a 40 C water bath. The solution was heated
and periodically agitated until completely dissolved. This stock was allowed to cool
and thermally gel until it was required for printing.
Prior to printing, the GelMA stock was warmed in a 37 C water bath until viscous,
at which point a solution with concentration of 10%(w/v), 10mM Eosin Y, 113mM
triethanolamine (TEA) and 74mM of 1-vinyl-2 pyrrolidinone (NVP) was created.
The resulting solution was agitated and placed in a centrifuge to remove bubbles.
To eliminate unintentional crosslinking, the hydrogel precursor solution was stored
in an opaque vessel at all times and kept in a refrigerator when not in use. However,
the GelMA precursor solution was typically used within 48 hours. Immediately prior
to use, the material was warmed in a water bath of 37 C.
4.2.3 3D printing GelMA matrices
To enable the production of GelMA hydrogels on the Titan 1 3D printer, a number
of procedural steps were required. The steps detailed below include the initial cali-
bration test, which was done when the machine was first constructed. This step is
only required once, however the chosen configuration a↵ects the ongoing procedure,
hence its inclusion. In addition, there are three pieces of software required to create
the 3D models; one to design, then another to slice and create an image stack and fi-
nally one to control the Titan 1, each of which are explained. The details mentioned
are generic and do not explain the production of a particular type of sample. The
precise parameters used are detailed in the following section, experimental sample
sets, where the values required to produce distinct samples for specific experiments
are presented.
Printer set up and calibration
The Titan 1 required construction, calibration and levelling prior to initial use. Each
of these procedures were executed as shown in the set up manual that accompanied
the product [55]. Briefly, the Titan 1 was assembled with primary components being
the linear actuator, Arduino Mega and RAMPS processing boards and the View-
sonic projector. The projector was the only component with installation variability.
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The height at which the projector is mounted dictates the resolution of the prints
and is set as part of the calibration process detailed in the set up manual. For refer-
ence, the projector was set at the height required for a resolution of 50µm, thereby
measuring a total projection area of 96mm x 54mm. The appropriate height was
determined by moving the projector up and down until a projected image matched
a calibration grid provided for the process. Such calibration should only be required
once, unless the projector is moved to a di↵erent height to achieve a di↵erent reso-
lution.
The printer required a two-stage levelling procedure, both of which were vital for
successful operation. The first involved levelling the machine relative to the bench
top. Each leg has adjustable feet and a level is provided to measure accuracy. If left
un-levelled, the fluid placed in the vat flows to one side instead of remaining centred
around the print head as required. This process need only be executed once, unless
the printer is relocated. The second levelling process relates to the print head with
respect to the the vat surface. Before this is done, the newly modified print head
designed for this application was fitted. Levelling was completed as explained in the
set-up manuals [55]. To summarize, the ball head is released and the platform moves
such that all four corners of the print head meet the surface of the vat equally and
the ball head is then re-tightened. This levelling procedure should be done prior to
each print.
Once levelled, the linear actuator was raised an adequate distance to enable the
heating chamber to be centred in place around the print head. Silicone was applied
to the bottom edge of the heating chamber, which was then attached to the flexible
Teflon base of the vat. The cabling at the ends of the silicone heat pads needed to
be fastened into the pins ±D9 on the RAMPS board, the same wiring location as
the fan as shown in the Kudo3D manuals [55].
Once these steps are completed, the machine is calibrated, levelled and the required
adjustments and fixtures are included to enable printing of GelMA.
Create an .STL file - Inventor
DLP 3D printing uses a stack of images, each of which are projected by the internal
image projector to create the 3D model. The stack of images are projected one after
the next, with one image representing one layer to be crosslinked. To obtain such
an image stack and use it in coordination with the printers moving parts, a process
must be followed which uses three pieces of software. Firstly, a three-dimensional
model must be drawn representing the final structure to be printed. In this instance
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Autodesk Inventor was used. Multiple designs were produced with this software
depending on the experiment. From Autodesk Inventor, the final model is exported
as a stereolithography file (.STL), a format created by 3DSystems for the purpose
of 3D printing.
Slice the .STL - Creation Workshop
Creation Workshop by Envisionlabs is the second piece of software required and is
used to slice the exported .STL files to create the necessary image stack. Detailed
instructions regarding Creation Workshop and its use in conjunction with the Titan
1 can be found in the Kudo3D Software Manual [55]. For standard resin printing,
this software is also utilized for its ability to create support structures for complex
shapes, a feature not required within the scope of this thesis.
When Creation Workshop is installed a number of machine parameters need to be
set before slicing can occur. The appropriate settings are available in the Kudo3D
software manual, however there are values specific to how this device was configured
that must be used. The relevant settings can be found in the two configuration
tabs within Creation Workshop, namely “Configure Machine” and “Configure Slic-
ing Profile” which are shown in Figure 4.1. Under the ‘Configure Machine” tab,
the relevant build size must be supplied, which was dependent upon the calibrated
build size and was set to 96mm x 54mm in the case of this project. If build size is
not specified correctly, scaling problems will occur which can result in dimensional
inaccuracies. Under the “Configure Slicing Profile”, the only required user defined
variable is the slicing thickness, which was set to 50µm for all testing.
The last parameter to require configuration is colour selection, which is adjusted via
the “Preferences” option located in the “File” drop down menu as shown in Figure
4.2. For most experiments, the foreground colour was set to white, but green was
also tested as an alternative. It is essential that the background colour be set to
black in order to prevent unintended photo-crosslinking outside of the desired model.
With the above parameters set, a 3D .STL file was importable for slicing. A number
of .STL files were able to be added, rotated, scaled and repositioned as required in
the defined print area. With the new, smaller print head, it is important to confirm
that imported models are centred correctly. This is to ensure that objects align
correctly with the smaller print head of 25mm x 25mm, compared with the overall
print space of 96mm x 54mm.
For slicing to occur, a Creation Workshop project file (.CWS) was saved in the
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location that the image stack was to be exported after slicing. The slice command
was then selected, resulting in the .STL file being sliced as per the previously defined
settings and exported. These images are saved as .IMG files and can be opened and
manipulated as required, as long as the file name remains consistent. When ready
to print, the sliced image files were selected and compressed into a single .ZIP file.
(a) ’Configure Machine’ options
(b) ’Configure Slicing Profile’ options
Figure 4.1: Screen-shots of the main configuration areas of the Creation Workshop
software
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(a) File drop-down (b) Preferences
Figure 4.2: Screen-shots demonstrating the configuration of colour
Prepare the print - Kudo3D Software
The Kudo3D software is used to perform all necessary communication and manage-
ment of the Titan 1. Kudo3D was installed and used to control the printer during
the calibration and set up process, however specific configuration was required in
the “Print” tab before a print could occur. These settings included changing the
layer thickness to 0.05mm, Projected X to 96mm, X(px) to 0 and Y(px) to 0, as
shown in Figure 4.3. By settings these values, the native resolution is automatically
calculated which in the case of the values listed, was determined to be 50µm. The
layer thickness and projected X are required to be the same as the slice settings used
in Creation Workshop. If this was not the case, vertical scaling issues can occur.
Figure 4.3: Screen-shot of the “Print” tab within the Kudo3D software
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Within the “Print” tab, there is also a “File” drop down list. The “Load Model”
option was selected from the list and the .ZIP file created earlier containing the
image stack was imported. Once the image stack was imported, further print related
parameters needed to be set inside the “Print” tab. As shown in Figure 4.3, there
is a “Specifications” area beneath the “Settings” panel, which contains the settings
modified earlier. Under “Basic” mode, which is selected by default, there were eight
layer zones to customize printing parameters. For the purposes of standard prints,
only the first zone was required as all layers had the same parameters applied. To
allow more advanced printing options, the “Advanced” setting can be used to enable
parameter control of every layer. The specific values used for each of these options
is detailed later, as each sample set produced has specific settings.
Printing
At this point the physical printer, software and image stack had been prepared
for printing. The projector was then turned on before any precursor solution was
placed within the print area. This is required as the start up screen of the projector
produces a significant amount of visible light that will begin to cross-link the so-
lution. Additionally, turning the projector on also enables the heating chamber to
begin heating. While this was occurring, the thermally gelled precursor solution was
placed in a 40 C water bath to move it into a liquid state. When the printer had
finished the initialization sequence, 5mL of solution was pipetted into the heating
chamber. The print head was then lowered to its zeroed position via the “Control”
tab in the Kudo3D software. At this point the print process could be started via the
“Print” tab, assuming all the settings had been filled in as detailed in the previous
section. To start the print, the “Run” button was pressed. From this point forth,
the image being projected by the projector is displayed in the black system output
window and an output stream notes which layer is being printed and the settings
used for that layer.
At the completion of a print, the print head is lifted to enable its removal. Given the
modifications made, only the small black acrylic end cap needed to be removed. This
end cap is then placed in a beaker of warm PBS and agitated to remove the excess
GelMA precursor solution surrounding the samples. Once adequately washed, the
samples were lifted o↵ the acrylic surface using a spatula. All samples were placed
in PBS, which was kept covered to prevent further crosslinking and subsequently
stored in a fridge.
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4.2.4 Experimental sample sets
Using these methods, a number of samples were produced for varying test proce-
dures. Primarily, a core set of samples following a standard process were created
to test the dimensional accuracy, determine the compressive modulus and measure
the swelling properties of the produced hydrogels. These samples were the simple
square structures used throughout testing so far and are shown in Figure 4.4.
Figure 4.4: 3D model of the four squares each 4mm x 4mm x 2mm used for standard
print experiments.
The core sample set enabled the analysis of two printing features. The method be-
hind how the samples are combined into a single set is shown in Table 4.2. Initially,
three layer exposure conditions were used, each with a di↵erent but uniform expo-
sure time per layer; 60 second/layer, 90 second/layer and 120 second/layer. The
varied layer exposure times were necessary for the compression testing, in order to
determine which printing condition achieved a compressive modulus closest to the
required value. The most appropriate condition could then be used in all future
tests. Following this, one sample within each of these conditions (60, 90 and 120)
was fabricated using a di↵erent method. An intensity mask was used to produce an
equivalent sample, with di↵erent light exposures occurring within the same print.
The process and dose calculations required for fabrication will be detailed in the
respective section below. By including such values into the same set as the standard
printing condition, a comparison between the samples can be made to determine
whether this method of light exposure produces results with any di↵erences to the
standard method.
Following on from the core set, samples with more complex geometry were investi-
gated. A more challenging 3D shape was produced to determine if such structures
could be 3D printed with a hydrogel. Additionally, a stepped design was created
to visualise and measure the layer resolution. The final sample is an experiment
in producing an intensity/sti↵ness gradient through the depth of a sample, which
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Exposure Time
(actual/equivalent)
Intensity Mask Standard Print
60 sec/layer S1 S2 S3 S4
90 sec/layer S1 S2 S3 S4
120 sec/laye S1 S2 S3 S4
Table 4.2: The core sample set used in the compression test, dimensional accuracy
tests and swelling properties. For each layer exposure condition (60 sec/ layer etc.)
the standard method was used for Sample 2, 3 and 4. Note, the standard method
typically produces 4 samples, for this experiment one sample of each batch was
rejected and replaced with a light intensity variant (S1). Sample 1 in each set was
created using a light intensity mask so that the 60sec S1, 90sec S1 and 120sec S1
were all created within the same print.
was done in an attempt to determine whether a variable sti↵ness gradient could be
produced using the Titan 1. If successful, there existed the potential for the 3D
printing of structures with multiple sti↵ness zones to better model the zonal region
of articular cartilage. Each of the following sections details the precise methods used
to create each of the aforementioned sample conditions.
Standard printing - layer exposure variation
To achieve the three layer exposure conditions (60, 90 and 120 seconds), three in-
dependent prints were required. Each print followed the standard printing process
presented earlier, with minor variation in the programmed settings. The 3D model
seen in Figure 4.4 was drawn in Inventor, sliced and prepared in Creation Workshop
and subsequently imported to the Kudo3D software. Within the Kudo3D software,
only the basic controls were required. As the samples had a 2mm height and were
sliced at 50µm increments, there was a total of 40 layers, all of which had identical
settings. The lift height was set to 3mm, lift speed set to 10mm/sec, down speed set
to 150mm/min and a delay of 0.5 seconds was configured. The only setting which
varied amongst the samples was the exposure time. All three prints used a di↵erent
time of either 60, 90 and 120 seconds. At the completion of the print, the samples
were washed and removed without further manipulation. Although four samples
were printed in each case, the clean-up and post processing steps resulted in some
samples being damaged, which were thereby removed from the testing set to leave
three samples for each condition.
This process was also followed to produce samples using green light rather than
white. The lighting colour was changed in Creation Workshop as previously shown.
A 120 second layer exposure time was used and all other settings were kept constant.
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Novel batch processing - dose variation
DLP technology enables a process of adjusting images for projection and changing
the intensity of light projected. By using this method, four samples of 4mm x 4mm
x 2mm in size were positioned in Creation Workshop and exported as per previous
methods. Using Adobe Illustrator, batch processing was applied to the image stack.
This process saw transparent masks applied to three of the four samples. A black
rectangle measuring 4mm x 4mm was centred over the three samples with a trans-
parency value being applied to each black square. As seen in Figure 4.5, from left to
right and top to bottom, transparencies of 75%, 50%, 25% were applied respectively.
There was no mask on the bottom right sample since it was to receive 100% of the
light intensity. The table in Figure 4.5 documents the resultant dose rate for each of
the pictured samples, assuming an exposure time of 120 seconds/layer. Additionally,
the equivalent layer exposure time in seconds can be calculated. A mask with 50%
transparency should impart 50% of the light, theoretically providing an equivalent
to a 60 second/layer exposure.
Exposure time
-per layer
(seconds)
Transparency
of black
image mask
Resulting
light intensity
(white=255,
black=0)
Dose
Equivalent
exposure time
-per layer
(seconds)
S1 120 75% 63.75 7650 30
S2 120 50% 127.50 15300 60
S3 120 20% 191.25 22950 90
S4 120 0% 255.00 306000 120
Figure 4.5: An example of the black image masks with a specific transparency
applied to the original white square. The table shows the dose rate calculations for
each of these samples as well as the equivalent exposure time.
This newly adjusted image stack was imported into the Kudo3D software as per pre-
vious methods. Whilst maintaining all other parameters, the layer exposure time
was set to 120 seconds for each layer in the stack. Successfully printed samples
where stored in PBS and left in a refrigerator overnight for comparative testing.
These samples were incorporated into their respective time dependent sets (60 sec-
ond/layer, 90 second/layer and 120 second/layer) as Sample 1 and in each case
underwent compression testing, wet weight analysis and dimensional accuracy test-
ing. The sample with an equivalent exposure of 30 seconds/layer was not successful
and was removed.
4.2.5 Complex structures
Two complex structures were printed, with the first intended to visually verify the
printed layers (Figure 4.6a) and the other to determine whether complicated ge-
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ometries more similar to those printed with standard resins could can be created
using GelMA (Figure 4.6b). In each case, the samples were drawn in Inventor and
followed the same process as the standard print procedure, with a 90 second/layer
exposure time being used for both samples.
(a) The “Steps” model (b) The “Hollow cube” model
Figure 4.6: Models of the two complex geometries to be printed with GelMA in the
Titan 1.
Sti↵ness gradient
The final sample set was created to trial a varying layer exposure time throughout
the print with the goal of creating a sti↵ness gradient. The standard four square
samples (each being 4mm x 4mm x 2mm) were sliced at 50µm following the steps
prescribed in previous methods and imported into Kudo3D. To test the e↵ects of
applying a di↵erent level of light exposure to each layer of the structure, the “Ad-
vanced” mode of the print parameters was utilized. Unlike the “Basic” mode, which
is limited to eight regions for defining parameters, the “Advanced” mode enables
per layer control to an infinite amount of layers. As with other tests, there were 40
layers in the samples, with each requiring individual parameter definition.
The aim of this trial was to vary the light on each layer following a gradient. Test-
ing had previously shown that a range of 60 second/layer to 120 second/layer was
suitable for producing defined samples. Therefore, the range applied to the gradient
test was set between 120 to 60 seconds. The first layer received 120 seconds of expo-
sure, the second 118.5 seconds and each subsequent layer received progressively less
light until the last layer received 60 seconds of light. All other parameters where
maintained during this process with only light exposure being varied. The full table
of exposure times and other variables can be found in Appendix A.1. This included
configuration table can be imported directly from an excel file into the Kudo3D
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software.
The four samples were then placed in PBS, stored in the refrigerator overnight and
were then used for fluorescence imaging to determine whether a gradient existed.
4.2.6 Hydrogel characterization and validation
Using the collected data sets, a number of tests were executed to determine the
accuracy of printing and to quantify properties of the produced hydrogels. Each ex-
perimental device and the respective process used are detail throughout the following
section.
Spectral Analysis
Using a Perkin Elmer UV-Vis spectrophotometer, a spectral analysis was completed
on the GelMA precursor solution. A 5mL sample of diluted GelMA precursor so-
lution was placed within a fused quartz cuvette and analyzed. A light absorbency
test was run using dual beams at a rate of 300nm/min, testing wavelengths with a
range of 200nm - 800nm. No baseline correction was applied.
Intensity testing
Using a Konica Minolta T-10 luminance meter, the level of light projected from
the Viewsonic projector in the Titan 1 was measured in units of lux. The light
meter was placed 15cm away and directly over the projector bulb; the collector was
positioned exactly where the solution would be during printing. The most common
print, an array of four square matrices each measuring 4mm x 4mm x 2mm, was
projected onto the meter. Five readings were taken following this process. The trial
was carried out for white light and a second time for green light. The results are
presented in the unit candela, a value typically used to describe luminous intensity.
The candela value was calculated using the averaged lux reading and multiplied by
the distance squared.
Compression testing
Compression tests were carried out on an Instron MircoTester (Instron, MA, USA)
using a 5N load cell. Four samples from each of the 60 second/layer, 90 second/layer
and 120 second/layer print trials were tested. Individually, the samples were placed
in PBS beneath the load cell and subsequently compressed to approximately 50%
of their height at a rate of 0.1mm/sec.
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The raw data extracted during compression testing served as an input to a MAT-
LAB script produced by Peter Levett. The script utilises the weight of the GelMA
structure and the associated raw compression data to calculate the Z-height of the
structure and approximate the compression modulus. The script makes the as-
sumption that the apparatus is initially not in contact with the GelMA structure
and examines the beginning of the dataset for the first set of 4 consecutive points
that exceed 0.0007N. The height at which such points are encountered is retained as
the height of the GelMA structure. The points also serve as the beginning of the ac-
tual dataset, with the preceding points used as a measure of noise. The noise value is
subtracted from all values in the dataset prior to calculating the strain/stress curve.
The slope of the stress-strain curve between 10% and 15% was determined by linear
regression (via the polyfit function) to obtain the modulus. Using this information,
graphs are produced and the raw data is exported to an Excel spreadsheet.
Wet weight measurement
A precision electronic balance was used to weigh four samples from each of the 60
second/layer, 90 second/ layer and 120 second/layer print trials. Prior to weighing,
each sample was patted dry to remove any surface moisture. Measurements were
taken on days 0, 1, 2, 4, 6, 8, 9 and 12 at the same time on each day. The mea-
surements were used to determine the swelling of the hydrogel over the course of 12
days and determine if the layer exposure time a↵ected the swell properties of the
samples.
Fluorescence imaging
The inclusion of Eosin Y into the hydrogel solution results in the printed structures
fluorescing under a fluorescences microscope, providing a unique perspective on the
structure. The samples imaged with this method included the complex geometries
and the Z depth gradient samples. Prior to imaging with a fluorescence microscope,
the printed samples were cut along a single edge to provide a flat cross-sectional area
which was then placed face down on a glass slide. The Nikon Eclipse TI was used to
capture images of these sample at 4x, 10x and 20x magnification. The bright field
(BF), DAPI and CY3 fluorescence channels were used.
Dimensional analysis
The x and y dimensions of the printed matrices were measured through the amal-
gamation of high quality macro photographs and the open source scientific image
analysis software ImageJ. Samples from the 60 second/layer, 90 second/layer and
120 second/layer print trials were individually placed on a transparent plastic grid
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and photographed using a DSLR camera and macro lens. At the time of capture,
each sample had been free swelling in PBS for 24 hours. Each image imported into
ImageJ was split into its RGB channels. The blue channel was saved and used for
analysis as it best displayed the region of interest. An example of such an image
is shown in Figure 4.7. The main region of interest is the clearly definable square
section in the centre of the hydrogel structure. The dimensions of this square region
of interest were obtained and saved. Additionally, the distance between the edge
of this region and the true edge of the sample was measured in five locations along
each edge, totalling 20 measurements. Each of these locations were preassigned at
evenly spaced intervals and are shown by the grey lines in Figure 4.7. For each
measurement and sample condition the average was calculated and error measured
as one standard deviation.
Figure 4.7: Measurement of projected area and surrounding excess. The measured
projected area is indicated by the blue square overlaid on the construct. Each of
the green lines projecting from the centre square outward towards the edge of the
structure mark the preassigned locations were the surrounding excess was measured.
The z-height dimensions were measured as part of the compression testing. The
ModFinder script determines when the surface of the hydrogel connects with ex-
tending actuator of the Instron MircoTester as the reported forces moves beyond a
force of 0.0007N. At the point of initial contact, the thickness can be determined
based on the displacement of the moving actuator. This height was found for each
sample in all sets and the average was determined along with the error, which was
calculated as one standard deviation.
Layer resolution was measured using images from the fluorescence microscopy. The
four images appearing in Figure 4.8 were those measured to determine layer resolu-
tion. Two 90 second/layer samples and two gradient exposures samples were tested,
with a 4x magnification bright field (BF) image and a 10x magnification (Mag) flu-
orescence image being examined for each. 18 measurements were taken in each CY3
image and 32 in each bright field image.
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(a) 90 Sec - CY3 10x Mag (b) Gradient - CY3 10x Mag
(c) 90 sec - BF 4x Mag (d) Gradient - BF 4x Mag
Figure 4.8: Images showing the layers of two samples, one (a,c) with a constant
90 degree sec/layer exposure and the other (b,d) with a gradient exposure. These
samples were used to measure the layer resolution. This view was achieved by slicing
samples across their mid-section (in the zx-plane at half the y-depth) and imaging
across the sliced surface.
Statistical analysis
To determine significance, comparisons between groups were performed using an
ANOVA in conjunction with a Tukey post hoc analysis. Statistical tests were per-
formed using SPSS Statistics (IBM, Armonk, NY). P-values less than or equal to
0.05 were considered statistically significant.
4.3 Results
4.3.1 Incident light
The peak absorbency of the ETV photo-initiator is theoretically 520nm, which falls
with the range of green light, 495nm - 570nm. To verify the peak wavelength
absorbency of the GelMA + ETV solution, a spectral analysis was carried out and is
shown in Figure 4.9. The result of this experiment found a peak of 517.15nm. Given
this result, a trial was carried out to print using green light, rather than white. No
crosslinking occurred under green light using an exposure time of 120 second/layer.
To quantify the di↵erence between green and white light, a light intensity reading
was taken for each scenario, the results of which are found in Table 4.3. These
results show the white light to be almost twice the intensity of the green.
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Figure 4.9: Spectral analysis of
GelMA + ETV solution
Intensity
(Candela)
White light 57.9 ± 0.17
Green light 32.1 ± 0.05
Table 4.3: Light intensity reading
from the Titan 1 projector
4.3.2 Print quality
A successful print was typically similar to those shown in Figure 4.10, namely
the four square structures surrounded in softer partially crosslinked GelMA. Once
washed and removed from the print surface, a construct approximately 4mm x 4mm
x 2mm would remain, examples of which are shown in Figure 4.11. Each sample
varies significantly due to the excess GelMA.
During initial prints, prior to the fabrication of the data set presented in Figure 4.11,
it was observed that consumption of the 2mL of precursor solution was such that a
model that only required a total print volume of 0.128mL could not be completed.
Table 4.4 shows that the rate of consumption of the 2mL of precursor solution
changed depending on the layer exposure time. Higher per layer light exposure time
resulted in an increased consumption of precursor solution. Due to these results,
a larger volume of precursor solution (4ml) was used in all further tests to enable
the completion of a print for each of the three conditions. Although all the samples
presented here in the results (Figure 4.11) were completed fully, what Table 4.4
shows is that the longer the per layer exposure time, the greater the volume of
precursor solution being consumed as partially crosslinked excess. This is somewhat
reflected in the wet weights recorded on day 0 (Figure 4.12a), before any swelling had
occurred, the 120 second/layer samples have a much greater weight despite the same
model being used across all three conditions. If an increased exposure time resulted
in more excess GelMA and therefore a greater weight, one would expect that the 90
sec/layer samples would weigh more than the 60 sec/layer and have a greater degree
of excess, an assumption which is not reflected in Figure 4.12a. This disparity is
likely due to the process of retrieving the samples. The process used to wash away
the excess and extract the construct from the partially crosslinked surroundings was
not robust and likely removed too much excess or not enough in cases of the 60 and
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90 second/ layer samples. However, the 120 second/layer samples had an obviously
sti↵er surrounding structure which better defined the excess region.
Figure 4.10: Print Quality
- 120 sec/layer print. The
four printed structures are
clearly visible with a clear in-
terior surrounded by partially
crosslinked solution.
Input
Volume
Required
Volume
No. Layers
Completed
Print
Complete
60 sec/ layer 2mL 0.128mL 40 Yes
90 sec/ layer 2mL 0.128mL 30 No
120 sec/ layer 2mL 0.128mL 22 No
Table 4.4: A comparisons of the consumed GelMA
+ ETV solution for initial print tests using the
standard print process.
Figure 4.11: Images of all twelve samples used for compression testing, dimensional
accuracy and wet weight measurements. These prints required 4ml of solution to
enable fully completed prints.
4.3.3 Swelling properties
Given the use of a new crosslinking system, it was necessary to better understand
the produced hydrogel, particularly due to observations of printed constructs dis-
solving when left on a bench top. Figure 4.12a details the original weight of each
condition on day 0 and Figure 4.12b details the results of a wet weight analysis
over 12 days, shown as a percentage change from day 0. The graphed response of
each condition, 60, 90 and 120 seconds, was the average of four samples and the
error is one standard deviation of the average. By day 12, a statistically significant
(p< 0.005) di↵erence exists between each group.
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The results in Figure 4.12b denote that the 60 and 90 second/layer samples both
lost weight immediately after day 0. The 60 second/layer sample loosing 20% of its
initial weight by day 2. This remained generally steady with no significant swelling
or reduction over the remaining period. The 90 second/layer sample did undergo
some swelling between days 4 and 6, but by day 12 still weighed less than its original
weight. Conversely, the 120 second/layer sample continued to gain weight and swell
for most of the period, until a time between days 9 and 12 when it began to lose
weight. At the end of the 12 day period, the 120 second/layer sample had increased
its weight by 10%.
(a) (b)
Figure 4.12: (a) A comparison of the average measured wet weight on day 0 for each
printing condition. (b) The change in wet weight of samples over a 12 day period as
compared to their initial weight. Each point is the averaged weight of four samples
and the error is one standard deviation.
4.3.4 Dimensional accuracy
To determine the accuracy of the prints produced by the Titan 1 with the GelMA
+ ETV precursor solution, a dimensional analysis was completed for the x, y and z
dimensions along with a verification of layer height resolution.
Length and width accuracy
Given the excess material found surrounding the prints, the analysis of length and
width was separated into measurements of the obviously defined projected area and
the excess surrounding material. The data in Figure 4.13 stems from measuring the
defined projected dimensions (approximately 4mm x 4mm) and the length of the
excess material from each of the edges, as illustrated in Figure 4.7. This data shows
that the internal dimension of the clearly definable square are slightly larger than
the intended size. The average projected length found from all measured samples
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was 4.48mm ± 0.23mm. The projected width across all samples was determined
to be 4.57mm ± 0.22mm. The results for the excess dimensions are more varied,
particularly in the 120 second/layer samples which have a much larger error due to
the significant variation of the excess from the centre structure.
Length         Width Length         Width Length         Width
Figure 4.13: The measured lengths and widths of the printed structures. The inter-
nal projected square section was measured independently of the softer surrounding
excess.
Height accuracy
Height measurements were determined from the Instron 5848 micro-tester. The
heights of the four samples within each group were averaged and plotted for com-
parison in Figure 4.14. The error bars indicate the standard deviation of the heights
measured across the four samples in each trial group. Correlating to the results of
the wet weight measurements the height of the 90 second/layer samples was less
than the 60 second/layer samples.
Layer resolution
From the images measured in Figure 4.8, the average layer thickness of the two print-
ing conditions was determined. For both conditions that were examined, namely a
90 second/layer exposure and a gradient layer exposure, the programmed layer thick-
ness was 50µm. Figure 4.15 shows the comparisons between the theoretical value
(50µm) and the measured values for each condition. It can be seen that the average
measured value is less than the theoretical layer size for both conditions, however
they are both similar with only a 0.69µm di↵erence between the averages. There
is however a significant variance as indicated by the error bars which represent one
standard deviation.
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Figure 4.14: The averaged heights deter-
mined during compression testing. Er-
ror bars show the standard deviation
Figure 4.15: Measurements of the layer
resolution. Comparing the 90 sec/layer
samples to a gradient exposure sample.
4.3.5 Compressive modulus
The compressive modulus was tested for all twelve samples (4 within each condition
of 60, 90 and 120 second/layer) and subsequently graphed as shown by Figures
4.17a, 4.17b and 4.17c. A polynomial fit equation was applied to the raw data to
generate the curves shown in these graphs. The R-squared value for each of these
curves is included in Table 4.16a indicating the proximity of the original data to
the polynomial model. Table 4.16a also shows the subsequent compressive modulus
calculated for each testing condition. In each group, there is one sample with a
significantly di↵erent compressive modulus, namely sample 4 for the 60 second/layer
and 120 second/layer conditions and sample 3 for the 90 second/layer condition.
These values significantly a↵ect the standard deviation in each experiment.
Compressive Modulus (kPa) R2
60 sec / layer
S1 15.99 0.990
S2 16.85 0.995
S3 11.44 0.997
S4 4.30 0.993
90 sec / layer
S1 31.00 0.999
S2 31.83 0.997
S3 5.57 0.993
S4 22.65 0.995
120 sec / layer
S1 30.28 0.988
S2 30.50 0.990
S3 33.43 0.993
S4 77.30 0.998
(a)
(b)
Figure 4.16: (a) The compressive modulus and R2 for all 12 samples tested and (b)
the average compression modulus for each printing condition.
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The averaged modulus for each trial group is compared in Figure 4.16b. The 60
second/layer samples were averaged to 12.14kPA ± 4.98kPa, the 90 second/layer
samples to 22.76 ± 10.56kPa and 42.88kPa ± 19.91kPa for the 120 second/layer
samples. The standard deviation followed an increasing trend, progressively becom-
ing more broad for each condition a result of the anomalous samples.
4.3.6 Novel batch processing
The compression data results seen in Figure 4.17a-c and the wet weight measure-
ments in Figure 4.17d demonstrate the accuracy of the novel batch processing
method. In both of these methods of measurement the sample (S1), which was
produced using the batch processing method was within one standard deviation of
the other three results. There were no distinguishable di↵erences between those sam-
ples which were made using the batch processing method and the standard printing
method.
(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 4.17: The S1 sample used for the compressive testing, dimension testing and
wet weight analysis were produced using the unique batch processing method. As
seen in Figures (a-c) the S1 sample is centred amongst the other sample for each
printing condition. Additionally in Figure (d), the wet weights of S1 for all 12
samples on day 0 are typically similar to the remaining three samples.
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In addition, Figure 4.17d shows the average measured weight of the samples. It
clearly shows that there is large variation between each of the samples within a
print condition. However, these measurements clearly correlate to the structures
seen in Figure 4.11. With such variability in the size and shape of these structures,
the variability seen in the weight is expected.
4.3.7 Complex geometries
Three proof-of-concept tests were completed to demonstrate the capabilities and
unique features provided by 3D printing. These tests included the demonstration of
individual layer control (“Steps” print), complex geometries (“Hollow cube” print)
and the alteration of exposure variables to induce a sti↵ness gradient with a struc-
ture.
“Steps” Print
The Inventor drawing shown in Figure 4.18a details the structure sliced and printed
on the Titan 1. This model provides a comparison with the cross-section of a sample
produced when printed with the GelMA precursor solutions shown in Figure 4.18b.
The cross-section shows a general stepped profile, as is present in the originally
designed model. However, there does exist excess material around the edges which
almost blurs the detail of the structure. When examined closely, the definition of
the steps within the print (Figure 4.18c) are more clearly observable with an initial
step of 50µm (1 layer) followed by a 100µm step (2 layers). These measurements
continue further down into the structure to the 200µm step.
“Hollow cube” print
The “hollow cube” print uses varying sized holes in each of the X, Y and Z axes
which results in a mostly hollow cube with a measurable feature on each surface.
Figure 4.19 is a compilation of the florescence images taken of the final printed
structure compared with the original CAD drawing. Each of the holes were imaged
and measured with the results tabulated in Figure 4.19c. The fluorescence images
of each of the holes (Figures 4.19d-f) show that they are poorly defined and that
it is di cult to di↵erentiate where the sti↵er structure transitions to the softer
surrounding excess. The overview image (Figure 4.19b) shows very clearly that the
desired structure is distinguishable yet is surrounded in the excess gel. To the naked
eye this hollow cube form was not evident as it is completely masked by the softer
outer gel.
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(a) (b)
(c)
Figure 4.18: Steps Print. A comparison between the CAD drawn model (a) and the
fluorescence images. Figure (b) shows an overview and Figure (c) shows the internal
structure of the steps following the layered structure as designed.
(a) (b)
Avg. Diameter (mm)
X 1.11 ± 0.02
Y 0.92 ± 0.05
Z 2.13 ± 0.09
(c)
(d) X - 1.5mm hole (e) Y - 2mm hole (f) Z -3mm hole
Figure 4.19: A comparison between the designed model the printed ”Hollow cube”
sample (a) A photograph of the “hollow cube” print under florescent light (b).
Figure (d-f) shows fluorescence microscopy images of each of the holes that exist
throughout the cube structure. Figure (c) shows the measured diameter of each of
these circles.
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Printing a sti↵ness gradient
The two graphs in Figure 4.20 show an intensity gradient measured using ImageJ.
Figure 4.20a shows the two 10x magnification images used for the light intensity
measurements graphed in Figure 4.20b. At this level of magnification, the slope of
the curves is very similar, 0.0562 for the 90 second/layer sample and 0.0554 for the
gradient exposure sample. However, when the graph in Figure 4.20d is considered,
the gradients diverge. The 90 second/layer sample has a slope of 0.04, however the
gradient sample now has much steeper slope of 0.09. These results show that a
standard print which uses a constant layer exposure time of 90 second/layer does
have an intensity gradient across the layers of the construct. These results also
demonstrate that the sample with an induced gradient, where the exposure time
changes for every layer, has a more pronounced intensity gradient across the total
sample.
(a) 10x Mag (b) Light intensity readings from images in (a)
(c) 4x Mag (d) Light intensity readings from images in (c)
Figure 4.20: Comparison of the light intensity gradient present across a standard 90
second / layer exposure sample and a sample with a varying exposure time across its
layers. Figure (a-b) are for 10x magnification images, while Figure (c-d) are across
the majority of the sample at 4x magnification.
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Chapter 5: Discussion and
Analysis
The following sections seek to discuss and analyse the results identified over the
course of Chapters 3 and 4, given the highly interrelated nature of the work con-
ducted thus far. Initially, the suitability of all upgrades made to the Titan 1, along
with the factory supplied components that were retained, are reviewed and possi-
ble future development work is identified. The physical and mechanical properties
of the resulting hydrogel based structures are then evaluated and contrasted with
the originally design models. The learnings identified in this section also provide
multiple paths forward for potential improving the accuracy of 3D printing with
hydrogels.
5.1 System design
While selecting a commercially available SLA 3D printer provided a stable founda-
tion with which to work, the use of hydrogels dictated that alterations be made to
both the printer itself and the GelMA photo-initiator. In some cases multiple design
options were considered, however as outlined in the methods section of Chapter 3,
a solution that was identified as being unworkable was discarded in favour of al-
ternatives. As such, the analysis outlined below focuses on the upgrades that met
their respective goals and went on to be utilised as part of the work conducted in
Chapter 4. The larger scale printing conducted in Chapter 4 also provided addi-
tional feedback as to the performance of the upgrades made under extended/long
term use.
5.1.1 Heat chamber
The heated chamber was observed to be highly e↵ective throughout testing, despite
being the most di cult element of the system design. Once the design was finalized,
there was no print in which a thermal gelling failure occurred. Additionally, the
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light weight design ensured minimal impact on the passive self peeling technology.
The mounting of the chamber to the Teflon bed actually enabled flexibility, since it
floats and folds with the Teflon sheet across the underlying soft silicone layer. The
temporary bond between the Teflon sheet and the silicone adhesive turned out to
be beneficial in that the chamber can be removed post printing, thereby simplifying
cleaning of the vat and inner chamber walls. However, the complexity of setting up
the machine for a print has increased, as the vat has to be scraped clean of dried
silicone and new silicone reapplied prior to each print.
Some shortfalls were identified within the design, in that if the print head is driven
too deeply into the flexible vat base during levelling, it will deform the Teflon and
release the grip of the silicon, thereby causing the chamber to detach. At this point,
the dried silicone will need to be removed, new silicone reapplied and the chamber
reattached.
There exist development opportunities that may be of benefit to future work. The
inclusion of a thermistor and temperature control would not be di cult to imple-
ment as it only requires an additional 11W, a 24V power supply, a thermistor and
some adjustments to the RAMPS controller code to enable the appropriate ports.
This would potentially allow for more advanced control of the temperature applied
to and by the heat chamber, either through direct software control or by establish-
ing a feedback loop to actively control current temperature. The silicone heat pads,
each only 5W, are limited in their output and are unlikely to achieve temperatures
in the print material higher than 40 C. If higher temperatures are necessary, higher
powered coils would need to be sourced and installed, potentially along with an
external power source depending on requirements.
5.1.2 Print head
The FDM produced print head extension with added acrylic end cap was observed
to be successful for all prints with small volumes of material. The integration of
the acrylic end cap resolved issues with erroneous crosslinking on the surface of the
print head and throughout testing, was found to be suitably sized and appropriately
textured given the materials and overall application. While glass was explored as
an alternate material for the end cap, the simplicity of working with acrylic was
preferable due to time constraints.
Initially, it was observed that the level of friction was enough to hold the end cap in
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place without significant force, meaning that it would not come loose during prints.
However, extended use demonstrated that this e↵ect deteriorated and slippage was
noticed as the actuator would lift. The addition of clips to hold the end cap in place
were shown to be generally successful, but did compromise the ease of removing the
cap, and thereby the removal of samples post printing. As a su cient, but less than
ideal solution, the clips were removed in favour of using tape. As the use of tape is
not favourable from the perspective of sterilization or the use of biological materials,
future work should include the design of a mechanical fastening method to ensure
zero movement during print without a↵ecting the simple removal of samples upon
completion.
5.1.3 Silicone vat
Extended use of the Titan 1 also identified wear on the surface of the silicone vat,
which became distinct as shown in Figure 5.1. The Teflon became undulating around
the print area, which is a trait typical of soft silicone vats according to Kudo3D and
other customers utilising the same product. It is probable that this undulation is
responsible for a number of issues.
Figure 5.1: Example of undulation observed after extended printing
One such di culty occurred when levelling the print head to the surface of the vat,
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since there is no way to ensure a flat parallel surface within the 25mm x 25mm print
area. The e↵ect of the undulation is likely to be limited in larger prints, such as
those created during the use of SLA in typical applications, due to the imperfections
being spread out across a larger print area. Given the small size of a typical print
(4mm x 4mm x 2mm) in the context of hydrogel applications, one sample could
potentially (as was observed) fit within a valley of the Teflon. This can lead to an
imbalance in the distribution of GelMA on the print surface, in that some samples
may have 50µm of solution and other areas may have more. This imbalance leads
to poor print head adhesion since all samples share a common print head that sits
at a common height, resulting in some samples adhering better than others. Ideally,
all printing and levelling procedures should be conducted using surfaces that are as
flat as is practical.
Due to the use of light within SLA printing techniques, the opacity and surface de-
tail of the vat become important to ensure the direct and predictable transmission of
the light. The observed undulation can also have an undue e↵ect on light propaga-
tion and scattering, which considering the use and sensitivity of the photo-initiator
within the hydrogel, can lead to unintentional or less evenly distributed crosslink-
ing. Such an e↵ect would have had a detrimental outcome for the resolution of an
a↵ected print.
Kudo3D o↵ers two distinct variations of vat for use in the Titan 1. In addition to
the soft silicone vat used throughout testing, a hard silicone vat is also available.
The standard recommendation supplied by Kudo3D is that when high resolution
is required for small prints, the soft silicone vat should be used. However, details
supplied by the manufacturer about the hard silicone vat indicate that it does not
su↵er from warping over time and its use is more favourable when a flat surface
is absolutely necessary. The hard silicon vat is also described as having stronger
separation forces. This extra force, coupled with weaker adhesion between the base
and the Teflon, could see the Teflon lift o↵ the base when strong separation forces
are applied. Despite this, future e↵orts should consider the purchase and use of a
hard silicone vat, which is likely to be more suitable for small hydrogel based prints.
5.2 3D printing GelMA
Although SLA 3D printers already work with light-activated materials for the pur-
poses of creating a structure, the alterations made to the Titan 1 and the unique
materials being explored meant that basic testing of printing performance needed to
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be executed. These tests attempted to identify the behaviour of prints constructed
with GelMA, including light reactivity based on colour, the general quality of prints
based on the variation of available settings and what influence printing parameters
had on long-term structure viability.
5.2.1 Light source
Initial testing of the light source in the Titan 1 utilised green light from the projector
and was unable to induce crosslinking in the photo-initiator when applied for 60 sec-
onds per layer. Accompanying documentation noted that the Mercury lamps used
in the Viewsonic projector have a peak spectral output at approximately 520nm.
Since this value is similar to the peak absorbency (517nm) of the ETV solution,
crosslinking was expected. Given that light intensity can impact the rate of photo-
crosslinking processes, light reading measurements were taken to compare green
and white light outputs, with a distinct di↵erence in intensity being identified. The
higher intensity observed for white light can be attributed to the lack of filtering
applied when white is emitted by the projector.
Despite not being purely within the immediate peak absorbency range of the crosslinker
as noted in Figure 4.9, incident photons are still absorbed but at lower e ciencies,
thus still contribute to the crosslinking process. While the green light would the-
oretically have induced crosslinking given more time, no samples were successfully
produced through its use. Conversely, the use of white light consistently yielded
crosslinked samples under the same time constraints, indicating that the lower ab-
sorption e ciency is o↵set by the increased intensity. Therefore, the higher intensity
of white light is likely to always provides the most e cient crosslinking times and
was subsequently used for all testing.
5.2.2 Print quality
Generally speaking, the quality of the achieved prints was typically poor. The
projected samples showed obvious definition however, the surrounding partially
crosslinked solution made it impossible to achieve accurate dimensions. Although
it may have induced variability in the results by including the partially crosslinked
excess, it was the most favourable option. The structures used in testing (with the
surrounding excess) were the result of the washing process to remove the structures
from the print head. The only way to achieve a structure closer to the defined 4mm
x 4mm x 2mm box shape would have been to cut the projected shape out of the
partially crosslinked GelMA which would not have been a true representation of
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what was printed.
The consumption rate of the precursor solution indicated a link between the length
of time spent crosslinking and the amount of solution used within the surrounding
excess. Additionally, the observed consistency of the surrounding solution varied
from barely crosslinking in the 60 second/layer samples to firmly crosslinked in the
120 second/layer samples. Results such as these suggest that incident light was
unintentionally propagating beyond the sample and into the adjacent solution. Fur-
ther investigation yielded literature pertaining to the opacity of photo-polymers and
their theoretical resolution. Photo-polymers with any degree of transparency are of-
ten less defined due to di↵usion of incident light, thereby hazing and blurring any
structural edges. Given that the ETV and GelMA solution is extremely transparent,
the lack of quality can be attributed to light propagating through the solution well
beyond the bounds of the intended region.
5.2.3 Swelling properties
The wet weight analysis was primarily used to understand the mechanisms causing
samples to dissolve and thereby select an appropriate exposure time. The variance
in wet weight from day 0 to day 12 demonstrated significant outcomes. An initial
hypothesis held that the samples may have only been lightly crosslinked and as the
samples swelled, there was enough force to break the network apart. However, the
data shows that the 60 second/layer samples lost 20% of their weight in only two
days. For 120 second/layer samples, there was a steady increase in weight, which
followed a more anticipated path of gradual swelling. For 90 second/layer samples,
weight was initially dropped similar to the 60 second/layer samples, although not
at an identical rate. The 90 second/layer samples then gained weight, moving up
and down over the course of 12 days within ±10% of the originally recorded weight.
These results suggest that the layer exposure time directly relates to the degen-
eration process breaking down the hydrogel matrices. The 90 second/layer sample
appears to show conflicting conditions, with one being the known swelling properties
(increasing wet weight) and the other an unknown phenomenon which leads to the
eventual break down of the structure.
Based on the correlation between exposure time and loss of structural weight, it is
likely that components of the ETV solution which were not adequately mobilized
as part of the crosslinking slowly caused degradation to the structure. The samples
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tracked over the course of 12 days were stored in a refrigerator, away from light
and as such conserved their structure over the observed period. However, samples
exposed to light on a laboratory bench only lasted a period of 7 days. This would
suggest that the ambient incident light accelerated the process. The only photo-
sensitive element of the solution was Eosin Y. Further work is required to determine
the role played by Eosin Y in causing such degradation and to potentially reconsider
appropriate concentrations.
5.2.4 Dimensional accuracy
Having established general behavioural trends of the materials and apparatus being
used, it was necessary to directly compare the printed product with the originally
intended model. This involved an examination of the physical dimensions and me-
chanical properties of the samples created using both the standard printing method
as well as the dose variation method. Mechanical properties of the 3D printed
samples are also compared with those created through normal photo-crosslinking
methods.
Length and width accuracy
The expected length and width dimensions for the projected area is a 4mm x 4mm
square, but in each category the measured projected area is slightly above the in-
tended size. This could be due to swelling, as all samples had been in solution for
24-hours prior to the images being taken. However, the wet weight results demon-
strate that the 60 and 90 second/layer samples lost weight rather than taking in
more fluid and swelling, as would have been expected. Given the propagation of
light through the transparent fluid which resulted in the excess gel around the main
structure, it is di cult to determine where the projected section ends and the excess
begins. With the excess gel present, a precise measurement could not be accurately
achieved.
Height accuracy
The height of the samples showed no significant variance across the three groups.
Measured on day zero hours after printing, both the 90 second/layer and 60 sec-
ond/layer samples were lower than the expected 2mm. This measurement is unlikely
to be a↵ected by swelling in such a short time post printing. It is known that the
levelling process has the potential to significantly a↵ect the height. Levelling is
a manual and highly subjective process with no feedback on accuracy. As such,
there are likely to be limitations around sample reproducibility. Combined with the
di culty of the undulating surface of the vat, it is also likely that some samples
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missed initial layers, as there was no solution between the print head and vat. In
addition, it is also possible that other samples in the same print received additional
layers as they were positioned over a well filled area with extra solution. Levelling
and zeroing of a print surface is a well known, frequently considered complication in
most 3D printing techniques. Work has progressed in this area, particularly in FDM
machines, as it was frequently demanded by users. None of the SLA / DLP print-
ers considered as part of this work had any automated print levelling capabilities.
To further improve both machine usability and sample reproducibility, future work
could investigate the development of more advanced control over the z-dimensions
in the form of an automated or otherwise more precise print head levelling method.
The purchase of a hard silicone vat, as addressed earlier would also likely improve
the z-height accuracy.
Layer resolution
Contributing to the height accuracy is the layer resolution. Pre-set at 50µm, the
layer resolution is defined based on the mechanical capabilities of the actuator used
to lift the print head. The results across all four samples was on average smaller
than the required 50µm. Averaged across all layers in all images, a layer resolu-
tion of 46.55µm was achieved, which is only a di↵erence of 3.45µm for each layer.
When considered across a sample of 40 layers, this di↵erence sums to 138µm total
height error. This value is directly comparable with the height inaccuracies. The
60 second/layer samples averaged a height of 1.88mm; only a di↵erence of 120µm
from the intended height. In this case, the inaccuracy in height can be completely
accounted for by the inaccuracy identified in the layer resolution.
Of additional note is the variation of layer resolution across a single print. Di↵erences
can be visibly seen in the microscopy images and standard deviation values as high
as 8.85µm were calculated. It is possible that the mechanical resolution of the
actuator is actually 50µm but the measured layers in the images instead do not
truly represent a layer. There could be an element of layer overlap, which is where
the properties of the hydrogel may enable it to be flexible enough to sag down into
the underlying 50µm space as a new layer is being crosslinked. This would see one
layer spread into another and result in the two fusing together with an overlap.
An occurrence such as this could also account for the slightly higher fluorescence
intensities observed at layer boundaries. This could be further corroborated by the
fact the the sti↵er 120 second/layer samples averaged a height of 2.09mm.
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5.2.5 Compression modulus
The compressive modulus was found for three exposure conditions of 60, 90 and 120
second/layer. The aim of such tests was to determine which of the printer settings
produced samples with comparable sti↵ness qualities to those produced through the
standard UV crosslinking method. Matrices with 10% GelMA + Irgacure previously
produced in literature had a compressive modulus in the range of 10kPa - 20kPa
[16]. Based on the modulus found with these compressive trials, the 60 second/layer
sample would be the most suitable. However, when taking into account the ob-
served structural loss of the 60 second/layer samples, the 90 second/layer samples
were considered more appropriate for future testing.
Of note is the averaged moduli of the 60, 90 and 120 second/layer trials; a trend line
could be added to the collected results to determine a relationship between the layer
exposure time and compressive modulus. The approximately linear increase ob-
served is not unexpected given the relationship between exposure time and sti↵ness.
It may be possible for future work to predictively determine precise layer exposure
time to correlate with a required sti↵ness. It is expected that such a relationship
would only hold within a fixed range, defined by the degree of methacrylation and
concentration of the ETV components.
5.2.6 Novel batch processing
Those samples produced as part of the dose variation print were comparable with
samples printed individually. As sample 1 within each 60, 90 and 120 second/layer
trial group, the wet weights and compression values lay within a standard deviation
of the other three samples. This outcome suggests that the grey scale masks ap-
plied to vary the light intensity achieved the same results as varying the exposure
time. These results confirm light intensity variation as a mutable parameter of dose
and thereby presents a reliable method of providing extra functionality though the
inclusion of another variable.
As a rapidly evolving research field, there exists an on-going need to optimize a
number of variables, particularly those associated with developing novel precursor
solution. Current photo-crosslinking methods only provide variation of the light
dosage, which is a combination of light intensity and exposure time. Independent
tests are required to run a variation of these dose rates, making crosslinking op-
timization for a new solution particularly time consuming. The benefit that DLP
technology provides to this scenario is that a number of dose rates can be tested
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within a single print, thereby enhancing the process required to determine appropri-
ate crosslinking settings. By combining the light intensity variation (which can also
be activated for individual layers) with control of layer exposure time for individual
layers, an extensive range of dose possibilities become available. This applies to
both within a single sample and to multiple samples within a single print.
5.2.7 Complex geometries
Given the ability for 3D printers to create geometric shapes that are otherwise di -
cult to achieve with standard manufacturing techniques, the viability of construct-
ing similarly novel constructs was investigated. While the complex samples su↵ered
from the same inaccuracies present in the simpler samples, the intended designs were
found to be present within the internal structure of the printed product.
Hollow box
Hampered by the excess crosslinked material, the definition and accuracy achieved
in the hollow box sample was poor. Despite the excess material, there were ob-
vious but poorly defined outlines of the intended structure visible with the naked
eye. Given further work on the photo-crosslinking component of the precursor solu-
tion, ensuring that the opacity of the solution is controlled within a high resolution
range, there is no conceivable reason why such a structure could not be achieved.
Any number of complex varied structures could eventually be produced.
A notable observation as a consequence of the unintended and partially crosslinked
material embedded within a sti↵er structure was the behaviour after 24-hours in
PBS free swelling. The softer material swelled dramatically, but due to containment
on all sides it could only expand outwards through the designed holes, resulting in
a protruding dome from an otherwise flat square surface. Based on the successful
dose tests performed using masks to impart di↵erent light intensities to various areas,
such a swelling response could theoretically be induced if required in the future.
Steps
Similar to the hollow box trial, the steps print was initially thought to be a poor
outcome. On the surface, a smooth and contoured hydrogel structure was observed
with no defined steps (as expected). When the cross section was made and the
fluorescence microscope was used to assess the internal structure, it was observed
that the structure was as intended but the excess crosslinked solution surrounding
the surface was masking the true form. Figure 4.18 clearly shows the steps but also
the ghostly outer layer, which was all that could be observed externally. Internally,
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the structure was exactly as designed, containing distinct layers with strict structural
control achievable down to a resolution of (approximately) 50µm. Similarly with
the hollow cubed structure, given an improvement in the resolution and opacity of
the precursor solution, a direct improvement should be seen in the definition of the
steps print.
5.2.8 Printing a sti↵ness gradient
The demonstration of intensity variation across a sample, induced through the vari-
ation in incident light from the Titan 1, is an exciting outcome for a proof-of-concept
test. No variation was measured across a short distance of approximately 400µm,
which equates to 8 layers. Over 8 layers the exposure time only changes by ap-
proximately 10 seconds, which may have been insu cient to a↵ect sti↵ness given
such a minor variation. By contrast, a distinct di↵erence is seen when the intensity
gradient is measured across the total depth.
It was hypothesized that a gradient could exist in a standard sample, where a con-
stant exposure time was used. Given the translucency of the solution, the first layer
had the potential to receive incident light for each successive layer, thereby intro-
ducing an unintended gradient. These results suggest that this idea holds true, in
that the standard 90 second/layer sample still has an intensity slope, validating that
the incident light continues to cause crosslinking in previous layers. The key result
however is that the slope of the gradient sample is measurably stepper, suggesting
that a more pronounced gradient could be induced through the variation of available
printing variables. Further testing will be required to determine whether a gradient
in the fluorescence represents a sti↵ness gradient throughout the structure. How-
ever, as an initial investigation, the results appear to suggest that the capability to
induce features such as a gradient are viable. If verified through future testing, such
an ability could provide the functionally needed to manufacture hydrogel matrices
with a realistic mechanical environment for engineered cartilage tissue.
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Chapter 6: Conclusions
Generally speaking, the aim of 3D printing GelMA hydrogels originally set fourth
in this thesis was not completely achieved. While the modifications to the selected
Titan 1 printer physically enabled the process of printing, the resulting structures
were poor and could not satisfactorily replace current methods. The selected printer,
new print head with an acrylic end cap and the heated chamber were all crucial de-
velopments necessary for enabling the ability to print with GelMA. By successfully
implementing such modifications, half of the original objectives were achieved. With
regard to the structures that were produced with this system, significant improve-
ment is necessary to make the examined SLA based printing methods useful and
comparable to current processes.
The results of 3D printing with GelMA determined that the dimensional accuracy
was incorrect in every axis, including the layer resolution. The print quality was
poor, with excess solution crosslinking outside of the targeted zone, making simple
structures di cult to produce. These inaccuracies were further compounded during
attempts to print complex shapes. In addition, the wet weight analysis showed ab-
normal absorption and swelling behaviour. These outcomes can likely be attributed
to the chemistry and a suboptimal understanding of the mechanisms and required
concentration of the photo-crosslinking solution necessary for the application. It
was originally hoped that by using a photo-crosslinking system previously utilised
in literature, visible light crosslinking would be simple to achieve. However, the
chemistry involved in the execution of such a task is far more complicated and be-
yond the scope of this project. In order for the usage of SLA 3D printing to work,
significant e↵ort would be required to optimize a hydrogel precursor with a well
understood visible light photo-initiator. Such a solution should consider the opacity
of the resulting solution to prevent di↵usion of light through the gel, which as ob-
served can initiate crosslinking in unintended regions. Despite the flaws identified,
the results thus far demonstrate that SLA 3D printing of GelMA has great potential
and it is highly recommended that this work be pursued further.
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The compression testing demonstrated that 3D printing produced structures with
a compressive modulus similar to what was expected and within a useful range.
Additionally, two advanced manufacturing features showed promise. The batch
testing feature, despite not being an original aim of the project, is an outcome
which could greatly accelerate optimization and testing for future GelMA hydrogel
studies. Further, the purpose of this study was to develop a process which could
provide a unique method of fabricating GelMA hydrogels with zonal sti↵ness gra-
dients to better replicate the mechanical environment found in articular cartilage.
Such an ability would add new functionality and capability to future tissue engi-
neering e↵orts for osteoarthritis, which the results presented in this thesis indicate
is possible. Although testing could not be conducted to verify the viability of this
feature mechanically, a light intensity gradient throughout the structure was suc-
cessfully observed. Such a gradient represents the degree of crosslinking and likely
a corresponding level of sti↵ness. A in-depth study should be conducted to validate
this conclusion.
Overall, as a proof of principle study, this work found that it is possible to select and
modify an appropriate printer to enable the fabrication of GelMA hydrogels. Work
is required to ensure accuracy and e↵ective 3D printing, with a focus on determining
the optimal photo-initiator system. If this is achieved, this report has shown that
there are a number of unique features that 3D printing can enable, most notably
the potential to vary the sti↵ness within a single homogeneous structure.
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Appendix A: Data Tables
A.1 Variable Sti↵ness Print Parameters
From To
Exposure
(sec)
Lift distance
(mm)
Up speed
(mm/sec)
Down speed
(mm/sec)
Delay
(sec)
1 120.0 2 8 120 0.5
2 118.5 2 8 120 0.5
3 116.9 2 8 120 0.5
4 115.4 2 8 120 0.5
5 113.8 2 8 120 0.5
6 112.3 2 8 120 0.5
7 110.8 2 8 120 0.5
8 109.2 2 8 120 0.5
9 107.7 2 8 120 0.5
10 106.2 2 8 120 0.5
11 104.6 2 8 120 0.5
12 103.1 2 8 120 0.5
13 101.5 2 8 120 0.5
14 100.0 2 8 120 0.5
15 98.5 2 8 120 0.5
16 96.9 2 8 120 0.5
17 95.4 2 8 120 0.5
18 93.9 2 8 120 0.5
19 92.3 2 8 120 0.5
20 90.8 2 8 120 0.5
21 89.2 2 8 120 0.5
22 87.7 2 8 120 0.5
23 86.2 2 8 120 0.5
24 84.6 2 8 120 0.5
25 83.1 2 8 120 0.5
26 81.6 2 8 120 0.5
27 80.0 2 8 120 0.5
28 78.5 2 8 120 0.5
29 76.9 2 8 120 0.5
30 75.4 2 8 120 0.5
31 73.9 2 8 120 0.5
32 72.3 2 8 120 0.5
33 70.8 2 8 120 0.5
34 69.2 2 8 120 0.5
35 67.7 2 8 120 0.5
36 66.2 2 8 120 0.5
37 64.6 2 8 120 0.5
38 63.1 2 8 120 0.5
39 61.6 2 8 120 0.5
40 60.0 2 8 120 0.5
Table A.1: The data input used for the individual layer control of the variable
sti↵ness print.
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Abstract
Damage to any part of the nervous system can significantly a↵ect the quality of life for
those inflicted. Currently autologous transplantation is the gold standard treatment, how-
ever it is reported to only be successful in 40%-50% of cases. Alternatively nerve guides
are implemented for injuries of 3-10mm, although they are not without their shortfalls,
such as costs, mechanical stability and only applicable to short gap applications.
The aim of this initial report is to highlight why there is a need for a melt electrospun
nerve guides, review literature from within this area and consider how melt electrospinning
writing (MEW) can provide a novel solution. The work presented within this report
aims to detail initial trials and their respective conclusions. Based on these findings,
recommendations for future work will be detailed.
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Chapter 1: Introduction
The following report details preliminary findings towards the use of melt electrospinning
to 3D print nerve guides. This report is the first of two; each will cover the work done
over a 5-month period for a total period of 10-months research within the Biofabrication
group at the University of Wu¨rzburg.
1.1 State of the Art
Damage to any part of the nervous system can significantly a↵ect the quality of life for
those inflicted.[1] The nervous system controls motor output and sensory input, making
it the main control circuit for the body. The nervous system is composed of two major
components the central nervous system and the peripheral nervous system, this work is
focused specifically on the peripheral nervous system and peripheral nerve injury (PNI).
PNI is often a complication associated with traumatic injuries, such as motor vehicle
accidents and penetration trauma.[2] Such events can cause compression, stretching or
laceration of a nerve, resulting in a range of impairment from myelin sheath damage to
loss of continuity through nerve disruption.[3]
Autologous transplantation is the preferred treatment in cases where the damaged nerve
cannot be sutured together without tension.[4, 5] This procedure requires bridging the
damaged section with another nerve (typically the Sural nerve) harvested from a less es-
sential part of the patients body.[6] Despite the popularity of this method, it is imperfect.
Besides reduced functionality in the donor site, it has been reported that the success rate
of autografts is between 40% and 50%.[7] Additionally, there are limitations around the
amount of nerve which can be harvested and often there is a mismatch of size and fascicle
alignment.[8]
Although these complications exist, this method is considered the gold standard solution
by which all other methods are compared.[9] It is these limitations that have driven re-
search to ascertain a better solution.
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One solution that has exhibited some success is the nerve guide, which is a hollow tube
made from biocompatible materials that is available as an o↵ the shelf product. This
technology has shown results comparable to the autograft in injuries up to 10mm.[10]
The tubes are simple structures that function by enclosing the damaged area and broadly
guiding regrowth from the proximal to distal stumps. There are examples where the tubes
can kink/collapse after insertion, reducing mechanical stability and inhibiting regrowth
of the nerve.[11] Additionally, the cost of a single nerve guide is approximately $1000,
a price that is not reflective of a simple tube devoid of features that could potentially
further increase healing and repair.
Research e↵orts are investigating the enhancement of nerve guides through the insertion
of sca↵olds, matrices and cells into the lumen of the guide.[12, 13, 14] Each of these in-
vestigations aims to accelerate the natural degeneration/regeneration process and better
guide the growing fascicles to their required location. Achieving this will enable larger
nerve gaps (>10mm) to attain complete regeneration and return function to sensory feed-
back and motor control.
An alternative method, and one that will be investigated through out this project, is
creating patient specific nerve guides. By imaging a patients nerve stump, a model of
the fascicle bundles could be replicated in a customized nerve guide. These structures
would guide each individual fascicle to their corresponding partner at the distal end of
the injury, promoting directed growth and encouraging more e↵ective re-innervation.
1.2 Aim
The overall aim for this 10-month period is to produce a patient specific nerve guide at
significantly lower costs and manufacturing time, whilst making it more e↵ective for nerve
regeneration in mid size (12-18mm) injuries. The aim of this initial report is to highlight
why there is a need for a melt electrospun nerve guides, review literature from within this
area and consider how melt electrospinning writing (MEW) can provide a novel solution.
The work presented within this report aims to detail initial trials and their respective
conclusions. Based on these findings, recommendations for future work will be detailed.
It will be these recommendations that will guide the direction of research over the coming
five months to achieve the overall goal of 3D printing superior nerve guides.
1.3 Scope
The work within this project will focus on using a tubular meltelectrospinning device to
print dimensionally accurate, mechanically appropriate nerve guides. An investigation
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of the internal geometry of nerve fascicles will be conducted to determine methods of
replicating patient specific structure within a meltelectrospun nerve guide. This work will
require upgrades to machine operation, optimization of printing processes and studies
into printing capabilities. No cell work will be included as the focus will be on creating
structures that provide physical cues during nerve regeneration.
1.4 Timeline
As the first of two reports, a timeline of work has been included to detail the milestones
required to complete the project. Until this point, the work has been investigatory with a
focus on literature and learning machine processes. The coming months will take a more
focused approach with well-defined experiments and outcomes.
April May June July August
Literature
Consumption
Machine
Familiarization
System Upgrades
Printing
Image Processing
Report Writing
Project Genesis
Report I
Submission
September October November December January
Lights and
Camera Mounting
Image
Processing II
Jet Lag
Characterization
3D print
Nerve Guides
Mechanical
Testing I
Fibre
Thickness
Fibre
Spacing
Multi-axial
Tubes
Staining of
a Nerve
Multi-axial Tubes
with Fins
Report
Writing
Report II
Submission
Figure 1.1: Milestone timeline for the 10-Month research period.
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1.4.1 Future work
Based on the results detailed in this report and the overall aim of the project, the following
bodies of work have been devised. Each of these work packages will focus on attaining
clear results and methods which can support future work such that each test extends the
last.
Lights and camera mounting
Based on preliminary testing, a high resolution camera and appropriate lighting need to
be fixed in order to enable a more robust and permanent programming solution. Testing
will be required to determine the optimal fixation point. This body of work will result in
the design of fixed position mounts and will test numerous mounting configurations.
Image Processing II
With the camera and lighting fixed in location, code can be written to reflect this precise
arrangement. A number of recommendations are made in the imaging chapter which
should be addressed in this work package. The outcome is to ensure a method to judge
the level of jet lag and stability.
Jet lag characterization
With the goal of printing dimensionally accurate structures, the level of jet lag for a fixed
set of parameters needs to be characterized. Once understood, appropriate measures can
be taken when programming for a structure to account for this lag phenomenon. Using
the imaging system, a value representing the magnitude of lag can be used to corroborate
comparisons between programmed length and measured length. Such tests will need to
be carried out for a number of voltage/pressure combinations within a range of collector
speeds to characterize how lag varies under each condition.
3D print nerve guides
With the ability to accurately control the size of a structure, a number of nerve guides
with fixed dimensions (diameter and length) will be printed. The free variable for each
print will be the winding angle. Ranging from zero to ninety degrees, a spread of angles
will be printed and characterized. Each will be imaged to measure the degree of winding.
Slight adjustment in sca↵old length can determine whether the fibres stack in a precise
manner or winds more randomly. To compare the di↵erence in these sca↵olds, the length
should be varied (as little as possible), whilst maintaining the winding to achieve a well
stacked sca↵old.
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Mechanical testing I
Each of the samples printed in the previous body of work will undergo mechanical testing.
This will include testing for compression, bending and tensile strength. The data from
each sample will be compared to determine the strengths and weaknesses of each winding
configuration. Particular attention will be paid to comparing the stacked and standard
winding methods to determine how this a↵ects the physical properties of a conduit and
whether it is an important feature to control during fabrication.
Fibre Thickness
Fibre thickness can generally be controlled through variation in pressure. The combi-
nation of voltage and pressure can determine the level of jet stability for a given fibre
thickness.
This task consists of two major branches of work coming together. Digital control of pres-
sure and voltage will enable fluid testing of parameters to locate stable printing parameters
for varying jet thicknesses. Additionally, the image processing system can observe these
prints and indicate when the jet is stable, or not. By wiring the camera processing unit
into the axis controller an software output file can be produced indicating which param-
eters corresponded with stable periods of printing. This work would enable automated
testing, but also enable feedback based control of print parameters.
Work will be required to determine the length of stabilization periods between one set
of parameters and the next. However, this testing will quantify this period and define a
guideline around the required parameters for a fixed fibre thickness.
Fibre spacing
To create fibre stacks, or fins on a rotating mandrel, testing is required to determine
how close a fibre can be placed next to another without it jumping, which is a common
characteristic to electrospinning. Measured in degrees, fibres can be placed progressively
closer together until this jumping phenomenon is observed. This will be quantified through
imaging of the fibres whilst still on the mandrel and measuring the distance between each.
Variation of the mandrel diameter and the fibre thickness will be required to characterize
the behavior across the spectrum of possible printing conditions.
Multi-axial Tubes
From the results of mechanical testing I, the e↵ect of the winding angle on the mechanical
properties will have been quantified. The aim of this experiment is to construct nerve
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guides which incorporate multiple winding angles. The results of mechanical testing I will
determine which winding angles will be selected. The intended outcome is to achieve a
tube with appropriate compressive and tensile properties for a nerve guide.
Mechanical testing will be conducted on each of the produced samples to quantify their
mechanical strength. These results will be compared with the earlier sca↵olds that contain
a single winding angle. This is in order to determine whether they are comparable and if
the combination of winding angles produces a more mechanically robust structure.
Staining of a Nerve
To understand the micro structure and anatomy of a nerve, a period of time will be
spent performing histology on a nerve section. By staining for each component of a
nerve, the key components can be visualized. Of particular interest is staining for the
epinuerin, periumrium and endoneurium. By identifying the location and positioning of
this connective tissue, an understanding of the nerves physical structure can be obtained
and imaged for replication.
Multi-axial tubes with fins
In an attempt to use melt electrospinning to create channels that physically direct the
growth of fascicle bundles, fin’s or stacks of fibres will be printed protruding longitudinally
along a multi-axial tube structure.
A configuration of layered winding angles, or multi-axial tubes, deemed to be the most
suitable from previous mechanical testing will be selected to form a base tube structure.
Using the information from the nerve staining, the location of fins will be determined.
The fins will be positioned such that when the tube is turned inside out, they will section
o↵ quadrants of the inner circle. The fins will be printed using a stack of fibres with
varying fibre diameters. Thicker base fibres will be used for stability, while those fibres
closer to the top of the stack will narrow for finer resolution and detail.
Once printed and inverted, mechanical testing will be conducted to determine compressive,
bending and tensile strength. Imaging will be conducted to observe the structure and
stacking properties of fibres.
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Chapter 2: Literature Review
The following chapter will consider the theory around peripheral nerve anatomy, injury
and repair. Given the aim of replacing the autologous transplantation procedure, there
will be a heavy focus on tissue engineering approaches which are under investigation. A
review of commercially available and clinically used products will also be conducted to
establish a baseline for small injury repair. Finally, a review of the methods used to
produce structures in tissue engineering will be detailed, with particular focus on additive
manufacturing techniques and how they are used in nerve conduit production.
2.1 Peripheral nerves and injury regeneration
2.1.1 Anatomy
Peripheral nerves are those that originate from the spinal cord as opposed to cranial nerves
that originate from the brain stem (Figure 2.1a). The cell bodies of peripheral nerves are
located in the ventral horn (motor neurons) and the dorsal horn (sensory neurons).[6]
The ventral root contains motor cell axons that extend to muscles and glands, carrying
signals originating from the central nervous system (CNS).[10] The dorsal root contains
the sensory axons carrying signals back to the CNS.
Peripheral nerves (Figure 2.1b) are bundles of sensory and motor axons held together
in a fibrocartilage bundle.[10] This bundle also contains supporting cells (Schwann cells),
fibroblasts and blood vessels.[10] These structures are contained within an epineurium that
provides protection from tensile and compressive forces while holding the fascicles into a
single nerve trunk.[15] Each fascicle contains multiple axons, most of which are myelinated
by Schwann cells.[15] Each fascicle (a bundle of axons) is surrounded in a connective tissue
known as the perineurium.[15] A similar connective tissue, the endoneurium, surrounds
each axon and its myelinated sheath.[15]
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(a) (b)
Figure 2.1: (a)The peripheral nervous system originates in the the spinal cord.The sensory
neurons are show in blue entering the dorsal root. The motor neurons in red exit from
the ventral horn. Reproduced from Tissue Engineering of the Nervous System. Dalton et
al. (b)The anatomy of a peripheral nerve. Composed of axons bound together into fasci-
cles, a nerve trunk is held together by a surrounding connective tissue, the Epineurium.
Copyrights 2010 Pearson Educations inc.
2.1.2 Peripheral nerve injury
Peripheral nerve injury (PNI) is predominately cased by vehicle accidents, penetration
trauma and fall injuries.[2] The fracturing of bone is often associated with PNI.[2] Such
injuries can result in laceration, nerve displacement, stretching or contusion all of which
can results in loss of continuity.[2] Depending on the level of the anatomy damaged, an
injury can be classed within a grading system designed to classify nerve injury.
In 1942 Seddon developed a three stage classification system for nerve injuries; Neu-
rotmesis, Axontmesis and Neurapraix.[16]. In 1951, Sunderland expanded this classifica-
tion to five degrees of nerve injury.[17]. The five degree system complemented Seddon’s
original system but further defined Axontmesis to include three distinct phases of axon
discontinuity.
Neurapraxia, a first degree injury, is defined as temporary disruption of conduction in a
nerve without loss of axonal continuity.[16] Such an injury typically recovers within days
to weeks without intervention. Axonotmesis, as defined by Seddon, is when the axon is
damaged but most of the connective framework is maintained.[16] Sunderland’s second,
third and fourth degree injuries are extension of the axontmesis classification. A second
degree injury involves damage to the axon and its myelin sheath but does not disrupt
any layers of the connective tissue.[17] Axonal regeneration will occur and surgery is not
required unless scar tissue formation inhibits the regeneration process. A third degree
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injury sustains damage to the endoneurium and a fourth degree injury constitutes dam-
age to the endoneurium and perineurium.[17] Finally, a fifth degree injury, neurotmesis,
is complete transaction of the nerve.[16, 17] Surgical repair is required for all fourth and
fifth degree injuries.[3] Third degree injuries can potentially regenerate on their own but
surgical intervention may also be required.
A common approach for second and third degree injuries, where the level of continuity is
uncertain, is to wait and see if natural healing regenerates the nerve.[3] Electromyography
(EMG) testing is usually conducted between 3 and 6 months after injury and if it does not
give evidence toward reinnervation, surgery is required.[3] However, studies have shown
that shorter delay periods have a positive outcome on axonal growth suggesting that
surgery is better o↵ conducted sooner rather than later.[18, 19] Although the primary
focus of nerve guides is on the repair of fourth and fifth degree injuries, if an e↵ective
regeneration solution can be achieved, there would be less hesitation or complications
around the surgical repair of second and third degree injuries.
2.1.3 Injury regeneration
When injured, a peripheral nerve can regenerate given the cell body is not damaged and
the injury is not in close proximity to the spinal cord.[20] Immediately after axonal disrup-
tion, the cell body swells and undergoes changes in its metabolic processes by shifting pri-
ority from neurotransmitter production to creating material for nerve repair.[20, 21, 22, 23]
These cell body changes a↵ect the proximal stump which swells and undergoes retrograde
degradation, typically degrading back to the closest node of Ranvier.[8, 24]
Local and blood born Schwann cells and macrophages are immediately recruited to the
injury site via inflammatory response signaling.[25] The distal stump then undergoes a
process known as Wallerian Degeneration, which sees the recruited Schwann cells and
macrophages migrate through the injured area working together to clear the debris.[26]
Simultaneously, Schwann cells proliferate throughout the injury site, a process triggered
by the Schwann cells loosing contact with axons.[25] Along with pre-existing Schwann
cells, the newly proliferated Schwann cells align themselves along the remaining basal
lamina in ordered columns, creating structures called the Band of Bu¨ngner’s.[27] These
bands, and the highly aligned lamina, is thought to be particularly important for direct-
ing axon growth.[28, 29] The Schwann cells lining these orientated channels have a large
number of cell adhesion molecules and produce a number of growth factors essential for
supporting axon regrowth, and attracting the the regeneration axons.[30, 31, 32, 33, 34, 35]
At the proximal stump, axons sprout and transverse the site of injury at a rate of 2-
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5/day in humans.[10] At the terminal end of these axons is a growth cone, a swelling
with finger like extrusions that sense the surrounding environment determining the di-
rection of growth for the axon.[36, 37] There are repellent and permissive signals in the
form of chemical or physical cues.[38] The Nerve Growth Factors (NGF) produced by
the Schwann cells are a permissive signal which encourages preferential growth of the
regenerating nerves toward the Schwann cells lining the basal lamina.[38] At the end of
the regenerative process the Schwann cells attach to the axon and di↵erentiate to a ma-
ture phenotype and undergo a radial selection process ending with the myelination of the
axon.[39]
Misdirection of axons towards an incorrect target often occurs and can reduce the func-
tional outcome.[38] Partial function can return but full control and sensory recovery is
unlikely.[38] If an axon is not successfully re-innervated, a lack of neural contact with the
distal stump sees the degeneration of Schwann cells that enter a state unable to support
axonal progression.[3] The target organ is exhausted of trophic factor and muscles fibres
atrophy.[3] These outcomes highlight the importance for rapid, well-guided axonal growth
to achieve successful PNI recovery.
2.1.4 Regeneration within nerve guides
In 1983, observations were made by Williams et al. on the regeneration of a 10mm cut
in the sciatic nerve of a rat bridged by an impermeable silicone tube.[40] Within hours
of implantation, the tube filled with fluids rich in cytokines and neurotrophic factors.[40]
Neurotrophic fluid a↵ects sensory, motor and sympathetic neurons and concentrations
peaked at between 3 and 6 hours.[41] In the first week, an acellular fibrin clot was formed.
In many instances of wound healing, fibrin forms often act as a temporary (1-2 weeks)
sca↵old before it is remodeled by the subsequent ECM formation.[8] In the lumen of hol-
low nerve tubes, fibrin bridges form acting as the ECM upon which cells migrate.[42] The
formation of the fibrin matrix has been deemed key to enabling regeneration. Studies by
Zhao et al. have shown that if the tube is too long, such a matrix fails to form and no re-
generation is achieved.[43] Additionally, the dimensions of the tube a↵ected the thickness
and quality of the fibrin matrix.[43] Lundborg reported that there is a tendency for the
fibrin matrix to taper, with wider sections at the proximal and distal ends while narrowing
in the middle of the tube.[6] A greater level of tapering results in greater constriction on
the regenerating axons.[44] Larger diameter and longer tubes where found to induce a
greater degree of tapering.[6]
Although initially acellular, in the second week the fibrin matrix provides a sca↵old for
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immigrating cells including Schwann cells, fibroblasts, endothelial cells and perineurial
cells.[40] During the second week, axons appeared to be protruding 1-3mm from the
proximal stump. In the fourth week, myelinated axons reached the tube mid point with
Schwann cells and fibroblasts ahead of the growth while blood vessels lagged behind.[40]
2.2 Clinical repair of PNI
Autologous treatment, which is the current gold standard, comes with a number of limi-
tations. The need for nerve donation requires a secondary surgical site, which can result
in donor site morbidity and the development of neuropathic pain.[45] Additionally, there
are limitations around the amount of nerve which can be harvested and often there is a
mismatch of size and fascicle alignment.[8] Amongst these complications, the success rate
of patients receiving an adequate degree of functionality is only reported to be between 40
and 50% [24]. Often the Sural nerve (a sensory nerve) is selected as the donor, however
sensory nerves have been found to promote a lesser degree of regeneration as compared
with motor or mixed nerves.[46] In addition, the Schwann cells within sensory nerves ex-
press di↵erent growth factor patterns compared with motor nerves, thereby making it a
less supportive environment for the regeneration of motor nerves.[47]
Alternatively, the allograft has been considered in conjugation with immunosuppressants
to minimize host rejection.[45] However, often in oncology and traumatic scenarios the
requirement for heavy immunosuppressant dosing makes the allograft infeasible.[45] Allo-
graft testing has also been unable to produce results comparable with the autrograft.[48,
49]
Tissue engineering is considered to be a promising alternative to the autograft, with a
focus on entubulating two opposing nerve stumps in a nerve guide or conduit.[50, 51, 52]
Clinical treatment has not undergone significant development since nerve grafting tech-
niques were introduced by Millesi et all.[53, 54, 55] Consequently, the clinical outcomes
of nerve repair are not significantly di↵erent.[38] The most significant departure from this
method is the clinical use of nerve guides in injuries up to 20mm.[56, 57, 58] However, it
has been over 30 years since silicone tubes where first used as nerve guides and little has
changed clinically.
To determine future direction and development required to achieve the next leap forward
in nerve repair capabilities, a review of the current state of the art is necessary. A review
of a number of commercially available products will be detailed below. These products
will serve as a comparative baseline to highlight the advancements made by modern nerve
guide research.
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2.2.1 Commercially available nerve guides
As of 2012, there were seven nerve guides approved for clinical use by the FDA.[59]
The most recent addition was the SaluTannelTM Nerve ProtectorTM in 2010. This is
also the only non-biodegradable product approved.[59] The earliest approval was the
Neurotube R , a polyglycolic acid (PGA) product approved in 1995.[59] Other products
include the NeuroGen R , NeuroflexTM and NeuroMatrixTM, which are all Type-I colla-
gen based conduits.[59] Two of the more recent additions where the AxoGaurdTM and
Neurolac R , approved in 2003 and 2005 respectively.[59] Of these products, the three
major products on the market will be reviewed, namely NeuroGen R , Nerolac R  and
Neurotube R .[10, 59] All three of these product has shown clinical reports of nerve regen-
eration up to 20mm, however these appear to be the exception and not the rule. It has
been established that these products are most e↵ective and comparable to the autograft
in gaps of 3-10mm.[10]
Neurotube R 
Produced by Synovis Micro Companies Alliance, the biodegradable Neurotube R  is a
woven mesh of polyglycolic acid (PGA).[8] The woven structure produces hollow tubes
with corrugated walls. Diameters of 2.3mm, 4.0mm, and 8.0mm can be purchased in
lengths of 2-4cm. [60] Kehoe et al. compiled a list of key advantages, which include good
degradability,[61, 62] good initial mechanical properties,[63, 64] pre-clinical data existing
for gaps of 30mm,[65, 66] clinical e cacy in lengths of 20mm,[56, 67, 68] and of all FDA
approved products it has the most clinical data available.[8, 59] Key limitations of the
Neurotube include a rapid degradation time which a↵ects the mechanical properties [61]
and a degradation process which produces acidic by-products.[62]
NeuraGen R 
A semi permeable, biodegradable bovine (Type-I) collagen nerve guide, NeuraGen R  is
produced by Integra Life-Science Corporation. The tubes can range from diameters of
1.5-7mm and available in 2 or 3cm lengths.[69, 8]. The 2012 review by Keho et al. found
that one of that key advantages of NeuraGen was its Collagen Type-I composition.[59]
Collagen Type-I is abundant, easily purified and isolated, has an established biocompati-
bility and enhances cell migration.[70, 71, 72] Pre-clinical studies have also shown success
in defects up to 40mm, beyond the capability of other devices.[73, 74, 73] Clinical studies
have shown results comparable to an autograft in defects up to 20mm.[57] However, the
NeuroGen R  nerve conduit has a degradation period of 9-12 months, much longer than
any the other collagen based products.[69] Additionally, batch-to-batch variations can
a↵ect reproducible performance due to the use of natural materials.[75]
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Neurolac R 
Made from poly(DL-lactide-e-caprolactone) (PCL), Nerolac is a biodegradable synthetic
conduit manufactured by Polyganics B.V. The available diameter size ranges from 1.5-
10mm in lengths of 3cm. [76] Degradation is over a 16-month period and it is the only
FDA approved nerve guide which is transparent.[76, 59] Neurolac has undergone many
pre-clinical studies, more than any other FDA approved device.[59] In a clinical study of
30 repairs, 21 patients were given the Neurolac R  guide while 13 underwent end to end
suturing for defects up to 20mm, the nerve guide result were deemed comparable to the
control.[58] A major disadvantage of the Neurolac R  is its rigidity and inflexibility with
reports of needle breakage while applying sutures.[77, 78, 79]
2.3 Tissue engineered nerve guides
When considering the fabrication of a nerve guide, Evans G.(2000) detailed key com-
ponents that should be examined.[51] The conduits should include a sca↵old for axonal
proliferation, provide support for Schwann cells, growth factors and ECM, be biodegrad-
able, readily vascularized, have low antigenicity, be porous enough for oxygen di↵usion
and avoid long term compression.[51] Given this outline, the following section will look at
nerve guide research considering the outer sca↵old and the inner matrix, plus the addition
of growth factors and cell inclusions.
2.3.1 Sca↵old material
A primary consideration of sca↵old structure is the material used for fabrication. Ma-
terial selection a↵ects the biodegradability, permeability and mechanical properties of a
nerve guide. A number of natural materials such as collagen,[73] fibrin,[80] Matrigel,[81]
fibronection,[82] alginate[83] have been considered. Natural materials have shown im-
proved bio-compatibility, a decrease in toxicity and enhanced migration of Schwann cells.
However, there is often immune response rejection and batch to batch variation exists in
processing.[84]
Synthetic materials are often considered as they overcome many of these problems and of-
fer greater control of engineering parameters such as geometric configuration, degradation
time and mechanical strength.[8] Synthetic polymers are usually classed as biodegradable
and non-biodegradable, with a general preference toward biodegradable substances which
limit the necessity for a second surgery.[8] Synthetic materials used for the construction of
nerve conduits include silicone,[85] aliphatic polyesters (PGA, PLA, PCL, PLGA, PLLLA,
PHB),[86, 78] Poly(phosphoester),[87], Hydrogels(PHEMA),[88] and PAN-MA[89].
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2.3.2 Sca↵old topography
As seen in the clinically approved nerve conduits, the simplest form of a nerve guide is
the hollow tube. It is understood that during regeneration within these tubes, a fibrin
matrix is formed and acts as an extra cellular matrix to support migrating cells.[42] In an
e↵ort to mimic these events and increase the speed of the regeneration process, oriented
substrates have been included into the lumen nerve conduits.[12] Substrate micro struc-
ture properties like size, orientation and topography have been found to influence cell
shape, growth and function.[90, 91] These results reflect the importance for investigators
to use a biomaterial micro structure which mimics the longitudinal anatomy as seen in the
ECM. Many methods have been used to create these orientated structures in a number of
materials, which include polymer extrusion/magnetic alignment, injection molding, phase
separation, micro pattering, freeze drying and crystal growth.[92, 93, 94]
In vitro studies have shown that surface microgrooves or fibre diameter a↵ects cell growth.[95]
Small diameter fibres (5-30um) demonstrate an increased tendency for the neurtie to fol-
low longitudinally along the axis compared with larger diameter fibres (500um).[96, 97]
Based on these findings, investigations have turned to methods which enable precise con-
trol of fibre size (sub micro-range) and orientation to create structures that have a spatial
resolution typical to natural ECM. The electrospinning of nanoscale fibres onto a rotat-
ing drum has produced thin films of overlapping fibres.[98, 89] Although these thin films
do not resemble the suspended fibres seen in the naturally created fibrin matrix, it has
been reasonably successful. Dalton et al. has shown a method that uses electrospinning
with dual collectors to create highly orientated, suspended fibres could be produced.[99]
However, the use of the electrospun orientated nanofibre films has been demonstrated to
produce successful regeneration across gaps of 17mm in vitro and in vivo.[89] Polysulfone
conduits were cut and PAN-MA electrospun films where inserted, which supported the
migration of Schwann cells and axonal growth with results similar to the controlled auto-
graft group.[89] This work has been extended by Clement et al. to determine the number
of aligned nanofbre films required to support axon regeneration in 14mm gaps.[12] The
Polysulfone conduits included 1,2, or 3 thin film fibre sheets inserted longitudinally and
the level of axonal growth was compared.[12] The single film conduit was found to sup-
port the best growth, which suggests that only minimal orientation cues are required; a
theory supported by 2D in vitro studies.[12, 100] These results where achieved without
fictionalizing the surface of the material or the inclusion of any growth promoting factors.
The inclusion of such factors could be the focus of the next development stage.
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2.3.3 Cell transplantation and neurotrophic Factors
Given the importance of Schwann cells to the process of degeneration and regeneration
of nerve injury, their inclusion into nerve conduits is an attractive solution. A number of
Schwann cell enriched conduits have been tested and have demonstrated improved regen-
eration at early time points.[101, 13, 102] However, the long term e↵ects have shown no
di↵erence between conduits without Schwann cell inclusions.[103]
Acellular sca↵old structures depend on the migration of Schwann cells and their ability to
populate the sca↵old.[8] In order to promote rapid migration, growth factors such as vascu-
lar endothelial growth factor (VEGF) or NGF have been included with some success.[104]
Techniques which use collagen and alginate gels to hold growth factors (BDNF, NT-3)
have shown improved axon regeneration and migration.[14, 86] Of particular note was
FGF-1 loaded collagen gels, which were able to induce repair similar to the auotograft
in 10mm segments.[14] Although these methods show promise, there is a requirement to
better understand the release mechanics and how best to employ these factors to induce
improved regeneration.[8] Madduri et al. has commenced this work by monitoring the
release kinetics of NGF and GDNF from a silk fibroin conduit. Additionally, methods of
e↵ectively importing growth factors into a sca↵old design have yet to be determined.[8]
2.3.4 Critical gap length
In 2005, Zhang and Yannas developed a method to semi-qualitatively compare a number
of di↵erent nerve guides which had been investigated by researchers over the previous
20 years.[105] By determining a comparison method, they hoped to find which methods
showed significant improvement to the regeneration of nerves. Zhan and Yanna defined
the critical gap length (CGL), an experimentally determined value, as the length where
successful regeneration occurs in 50% of cases.[105] Successful regeneration lengths for the
rat and murine models for an empty silicone tube nerve guide were found to be 9.7+1.8mm
and 5.4+1.0mm respectively.[105] The critical gap length of 9.7mm for the empty silicone
tubes provided a base line value to compare all other methods tested on the sciatic nerve
of a rat. The shift length was defined  L as the change in length for a therapy as com-
pared to its relevant control method length, the CGL.[105]
For a rat model the use of matrices, fibres and cells all generally increase the critical
gap length. A nerve guide of non-aligned collagen-GAG matrix increased the critical
gap length to 14.8mm, a  L value of 5.1mm. When an orientated fibrin matrix is used
a  L value of 4.7mm is observed when compared with non-orientated fibrin matrices.
Compared with silicone tubes, degradable collagen nerve guides were found to have a
 L of 5.4mm for a total CGL of 14mm. The introduction of polymide or collagen fi-
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bres produced an  L of 7.4mm when compared with empty nerve guides. The inclusions
of Schwann cells result in a  L of 7.4mm when compared with guides filled with PBS.[105]
These results show us that the inclusion of aligned fibres, matrices and cells achieve
regeneration over longer gaps. The answer to achieving the most e↵ective nerve guide
is probably in the culmination of each of these methods. To become clinically relevant
pre-clincal trials are required to demonstrated increased e↵ectiveness compared to the
autograft.
2.4 Additive manufacturing in tissue engineering
Additive manufacturing (AM) is defined as “the process of joining materials to make
objects from three-dimensional (3D) model data usually layer upon layer, as opposed to
subtractive manufacturing methodologies.”[106] More specifically, 3D CAD models are
created, converted to STL files, sliced into layers, and each layer is interpreted as code
which commands the movement of axis’ to a position in a coordinator plan. Based on these
movements 3D printers build up a structure layer-by-layer turning two-dimensional layers
into three-dimensional structures.[107, 108] There exists many methods and materials to
physically create the layers but all additive manufacturing technologies follow this process.
Given that 3D modeling data can be derived from medical imaging such as computer
tomography (CT) and magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), AM has provided a unique
capability to tissue engineering research.[109, 110] Patient specific, complex structures can
be modeled and fabricated locally and at low costs. Additionally, it is understood that
sca↵old micro and nano structure a↵ects cell migration, adherence and propagation.[111,
112, 113, 114, 115] Many of the sca↵old fabrication techniques (solvent casting, particulate
leaching, gas foaming, freeze drying) do not give the ability to precisely control pore size,
geometry and interconnectivity.[116] Additive manufacturing techniques overcome these
limitations, thereby enabling controlled deposition of fibres to achieve specific shape,
size, porosity and surface morphology.[117, 118] Given these advantages, AM has become
increasingly popular in tissue engineering enabling the productions of a myriad of TE
relevant sca↵olds.[116, 115, 111, 119]. Throughout this section, some of the additive
manufacturing methods used in tissue engineering and specifically in the production of
nerve guides will be reviewed.
2.4.1 Fused deposition modeling
Fused deposition modeling (FDM) is the most widely known method of 3D printing.
Popularized by the consumer market, FDM printers can now be found on lab benches
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and desktops all across the world. The print head, or extruder, on a FDM machines is
a heated block that extrudes plastic through a needle tip. Plastic rods, or filament, it
feed through this tip using stepper motors driven rollers.[120] As the filament is pushed
through the extruder, it is heated to a semi-molten stage and extruded from the nozzle
tip where it is deposited onto a platform.[120] Typically the print head moves around
in the x-y plane, while the print bed moves up and down in the z-direction.[120, 107]
The print head moves around depositing semi molten plastic as per the Gcode sent via
the slicing software. When a single layer is finished the print bed moves down a fixed z
distance and the next layer is printed.[107] FDM printers typically produce fibers in the
range of 100-300um, however can reach lower limits of 50um.[121] FDM printing was first
investigated for TE applications by Hutmacher in 2000.[122]
FDM for nerve guides
There has been limited use of FDM printing in nerve guide research. Primarily, the focus
has been around printing tubular structures with ECM like properties, something which
can not be achieved with large FDM extruded fibres. However, Johnson et al. considered
FDM for making nerve guides with complex anatomical structures such as bifurcation
in the sciatic nerve.[119] Using imaging techniques on the extract section of nerve, a
3D model was produced and replicated through FDM of silicone.[119] NGF and GNDF
were included internally to act as chemical guidance for the regenerating sensory and
motor branches respectively.[119] With minimal in vivo testing the group showed that
orientated neurons grew through the guide, concluding that the micro grooves produced
by the layered pattern provided the required orientation cues.[119] As proof of concept
study, this work showed that FDM printing could be used to produced the super structure
required for geometrically complex nerve guides.
2.4.2 Electrospinning
Electrospinning is a fabrication method that works by drawing a polymer into a thin fibre
to create multi-dimensional structures.[123, 124] A significant amount of research has been
dedicated to the subject over the past two decades as evident by the exponential trend in
papers within the topic.[121] Over this period, the technique has also become established
within industry, ranging from use in filtration methods[125], pharmacology,[126, 127, 128]
and biomedical fields such as tissue engineering and regenerative medicine.[129, 130, 131]
The field of electrospinning is broad with a number of synthesis methods used (solution,
emulsion, melt). Each of these methods have been developed to enable the output of
structures with specific features and purpose.[121] Fundamentally, electrospinning is a
process that forms fibres through a phenomenon know as electrohyrodynamics.[121] This
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phenomenon uses electrostatic forces to pull a continuous polymer fibre as a liquid jet
onto a collector.[121] There are two methods used to liquefy the polymer for this process,
solution and melt.
Solution electrospinning is not an additive manufacturing technique. The inherent insta-
bilities and whipping which occur in solution electrospinning do not enable the precise,
controlled deposition of fibres in a layer by layer approach.[132] However, the much newer
technology of melt electrospinning enables far more control of the polymer jet which can
accurately produce layered structures. Although not a additive manufacturing technique,
solution electrospinning has been frequently used in tissue engineering as the fibre diame-
ters produced are within the range of fibrils found in native ECM.[121, 124, 133] Given its
much longer history, solution electrospinning has also be used extensively in regard to the
fabrication of nerve guides. As such, both variations of the technology will be reviewed
along with studies which have harnessed each for nerve guide production.
Solution electrospinning
Solution electrospinning incorporates solvents with polymers to create a viscous fluid. A
particular focus of solution electrospinning has been minimizing fibre thickness to the
nano scale, achieving fibers of less than 50nm down to 10um, in order to better replicate
natural ECM structures.[121] However, there are a number of challenges that are inher-
ent to the solution electrospinning process. The most intrinsic of these is the required
solvents, which are often toxic to cells and tissue.[134] These solvents can be removed
to some degree, but the structures must undergo a laborious washing process to achieve
this.[134, 135]
To enable defined and tunable sca↵olds of varying size and shape there is a requirement
for reproducible, controllable fibre deposition. There has been work focussed on achiev-
ing such controllability with in solution electrospinning with limited success.[136, 137]
These advancements do not overcome the inherent jet instability that is fundamental to
the solution electrospinning process. When the print solution is of low viscosity, it can-
not overcome repulsive Coulombic charge interactions.[138] These repulsive interactions
cause instability in the jet, particularly during flight, a phenomenon often referred to as
whipping.[132] This behavior has been determined to render the process incapable of high
throughput production of exceptionally reproducible products.[121]
Melt electrospinning writing
Melt electrospinning takes advantage of thermoplastics, particularly those with lower melt-
ing temperatures.[132] A property of these melts is the much higher viscosity, which is
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less influenced by the repulsive Coulombic charge interactions.[121] Without these interac-
tions, the polymer jet remains more stable, allowing improved control and deposition.[139,
140] When the collector plate is moved at a speed equal to or greater than the jet
speed (the critical translation speed, or CTS) the polymer can be directly written onto
a collector plate in a continuous straight fibre.[141] Hence, melt electrospinning writing
(MEW) becomes an additive manufacturing technique not dissimilar from typical FMD
printing.[132] Melt electrospinning typically produces fibres of a larger diameter (5-40um)
compared with solution electrospinning (50nm-10um), but much lower than FMD (100-
300um).[142, 121]
2.4.3 Electrospun nerve guides
The use of solution electrospinning to create nerve guides has been explored extensively
with a number of groups producing solution electrospun conduits. There are generally two
methods to achieve electrospun conduits; using a rotating mandrel as the collector or cre-
ating a thin film membrane and rolling it into a tube. By using a rotating mandrel, groups
have been able to create randomly aligned or circumferentially aligned fibres.[143] When
a flat rotating disk is used as a collector, aligned fibre films can be constructed, these are
then rolled up and secured to create a tube with fibres running longitudinally.[89, 144]
These studies have shown impressive results capable of achieve regeneration of nerve over
a gap of 17mm when using aligned electrospun tubes.[89] Given the many studies showing
the importance of aligned fibres there have been some novel attempts at using mandrel
printing to achieve longitudinally aligned fibres. Teo et al. used a rotating Teflon tube
in conjunction with a knife-edged auxiliary electrode placed at 45 degrees to create diag-
onally aligned fibers.[145] Chang and Zhang devised a complex system that used static
3D collector templates and manipulated the electric field to achieve a tubes with micro
patterns.[146]
The introduction of melt electrospinning as an additive manufacturing technology has
enabled controlled deposition of fibers onto a rotating mandrel. These methods combine
mandrel rotation and translation to achieve a controlled fibre deposition angle.[147] The
deposition angle, allows for specific control of sca↵old size, shape and porosity as well
as controlling the mechanical properties of a tube.[147] As a relatively new method for
producing tubular structures, the few papers that do exist investigate available parameter
adjustments to produce defined structures and controlled deposition.[148] However, initial
results show that both macro and micro scale parameters can be easily controlled, which
literature has shown to be crucial in producing successful nerve guides. Melt electro-
spinning writing onto a rotating mandrel therefore has the potential to produce conduits
capable of enabling successful nerve regeneration.
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Chapter 3: Preliminary Findings
As per the timeline in Section 1.4 there have been three major bodies of research conducted
outside of the literature investigation and machine familiarization. These include system
design, sca↵old design and image analysis, each of which is detailed in Appendices A.3,
B.4 and C.3 respectively. A brief overview of the key methods and results will be presented
here to detail preliminary findings that will influence future work.
3.1 System Design
3.1.1 Background
An investigation was conducted to determine the requirements to digitally operate the
high voltage and pressure values sent to the print head. Currently, these components are
controlled manually using dials on the Spraybase control unit. The aim of this work was
to wire the control box so that the high voltage and pressure outputs could be controlled
using the Aerotech software, which currently also controls the x, y and z axis. By enabling
control of the parameters within the AeroTech software, they can then be varied during
a print, facilitating variation of fiber size and feedback control for increased jet stability
and print functionality.
3.1.2 Methods and materials
Machine yellow, the tube printer, was wired as shown in Appendix A.1. Using the axis
control software, digital signals were sent to the Spraybase control unit while it was set to
remote mode. A scaling factor was used to determine the correct digital signal to send,
as the Spraybase control unit steps this signal up to a high voltage output. The scaling
factor supplied in documentation is defined in Table A.1. To verify whether the correct
output was being produced by the Spraybase unit, a 1000:1 high voltage probe and a
FESTO 161127 pressure guage were used to measure the output.
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3.1.3 Results and discussion
The measured high voltage output is displayed in Table A.4. These results depict a clear
disparity between the targeted output and the measured output. Assuming that the doc-
umented scaling factor as set in Table A.1 is correct, the Spraybase control unit received
the correct digital input voltage. Yet there is at least a 1kV discrepancy between the
expected and actual output voltage, as demonstrated by the measured output. This sug-
gests that incorrect scaling is occurring within the Sprayabse unit. The measured pressure
values are displayed in Table A.3. A slight but consistent amount of error was observed
in these readings, but they are acceptably close to the target values.
Given these outcomes, contact was made with the supplier to determine why the correct
output was not being achieved. A report was written reflecting the results to conclusively
detail the behavior. It was agreed that the vendor would send a new controller with
an upgraded control board to resolve the behavior. Upon receiving the new controller,
testing was conducted to confirm that it preformed as required. Accompanying the new
controller was revised documentation regarding the scaling of the digital signal input up
to the high voltage output, Figure A.8. The crucial di↵erence is that a scaling ratio of
0.231 is required over the originally used value of 0.291. Tables detailing the testing of
high voltage and pressure in remote mode can be found in Tables A.5 and A.6. These
results determined that the controller was now functional and appropriate for inclusion
into the system.
3.1.4 Conclusion and recommendations
Another test that should be conducted is using the pressure change to create stacked
fibers of varying diameters. When creating stacked fins for the internal geometry of the
nerve guide, the use of a varying fiber size could enable stability and fine detail.
Another test that should be conducted is using the pressure change to create stacked
fibers of varying diameters. When creating stacked fins for the internal geometry of the
nerve guide the use of a varying fiber size could enable stability and fine detail.
3.2 Sca↵old Design
3.2.1 Background
Preliminary tests were conducted to investigate the parameters involved in constructing
a sca↵old and how they interrelate. The major machine parameters are mandrel rotation
velocity (Vrot), mandrel translation velocity (Vtrans) and mandrel radius (R). The scaf-
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fold specific parameters include the length (L), and winding angle.
Two scripts that calculated the required machine parameters based on the desired sca↵old
winding angle were used as part of this investigation. Additionally, a subset of machine
parameters were varied to determine how they influence the produced sca↵old. Appendix
B details the methodology and results for the testing of these scripts as well as how the
e↵ective speed varies the resultant sca↵old. However, the key outcome of this chapter is
controlled fibre stacking investigation, which will be detailed here.
3.2.2 Methods and materials
In an attempt to achieve better fibre stacking and obtain a better understanding of how
the length value a↵ects stacking, modifications were made to the printer. Precisely stacked
fibres can be achieved if the mandrel position is controlled, ensuring repeated printing in
the same location for each rotation, rather than depending on the length coordinate to
achieve stacking of fibres. The motor driving the mandrel is a rotary DC motor with a
1000 count encoder attached. In all previous testing this motor was defined as a spindle
which enables free rotation at the user defined rate (Vrot). In order to enable position
control, changes were required in the AeroTech control software. The axis a was no longer
defined as a spindle but rather as a dependent axis with machine code E to define rotation
rate and machine address A to define a position in revolutions/minute.
Using these new control commands three sca↵olds were printed, each with the same
Vrot and Vtrans value but varying lengths, 10mm, 15mm and 20mm. The spindle was
controlled so that after moving the fixed length distance, forward and then back, the
spindle rotates precisely 45 degrees. Each of these sample were removed from the mandrel
and imaged to determine their respective length and the winding angles achieved through
this method.
3.2.3 Results and discussion
As the images in Figure B.3 show, the fibre stacking is much better in these samples
compared with previous prints. This tells us that by controlling the mandrel position we
can ensure well stacked fibres. However, the winding angle for these fibres is not fixed.
The Vrot and Vtrans values were held constant for all three samples, only the length
was varied. Table 3.1 shows that the length alone a↵ected the winding angle, with the
longer lengths producing smaller winding angles. Such findings corroborate those found
in section B.3.3. This method ensures control of stacked fibers and enables a user defined
length however control of the winding angle is lost.
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Average
Measured
Angle
(n=10)
Adjusted
Angle
(degrees)
Programmed
Length
(mm)
Average
Measured
Length
(n=3)
Sample 1 69.5 34.75 15 14.17
Sample 2 92.3 46.15 10 8.71
Sample 3 53.2 26.6 20 18.81
Table 3.1: The measured angles and length for the three sample produced in controlled
stacking experiment.
3.2.4 Conclusion and recommendations
The Python script has improved upon the Mathematica script by enabling the operator
more visibility into available options for a given winding angle. Taking advantage of these
features, the e↵ective speed experiment showed that the length parameter is an important
one for the control of fibre placement, including winding angle and stacking. This was
coupled with the observation that an increasing e↵ective speed a↵ects the accuracy, which
is likely due to the amount of lag in the polymer jet changing the sca↵old length. Cor-
roborating these findings, the controlled stacking experiment also found that the length
parameter alone directly influences the winding angle. However, the variations made to
the machine operation now ensure that the mandrel position can be controlled and guar-
antee stacked fibers.
From these results there are some key questions which need to be answered in coming
experiments. Do well stacked fibers produce a sti↵er and more mechanically sound struc-
ture compared with a sca↵old of the same winding angle but poor stacking? Additionally,
how do minor variations in winding angle a↵ect the mechanical properties? Operator
defined lengths are an important feature of sca↵old design, particularly when patient spe-
cific designs are considered. It will be important to know if the operator must choose
between a winding angle to achieve specific mechanical properties or a required length
value. If there is minimal variation in the mechanical properties for slight variation in
winding angle these methods enable use to create stacked fibers for a defined length and
approximate mechanical capabilities.
3.3 Image Analysis
3.3.1 Background
It is known that a number of factors influence the stability of an ejected melt jet. How-
ever, the interaction of these parameters is complex and not completely understood. Users
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currently observe the jet and manually adjust parameters until the jet is deemed stable
enough to print. This judgment is often experience dependent and made at arbitrary
points during the print process. The instabilities can have a very noticeable e↵ect on the
accuracy and reproducibility of a print. Often a sample is discarded or a print stopped
so that manual adjustment can be made to achieve a more stable environment capable of
achieving accurate structures. This process is labor intensive and reduces confidence that
the programmed structure will always be accurately reproduced.
Therefore, the aim of this work is to determine if the polymer jet can be imaged and
tracked using image processing techniques. This would be achieved by taking an image of
the jet during printing and measuring the angle between the polymer jet and the collector
plate. By comparing the measured angles between consecutive image frames in a video,
any variation in the jet angle over time can be quantified. Excessive variation (within a
range yet to be determined) would indicate instability of the jet and qualitatively deem
the environment unsuitable for accurate printing.
3.3.2 Methods and materials
A LED was used to illuminate the fiber for better contrast. This LED was held by hand
and moved to various positions to crudely experiment with di↵erent lighting angles. While
the LED was held in position by hand, still images were captured in a series from the USB
camera. These images where saved as JPEG files and used directly in a Python testing
script.
A series of JPEG files were imported as a binary images and rotated to compensate for
incorrect camera placement. A region of interest (ROI) was defined around the needle
tip and within this region, a binary threshold was applied. This threshold was chosen
to remove all pixel data below a defined intensity. This process was used to clean the
image and leave only high intensity pixels, namely those representing the light-reflecting
polymer. The resultant ROI is processed through a canny edge detection algorithm to
find the edges of the jet. Then within the ROI, each pixel is checked moving from the
bottom left corner of the ROI moving pixel-by-pixel right to left, bottom to top. When
the first white pixel is located, it is marked with the blue dot to indicate where the tip of
the jet is located (x3,y3). Ideally, this is the point where the jet first comes into contact
with the plate. A fixed point was marked for the needle point (x1,y1) and the collector
plate directly under the needle tip (x2,y2). These values were used in conjunction with
the located coordinate (x3,y3) to calculate the angle between the polymer jet and the
collector plate. It was assumed that a right angle triangle calculation would model the
angle adequately. The angle was calculated for 10 images in a series and each angle was
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added to an array for future comparison.
3.3.3 Results and discussion
Figure C.2 displays the output image for each of the ten samples processed. There were
ten images in total; seven of which involved the jet being successfully located. For the
remaining three images where the jet was not found (Figures C.2f, C.2h and C.2j) the
jet was moving towards the light, and was not adequately illuminated. The addition of a
second light source and better-distributed lighting throughout the path of the jet should
minimize such occurrences. These results also show that within the seven successful
instances, locating the exact point where the jet meets the collector is not always achieved.
This is the point where the jet is the thinnest and is likely to receive the least amount of
incident light. Additionally, the tilt applied to the camera makes it di cult to pinpoint
exactly where the metal surface and fiber meet.
3.3.4 Conclusion and recommendations
Before further testing is conducted, a camera system with a higher resolution is required.
Ideally this system will be capable of focusing and zooming in on the print area only.
Once a camera is sourced, testing will be required to determine the optimal lighting
position for a fixed camera position. Testing then needs to be conducted to determine an
acceptable level of jet instability. Such tests will also need to determine if it is reasonable
to only measure for instability during initialization runs. This testing would determine if
such initialization periods are reflective of the upcoming print or if instability continues
to fluctuate throughout a print. If it is deemed that such an initialization run is not
representative, methods to monitor jet stability throughout an entire print will need to
be considered.
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Appendix A: System Design
An investigation was conducted to determine the requirements to digitally operate the
high voltage and pressure values sent to the print head. Currently, these components are
controlled manually using dials on the Spraybase control unit. The aim of this work was
to wire this control box so that the high voltage and pressure could be controlled using the
Aerotech software, which currently also controls the x, y and z axis. By enabling control
of the parameters within the AeroTech software, they can then be varied during a print,
facilitating variation of fiber size and feedback control for increased jet stability and print
functionality.
A.1 Methods and materials
Machine yellow, the tube printer, was wired as shown in Figure A.1. The Spraybase
unit controls the high voltage and pressure manually. The temperature controller sends
a coupled signal to the syringe and needle ensuring that they can only be digitally set to
the same temperature. There are four AeroTech Ndrive CP units, each of which control
one of the x, y, z or a axis. Each AeroTech drive has one analog input (di↵erential pair),
one analog output and four digital outputs.
The Spraybase control unit can be switched to a remote mode via a switch. This mode
disables the dials on the front of the unit and does not display the output voltage on
the screens. In this mode, there are four connectors available for the remote interface;
pressure adjust, pressure monitor, high voltage adjust and high voltage monitor. Given
the connection options for the AeroTech drives and the Spraybase control unit, the system
was rewired as per Figure A.2.
With this configuration implemented, control of the high voltage and pressure could be
achieved by addressing the respective analog output pins through the AeroTech software.
However, given that the analog output pin is limited to a 0–5V signal, voltage scaling
occurs within the Spraybase unit in order to take a low voltage signal and step it up to a
high voltage output. The scaling factors given by the Spryabase documentation are listed
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Figure A.1: A schematic of the tubular MEW device. All components along with their
individual range of operation and how they are connected are detailed.
in Table A.1.
Using linear interpolation, the appropriate input signal can be determined for a required
high voltage output. Equation A.1 demonstrates this relationship. The pressure scaling
is 1:1, since the pressure is given to range from 0–5 bar and the input voltage ranges from
0–5 volts.
V out(kV ) = V in(V )⇥ 5
17.2
(A.1)
To ensure the correct voltage was being output post scaling, a high voltage probe (1000:1)
was used to measure voltage at the needle tip. Initial testing was conducted while in man-
ual mode to determine any error between the displayed voltage and the measured voltage
of the probe. The testing was repeated while in remote mode to determine if the output
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Figure A.2: Machine schematic showing the updated configuration. The new additions
are highlighted by the blue boxes.
was correctly scaled from the digital input value. In each of these tests a number of
voltages were measured within a range typically used for printing, which are reflected in
Table A.2.
Similar testing was also conducted for the pressure output. Although there is no scaling
of the pressure output while in remote mode, measurement is necessary given the digital
display does not report the output. As such, there is no guarantee what value is actually
received at the print head. Measurements were taken in both manual and remote operating
modes. The output pressure was measured using a FESTO 161127 pressure guage placed
directly on the end of the tubing where it would normally flow into the syringe.
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High Voltage
Output
Pressure
Output
Digital signal input 0 V 5 V 0 Bar 5 Bar
Control unit output 0 kV 17.2 kV 0 Bar 5 Bar
Table A.1: The documented relationship between the digital input signal and the corre-
sponding output signal from the Spraybase control unit
A.2 Results and discussion
A.2.1 Pressure
Given that there is no scaling applied to the pressure, there was no expectation for
variation between the local and remote mode. However, measurements were taken to
confirm this behaviour (Table A.3). It was observed during these measurements that a
minor but noticeable, drop of the needle occurred in all instances of switching from local
to remote mode.
A.2.2 High voltage
When measured in local mode, the input voltage and corresponding output voltage are
almost exact. Table A.2 shows a slight voltage drop across all readings. Such a drop is
expected given inherent resistance within the high voltage probe.
Input
(kv)
Measured Output
1000:1 (V)
6 5.96
5.75 5.72
5.5 5.48
5.25 5.23
5 4.99
4.75 4.74
4.5 4.49
4.25 4.25
4 3.99
Table A.2: High voltage readings taken
from the Spraybase control unit using
a 1000:1 high voltage probe. Measure-
ments taken in local mode.
Local Mode Remote Mode
Input
(bar)
Measured
Pressure
(bar)
Input
(V)
Measured
Pressure
(bar)
1 0.95 1 0.85
2 2 2 1.75
3 3 3 2.8
4 3.95 4 3.75
Table A.3: Pressures read from the
Spraybase control unit using a FESTO
161127 pressure guage. Measurements
taken in local and remote mode opera-
tions.
The results measured in remote mode and displayed in Table A.4, depict a clear disparity
between the targeted output and the measured output. Assuming that the linear trend
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is correct and obeys the conditions set in table A.1, the Spraybase control unit received
the correct digital input voltage. Yet, as shown by the measured output, there is at least
a 1kV discrepancy between the expected and actual output voltage. This suggests that
incorrect scaling is occurring within the Sprayabse unit.
Required
Output
(kv)
Corresponding
Digital Input
(V)
Measured
Digital Input
(V)
Measured
Output 1000:1
(V)
Input / Output
Ratio
6 1.744 1.754 7.51 0.2327
5.75 1.672 1.681 7.21 0.2323
5.5 1.599 1.608 6.90 0.2322
5.25 1.526 1.536 6.58 0.2325
5 1.453 1.463 6.27 0.2324
4.75 1.381 1.391 5.96 0.2323
4.5 1.308 1.318 5.65 0.2322
4.25 1.235 1.244 5.34 0.2320
4 1.163 1.173 5.03 0.2319
Table A.4: High voltage readings taken from the Spraybase control unit using a 1000:1
high voltage probe while operating in remote mode. The digital input values were mea-
sured at the incoming control cable going into the Spraybase controller.
To understand whether it was the calculated input voltage that was incorrect, the ratio
between the measured digital voltage and the measure output voltage was determined
(Table A.4). The ratio found is mostly consistent within this range at 0.232. This value is
in direct contrast to the ratio of 517.2 or 0.29 used to calculate the required digital voltage.
A.2.3 Controller Upgrade
Given these outcomes, contact was made with the supplier to determine why the cor-
rect output was not being achieved. A report was written reflecting the above results
to conclusively detail the behavior. It was agreed that the vendor would send a new
controller with an upgraded control board to resolve the behavior. Upon receiving the
new controller testing was conducted to confirm that it preformed as required. Tables
detailing the results from these test can be found in Tables A.5 and A.6. These results de-
termined that the controller was functioning and appropriate for inclusion into the system.
Accompanying the new controller was revised documentation regarding the scaling of the
digital signal input up to the high voltage output, Figure A.8. The crucial di↵erence is that
a 5V input achieves a 21.58KV output, a scaling ratio of 0.231. This newly documented
ratio is very similar to the ratio of 0.232 which was determined experimentally in previous
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testing, suggesting that the documented scaling factor could have been incorrect initially.
The received controller has the most recent iteration of upgrades and is likely more stable.
Required
Output
(kV)
Digital
Input
(V)
Measured
Digital
Input (V)
Measured
High Voltage
Output (kv)
1 0.231 0.236 1.014
2 0.463 0.468 2.021
3 0.695 0.7 3.023
4 0.927 0.931 3.98
5 1.159 1.163 4.97
6 1.391 1.394 5.69
7 1.623 1.626 6.94
8 1.855 1.858 7.93
9 2.088 2.091 8.92
10 2.320 2.322 9.9
Table A.5: The measured outputs from
high voltage remote operation
Digital
Input (V)
Expected
Output
Measured
Output
(bar)
0.5 0.45 0.45
1 0.94 0.8
1.5 1.42 1.3
2 1.91 1.75
2.5 2.39 2.25
3 2.88 2.7
3.5 3.36 3.2
4 3.85 3.7
4.5 4.33 4.2
Table A.6: The measured outputs from
pressure remote operation
Pin
(V)
Pout
(V)
Pmeasured
(Bar)
0.5 0.448 0.472
1 0.947 0.985
1.5 1.418 1.47
2 1.913 1.98
2.5 2.397 2.49
3 2.87 2.97
3.5 3.37 3.50
4 3.84 3.97
4.5 4.32 4.49
5 4.83 4.99
Table A.7: The documented calibration
variables supplied by Spraybase for the
remote operation of the pressure output
Vin
(V)
Vout
(V)
HVmeasured
(kV)
Vin/Vout
Ratio
0.5 2.16 2.14 0.2315
1 4.32 4.24 0.2315
1.5 6.44 6.37 0.2329
2 8.62 8.51 0.2320
2.5 10.77 10.63 0.2321
3 12.95 12.78 0.2317
3.5 15.09 14.90 0.2319
4 17.25 17.03 0.2319
4.5 19.42 19.16 0.2317
5 21.58 21.3 0.2317
Table A.8: The documented calibration vari-
ables supplied by Spraybase for the remote
operation of the high voltage output
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A.3 Conclusion and recommendations
Given the successful integration of the new controller into the system, tests to digitally
vary the voltage and pressure during printing can be conducted. One such test would
include varying the pressure for fixed voltage increments, observing the stability of the jet
change and measuring the corresponding fiber diameter. Such testing will define stable
printing parameters for a fixed fiber thickness.
Another test that should be conducted is using the pressure change to create stacked
fibers of varying diameters. When creating stacked fins for the internal geometry of the
nerve guide the use of a varying fiber size could enable stability and fine detail.
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Appendix B: Sca↵old Design
B.1 Background
Preliminary tests were conducted to investigate parameters that were available to con-
struct a sca↵olds and how they interrelate. The major machine parameters are mandrel
rotation velocity (Vrot), mandrel translation velocity (Vtrans) and mandrel radius (R).
The sca↵old specific parameters include the length (L) and winding angle. Two varia-
tions of scripts were used to find the required machine parameters given a desired sca↵old
winding angle. Additionally, a subset of machine parameters were varied to determine
how these influence the produced sca↵old.
B.1.1 Mathematica Script
Mr Tomasz Ju¨ngst and Mr Niccolo´ Traverso Ziani produced a Mathematica script as part
of their preliminary investigations into tube printing, this script was modified and used in
conjunction with machine yellow. The script enables users to input desired tube length
(L), radius of mandrel (R), rotational velocity (Vrot) and translational velocity (Vtrans).
These variables are used to determine the resultant winding angle of a tube printed under
these conditions.
The winding angle is the angle which is made between the fibre and the central line run-
ning along the axial length of the mandrel. This value is found by substituting control
variables into equation B.1. The tangential velocity (Vtang) is the rotational velocity of
the mandrel (rpm) multiplied by the mandrel radius. Tangential velocity is a measure of
the velocity on the surface of the mandrel. Translation velocity is the rate a which the
mandrel is moving along the y-axis in mm/min.
Winding angle = ArcTan(
V tang
V trans
) (B.1)
V tang = R⇥ (V rot⇥ 2⇥ ⇡) (B.2)
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A common method of comparison between printing experiments in melt electrospinning
is to maintain the e↵ective velocity (Ve↵). The e↵ective velocity is the resultant velocity
of the translational and tangential velocities as shown in Equation B.3. The Mathematica
script calculates Ve↵, but it does not take into consideration that the e↵ective speed needs
to be within a certain range (namely, above the CTS speed). The burden is on the user
to observe the e↵ective speed and ensure it is within an acceptable range.
V eff =
p
(V trans2 + V tang2) (B.3)
The modified Mathematica script can be used for in two ways; a combination of Vtrans,
Vrot and R can be input to determine the resultant winding angle. Alternatively, a re-
quired angle can be input and a resultant Vtrans value can be be determined for a fixed
Vrot. These methods can be limiting as the burden is on the user to manually cycle
through Vtrans values or find successful combination of Vtrans and Vrot to produce a
range of Ve↵ speeds for a desired winding angle.
An additional complexity of the script, and complexity generally present in tube print-
ing, is around the length of a sca↵old. The length value is a user nominated variable,
however the length of a sca↵old controls the placement of fibers. The combination of
Vrot and Vtrans creates a sinusoidal curve around the mandrel. The combined speed
of translation and rotation a↵ects the wave length and amplitude, which in turn a↵ects
the winding angle. Ideally, a full cycle of the wave should be completed in a single tube
length. However, given the tube length is defined by the user, often the translational
direction changes before the completion of a single wavelength or at least a random point
within the sinusoidal wave. If a user defines a random length value, there is no guarantee
when or if the sinusoidal pattern will sync back up to enable a second perfectly stacked
layer. Figure B.1 shows the di↵erence between two sca↵olds with the same winding angle
of 20 degrees but of di↵erent lengths. The first image was a random length chosen as
a convenient tube size and the second image has a defined length calculated so that the
sinusoidal pattern repeats itself within 30 length iterations.
The Mathematica script has the capability to simulate how many length iterations are
required until the wave syncs back up and the second stacked layer begins. Inversely, the
user can also define how many length iterations should occur before the structure begins
to repeat. This function outputs the precise length required to achieve repetition with
that many length movements. Often values of 10 - 40 are input as the length iteration
value in an attempt to ensure stacking occurs within a timely manner but to also achieve
a length close to the desired length. This process is often cumbersome requiring the user
to try a number of values to find the best length / length iteration combination.
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(a) (b)
Figure B.1: Comparison between two sca↵olds, each with a measured winding angle of
20 degrees and the same Vrot, Vtrans values. Sca↵old (a) has a printed length of 17mm,
while sca↵old (b) has a printed length of 15.21mm
B.1.2 Python Script
To further extend the capabilities introduced by the Mathematica script a second script
was produced using Python. This script provided users with the ability to input a winding
angle and have it produce an array of Vtrans, Vrot combinations to achieve the desired
winding angle. This process enables testing of a number of e↵ective speeds for a fixed
winding angle. The logic used in the Python script was taken directly from the Mathe-
matica script and from the equations detailed above. A number of additional variables
were added to better constrain the output to values relevant to printing. Maximum speed
values maxTransSpeed and maxTangSpeed, were defined as 12000 and 4000 receptively.
These are the physical limits of the y and a axis. There are then a number of user
input variables, namely mandrel diameter (d), required winding angle, lengthMin and
lengthMax, critical translation speed (CTS) and CTS+N. The min and max length vari-
able define a length range acceptable for the final tube structure. The CTS speed is the
minimum velocity that must be achieved by the collector to ensure a straight fibre with
controlled placement. CTS+N defines the maximum speed above the CTS in which the
collector plate should travel.
Using all of these variables a loop iterates through a range of Vrot values (whole integers)
and calculates the corresponding Vtrans value, for a fixed winding angle. All outputs
must be within the CTS, CTS+N range and be less than the maxTransSpeed and max-
TangeSpeed. Those values which comply are output as two arrays, vR and Vtrans, the
array position defining a coupled pair.
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Using the same logic from the Mathematica script that estimates a tube length from a
given number of repeats, a loop iterates through a range of user defined values (lengthMin
and lengthMax) and finds the corresponding length required. This process automates the
trialling of a number of repeat values to find the lengths achievable.
B.2 Methods and materials
Machine yellow was set up as per Figure A.2. For all of the detailed experiments the volt-
age was set to 5.25KV, the pressure to 0.903 Bar and the print head temperature to 89
degrees. PCL(PuracPC12) was used for all prints and was never held at temperature (89
degrees) for longer than four days. Across all tests the room temperature varied between
21- 24 degrees and room humidity was controlled between 33% - 43%. All testing was
done using a 3mm mandrel.
Test prints were done using both the Mathematica and Python scripts. The following
subsections will detail each of these experiments and their particular aims. For each of
these procedures, imaging was used to quantify and observe the output sca↵olds. Section
B.2.1 details the methods used to achieve these measurements.
B.2.1 Sca↵old imaging
For each of the tests detailed, a Zeiss steREO Discovery V2.0 microscope was used for
imaging. Within the Zeiss software, the length of the sca↵olds were measured using the
caliper tool. Typically the caliper tool was lined up to measure where the bulk of fibers
ended. Fiber placement is not always exact and the end of a sca↵old is often not well
defined. Best guess placement of the calipers is used in this circumstance and was mea-
sured N=5 for the Mathematica, Python and e↵ective speed experiments. Measurements
of N=3 were used for the controlled stacking test.
The winding angle of fibers was measured using the angle tool in the Zeiss software.
Angles were measured from the inside edge of one fibre to the inside edge of the next.
This technique produces and measures a distance two times the expected winding angle.
As such, the adjusted winding angle is the measured angled divided by two. For the
Mathematica, Python and e↵ective speed experiments the angle was measured N=5, The
controlled stacking experiment used N=10.
B.2.2 Mathematica Script testing
Using the Mathematica script, three sca↵olds were printed to verify that the script input
values achieved the required winding angle. The values input into the Mathematica script
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are detailed in Table B.1. The theoretical winding angle given by the script is also shown.
These values were then used in an AeroTech gcode script to control the axis movement. All
other printing parameters when set as detailed in section B.2. After printing, the sample
was removed from the mandrel and imaged to obtain the length and angle measurements
as detailed in section B.2.1.
Sample 1 Sample 2 Sample 3
Vrot (rpm) 10 5 10
Vtrans (mm/min) 288 538.6 534.5
Length 15.2 17 17
Resultant theoretical
winding angle
18.12 5 10
Table B.1: User input variables to the Mathematica Script and the corresponding Winding
angle produced by the script
B.2.3 Python script testing
Using the Python script, a single sample was printed to verify that the intended winding
angle was achieved. The inputs defined were a winding angle of 5 degrees, a requested
length between 10 and 20mm, and a minimum e↵ective speed of 200mm/min and maxi-
mum of 500mm/min. The script output the following:
“No variables can fulfill these length requirements.
The minimum length is: 55.659mm, with 30 length repetitions.
vR = [2, 3, 4, 5, 6]
Vtrans = [215.45, 323.18, 430.9, 538.63, 646.35]”
From these available parameters, a rotational speed of 2rpm was chosen along with a
translation speed of 215.45mm/min. Although a large length, 55.66mm was chosen in
an attempt to achieve a well stacked sca↵old. After printing, the sample was removed
from the mandrel and imaged to obtain the length and angle measurements as detailed
in section B.2.1.
B.2.4 E↵ective speed variation
With the ability to observe a number of Vrot and Vtrans combinations for a single winding
angle, a test was conducted to determine which combination produced the best sca↵old
for a fixed winding angle and length. The script inputs were as follows; a winding angle
of 20-degrees, a requested length between 10 and 20mm, a minimum e↵ective speed of
200mm/min and maximum of 500mm/min. The output received was as follows:
“For Lengths: [14.242, 13.81, 13.595, 13.465, 13.379]
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vR = [8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25]
Vtrans = [207.15, 233.05, 258.94, 284.84, 310.73, 336.63, 362.52, 388.42, 414.31, 440.2,
466.1, 491.99, 517.89, 543.78, 569.68, 595.57, 621.46, 647.36] ”
Of these outputs, nine Vrot, Vtrans combination were tested, as detailed in Table B.4.
All samples had a fixed length of 13.81mm. After printing each sample it was removed
from the mandrel and imaged to obtain the length and angle measurements as detailed
in section B.2.1.
B.2.5 Controlled Stacking
In an attempt to achieve better fibre stacking and obtain a better understanding of how
the length value a↵ects this stacking, modifications were made to the printer. Precisely
stacked fibres can be achieved if the mandrel position is controlled, ensuring repeated
printing in the same location for each rotation, rather than depending on the length coor-
dinate to achieve stacking of fibres. The motor driving the mandrel is a rotary DC motor
with a 1000 count encoder attached. In all previous testing, this motor was defined as
a spindle which enables free rotation at the user defined rate (Vrot). To enable position
control, changes were required in the AeroTech control software. The axis a was no longer
defined as a spindle but rather as a dependent axis with machine code E to define rotation
rate and machine address A to define a position in revolutions/minute.
Using these new control commands three sca↵olds were printed, each with the same
Vrot and Vtrans value but varying lengths, 10mm, 15mm and 20mm. The spindle was
controlled so that after moving the fixed length distance, forward and then back again,
the spindle rotates precisely 45 degrees. Each of these sample were removed from the
mandrel and images to determine there respective length and the winding angles achieved
through this method.
B.3 Results and discussion
B.3.1 Mathematica script testing
The results in Table B.2 reveal some interesting facts about the parameters used for
printing. Sample 1 which had a calculated winding angle of 18.12 and required length of
15.12 achieved a measured angle and length value very close to those expected. However,
for samples two and three, a fixed length of 17mm was used as opposed to value the
returned by the Mathematica script. Theses samples both had a similar measured length
of approximately 14-15mm, and similar winding angles of 6.9 and 6.6 respectively. Neither
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of which are particularly close to their theoretical value. These results suggest that the
length used is particularly important to achieving the correct winding angle.
Average
(N=5)
Adjusted
Average
Theoretical
Value
Sample 1
Angle (deg) 37.6 18.8 18.12
Length (mm) 14.23 - 15.12
Sample 2
Angle (deg) 13.8 6.9 5
Length (mm) 14.86 - 17
Sample 3
Angle (deg) 13.2 6.6 10
Length (mm) 14.44 - 17
Table B.2: Measured angle and length of three sample printed using the Mathematic
script. Averaged for N=5 and adjusted angle compensates for the angle measure being
double that of the winding angle. Theoretical values are those values used in the program
to print these structures.
B.3.2 Python script testing
The variables produced by the Python script resulted in a winding angle of almost exactly
5 degrees (Table B.3). The length value was also comparable to the programed value.
These results show that the Python script reliably follows the required logic, taking a
requested angle and producing Vrot and Vtrans values to accurately achieve the desired
angle.
Average
(N=5)
Adjusted
Average
Theoretical
Value
Sample 1
Angle (deg) 10.1 5.05 5
Length (mm) 55.37 - 55.66
Table B.3: Measured angle and length of sample printed using the Python script. Aver-
aged for N=5 and adjusted angle compensates for the angle measure being double that of
the winding angle. Theoretical values are those values used in the program to print these
structures.
B.3.3 E↵ective speed variation
Figure B.2 shows each of the nine samples ordered according to an increasing rotational
velocity. Based on the coupled rotational translation velocity, the e↵ective velocity is cal-
culated in Table B.4. This table shows that the e↵ective velocity increases for each sample
staring at 207.20mm/min and moving toward 621.92mm/min. Sample 2 with a rotational
velocity of 16rpm is highlighted green as it produced the sca↵old with the best stacking
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as seen in Figure B.2e. However, Table B.5 shows the average measured angle and length
for each sample, where Sample 4 with a rotational velocity of 12rpm and e↵ective velocity
of 310.96mm/min produced the most accurate winding angle with 20.9-degrees. Sample
1 was the closest to the theoretical length of 13.18mm.
The results in Table B.5 suggest that the slower e↵ective velocities produce more accurate
structures compared with those produced at a much higher e↵ective velocity. This is likely
to be due to the e↵ective speed changing the lag in the jet, which changes the length of
the tube, which in turn a↵ects the stacking and winding accuracy. This suggests that the
maths around fibre angle and stacking is very sensitive to changes in length. To be able
to produce structures with a reliable winding angle and stacking properties, the length
variable needs to be understood in far more detail, particularly with regard to how lag
in the polymer jet changes and whether such changes can be compensated for. If the lag
can be modeled, then this can be incorporated into the theoretical calculations and result
in more precise control variables for the printer control.
Rotational Velocity
(rpm)
Translational Velocity
(mm/min)
E↵ective Velocity
(mm/min)
Sample Number
8 207.15 207.30 1
12 310.73 310.96 4
14 362.62 362.89 5
15 388.42 388.71 7
16 414.31 414.62 2
17 440.2 440.53 9
18 466.1 466.45 6
20 517.89 518.27 3
24 621.46 621.92 8
Table B.4: The selected rotational velocity and translational velocity pairs from the
Python script and their corresponding e↵ective velocity. Sample number refers to the
sample names listed in Table B.5
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Average
Angle N=5
(deg)
Average
Length N=5
(mm)
Rotational
Velocity
Sample 1 22.7 13.5 8
Sample 4 20.9 12.1 12
Sample 5 23.4 11.35 14
Sample 7 22.02 12.73 15
Sample 2 22.6 12.41 16
Sample 9 23.7 12.05 17
Sample 6 21.3 12.28 18
Sample 3 22.2 12.33 20
Sample 8 22.3 11.15 24
Table B.5: The measured angle and lengths for nine samples with varying e↵ective veloc-
ities. Those highlighted green were the closest to the theoretical angle and length. Those
highlighted red where the furthest from these theoretical values.
(a) Sample 1 (Vrot-8) (b) Sample 4 (Vrot-12) (c) Sample 5 (Vrot-14)
(d) Sample 7 (Vrot-15) (e) Sample 2 (Vrot-16) (f) Sample 9 (Vrot-17)
(g) Sample 6 (Vrot-18) (h) Sample 3 (Vrot-20) (i) Sample 8 (Vrot-24)
Figure B.2: Images showing the level of fibre stacking for each of the nine samples
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B.3.4 Controlled stacking
As the images in Figure B.3 show, the fibre stacking is much better in these samples
compared with previous prints. This tells us that by controlling the mandrel position we
can ensure well stacked fibres. However, the winding angle for these fibres is not fixed.
The Vrot and Vtrans values were held constant for all three samples with only the length
being varied. TableB.6 shows that the length alone a↵ected the winding angle, with the
longer lengths producing smaller winding angles. These findings corroborate those found
in section B.3.3. This method ensures control of stacked fibers and enables a user defined
length, however control of the winding angle is lost.
Average
Measured
Angle
(n=10)
Adjusted
Angle
(degrees)
Programmed
Length
(mm)
Average
Measured
Length
(n=3)
Sample 1 69.5 34.75 15 14.17
Sample 2 92.3 46.15 10 8.71
Sample 3 53.2 26.6 20 18.81
Table B.6: The measured angles and length for the three sample produced in controlled
stacking experiment.
(a) 15mm -Length (b) 10mm -Length (c) 20mm -Length
(d) 15mm -Fibre Stacking (e) 10mm -Fibre Stacking (f) 20mm -Fibre Stacking
Figure B.3: Stack sca↵olds. Images showing the full lengths (a,b,c) and a close up of
the fibre stacking (d,e,f) for the three constructs of lengths 15mm, 10mm and 20mm
respectively
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B.4 Conclusion and recommendations
The Python script has improved upon the Mathematica script by enabling the operator
more visibility into available options for a given winding angle. Taking advantage of these
features, the e↵ective speed experiment showed that the length parameter is an important
one for the control of fibre placement, including winding angle and stacking. This was
coupled with the fact that an increasing e↵ective speed a↵ects the accuracy, which is likely
due to the amount of lag in the polymer jet changing the sca↵old length. Corroborating
these findings, the controlled stacking experiment also found that the length parameter
alone directly influences the winding angle. However, the variations made to the machine
operation now ensures that we can control the mandrel position and guarantee stacked
fibers.
From these results, there are some key questions which need to be answered in coming
experiments. Do well stacked fibers produce a sti↵er, more mechanically sound structure
compared with a sca↵old with the same winding angle but poor stacking? Additionally,
how do minor variations in winding angle a↵ect the mechanical properties. Operator
defined lengths are an important feature of sca↵old design, particularly when patient
specific designs are considered. It will be important to know if the operator must choose
between a winding angle to achieve specific mechanical properties, or a required length
value. If there is minimal variation in the mechanical properties for slight variation in
winding angle, these methods enable the creation of stacked fibers for a defined length
and approximate mechanical capabilities.
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Appendix C: Image Analysis
It is known that a number of factors influence the stability of an ejected melt jet. However,
the interaction of these parameters is complex and not completely understood. Currently
users observe the jet and manually adjust parameters until the jet is deemed stable enough
to print. This judgment is often experience dependent and made at arbitrary points dur-
ing the print process. The instabilities can have a very noticeable e↵ect on the accuracy
and reproducibility of a print. Often a sample is discarded or a print stopped so that
manual adjustment can be made to achieve a more stable environment capable of achiev-
ing accurate structures. This process is labor intensive and reduces confidence that the
programmed structure will always be accurately reproduced.
Given the complex interactions that result in such instabilities, there is no guarantee that
the controllable parameters such as, voltage, pressure and e↵ective speed can be manu-
ally set to discrete variables and always ensure stability for each print. A sensing solution
capable of measuring the level of jet instability could be developed to ensure that insta-
bilities remain within a tolerance range. The inclusion of such a system would remove
subjective user assessment and increase confidence in the accuracy of a print.
Therefore, the aim of this work is to determine if the polymer jet can be imaged and
tracked using image processing techniques. This would be achieved by taking an image of
the jet during printing and measuring the angle between the polymer jet and the collector
plate. By comparing the measured angles between consecutive image frames in a video,
any variation in the jet angle over time can be quantified. Excessive variation (with a
range yet to be determined) would indicate instability of the jet and qualitatively deem
the environment unsuitable for accurate printing.
The following work was conducted as a proof of principle test to determine if such a goal
is achievable and what level of work would be required.
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C.1 Methods and materials
A 2-megapixel, focusable USB camera was mounted to machine yellow. This camera was
positioned and focused to watch the jet. A black piece of card was installed on the oppo-
site side of the printer so that a consistent dark background would appear behind the jet
whilst being imaged by the USB camera.
A LED was used to illuminate the fiber for better contrast. This LED was held by hand
and moved to various positions to crudely experiment with di↵erent lighting angles. For
most images the LED was held at approximately 45 degree to the fiber; a position 135
degree from the camera. It was found that having the LED slightly beneath the print head
and angled upwards also produced favorable results. This position enabled illumination
of the fiber while encouraging a shadow to be cast onto the metal collector plate by the
print head.
While the LED was held in position by hand, still images were captured in a series from
the USB camera. These images where saved as JPEG files and used directly in Python
testing scripts. Two data sets where acquired using this method and tested within two
di↵erent python scripts, test1.py and test2.py.
C.1.1 Test1.py
The Test1.py script was produced for the processing of a single initial test image. A
JPEG file was imported as a binary image and rotated to compensate for incorrect camera
placement. A region of interest (ROI) was defined around the needle tip and within this
region, a binary threshold was applied. This threshold was chosen to remove all pixel
data below a defined intensity. This process was used to clean the image and leave only
high intensity pixels such as those representing the light-reflecting polymer. The resultant
ROI is processed through a canny edge detection algorithm to find the edges of the jet.
Within the ROI, each pixel is then checked by starting from the bottom right corner of
the ROI and moving pixel-by-pixel right to left, bottom to top. When the first white
pixel is located, it is marked with a blue dot to indicate where the tip of the jet is located.
Ideally, this is the point where the jet first comes into contact with the plate.
C.1.2 Test2.py
The Test2.py script followed the same logic as Test1.py, however the code was executed
on a series of images captured sequentially under the same set of lighting conditions (as
consistently as can be achieved when hand held). In addition to locating the point at
which the jet met the collector plate, the angle between these surfaces was also measured.
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A fixed point was marked for the needle point (x1,y1) and the collector plate directly
under the needle tip (x2,y2). These values where used in conjunction with the located
coordinate (x3,y3) to calculate the angle between the polymer jet and the collector plate.
It was assumed that a right angle triangle calculation would model the angle adequately.
The angle was calculated for ten images in a series and each angle was added to an array
for future comparison.
C.2 Results and discussion
C.2.1 Image acquisition
As a proof of principle test, quick and dirty methods where used for the light and camera
placement. A number of observations where made in regard to this placement that must
be considered for future development.
When the LED light was held at approximately 45-degrees, the fiber was best illuminated
while the jet was moving away from the light. When moving toward the light, the jet was
still visible but with poorer results as depicted in Figure C.1e. It is likely that two lights
will be required for even lighting from both sides of the needle tip.
As depicted in Figure C.1e, the fiber appears as if it is being ejected from the side of the
needle tip as opposed to the center. This is a result of the incident light being reflected
from the furthest edge of the jet only. The Taylor Cone is still present, with the jet being
ejected from the center of the needle, however light is only being reflected from the side
of the jet opposite to that of the incident light. The inclusion of a second light source
should mitigate this. This behavior seems to only be a problem in the thick Taylor Cone
region of the jet.
Fibers that have been placed onto the collector make it more di cult to accurately find
the jet and locate the point that it touches the plate. The placed fibres reflect the light at
the same intensity as the jet. If the print head is moving towards the camera, these placed
fibers are a bright background behind the jet, making it impossible to the distinguish the
tip of the jet in front of these fibres. If the print head is moving away from the camera, the
tip of the jet is now hidden behind the placed fibres. To overcome this, the camera can be
placed so that it is not level or inline with the same plane as the collector plate. A slightly
elevated position, with the camera looking down, enables for the viewing of the jet tip
even when it is behind those fibres that have already been placed. This positioning also
means that it is more likely to have the metal plate as a background as opposed to fibre
placed behind it. This also depends upon how closely the fibres are placed. However, by
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tilting the camera in this way, the ability to measure the angles in real world dimensions
becomes more di cult as the camera is not looking at the jet straight on. To compensate,
a transform would be required to account for the angle of the camera to calculate the
actual angle.
C.2.2 Test1.py
Figure C.1 shows the original image (C.1a) input to the script and the output images
from each algorithm applied. The red box in Figure C.1d indicates the ROI considered
in the binary threshold (Figure C.1b) and edge detection (Figure C.1c) steps.
This script is a simple series of steps but there are a number of complications that would
need to be solved in future iterations of the code. One such consideration is defining the
region of interest. The red ROI box was defined manually. It was deliberately placed to
exclude the already placed polymer on the collector. This placed polymer has a similar
pixel intensity value to the polymer in the jet, meaning it is not removed in the binary
threshold step and would cause erroneous jet detection. Manual placement of the ROI is
viable if the camera never moves, which is unlikely since it should always be focused on
the needle tip. However, future code should include the ability to detect already placed
fibers and adjust the ROI to avoid it.
Additionally, this method is only viable if the lighting is set up in a very particular way.
If the light shines so that it reflects brightly o↵ the metal collector plate, these pixels will
have a high intensity rendering it indistinguishable from the polymer jet. Such an outcome
would make it impossible to find where the jet and the collector meet. Therefore, it is
important that the lighting environment is designed to minimize reflection o↵ all surfaces
while maximizing reflections from the polymer jet.
C.2.3 Test2.py
Figure C.2 displays the output image for each of the ten samples processed. The red box
defines the region of interested considered when looking for the jet. The light blue dot
indicates where the jet tip was found (x3,y3). The dark blue line runs from the center of
the needle tip (coordinate x1,y1) to the collector plate (coordinate x2,y2).
There were ten images in total; in seven of these images the jet was located. For the three
images where the jet was not found (Figures C.2f, C.2h and C.2j) the jet was moving to-
wards the light and was not adequately illuminated. The addition of a second light source
and better-distributed lighting throughout the path of the jet should minimize such oc-
currences. The seven successful instances show that locating the exact point where the jet
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(a) Original Image (b) Binary Threshold (c) Canny Edge Detection
(d) Output Image (e) Fibre Illumination
Figure C.1: The image processing stack used for Test1.py. The original image (a) un-
derwent a binary threshold (b), and canny Edge Detection (c) which was used to get the
output image in (d). Figure (e) shows the lighting condition illuminating the fibre.
meets the collector is not always achieved. This is the point where the jet is the thinnest
and is likely to receive the least amount of incident light. Additionally, the tilt applied
to the camera makes it di cult to pinpoint exactly where the metal surface and fiber meet.
Pythagoras theorem was used to calculate the lag angle in each of the images in Figure
C.2. However, this process is not completely accurate. To enable an image that looks
down upon the collector plate, the camera is positioned in an elevated, tilted position.
Angles calculated using Pythagoras theorem assume the camera is perfectly level and
perpendicular to the plane being measured. This means that the angle currently being
calculated will not correspond to what would be physically measured if such a measure-
ment were possible. To achieve the correct angle, a coordinate transform taking into to
account the cameras positioning would be required. However, as a method to compare
the jet lag from one frame of a video to the next, this method should produce results
capable of exposing variation.
There is also assumption that the tip of the jet is at the end of a straight fiber perfectly
positioned as a diagonal hypotenuse. It is expected that the shape of the jet varies de-
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pending on the e↵ective speed of the collector. However, an investigation will be required
to determine how the shape of the jet changes under varying conditions. If the jet forms a
drooping path like that depicted in Figure ABC, the angle acquired through the current
methods will be inaccurate.
(a) (b) (c)
(d) (e) (f)
(g) (h) (i)
(j)
Figure C.2: The output images for each of the ten samples processed through the test2.py
script. The red box defines the region of interested considered when looking for the jet.
The light blue dot indicates where the jet tip was found (x3,y3). The dark blue line runs
from the center of the needle tip (coordinate x1,y1) to the collector plate (coordinate
x2,y2).
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C.2.4 Limitations
A number of limitations where identified during preliminary tests, the most prominent of
which is the resolution of the camera. With a limited number of megapixels focused on
a large area, there is poor resolution around the jet. As the fiber diameter of the jet is
decreased the camera resolution will become more important.
To achieve real world measurements, such as knowing the diameter of the fiber, camera
calibration and extremely precise mounting will be required. Even with this achieved,
there is no guarantee that the translucent fibre can be adequately illuminated such that
the fibre edge can be accurately seen and e↵ectively distinguish from the background.
The more processing techniques that are required to find the fibre, the more likely the
processes will interfere with size and location.
The e↵ectiveness of imaging the tubular mandrel, as opposed to the flat collector plate,
cannot yet be determined. In the current configuration, when tracking of the jet is
attempted on the mandrel, the reflective metal surface of the collector plate interferes
which makes identifying the location of the jet di cult. A method to image the jet
without the plate interfering would need to be determined.
C.3 Conclusion and recommendations
Before further testing is conducted, a camera system with a higher resolution is required.
Ideally this system will be capable of focusing and zooming in on the print area only.
Once a camera is sourced, testing will be required to determine the optimal lighting po-
sition for a fixed camera position. Such a test should determine a lighting configuration
that produces consistent lighting at all points within the fibers movement path. This
should be achieved while minimizing reflected light of all other surfaces. The placement
of the camera in this testing should consider the potential for interference from fibers
already placed on the collector or mandrel.
Once a stable imaging environment is achieved, testing needs to be conducted to under-
stand the shape of the polymer jet under varying conditions. This test should consider
methods such as contact angle or contact distance, to measure jet instability given varia-
tion in the jet shape.
Once an appropriate measurement method is found, a test needs to be conducted to
determine an acceptable level of jet instability. Such a test would find the level of frame-
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to-frame variation that begins to a↵ect the accuracy of a printed structure. From this
test, an acceptable tolerance level could be defined. This definition would delineate a
conditional state, deeming the polymer jet stable or unstable.
On top of these tests, a number of features must be added to the Python script to get it
to a production ready state. These features are listed below:
• Taking images directly from a video feed.
• Comparing the angle (or an appropriate comparative measure) in the current frame
to a defined number of previous frames.
• Produce a stable/unstable indicator.
Once these features are implemented, further testing will be required to determine if it is
reasonable to only measure for instability during initialization runs. This testing would
determine if such initialization periods are reflective of the upcoming print or if instability
continues to fluctuate through out a print. If it is deemed that such an initialization run is
not representative, methods to monitor jet stability throughout an entire print will need
to be considered.
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Abstract
In the context of manufacturing fibre reinforced hydrogel nerve guides, melt electrospin-
ning writing (MEW) was examined to produce tubular sca↵olds on a cylindrical mandrel.
Despite there being limited literature and experience with this method, an existing ma-
chine and its supporting design tools were analysed to determine printing accuracy and us-
ability. It was identified that current methods are highly reliant upon precise (±0.05mm)
and persistent control of the length of the tubes, which was often di cult to achieve
due to instability in the polymer jet. In response, new mandrel control methods were
implemented, and bespoke software that focused on application specific input parame-
ters to achieve the necessary machine control output parameters was developed. Using
these enhancements, a varied suite of constructs were built and subsequently imaged us-
ing optical and scanning electron microscopy to compare the manufactured product with
the initial design specifications. Quantitative measurements revealed that the number of
layers, pivot points and pore size were all precisely reproduced as per the design. This
analysis identified that given an average length reduction of 1.95mm ± 0.18mm from the
programmed value, the winding angle increased by an average of 2.2 ± 0.9 . The col-
lection of samples were also used to identify relationships between configurable physical
properties and resulting mechanical performance. Tangential compression and qualitative
three point bending tests noted that a winding angle of 70  would be the most appropriate
for fibre reinforced hydrogel nerve guide applications.
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Chapter 1: Initial Investigation
1.1 Introduction
This report is the second of two; each covers the work done over a 5-month period for a
total period of 10-months research within the Biofabrication group at the University of
Wu¨rzburg. While the first report primarily outlined the fundamental literature around
nerve guides, this report details the methods and results of the experiments carried out
towards the goal of using melt electrospinning writing (MEW) to 3D print nerve guides.
1.1.1 State of the Art
Solution electrospinning methods have been employed to create fibrous tubular constructs
[1, 2, 3, 4]. These papers used a number of methods such as varying the grounding condi-
tions and rotation of a tubular collector to achieve semi-oriented random fibre placement.
Figure 1.1A is an example of a solution electrospun tube for a nerve guide application.
On a macro scale, the tube thickness is undulating while the micro features shown in
Figure 1.1B depict a mesh of randomly sized and distributed fibres. There are only two
papers (at the time of writing) which describe making fibrous tubular structures using
melt electrospinning writing (MEW). The first was published by Brown et al. in 2012,
introducing fabrication of tubular structures using the MEW technology [5]. In 2015
Ju¨ngst et al. investigated how the curved surface of the mandrel and the rates of rotation
influenced how the fibre was collected [6]. A recent publication by Hutmacher and col-
leagues demonstrates tubular fabrication using MEW, but it does not directly reference
any new methods beyond those in the 2012 paper [7]. The added control that the MEW
technique provides enabled the construction of conduits with varied winding angles [5].
The winding angle is the angle which exists between the fibre and a central line running
along the axial length of the mandrel (Figure 1.3b). By combining velocities of mandrel
rotation and translation, Brown et al. achieved winding angles of 30 , 45  and 60 . How-
ever, looking at these constructs (Figure 1.1c-e), their form is simply wound fibres with
no precise control over fibre placement. The angle was composed in a way not achievable
by solution electrospinning, but the precise stacking of fibres used to achieve a particular
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pore size and geometry (features typical of MEW constructs) is not present. Figures
1.1f-g are examples of what MEW is capable of on a flat collector plate. Moving well
beyond semi-controlled placement of fibres, MEW technology is proficient in 3D printing
structures in a method similar to fused deposition modeling (FDM) techniques.
Figure 1.1: Comparison of solution and melt electrospun tubes constructed using wind-
ing techniques compared with the 3D printing capabilities of the MEW technology on a
flat collector.(A-B) Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) images of a solution electrospun
poly(lactic-co-glycolic acid)(PLGA) / Polycaprolactone (PCL) nerve guide, showing the
macro tube structure and micro/nanofibres making up the non-woven fibrous micro struc-
ture [8]. (C-E) Porous tubes fabricated using melt electrospinning writing, wound with a
30 , 45  and 60  winding angle [5]. (F-G) SEM images of a sca↵old with a grid pattern,
produced on a flat plate collector.[9].
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1.1.2 Aim
The aim of this thesis was to advance the construction of tubular sca↵olds by controlling
fibre deposition precisely, in order to achieve highly reproducible structures with con-
trollable pore morphology, fibre density and winding angles. By achieving this, tubular
constructs can be 3D printed using the MEW technology rather than simply winding
fibres as the current state of the art methods propose. This work would lift the standard
of tubular sca↵olds to those currently produced by MEW devices with a flat plate collector.
This project was conducted with a focus on nerve guide applications and therefore the
dimension and mechanical properties defined by this. However, tubular sca↵olds alone are
not useful for advancing nerve guide research. In nerve guide repair, it is the role of the
conduit to provide mechanical stability and protection to the wound site. While a sca↵old
structure is not enclosed and solely incapable of creating a protected environment, it does
provide a flexible frame with tunable mechanical properties. The incorporation of a 3D
printed sca↵old or frame into a hydrogel conduit could enable novel nerve guide designs,
a concept figure expecting such a conduit is shown in Figure 1.2. Such fibre reinforced
hydrogel nerve guides would provide the protective environment for the healing wound
and could have mechanical properties finely tuned, while maintaining a low profile to min-
imize irritation to surrounding tissue. An observed short coming of many nerve guides is
their propensity for kinking or collapsing when exposed to the in vivo environment. The
incorporation of mechanically reinforcing fibres could be a low profile method to overcome
this. Therefore, while the primary aim of this thesis is to 3D print tubular sca↵olds, the
secondary aim is to then assess these constructs for their use in future fibre reinforced
hydrogel nerve guide applications.
Figure 1.2: A concept figure showing the damaged nerve inserted into a fibre reinforce
hydrogel nerve guide.
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1.1.3 Scope
In the context of nerve guides, even a simple tubular construct for nerve guidance must
consider application-specific parameters. The anatomy of a wound typically defines these
requirements, but for the scope of this project, these variables were determined in the
context of future use in rat and mice experiments. The length of the nerve guide was es-
tablished at 8mm - 18 mm, as this is a range often considered for nerve guides in rodents,
with the larger value being a challenging defect. The construct radius had to remain vari-
able, for not only rats but also mice and potentially the size of a severed human nerve.
In addition to the anatomically relevant parameters, the capabilities of the device also
imposed boundaries on the available range of conditions, notably the rotational and trans-
lational velocities of the axes, limited to 0 - 4000rpm and 0 - 12000mm/min respectively.
A two-part process was developed to achieve the aim of producing tubular sca↵olds with
a precise composition. Initially, the structure must be defined according to user require-
ments. The resultant configuration of this design determines the necessary control vari-
ables used in the secondary construction stage. Each of these steps requires a program-
matic script. The design stage utilises a script which considers the mathematics of winding
a fibre around a mandrel to create tubular structures. The second, execution stage, uses
an AeroTech G-code script which provides the instruction set for the axes to move in a
way that produces a structure reflecting that which was designed. This chapter details
and explores each of these two steps, delving into the scripts needed for tube design and
machine control.
1.1.4 Mathematical Theory
To design, simulate and create a fibrous, tubular sca↵old with precisely controlled pa-
rameters, there exists some basic mathematics defining the relationship between these
parameters and machine operation. The machine parameters include the rotational ve-
locity of the mandrel (Vrot) in revolutions/minute (rpm), translational velocity (Vtrans) in
mm/minute and the radius of the mandrel (r). Sca↵old design parameters include the
length (L) and winding angle (!). These parameters are depicted graphically in Fig-
ure 1.3. In order to eventually manufacture constructs with predictable dimensions and
mechanical properties, it is necessary to explore and understand these relationships.
Winding Angle
The winding angle is the angle made between the placed fibre and a central line running
along the axial length of the mandrel (Figure 1.3b). The combination of rotational and
translation speed of the mandrel define how tightly the fibre is wrapped around the
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(a) (b)
Figure 1.3: A graphical depiction of a sca↵old on a mandrel showing the relevant mathe-
matical parameters.
mandrel. Conceptually, if the mandrel is spun very quickly and translated slowly, the
fibres align at a 90  winding angle, perpendicular to the axis of the mandrel. Alternatively,
if the mandrel is rotated slowly (or not at all) and translated quickly, a winding angle of
0  can be achieved where the fibres are placed along the length of the mandrel. Equation
1.1 defines this behavior mathematically, determining the tangential velocity (Vtang) and
Vtrans velocities for any winding angle from 0  to 90 . The tangential velocity is the
rotational velocity of the mandrel (rpm) multiplied by the mandrel radius; a measure
of the velocity on the surface of the mandrel, Equation 1.2 shows this mathematically.
Using Equations 1.1 and 1.2, combinations of Vrot and Vtrans can be determined for a
given winding angle.
! = ArcTan(
Vtang
Vtrans
) (1.1)
Vtang = r.(Vrot.2⇡) (1.2)
Although only the Vrot and Vtrans variables are required as inputs to the machine code, it
is important to calculate the e↵ective velocity (Veff ) to ensure experimental consistency.
The combined speeds of the axes can influence the pulling of fibre which in turn can
a↵ect fibre diameter. E↵ective velocity is the resultant velocity of the translational and
tangential velocities as shown in Equation 1.3. For controlled MEW printing, the Veff
must be greater than the critical translation speed (CTS) [6].
Veff =
p
(V 2trans + V
2
tang) (1.3)
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Length
The second mathematical relationship is between the length of a construct and the fibre
placement. This relationship is more complex, with a number of variables influencing the
outcome. Primarily, the length of a sca↵old (which is a user defined variable) dictates
when the translation of the Y-axis changes direction. The combination of Vrot and Vtrans
creates a helical curve around the mandrel. Since the tube length is defined by the user,
the translational direction can change at any point within the wavelength of the helix.
The point that the direction changes within a wavelength a↵ects where the fibre lands at
the end of that length cycle. To achieve a repetitive, defined structure with stacked fibre
walls, the location of these fibres must be controlled. If a user defines a random length
value, there is no guarantee when or if the sinusoidal pattern will sync back up to enable
correctly stacked layers. Figure 1.4 displays this graphically on a 2D plane.
Figure 1.4: A two-dimensional representation of how sca↵old length influences fibre place-
ment and stacking. The sca↵old length determines the points at which the translation
axis changes direction. The black dotted lines between each of the lengths illustrate where
these changes in direction occur. The changes of direction have been designated pivot
points and are indicated by the letters (A, B, C, D and E). The red marker indicates the
completion of a single wavelength within the third length iteration. The first layer is not
completed until a length iteration joins up with the initial point, A.
In Figure 1.4, the initial length begins at point A and ends at point B. These locations
have been designated pivot points, the point in which the Y-axis changes direction and
begins the next length iteration. In this example, it is not until the third length iteration
that a full wavelength is completed (as indicated by the red marker). These length cycles
continue until the end of a length iteration joins back up with point A, thereby completing
each of the pivot point pairs and the first layer of fibres. The second layer will follow the
same pattern, completing enough length cycles to reach the initial point A again. In three
dimensions, these pivot points are distributed around the circumference of the mandrel.
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To define this relationship mathematically for incorporation into the design process, the
pitch length ( ) of the helix must first be determined. In Equation 1.4, where r is the
radius, c is a constant giving the vertical separation of the helix’s loops. Given the pitch
length, a fraction multiplier (fm) variable can be used to determine how much of the full
wavelength is completed in a single length of the construct. The pitch length multiplied
by this fraction multiplier determines the construct length. The smaller the fraction mul-
tiplier, the greater number of length iterations (Li) are required until the fibre pairs are
completed and the second layer can begin. For example, a fraction multiplier of 1 would
result in a complete wavelength in a single length iteration (Li = 1), whereas a fraction
multiplier of 0.25 (one quarter) requires four length iterations (Li = 4) for synchronization
to occur. These examples assume that a single wavelength occurs in one length iteration,
however there is no reason that a fraction of two, three or four wavelengths could not
occur within in a single length span. The use of an arbitrary length value without con-
sidering this relationship would result in the unsuccessful stacking of layers.
Furthermore, given the cyclic nature of a wave, steps of half a wavelength are still applica-
ble, so that a wavelength multiplier with step of 0.5 can be applied to find a corresponding
length. This means that for a fixed pitch length, there exists a large array of valid lengths
available due to the fraction multiplier (fm), the point within the pitch length that the
change of direction occurs and the wavelength multiplier (wm), which dictates how many
wave cycles occur within a single length. Equation 1.5 shows how these variables and
pitch length relate to define a length value.
  = 2.⇡.c
c =
r
tan!
(1.4)
L = (fm + wm).  (1.5)
Based on these relationships, a length value could be chosen and the corresponding frac-
tion multiplier found, indicating how many iterations are required before synchronization
occurs. Alternatively, a fixed number of repeats and the associated fraction multiplier
value can be selected and a corresponding length chosen from a list given the array of
wavelength multipliers available. The use of either method determines how many length
iterations must be programmed into the machine code to achieve a particular number of
layers or the minimum number of iterations required to achieve a single layer.
Simulation
The final component is the mathematics required to simulate the tubular construct given
the winding angle and length variables. The ability to build a simulated model based on
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input variables allows the operator to sanity check the eventual construct according to the
requirements of their application. A tubular construct can be considered a conglomeration
of helices and a helix is defined using the parametric equations in Equation 1.6, where
t 2 [0, 2⇡).
x = r.cos(t)
y = r.sin(t)
z = c.t
(1.6)
This standard helix equation assumes a full wavelength of 0 - 2⇡. However, for tubular
construct applications, the fraction multiplier must be included to account for the pre-
mature change in direction. Hence, the range becomes t 2 [0, fm.2⇡). The inclusion of
the fraction multiplier also adds complexity to the z variable, as the next length must be
adjusted to begin from the point where the previous length ended. While the first length
iteration (Li = 0) can be modeled using Equation 1.6, all proceeding lengths include an
integer value for Li to account for this z-shift. After the first length iteration, a change
in direction occurs mid way through the wavelength, and moves back in the opposite
direction while continuing the same wave.
x = r.cos(t)
y = r.sin(t)
z = ( 1)Li .c.(t  (Li + Li mod 2).(fm + wm).2⇡)
(1.7)
To build a complete tubular construct, the parametric equations can be generalised as
shown in Equation 1.7. The structure is built up one length at a time until the required
number of lengths are completed to sync back up to the initial starting point and thereby
complete the first layer. The generalised form yields the equations for length Li through
substitution. As before, t represents the interval range of length Li and increases by (fm+
wm).2⇡ for each successive length. The ( 1)Li accommodates the changes in direction
of the construct in cases where z is positive (when Li is even) and negative (when Li is
odd). The z-shift/o↵set is handled by the (Li + Li mod 2) multiplier.
1.1.5 Summary
Using these mathematical principles, the aim of this chapter is to design a construct
within the relevant anatomical constraints, simulate it and then physically produce the
structure using MEW on a tubular printing device. By following this process with the
tools and system available, the current capabilities can be assessed and any shortcomings
identified. A successful outcome would see the production of constructs which precisely
replicate an anatomically relevant structure. Results not in-line with this aim will be
analysised to determine where improvements can be made in future work.
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1.2 Methods
The methods utilized in this chapter are divided into two sections, namely machine config-
uration and sca↵old production. Machine configuration details the precise configuration of
the hardware used, outlining the custom-built architecture and the testing methods used
to verify operation. Sca↵old production considers the detail surrounding a Mathematica
script used in construct design, as well as printing conditions, control of the hardware and
imaging techniques used for the output constructs.
1.2.1 Materials
For all experiments described in this thesis, Polycaprolactone (PCL) with a 120000g/mol
molecular weight (Purasorb PC12, Purac Biomaterials, Gorinchem, The Netherlands)
was used. Prior to printing, polymer pellets were placed into a syringe and heated for a
minimum of 1 hour at 85 C. After this pre-heating period, the test temperature was set.
For each syringe of polymer used, the polymer was not held at temperature for longer
than four days (60 hours).
1.2.2 Machine Configuration
The custom built tubular MEW device used throughout this project was wired as per
Figure 1.5. It consists of 4 axes, X, Y, Z and A, each driven by an AeroTech controller.
The A-axis DC motor, which has a 10000 count encoder, connects directly to a cylindrical
mandrel and both are mounted to a platform driven by the X and Y-axis in a Cartesian
coordinate plane. A custom-made print head is mounted to the Z-axis. The AeroTech
axes controllers receive input from the AeroTech “CNC Operator” and “Motion Com-
poser” software using G-code commands. Independent to this system is the Spraybase
Electrospray device controller, which is the driver for the high-voltage and pressure inputs
connected to the print head. The high-voltage and pressure outputs are controlled manu-
ally by the user setting voltages of 0kV - 20kV and pressures between 0bar - 5bar. There
is also a custom proportional-integral-derivative (PID) temperature controller with two
outputs and associated thermocouples for stable feedback control. The temperature is
adjusted via the AeroTech software using the command $A0[0].X which outputs a digital
signal (0V - 5V) that corresponds to an output temperature (0 C - 110 C).
The custom built print head had a plastic syringe inserted, with a 22-gauge needle at-
tached that contained the polymer (PCL) within. Air pressure was applied via a hose
connected to the top of the syringe. Metal elements surrounding the syringe heat the
polymer to a viscous state, while the high-voltage is applied to the needle tip at the base
of the print head. To induce a charge di↵erential, a ground connection is placed on the
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Figure 1.5: A schematic of the tubular MEW device. All components along with their
individual range of operation and how they are connected are detailed.
rotating mandrel. On insertion of the syringe, it is important to control the distance that
the needle tip protrudes from the base of the print head. Slight variation in height can
a↵ect the electric field; as such a screw top controls the downwards pressure applied to
the syringe and therefore the resulting degree of needle protrusion. Markings exist on
the screw top to ensure that it is consistently rotated to the same position resulting in a
needle protrusion length of 1mm.
For all experiments in this chapter, the initial configuration of the system is as described
above. The only physical element of this arrangement which underwent experimental
variation is the mandrel. As an interchangeable part, the mandrel can be swapped to
accommodate varying diameters.
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1.2.3 Testing Outputs
To validate the machine upgrades discussed later in Section 1.3.3, testing of the high-
voltage and pressure outputs from the Spraybase controller were required. Using a voltage
probe (1000:1) by TESTEC (uncertainty ±0.1kV) and a FESTO 161127 pressure gauge
(uncertainty ±0.05bar), the outputs of the controller were measured. High-voltage read-
ings were measured at the base of the needle tip; the intersection point where it protrudes
from the print head. The air pressure hose was removed from the syringe and inserted
directly into the pressure gauge.
1.2.4 Sca↵old Production
Mathematica Script
The preliminary Mathematica script produced by Mr Tomasz Ju¨ngst and Mr Niccolo´
Traverso Ziani is included in Appendix A.6. This script was used throughout this chap-
ter to determine the required machine variables for a given construct design. The script
enabled the user to input a desired nerve guide length (L), radius of the mandrel (r), ro-
tational velocity (Vrot) and translational velocity (Vtrans). For this experiment, the values
of these input variables were derived from the anatomical requirements of the application,
namely rat and mice sized nerve guides.
To determine the machine variables required for a particular winding angle, the script
could be used in two ways. A combination of Vtrans, Vrot and r could be provided and
the resultant winding angle would be calculated. Alternatively, a required winding angle
could be supplied and a resultant Vtrans value could be identified for a fixed Vrot. For
each of these methods, the variables followed the equations detailed in Section 1.2.4. To
find numerous combinations of Vtrans and Vrot or a pair with a specific e↵ective velocity,
the user was required to manually cycle through values. This process was required for all
experimental variation in this chapter as the e↵ective velocity was maintained at a value
of approximately 506mm/min to ensure fibre diameter consistency.
Within the script, the length value is a user nominated variable, but also controls the
placement of fibres. The Mathematica script has the capability to simulate how many
length iterations are required until the wave syncs back up and the second stacked layer
begins. The simulation requires the tube length, radius and the winding angle. The
length value is the most critical as it has a direct impact on the simulation output and
the number of length iterations required to create a structure. This simulation also con-
siders a   value, listed at the start of the script, which is a fibre tolerance measurement.
Due to the high voltages used in melt electrospinning, electrostatic attraction between
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su ciently close fibres can causes them to jump and stack on top of each other rather
than be placed directly beneath the spinneret [10]. This value was included to account
for this behavior, however it is purely an estimation and has not been calculated through
testing. This value was set at 0.025 for all tests in this chapter. Although this value is
somewhat arbitrary, it is in the order of a single fibre width of 25µm and changing it to
zero is not viable as the script times-out and crashes unless the correct length, precise to
sixteen decimal places, is supplied by the user.
As an alternative to this simulation, the user can define how many length iterations
should occur before the structure starts to repeat and the script outputs the required
length. These calculations do not take the   value into consideration. However, in this
section there exists an integer variable (ne), which acts as a multiplier to the length value.
When ne is set to zero (the lowest possible integer), the resultant length value is the lowest
possible for the given input winding angle, mandrel radius and number of repeats. If set
to a higher integer (1, 2, 3), ne is a multiplier increasing the number of wavelengths
within a length span. When using this feature, length iteration values of 10 - 40 were
input to ensure stacking occurs within a reasonable number of repeats. A range of values
was necessary to enable the flexibility of choosing a length closest to what was required,
but often the lengths calculated were not appropriate for nerve guide applications (8mm
- 18mm). Tubes with a winding angle of 20  provided the most suitable values and as
such were used for all tests within this chapter.
Printing Conditions
For each of the MEW experiments detailed in this chapter, the voltage was manually set
to 5.25kV, pressure to 0.903bar and print head temperature to 89 C. Across all tests the
room temperature varied between 21 C - 24 C and the room humidity was controlled
between 33% - 43%. All testing was performed with a 3mm mandrel.
Printer Control
To create printed structures, a G-code script is required to command the movement of
the axes. Appendix D.1 contains a script showing the code structure used for all prints in
this chapter. The required speeds and distances for the axes were determined using the
Mathematica script. When the operator set the high-voltage and pressure, a period was
spent waiting for the polymer jet to form and once achieved, the script was started.
Initially, any variables must be declared. The prints created in this chapter only required
a loop iterator variable, termed $II. The MINUTES command was also sent to ensure that
the units are in revolution/min and mm/min, as calculated by the Mathematica script.
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Importantly, Axis A, the motor which is directly connected to the mandrel, must be de-
fined as a dependent axis (AxisType.A=1) and defined as a spindle (Spindle0Axis=3).
Doing this directs the axis to behave as a free spinning e↵ector only capable of clockwise
rotation (M3), counter-clockwise rotation (M4) and stopping (M5). The speed of these
actions was controlled with the S command.
The first set of movement instructions were to carry out jet stabilisation using the waste
collector plate. There exists a small flat grounded plate to the left of the mandrel, which
acted as a staging area for pre and post printing. Movement commands drove the plate
under the needle tip, laying polymer in long straight lines as an initial stabilisation run.
To achieve this movement and any other movements of the dominant axes, speed and
position commands were sent to the X, Y and Z controllers. The F command dictates
the speed of movement while position can be defined in absolute (G90) or relative coordi-
nates (G91) by addressing each individual axis, e.g., X0 Y-35 Z4. The Z-position (height
of the print head) measured from the flat surface (not the needle tip) to the centre of the
mandrel was maintained at 4mm for all prints in this chapter. X-axis movement was only
required when moving between the flat plate collector and the mandrel; while positioned
above the mandrel it remained at coordinate X0. The majority of movement commands
occurred in the Y-axis as the translating motion moving along the length of the mandrel.
After moving from the flat collector, stabilisation of the electrified jet on the mandrel was
performed. A period of 60-seconds was spent rotating the mandrel at a fixed speed with
no translation at coordinates X0 Y-35 Z4. This secondary stabilisation was necessary as
the rotating motion is di↵erent to that of the flat plate and further stabilisation of the jet
was deemed required. Once the stablization was complete, printing of the first construct
was started. The global rotation and translation speeds were set, the values of which were
retained in all instances of movement unless otherwise redefined. The M3 command was
used in conjunction with a speed value, ensuring that the mandrel would keep rotating
in a clockwise direction until the M5 command was executed. Using a FOR loop, the
Y-axis was translated for a fixed distance in the positive direction and then translated
in the negative direction for the same distance. The FOR loop condition dictated how
many length iterations would occur, which in turn controlled the number of stacked lay-
ers. At the completion of the FOR loop, the Y-axis translated to the next position. New
global velocity variables could then be declared or the current ones maintained. The same
FOR loop process was then executed again, potentially with di↵erent velocity rates and
translation lengths. Numerous constructs could be produced this way, as long as they did
not extend beyond the maximum print area of Y35, giving a total printing space of 70mm.
Once all programmed constructs were completed, the axes moved to place the flat collector
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plate beneath the needle again. The spindle was then turned o↵ (M5) and stabilisation
runs were executed on the flat collector plate. These movements were no longer to stabilise
the jet, but rather to keep laying the polymer in an orderly pattern until the operator
arrived and disengaged the voltage and pressure. With the parameters powered down,
the operator then removed the mandrel from the stage. Samples could be imaged on the
mandrel or removed for further processing. A scalpel was used to cut the fibres joining
each tubular construct and ethanol was applied to help lift the fibres from the mandrel.
1.2.5 Imaging
For each of the tests conducted, a Zeiss steREO Discovery V2.0 microscope was used to
image all printed samples. Imaging was performed to verify the dimensional accuracy of
the printed constructs compared with the values selected from the set generated by the
Mathematica script. Within the Zeiss software, the lengths of the sca↵olds were measured
using the calliper tool as shown in Figure 1.6a. This tool was placed to measure where
the bulk of fibres ended, as fibre placement is not always exact and the end of a sca↵old
is often not well defined. To ensure accurate results, three measurements were taken for
each of the three samples printed (n=9) and imaged for each experiment and the average
was calculated with an error of one standard deviation.
The winding angle of fibres was measured using the angle tool in the Zeiss software.
Intersections were imaged from directly above and the angle measured along the top fibre
in the stack, from the centerline of one fibre to the centerline of the next. Figure 1.6b
shows an example of such measurements. As expected, this technique measured an angle
twice that of the winding angle, as such, the reported winding angle is the measured angle
divided by two. Two angles were randomly selected and measured for each of the three
printed samples (n=6).
(a) (b)
Figure 1.6: Methods used to measure the (a) length and (b) winding angle of printed
sca↵olds imaged using optical microscopy. The Zeiss caliper and angle tools were used
respectively.
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1.3 Results and Discussion
This section contains the outcomes of using the Mathematica script as initially detailed.
Usability of the script is discussed while data detailing the influence of length on the
theoretical and practical capabilities are presented. Based on the experience of creating
tubular constructs using the presented methods and the results achieved by the Mathe-
matica script, machine upgrades are proposed, implemented and tested in the second half
of this chapter.
1.3.1 Mathematica Script Usability
The first results for the production of tubes is the output from the Mathematica script.
The aim of this work was to find acceptable output conditions which fulfilled the physical
requirements (L = 8mm - 18mm). The process required to accomplish this is detailed,
demonstrating observed deficiencies which were due primarily to the high level of manual
data processing and evaluation by the operator.
The example in Appendix A.6 is an ideal demonstration as only twenty length iterations
are required before stacking of the second layer occurs. In this configuration, a winding
angle of 5  is used as a result of a Vrot and Vtrans combination of 3rpm and 323.3mm/min
respectively. However, these results are inappropriate when the length value of 56.56mm
is considered, as it is well beyond the desired range of 8mm - 18mm. It should be noted
that there are also a number of minor errors in this script which did not significantly a↵ect
the output, but misrepresented the results. These errors were rectified in a subsequently
edited version (Appendix A.6) which was used to obtain the following results.
One consideration regarding the extended length is that the structures can be cut to size.
While possible, proof of concept testing showed that altering the construct in this manner
a↵ected its structural integrity. The constructs that were wound as a single continuous fi-
bre with structured ends were much easier to handle and maintained their form compared
with those that were cut. Therefore, it was deemed preferable to find appropriate length
values that could produce a structure that did not require post-production modification.
While maintaining the same values as shown in Appendix A.6, the length value was
changed to 15mm. The results show (Figure 1.7b) that such a value could only be achieved
with 79-length iterations. Only the winding angle, length and radius of mandrel influence
the number of length iterations, whereas other available parameters such as Vrot and Vtrans
do not. Of these, it is only the length variable which has any degree of flexibility, given
the fixed mandrel size and that the current test utilises a fixed winding angle.
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(a) 10mm Sample (b) 15mm Sample (c) 18mm Sample
Figure 1.7: The simulated outputs from the Mathematica script. The three samples
presented all have a 3mm inner diameter and winding angle of 5 , using a Vrot of 3rpm
and Vtrans of 323.3mm/min. (a) Using a programmed length of 10mm, the simulation
outputs a structure requiring 167-length iterations. Simulation (b) requires 79-length
iteration for a length of 15mm and sample (c) only requires 3-iterations with a length of
18mm.
The length was then decreased to 10mm, which pushed the number of iterations up to
167 (Figure1.7a). In response, the maximum allowable length was attempted, which was
18mm. This produced a sample with 3-length iterations which barely creates a tubular
structure as displayed in Figure 1.7c. This output, although not practical, did provide a
useful data point for use in another cell of the script. In this cell, the required number of
length iterations is supplied and the corresponding length is generated. For confirmation,
a value of 3-iterations was provided in conjunction with an ne integer value of 0, which
resulted in an output of 17.9556mm. The disparity between this result and the expected
value of 18mm was due to the tolerance value,   influencing the simulated output. The
  can be useful in that a user is more likely to stumble on a length solution as there is
a broader window of lengths that are applicable. However, it also obscures visibility into
the true theoretical values. Changing the   to zero is not viable as the script times-out
and crashes unless the correct length, precise to sixteen decimal places, is input. To a
degree, this demonstrates how accurate the theoretical length needs to be in order to
achieve synchronization of the wave and begin the second layer.
By manually iterating through repeat values (0 - 20) for the 0-integer (ne = 0) multiplier,
only four suitable lengths were identified. Using repeat values of 3, 4, 5 and 6, respective
lengths of 17.9556, 13.4667, 10.7733 and 8.9778 were found. This process was also re-
peated for a 20  winding angle, which yielded more possible lengths within the parameter
range and thereby proved easier to find viable values. The results to these searches are
listed in Appendix B.3.
What these results, and the methods required to achieve them, demonstrate is that al-
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though the Mathematica script and the associated functions exist, intensive work is de-
manded of the user to find viable lengths for a particular set of parameters. Assuming
only ne integers 0 - 5 are checked, with iteration values of 1 - 20 and lengths between
8mm - 18mm at 0.5mm increments, there are over two thousand possible permutations.
If a number of winding angles were to be tested, this number of combinations would then
need to be input for each winding angle. While preventing the user from having to do the
calculations each time and simulating the structure, additional development is required
for the Mathematica script to be useful in the production of numerous samples. A pro-
gram which considers all the combinations and intelligently outputs only those that are
relevant could extend this work and become a more developed tool.
1.3.2 Influence of Length
Use of the Mathematica script has demonstrated that the length variable has a large
impact on the output structure. Tests were required to determine the level of accuracy
necessary to create well defined tubular structures. Initially, a theoretical limit was in-
vestigated using the Mathematica script. Printed structures were then created based on
these results to investigate the practical limits.
Simulated Length
To determine how sensitive the calculations are to length variations, deliberate adjust-
ments to the lengths were processed through the simulation section of the Mathematica
script. The output showed the required number of length repeats for the given length.
The   value was set to 0.025. Length values for the a 20  winding value were considered.
As the tables in Appendix B.3 demonstrate, far more viable lengths for testing were pro-
duced as compared with the 5  and 10  conditions. Specifically, a construct with 6-repeats
was identified for a length of 15.105mm.
Figure 1.8 demonstrates the result of these tests. Starting at the ideal value (15.105mm),
the length was slowly increased and decreased thereby moving away from the ideal length
in each direction. Figures 1.8b and 1.8d are the last values (accurate to 4 decimal places)
capable of producing the 6-length iteration structures at 15.0997mm and 15.1114mm
respectively. These values are each 0.0063mm away from the 15.105mm center point,
which yields an allowable tolerance range of 0.0126mm. As Figure 1.8a and 1.8e show,
once the length moves beyond this range the number of repeats escalates to 331 and 329
respectively.
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(a) (b) (c)
(d) (e)
Figure 1.8: These five simulated outputs from the Mathematica script all have a 3mm
inner diameter and winding angle of 20 . The construct length was increasingly shifted
away from the ideal value of 15.0987mm (b) to find the outer boundary on the length,
where the number of required iterations remained at six (c), (d). Accurate to four decimal
places constructs with lengths of 15.0986mm (a) and 15.1115mm (e) where the first to
increase from six iteration up to 331 and 329 iteration respectively.
Printed length
To investigate whether printed constructs were as sensitive to length change as the theoret-
ical model suggests, tests were executed to compare printed lengths with a corresponding
theoretical length. In these tests, the same 6-repeat sample at a length of 15.11mm was
used. The script in Appendix D.1 is an example of the code used in these tests. The only
experiment specific parameters were the speeds of the Y-axis and mandrel, the number
of repeats and the length. As the tests were completed for a 20  winding angle, a trans-
lation speed of 414.31mm/sec was used in conjunction with a rotational speed of 16rpm.
The number of layers was held constant at 60 for all tests, although this variable had no
impact on the testing conditions. The length was varied for each sample as required.
Initially, a length value of 15.105mm was used directly in the script with the resultant
structure being demonstrated in Figure 1.9b. The physical length was measured at 12.4
± 0.1mm a di↵erence of 2.705mm which can be attributed to the lag present in the jet.
This di↵erence suggests that a programmed length value of 17.81mm would be more suit-
able. However, this adjusted value did not result in the expected structure but provided
an approximate range for trial and error attempts of other lengths. One such length
was identified at 18.00mm, which yielded a structure perfectly replicating the simulated
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model with well stacked layers and the same number of points at each end (Figure 1.9d). A
number of lengths either side of the 18.00mm structure were then printed. The structures
imaged in Figure 1.9c and 1.9e were created using lengths of 17.95mm and 18.05mm,
each 0.05mm from the successful 18.00mm print. These structures look more like the
simulated figures in Figure 1.8 which require approximate 330 length iteration before the
second layer of stacking occurs.
(a) (b)
(c) (d) (e)
Figure 1.9: Optical microscopy images of printed constructs compared to a simulated
design. Using the construct length and winding angle values represented in (a), the
structure in (b) was produced. Trial and error was required to account of the jet lag
and find a more representative structure with a print length of 18.00mm (d). By slowly
varying the programmed length, samples (c) and (e) were created.
Further investigation is required to determine the precise practical limits, but these results
demonstrate such a limit is within a range of ±0.01mm. It may be that the 18.00mm
length value is not the centre point, but simply a value within the acceptable range. It
is also likely that the fibre diameter will a↵ect this value, and when determined can be
substituted into the Mathematica script for the   value.
Although values of 17.95mm, 18.00mm and 18.05mm were the programmed length, the
measured lengths as detailed in Table 1.1 are much closer to the theoretical value of
15.105mm. To validate that the applied velocities were correct and multiple 20  winding
angle structure were produced, the winding angle for each sample was measured. Of note,
the well stacked 18.00mm sample had the least accurate winding angle (22.7  ± 0.6 )
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Sample
Printed Length
(mm)
Average Measured
Length (mm)
Average Measured
Angle (degrees)
(b) 15.105 12.35 ± 0.06 21.5 ± 0.6
(c) 17.950 15.01 ± 0.04 21.2 ± 0.6
(d) 18.000 15.09 ± 0.05 22.7 ± 0.6
(e) 18.050 15.13 ± 0.03 20.6 ± 0.6
Table 1.1: The programmed length, measured length and measured winding angle for
Samples (b)-(e) in Figure 1.9. The error shown is one standard deviation.
which is potentially due to the influence of electrostatic fibre jumping. If the first layer
that was placed was not precise and the placement of the proceeding layers was within
a set tolerance, it is likely the new fibres aligned themselves to the already placed fibre,
slightly adjusting the path and therefore the winding angle.
A second observation from these results is in regard to Figure 1.9b. Close inspection
shows that this construct has well stacked walls and a defined structure. However, this
structure is not equivalent to the simulated construct (Figure 1.9a) as it has a much
smaller pore size and a greater number of turning points, meaning a larger number of
repeats are required. The average measured length of 12.4mm was compared against the
list of calculated lengths in Appendix B.3. This list reveals an interesting trend within
the calculated lengths. For a given integer value (ne), as the number of repeats increases,
the length asymptotes. This results in an interesting phenomenon when printing within
this asymptotic range. The length value no longer needs to be precise, as there are so
many viable length values within this region that the chances of falling within a valid
range significantly increases. However, the ability to control the structure printed is far
more di cult. If aiming to have a structure with 20-repeats, a minor length variation will
result in a structure requiring 22-repeats being printed instead. The structure printed
would have well stacked walls, but the ability to control the number of fibres in the stack
and the pore size is greatly reduced. Therefore, throughout testing it was discovered that
it is often best to avoid these asymptotic length regions to ensure control of the structures.
Finally, these results were only produced using a single velocity combination. If the op-
erator requires a di↵erent e↵ective velocity or variation of these parameters, the length
values found would no longer be valid and this process would need to be repeated. Simi-
larly, if any instabilities exist within the polymer jet, any variation in the lag is enough to
significantly a↵ect the printed structure. This testing validated that it is crucial to find a
set of voltage and pressure parameters which are stable for a given system configuration.
Given these di culties, a solution was considered which involved closing the control loop
and using machine vision and image processing to track jet stability. Appendix A.3 details
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the proof of concept and preliminary studies done towards this goal.
To conclude these tests, it has been shown that ability to print well defined constructs
with a predetermined structure is highly dependent on the length value. The current
script makes it very di cult to locate the possible length values within a required range.
Once these values have been found, they can not be translated directly to a MEW device
as trial prints must be conducted to determine the amount of lag in the jet for the chosen
velocity values. Adjustments can then be made to the length accounting for this lag, but
these only provide an approximate value. Trial and error is then required to locate a
length which produces the required structure, while the successful values exist in a range
of less ±0.05mm. This process is highly labor intensive and does not enable a clear design-
to-production work flow. Despite being accurate in its ability to produce tubes with a
defined winding angle, this method is not one that can easily produce the well defined
sca↵olds currently being constructed with MEW sca↵old printing on a flat collector plate.
1.3.3 3D Printer Upgrades
Conducting the experiments outlined thus far revealed some impracticalities with the cur-
rent procedures for machine operation. Primarily, when printing it is necessary for the
operator to be present. Given the manual manipulation of the pressure and high-voltage,
these must be independently set at the beginning of the print. At the conclusion of the
print, if the operator is not present, a build up of the polymer melt occurs and the threat
of arching exists until the inputs are physically terminated by the user. The ability to
control the high-voltage and pressure via digital commands within the AeroTech software
would enable automated control. Such an upgrade would reduce operator dependence and
also add significant capability to the function of the machine. Future investigations can
consider the ability to change fibre diameter and jet velocity mid-print, enabling extra
features within the tube constructs.
Additionally, based on the results seen in printing experiments, it was hypothesised that
positional control of the mandrel could improve the fibre stacking of a construct. The
current free spinning of the mandrel means that any error or variation in the jet con-
tributes to an accumulated error. Such error would guarantee increasing variation from
the inflexible mathematically determined path. As shown, even the smallest changes in
length can have a large impact on final accuracy. If the ability to control the position of
the mandrel were available, it could ensure that the beginning of a new length iteration
always begins in the correct location, limiting the impact of error to a single length.
Each of these upgrades are technically outlined, implemented and tested throughout this
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section. The aim of this work was to improve machine operation and advance the technical
features to enable improved methods of operation.
High Voltage and Pressure Automation
To enable advanced operation features and reduce operator dependence, the automation
of the high-voltage and pressure parameters was investigated. As outlined in the meth-
ods section, the high-voltage and pressure are controlled manually using rotating dials on
the Spraybase control unit. This method applies while the unit is set to local mode; by
toggling a switch the unit can be placed into remote mode. In remote mode, the rotating
dials on the front of the unit no longer control functionality and the LCD display no longer
indicates the associated output values. As described by the Spraybase user manual, the
system requires a voltage between 0 and 5V to vary the high-voltage and pressure outputs
when in remote operation mode. Four BNC (Bayonet Neil-Concelman) connector plugs
exist to interface the Spraybase unit with a control source; voltage input, voltage output,
pressure input and pressure output. The output connectors allow the Spraybase controller
to pass on the applied output values given that these are no longer displayed on the LCD
screen.
To interface with external components, each AeroTech driver has one analogue input
(di↵erential pair), one analogue output and four digital outputs. Both the analogue input
and output (I/O) pins are capable of ±10V, while the digital output pin runs at a fixed
24V. Given these specifications, the pressure and voltage input on the Spraybase unit can
only be connected to the AeroTech analogue outputs. As there is only one analogue output
per driver, a single driver was designated for each parameter. The temperature controller
was already wired into the X-axis AeroTech controller. The Y-axis controller was assigned
the high-voltage I/O and the Z-axis controller was designated as the pressure connections.
Table 1.2 details these connections, including the pin numbers and specifications. Figure
1.10 shows an updated schematic detailing the new wiring configuration. Given the lack
of an LCD display, this new system did not have any visible cues alerting users when the
high-voltage and pressure outputs were active. LED indicators were therefore wired to
the digital output pins, one on each driver, to overcome this safety hazard.
Table 1.2 lists pin addresses and the commands used within the AeroTech software to
control the output on a specific pin. Although capable of a ±10V, only 0V - 5V is re-
quired by the Spraybase unit to control the high-voltage and pressure outputs. For the
analogue outputs the $AO[0] specifier is used, $AI[0] for analogue inputs and $DO[7] for
addressing the digital output on pin7. The address also includes a su x indicating which
driver is being referenced X, Y or Z.
The voltages received by the Spraybase unit from the AeroTech analogue outputs are
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Figure 1.10: Machine schematic showing the updated configuration. The new additions
are highlighted by the blue boxes.
purely control signals. Internally, the Spraybase unit interprets these signals and outputs
a value within a defined relationship. For pressure control, this is an almost direct asso-
ciation as the 0V - 5V input voltage correlates with the 0bar - 4.99bar output range. The
high-voltage input signal (0V - 4.64V) correlates to an output range of 0kV - 20kV. The
Spraybase user manual documents the expected behavior for these relationships. How-
ever, it should be noted that the original user manual reported a scaling ratio that did
not hold and the measured outputs were not as expected. A technical report detailing
these inaccuracies was written (Appendix 2.4) and sent to the manufacturer. In response,
a new unit with an updated control board and calibration tables (Appendix A.2) was
sent as a replacement. These calibration tables document the Spraybase unit’s measured
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AeroTech Controller Spraybase Controller
Controller Pin Name
Pin
Number
Pin
Specifications
Pin
Address
Connection
Function
Connection
Name
Connection
Specification
X
Analogue Output 0
(AOUT0)
22
10V, 5mA,
Res: 305 mV
$AO[0].X Adjust Temperature - 0-5V
GND 23 - - GND GND 0
Digital Out 7 24V, 80mA $DO[7].X Control LED Green LED 24V, 4.2mA
Y
Analogue Output 0
(AOUT0)
22
10V, 5mA
Res:305µV
$AO[0].Y Adjust High-Voltage High-Voltage Input 0-5V
Analog Input 0+
(ANALOG0 IN+)
13
10V, 5mA
Res:305µV
$AI[0].Y Monitor High-Voltage High-Voltage Output 0-10V
Analog Input 0-
(ANALOG0 IN-)
14
10V, 5mA
Res:305µV
- - GND 0
Ground 23 - - GND GND 0
Digital Out 7 24V, 80mA $DO[7].Y Control LED Red LED 24V, 4.2mA
Z
Analogue Output 0
(AOUT0)
22
10V, 5mA
Res:305µV
$AO[0].Z Adjust Pressure Pressure Input 0-5V
AnalogInput 0+
(ANALOG0 IN+)
13
10V, 5mA
Res:305µV
$AI[0].Z Monitor Pressure Pressure Output 0-5V
AnalogInput 0-
(ANALOG0 IN-)
14
10V, 5mA
Res:305µV
- - GND 0
Ground 23 - - GND GND 0
Digital Out 7 24V, 80mA $DO[7].Z Control LED Blue LED 24V, 4.2mA
Table 1.2: Specification table showing the connections between the AeroTech and Spray-
base controllers.
output (P/HV measured), for a given input voltage (P/V in) and the correlating voltage
on the output pin (P/V out). These values indicate that there is a di↵erent scaling value
required for the input and output.
In order to successfully operate the Spraybase unit in remote mode given the manufac-
turer supplied documentation, it was necessary to identify a reliable method of determin-
ing which input signal voltage (generated by the AeroTech device) level is needed for a
required high-voltage or pressure output. The ideal scenario is to identify a single usable
scaling factor. Additionally, it was also required that remote mode operation not have
a material impact on the accuracy of the output when compared with the default local
mode operation. If remote operation is shown to be viable, the printing process can be
further automated through the programmatic control of high-voltage and pressure out-
puts, resulting in less reliance on the operator.
To verify the manufacturer’s measured variables, a test was executed to determine the
measured values within laboratory conditions given the same inputs. Figures 1.3, and 1.4
compare the laboratory measured (measured L) results with the manufacturer’s measured
values (measured M). The tabulated values show that the laboratory measured variables
are similar to the manufacturer’s measurements, validating the laboratory setup and sub-
stantiating the manufactures results. These tables also show a ratio of the input voltages
over the measured value. The intention of the ratio value was to identify a single scaling
factor for accurate input signal/output value mapping, but is only achievable if the ratio
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remained constant and a linear relationship existed. In both the laboratory and manu-
facturer’s measurements, the ratio is not constant. It does eventually stabilise to follow
a linear relationship, but in both cases the initial readings do not follow this trend. This
presents a problem as these initial readings represent the range typically used for MEW
applications.
Pin
(V)
measured M
(±0.05bar)
measured L
(bar)
Ratio M Ratio L
0.5 0.47 0.70 1.0638 0.7143
1.0 0.99 1.10 1.0101 0.9090
1.5 1.47 1.60 1.0204 0.9375
2.0 1.98 2.10 1.0101 0.9524
2.5 2.49 2.50 1.0040 1.0000
3.0 2.97 3.00 1.0101 1.0000
3.5 3.50 3.50 1.0000 1.0000
4.0 3.97 4.00 1.0076 1.0000
4.5 4.49 4.50 1.0022 1.0000
5.0 4.83 5.00 1.0352 1.0000
Table 1.3: The measured outputs from
pressure remote operation
Vin
(V)
measured M
(±0.1kV)
measured L
(kV)
Ratio M Ratio L
0.5 2.14 2.20 0.2336 0.2273
1.0 4.24 4.30 0.2358 0.2326
1.5 6.37 6.40 0.2355 0.2344
2.0 8.51 8.60 0.2350 0.2326
2.5 10.63 10.70 0.2352 0.2352
3.0 12.78 12.80 0.2347 0.2344
Table 1.4: The measured outputs from
high voltage remote operation
Since a single scaling factor was not found, another option was to select the appropriate
laboratory measured ratio from Figures 1.3 and 1.4 according to the desired output value.
To verify this approach and a rm the overall validity of remote operation, ranges of 0bar -
5bar and 1kV - 10kV were selected for the pressure and high-voltage outputs respectively.
The corresponding ratio was then used to determine the correct input signal voltage (V)
and the subsequent output value (kV or bar) was measured. For example, to obtain an
output value of 1bar, a ratio of 0.9090 was used. To further compare the accuracy of
this method, output values were also measured while the Spraybase unit was operating in
local mode, which was executed by setting the dial to the same required output (kV/bar).
These measurements are presented in Figure 1.11.
When operating in local mode the output high-voltage and pressure values were set to
three decimal places. To achieve a similar degree of accuracy in remote mode, the ra-
tio needed to be su ciently accurate, hence a value with four decimal places was used
as in input into the AeroTech software. The laboratory ratio is limited as it is based
on readings taken with a device only accurate to one decimal place. The manufacturer
measured values are accurate to two decimal places, so have the potential to produce a
more accurate ratio value. However, the results in Figure 1.11 demonstrate that remote
control of the high-voltage and pressure outputs via the AeroTech software results in a
more accurate output in the majority of instances when compared with local mode oper-
ation; this observation applies in particular for the pressure readings. It can be seen in
Figure 1.11a that there is no local mode reading at 5bar, the dial on the controller could
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not successfully set the LCD reading to 5bar as the maximum achievable value (as read
on the LCD) was 4.8bar. At this setting, the measurement gauge read precisely 5bar,
suggesting that a disparity of 0.2bar exists between the LCD read out and the real output
pressure. A di↵erence can be seen for all the values from 0.5bar - 4.5bar, as each mea-
surement is approximately 0.2bar higher than the theoretical output. When considering
high voltage readings, up to an output of 5kV the remote mode values are slightly higher
than the theoretical while the local mode readings are fractionally higher than the remote
readings. At 5kV, the local reading drops below the theoretical value while the remote
output remains above the theoretical value. This variation demonstrates that the output
when operating in local mode follows less of a linear trend compared with remote mode
control.
From these results it is clear that the use of the ratio multiplier in remote mode can
achieve the intended high-voltage and pressure outputs. With this method, the remote
mode was shown to be more accurate than the local mode. The reason for this is likely
because the remote mode ratio relies on direct laboratory measured outputs and accounts
for any inaccuracies internally within the Spraybase control unit. However, this method
is dependent on the ratio tables (Figures 1.3 and 1.4) which were only measured in 1kV
and 0.5bar increments. As the relationship between the measured value and input voltage
is not linear, there is no single multiplier ratio; therefore these tables act as look up tables
that are used to select the most relevant ratio given the users’ required output. For
applications requiring more precise control over the output variables, it would be prudent
for the operator to reproduce these tables, with more suitable increments and construct
a more detailed table of ratios.
Mandrel Control
Given how minor instabilities and length variations can lead to erroneous constructs as
observed in Section 1.3.2, advances that reduce cumulative error can lead to more accu-
rate print results. By moving from a free-spinning mandrel to controlled turning, any
error introduced by jet instability can be limited to a single length iteration instead of
accumulating over the course of the print. The inclusion of an encoder on the A-axis mo-
tor enables positional control. With a single rotation of the DC motor and by extension
the mandrel, a fixed number of encoder counts occur. The AeroTech control software
monitors these counts, a configuration which closes the loop and enables accurate posi-
tional control. To harness these capabilities, the mandrel should no longer be defined as
a free-spinning spindle. Rather, control of the axis becomes very similar to that of the
dominant X, Y and Z axes. The E command defines the speed of dependent axes (in this
case only the A-axis) which is then coupled with the A command to controls the position
of the A-axis in revolutions. One revolution is 360  or 10000 encoder counts. To move
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(a) Pressure output (b) High-voltage output
Figure 1.11: These graphs show the measured output vs the required output. (a) depicts
the pressure and (b) the high-voltage. Each graph lists the theoretical value, a direct
linear increase, as well as the measured values in remote and local modes. In Figure (a)
there is no local mode reading at 5bar, the maximum achievable value using the dial on
the controller was 4.8bar.
a distance in degrees, is must be converted to revolutions; 1  is 0.027778 of a revolution.
Given that there are 1000 encoder counts to a revolution, the motor is theoretically ac-
curate to 0.001 of a revolution, or 0.5 .
Using a combination of the E and A commands, a script was written to test that the
mandrel rotated as expected (Appendix D.2). This script simply moved a fixed length,
applying polymer in a straight line along the major axis of the mandrel. At the end
of a length, the mandrel was rotated a fixed number of degrees and another length of
polymer was applied. This process created structures with stretches of polymers evenly
distributed around the circumference of the mandrel. These constructs were imaged to
validate the correct placement and distribution of fibres. Samples showing 90 , 45  and
20  are depicted in Figure 1.12.
Based on these successful results, this method of mandrel control has the ability to enable
additional command over the placement of fibres and create superior tube structures.
Future testing harnesses this ability and further validates the fibre placement at fixed
degree increments to create complex sca↵old structures.
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(a) 90  Pivot Angle (b) 45  Pivot Angle (c) 20  Pivot Angle
Figure 1.12: Position control of the mandrel, enabling fixed positioning of fibres at defined
points around the circumference. (a) A 90  turn of the mandrel was used resulting in four
fins around the circumference of the mandrel, three of these can be seen. Sample (b) uses
a 45  turn of the mandrel five of the eight fins can be seen from this view. Sample (c)
shows nine of the eighteen fins produced using a 20  rotation of the mandrel. The scale
bar is 2µm for all figures.
1.4 Conclusion
Few papers exist that examine the use of MEW in conjunction with tubular collectors and
as such, the current methodology for creating these structures is less refined and reliable
than those seen for flat plate collectors.
The investigations conducted in this chapter have shown that the production of high
quality 3D printed tubular sca↵olds is dependent on the length variable. Mathemati-
cal modelling shows that this variable must be accurate to ±6.3µm to achieve accurate
stacking of fibres. In practice, this range is likely larger, but a value of at least ±0.05mm
was required. Further investigation is required to determine the precise limits. Using
the methods presented, the lag of the jet must be considered and accounted for, as any
jet instability or slight variation a↵ects the length and subsequently the stacking accu-
racy. The Brown et al. (2014) paper also discussed programmed length vs. the e↵ective
printing length detail [5]. They demonstrated that the e↵ective printing length was the
length produced, taking into account the lag of the polymer jet. The results shown in
this chapter align with those in Brown et al.
Deficiencies in the existing system and processes were investigated on the basis of creating
a more capable and automated work flow. Given the results presented, it is clear that
more user friendly software is required and the added capabilities of mandrel control may
enable more accurate production of tubular sca↵olds.
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Chapter 2: Printing Tubular
Sca↵olds
2.1 Introduction
This chapter investigates methods to improve the process of tubular design and construc-
tion based on the results and conclusions found in chapter one. While the methods used
in Chapter 1 were capable of producing defined structures similar to the MEW 3D print-
ing methods used on a flat collector, these conditions exist within a very small window;
±6.3µm theoretically and less than 0.1mm practically. If any jet instability were to be
introduced or unexpected fibre lag occurred, given the precise range tolerance imposed
on the physical length, control of fibre deposition was lost and the resulting structure
diverged to uncontrolled fibre winding.
Based on these findings, it was evident that a more advanced process needed to be de-
veloped that was more conducive to successfully achieving 3D printed structures. This
method should also enable greater flexibility with regard to design parameters such as
length, so that not only mathematically dictated lengths need be used. Therefore, the
aim of this chapter was to determine and subsequently verify a new method of designing,
simulating and producing tubular structures. A new script was used for tubular design
and a more advanced printing method harnessed for construction. Initial experiments
aimed to simulate, print and characterize a structure to determine the degree of accu-
racy when compared with the original design. Mechanical properties were also tested as
a method of characterizing how tube parameters such as winding angle, pore size and
number of layers a↵ected physical performance, with a focus on nerve guide applications.
This characterization is particularly important when considering fibres for mechanically
reinforcing hydrogels.
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2.2 Methods
The methods section details the new machine configuration and operation processes given
the upgrades made in Chapter 1. Sca↵old design and simulation are considered briefly,
highlighting the di↵erences between the new methods and the previous Mathematica
script. In addition, the mathematics required for the theoretical calculation of pore size
are detailed. Given the production of samples, the methods used to characterize the
tubular constructs are also presented. Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) and optical
microscopy are used to measure construct length, winding angle, pore size, fibre diameter,
number of stacked fibers and number of pivot points. Lastly, the mechanical testing
methods used to determine compressive and bending forces of constructs are presented.
2.2.1 Machine Configuration and Operations
Figure 1.10 details the new configuration used for all experiments in this chapter. Outside
of the additional wiring required for pressure / high-voltage control, which was described
in detail and verified in Section 1.3.3, the configuration remained mostly unchanged as
outlined in Section 1.2.2. The only variation was the inclusion of a second pressure regu-
lator (Festo AG, Berkheim, Germany) between the Spraybase control box and the print
head. Fluctuations in the displayed pressure reading on the controller reduced confidence
in the stability of the output pressure. It is unknown whether the pressure was varying
or if it was only in the LCD, which had previously been shown to be incorrect (Section
1.3.3). The inclusion of the pneumatic regulator required that the Spraybase controller
be set to a higher pressure than was needed with the regulator being set to the desired
output pressure. All prints in this chapter used a 1.5mm mandrel unless otherwise stated.
Given the new control abilities of the mandrel and pressure / high-voltage outputs, the op-
eration of the device changed slightly when compared with previous methods. A detailed
description of how to control each of these features is outlined in Section 1.3.3. Overall,
the same structure existed in the AeroTech code; the jet was formed, a period was spent
collecting onto the flat plate, then the mandrel, before tubular structures were created
and lastly the axes moved back to the flat collector plate. However, the automation of
all input parameters removed the need for any operator participation beyond commenc-
ing execution of the script. An example of the scripts used in this chapter is detailed
in Appendix D.3. The new version of the script lists a larger number of variables in the
preamble, which facilitated a more complex code structure. Using this script, the operator
was able to input all the required variables above the main code, such as sca↵old length,
number of repeats, pivot angle, rotational and translational velocity and the high-voltage
/ pressure output values. After these were set, the code executed the following steps:
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1. Turn on voltage and pressure
• Set the pressure to an arbitrarily high value, the exact pressure it set via the
external regulator.
• Turn the voltage on to 1.59V, an output of 6.8kV.
2. Home the axes
• If the X, Y or Z-Axis had not been homed this was done first to avoid the axes
crashing into any fixed features.
• The A-Axis required homing so that it begins in the zero position.
3. Stabilization on the flat collector
• Wait above the flat collector until the polymer jet forms.
• Move along the flat collector at the e↵ective velocity speed for lengths equiva-
lent to a construct length.
4. Stabilization on the mandrel
• Move to the mandrel and begin rotating.
• Increase the voltage to 1.63V, for an output of 6.99kV.
5. Build constructs
• An outer FOR loop controls the number of constructs built and the Vrot and
Vtrans speeds are set.
• An inner FOR loop controls the number of repeats for the individual construct.
• The first construct is treated as stabilization with a specific definable number
of repeats.
• Inside the inner loop the Y-axis translates the length of the construct while
the mandrel rotates. Then at a high speed of 4000rpm the mandrel rotate a
fixed number of degrees to the start of the next length. The loop then repeats
moving a fixed length back the other direction.
6. Return to flat collector.
• Turn o↵ the voltage and pressure.
• Stop the mandrel.
• Move back to the flat collector plate.
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For each of the experiments detailed in this chapter, voltage was set at 1.63V for a
corresponding 6.99kV output, pressure to 1bar and print head temperature to 85 C. PCL
(PuracPC12) was used for all prints and was not held at 85 C for longer than four days
(60 hours). Across all tests the room temperature varied between 21 C - 24 C and the
room humidity was controlled between 38% - 40%.
2.2.2 Sca↵old Design and Simulation
The mathematics used for tubular design and simulation are employed as presented in
Section 1.2.4. There is no inclusion of the tolerance value ( ) used previously in the
Mathematica scripts. A python program was written based on this maths with a focus
on usability for tubular construct design. Although this program was a core part of the
methodology for the production of all sca↵olds, as a large body of work the development
and resulting program are detailed in the results section.
Theoretical Pore Size
In addition to the already calculated winding angle and length variables, the area of the
resulting pores can be determined from the available parameters. The pores present a
diamond shape, which can be considered as two triangles, Figure 2.1 depicts this shape
and the trigonometry used throughout this section. Although wraped around the mandrel,
the area of the triangle can still be found by using the arc length (LA) as the distance
between the two corners. This distance is the same as calculating the distance between
two pivot points at the end of a tube; theoretically they are the same number of degrees
apart as the pivot points. Equation 2.1 details the formulation of the arc length, which is
then used to determine the height of the equilateral triangle (HT ), Equation 2.2. Given
these two values, the total area of the pore can be found as per Equation 2.3.
LA = 2⇡r(
2↵
360
) (2.1)
HT =
0.5.LA
tan(!)
(2.2)
PoreArea = 2.
HT .LA
2
(2.3)
2.2.3 Sca↵old Characterization
Imaging and structural characterization was conducted across a large set of sca↵olds. For
each test condition, three samples were printed while the number of measurements var-
ied depending on the test. For length measurements, five images were taken for a single
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Figure 2.1: The trigonometric principle used to calculate the theoretical pore size.
sample, thereby guaranteeing fifteen measurements for a single testing condition (n=15).
For winding angle, five images were taken for each sample with two angles measured from
each image, providing a set of thirty measurements across three samples (n=30). Pore size
measurements were taken from five images per sample for a total of fifteen measurements
per testing condition (n=15). These measurements were conducted for each of the sample
sets in Table 2.1.
Winding Angle Layers Number of Pivot Points
20  10 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18
30  10 4 6 8 10 12
45  10 4 6 8 10
60  10 4 6 8 10
70  10 4 6 8
Table 2.1: Five sample sets were produced. Within each winding angle condition there
existed a number of pivot point variations. The number of pivot points is the total number
for a structure, so that a sample with ten pivots contained five at each end. Given the five
sets and their associated pivot point variations, there exists twenty-four unique testing
conditions. Each condition was replicated with three samples.
Length values were only measured for the 20  winding angle sample set, while pore size
and winding angle were measured for all the samples listed. The number of pivot point
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variations tested within a winding angle set were limited by current printing capabilities.
A higher number of pivot points resulted in a greater fiber density and a smaller pore
size, making print accuracy more di cult to achieve.
Optical Microscopy
A Zeiss steREO Discovery V2.0 microscope was used to image and measure each sample.
The sca↵old length and winding angles were measured as explained in Section 1.2.5. The
optical microscope was also used to measure pore size using the Zeiss software polygon
tool. This tool was used to mark an area within the stacked fibre walls using the base
fiber (the first layer) as the outline reference, which is reflected in Figure 2.2. These
measurements are flawed in that they can not account for the curvature of the mandrel.
However, as a method to compare the pore size variation between samples, this method
was considered su ciently accurate. A limitation of this method is that the larger the
pore size (i.e the further it warped around the curved surface), the larger the error for
such measurements.
Figure 2.2: The Zeiss polygon tool was used to measure the area of pores. Measurements
were taken following the base fibre, the fibre closest to the mandrel.
Scanning Electron Microscopy
A scanning electron microscope (SEM), specifically a Crossbeam 340 SEM (Carl Zeiss
Microscopy, Go¨ttingen, Germany) equipped with a Zeiss Gemini column, was used for
high precision measurements and imaging. Samples were coated with 4⌘m of platinum in
a Leica EM ACE600 high vacuum sputter coater. SEM was used to measure and validate
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winding angle, fibre diameter, wall thickness, intersect thickness, number of layers and
number of pivot points.
A small sample of winding angle measurements were taken with the more precise SEM to
validate the optical microscopy measurements. Samples with eight pivot points and wind-
ing angles of 20 , 30 , 45 , 60 and 70  were used. Three intersection points from each
sample were imaged directly from above, which provided six angles per sample (n=6).
Figure 2.3a demonstrates an example of these measurements.
For the measurement and validation of fibre thickness, wall thickness and number of lay-
ers, a set of samples were used which all employed a 20  winding angle, 1bar pressure,
6.99kV voltage, 85  print temperature and 506mm/min e↵ective velocity. Each construct
in the sample set had a di↵erent number of pivot points (6, 8, 10, 12, 14, 16, 18 and 20)
but all were programmed to have 10-layers of fibres. To determine the fibre thickness, the
diameter of one free floating fibre (Figure 2.3b) and one fibre within a wall (Figure 2.3c)
were measured in each sample. For the wall height assessment, three length measurements
were taken across the wall mid points (n=24) as shown in Figure 2.3d and three length
measurements across the intersection points (n=24) as seen in Figure 2.3e. To ensure
the correct number of fibre layers were placed during printing per sample, an image of a
stacked wall was captured and the number of fibres counted.
Given the tilt and rotation of the walls within a tubular structure, the number of locations
where a flat section can be found and used for accurate measurements is limited. There-
fore, to supplement the number of fibre diameter measurements, four fibre stacks were
created. Following the same conditions as the printed constructs, four 20-layer high stacks
was printed as fins o↵ the mandrel. These were removed and lay flat to enable simple fibre
diameter measurements. On each of the four fins, four fibre pairs were measured (n=32).
Fibre pairs were necessary due to the amount of fibre fusion between fibres as seen in
Figure 2.3f. From these measurements and those previously obtained, an average fibre
diameter was calculated and compared with the average measured wall thickness. The
wall thickness divided by the fibre diameter reveals the number of fibres within the stack
and validates this against the visual counting that was also conducted for each sample.
Lastly, the SEM was used to validate that the number of pivot points printed within a
construct reflected the programmed design. For this validation, the sample set described
above with a winding angle of 20  and a range of pivot points were used. For each of
these conditions, an 3mm end section of two samples was cut and mounted vertically to
enable a top down perspective of each. Images were taken to visually confirm and count
the number of pivot points in each sample.
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(a) Winding Angle (b) Floating fibre (c) Stacked fibre
(d) Wall (e) Intersect (f) Stacked fin fibre
Figure 2.3: An example of the measurements taken using SEM imaging and the available
measurement tools.
2.2.4 Mechanical Testing
A Bose ElectroForce 5500 micro mechanical tester was used for mechanical testing in
conjunction with a 50g Honeywell load cell. The physical setup varied according to the
test being conducted (Figure 2.4), however in each experiment a movement of 0.1mm/sec
was applied as a ramp using absolute coordinates with 20 readings/second being saved.
Three sample sets were tested under two mechanical force scenarios; axial compression
and tangential compression. Three point bending experiments could not be conducted
with the instrumentation available, however the bending properties of the each sample
set were observed and photographed for qualitative analysis.
Three groups of samples were created for mechanical testing, which have been named and
recorded along with the sample variation in Table 2.2. The first of the three sample sets
considered a 20  winding angle with 10-layers (20wa 10Layers). Samples within this set
were varied to have a di↵erent number of pivot points and subsequently varying pore sizes.
Pivot points of 12, 14, 16 and 18 were tested. The second dataset (20wa 80Repeats) also
considered a 20  winding angle and varied the number of pivot points (12, 14, 16, 18),
however the number of layers was adjusted for each condition so that the total volume of
fibre stayed consistent. The final sample set (Angle 80Repeats) consisted of constructs
with varying winding angles; 20 , 30 , 45 , 60  and 70 . In an attempt to keep these
samples as consistent as possible, the pore size and number of layers were controlled to
ensure weight conformity. Based on previously measured pore size data, a pivot point
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Sample Set Name
Winding Angle
(degrees)
Number of
Layers
Number of
Length Repeats
Number of
Pivot Points
20wa 10Layers 20 10 - 12 14 16 18
20wa 80Repeats 20 - 80 12 14 16 18
Angle 80Repeats
20 ⇠5 80 16
30 ⇠6 80 14
45 ⇠8 80 10
60 10 80 8
70 ⇠14 80 6
Table 2.2: Three sample sets were produced for mechanical testing. The first two sets,
20wa 10Layers and 20wa 80Repeats, both had winding angles of 20  and contained sam-
ples with 12, 14, 16 and 18 pivot points. These samples varied by the number of length
iterations used. The first set ensured enough iteration to achieve 10-layers. The second
set used a fixed number of 80 repeats, a value used to ensure that the same volume of fibre
was used across all samples. The third data set, Angle 80Repeats, considered an array
of winding angles each with a chosen pivot point value to ensure the pore size remained
approximately 0.4mm2. Additionally, the number of repeats was held constant at 80.
condition was selected for each winding angle that resulted in a pore size of ⇠ 0.4mm2;
16-pivot points for 20 , 14 for 30 , 10 for 45 , 8 for 60  and 6 for 70 . For each variation
within a sample set, six instances (n=6) were printed and tested.
Sample Weight
A Sartorius MC1 electronic balance was used to measure the weight of the samples with
a controlled number of fibers. This testing was only applicable for the 20wa 80Repeats
and Angle 80Repeats. After the balance was tared, each of the samples were weighed in
milligrams. The average was taken across the six samples within each condition and the
standard deviation was calculated and used as error. To account for the slight variation
in sample lengths, as required to achieve the correct winding angle, a weight/mm value
was calculated and used for comparison.
Axial Compression
For axial compression testing, the Bose unit was configured as pictured in Figure 2.4a.
Given the occurrence of buckling during axial compression, there was a tendency for the
structure to slip beneath the top axis as it lowered. To minimize this e↵ect, a 3mm section
was cut from the end of a printed construct and used. Additionally, a piece of double
sided tape was adhered to the base surface where the sca↵old was placed in order to better
secure it. The structure was always placed such that the original tube end was placed
onto the tape with the cut end facing upwards. The stage was positioned to be 5mm
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below the upper surface when it was in its zero position. 50% compression was applied
to all samples by moving the upper axis downward from 0mm to -3.5mm.
Tangential Compression
The tangential compression tests were configured as displayed in Figure 2.4b. An unmod-
ified construct was placed horizontally onto the base surface. Given the varying number
of layers across samples, there were slight fluctuations in the structure height. A dis-
tance of 2.3mm was measured between the compression surfaces. The height of the tubes
was calculated knowing the number of layers used, the inner diameter and a value of
25µm for the fibre thickness. Based on these values, the distance required to achieve 50%
compression was found for each sample.
(a) Axial compression (b) Tangential compression
Figure 2.4: The machine configurations used for each of the mechanical testing conditions.
Three Point Bending
Three point bending was only conducted on the Angles 80Repeats data set and a single
sample from each condition was used. As a qualitative study, the three point bending
attachment was added to the Bose system without a load cell attached. A digital camera
was set in front of the configuration and used to take still images and video recording to
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show how each winding angle condition deformed while the bending force was applied.
The apparatus was set with a 6mm gap, while the moving central force began 0.8mm
above the surface of the samples. Images were taken when the axes was extended 3mm
from its initial point, beyond the radius of the each sca↵old tested. Figure 2.5 shows the
system configuration. Video was recorded to show show a 3mm downward force applied
at 0.1mm/sec.
Figure 2.5: The machine configurations used for capturing three point bending qualitative
images. The sample shown has a winding angle of 45 .
2.3 Results and Discussion
The results chapter contains three sections detailing the python program, sca↵old struc-
tural characterization and sca↵old mechanical testing. To provide a more useful method
of obtaining viable printing parameters and construct lengths given application specific
constraints, a new mathematical method of simulating tubes was created and embedded
within a specialised python program entirely written for this purpose. The specific inputs
required and outputs provided by this program are detailed throughout Section 2.3.1,
along with the necessary graphical user interfaces required to interact with them. The
python program, although a key result, also details the methods used for the production of
all constructs tested in the subsequent two sections. To determine the accuracy of printed
constructs, sca↵old characterization results present a comparison between the theoretical
and measured length, winding angle, pore size, wall height, number of pivot points, num-
ber of layers and fibre thickness. Beyond this comparison, the mechanical testing section
investigates the results from the three core sample sets each tested for axial compression,
tangential compression and qualitatively looking at the sca↵olds bending characteristics.
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2.3.1 Python Program
A bespoke piece of software was created which could e↵ectively take tubular design pa-
rameters and output the required machine parameters, based on the results in Chapter 1.
The key finding from this chapter demonstrated that for a single set of input parameters,
a range of velocity combinations and lengths existed. The program was instead imple-
mented to present this information within a defined range and enable the user to select
lengths and velocities from a processed list. Figures 2.7, 2.8, 2.9, 2.10 and 2.11 combine
to represent the program interface. Each of these will be detailed within this section.
The program was constructed using the Python language and implements a program-
matic representation of the mathematics presented in Section 1.2.4. These calculations
take advantage of functions within numpy, an open source python library for performing
scientific computation. The front-end, or graphical user interface (GUI), was created using
the Python Tkinter library. The tables within the GUI relied on a specific TkinterTable
library. For simulation of the tubular structure, the matplotlib open source library was
used.
Both the Tkinter and matplotlib libraries are licensed under the Python Software Foun-
dation (PSF) license, meaning that both libraries can be used in proprietary applications.
The Free Software Foundation (FSF) has determined that the Python licenses are Gen-
eral Public License (GPL) compatible. The TkinterTable library is free software provided
under the terms of the GPL as published by the Free Software Foundation. Copyright
belongs to the author Damien Farrel (University College Dublin) [11].
Pivot Point Mathematics
Due to complications with the Mathematica script as detailed in Section 1.3.1, the math-
ematics required to model the tubular sca↵old were reconsidered from first principles.
The fundamentals of the mathematics was detailed in Section 1.2.4. While considering
a new method for tubular design and simulation, focus was placed on the new ability to
control the position of the mandrel. Figure 1.4 was drawn as part of a thought experiment
regarding the relationship between the length and the pivot points. The length span de-
termines the location of a pivot point and the pivot point location determines how many
repetitions are required before they resynchronize.
When Figure 1.4 is considered in three-dimensions, the pivot points wrap around a cylin-
der. Figure 2.6b is a rotated perception of this model. Looking at the end of a tube,
the fibre pairs which make up a pivot point are singular dots around the circumference.
From this perspective, it becomes clear that rather than controlling the length to force the
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(a) (b)
Figure 2.6: The simulated output from the python program. (a) Shows the overall struc-
ture of a sca↵old with the pivot points at one end highlighted red. (b) Is a shifted view
of figure (a), looking at the tube from one end. The pivot points are still highlighted red
and the pivot angle (↵) between two points is marked.
pivot point location, the position of the pivot points could be regulated directly through
positioning of the mandrel. At the completion of a length span, the mandrel position
could be rotated a fixed number of degrees prior to the next length span beginning. The
number of degrees rotated would control the number of pivot points. Rotations of 90 
would result in four pivot points with two at each end. Smaller mandrel rotations will
result in a larger number of pivot points and a higher fibre density.
The number of pivot points also determines the fraction multiplier. Two pivot points oc-
cur if half a wavelength is completed. Similarly, four pivot points implies that one quarter
of a wavelength must be completed to achieve the four points in a single wavelength.
Therefore, the fraction multiplier is simply 1Numberofpivotpoints . This relationship assumes
one wavelength is completed for a single layer of the structure when no wavelength mul-
tiplier (wm) variable is applied.
By reconsidering a construct in terms of the number of pivot points, the required number
of degrees for the mandrel to rotate and the fraction multiplier become byproducts and do
not need to be manually selected. Designation of pivot points is a more intuitive option
with a directly observable influence on the output structure. As such, the python program
was structured to list outputs by the number of pivots points along with their associated
rotation angle and fraction multiplier.
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Program Inputs
The python program was designed to collect inputs under two categories, termed basic
and advanced settings. The basic input parameters were designated those which related
directly to the configuration of the tubular sca↵old; which include the inner radius (the
radius of the mandrel), winding angle and the number of layers required. Figure 2.7 shows
a captured screen-shot of these input text fields. Each of these properties must have a
positive value input to achieve an output.
Figure 2.7: Python program - basic inputs
The advanced tab was built to allow configuration of secondary parameters which af-
fect the array of outputs by the program, the bounding conditions. These include the
maximum speeds of the Y and A-axes, maximum and minimum number of pivot points,
maximum and minimum length of the construct, CTS minimum and maximum values
and an upper bound on the wavelength multiplier (wm) value.
Figure 2.8 depicts how each of these fields were built into and presented within the pro-
gram. Values must be entered into the text boxes for maximum tangential and translation
speeds. The minimum pivot point value is 1 and a maximum pivot point value (greater
than one) must be included. The same rules apply for the CTS minimum and maximum
inputs. The minimum and maximum lengths do not need to be defined; if there are no
restrictions none can be inserted into the text box. When a value is entered, it must be
greater than zero. A maximum length cycle value must also be defined as a value greater
than or equal to 1.
Once all variable are supplied according to the above rules, the “Math” button can be
pressed to calculate the outputs.
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Figure 2.8: Python program - advanced inputs
Velocity Output and Selection
Results from the mathematical algorithms implemented into the software are presented in
the form of two tables. The first result section is a table listing the velocity combinations
capable of achieving the supplied winding angle for the given radius (Figure 2.9). The first
column is the rotational speed (rpm), followed by the translational velocity (mm/min)
and the resultant e↵ective velocity for the pair. This list is bound by the CTS minimum
and maximum variables in that only combinations with an e↵ective velocity between
the CTS minimum and CTS maximum are provided. The inclusion of these bounding
conditions allows the operator to restrict outputs to velocities faster than the required
critical translational speeds.
Figure 2.9: Python program - velocity outputs
Length Output and Selection
The second results section (Figure 2.10) details an array of lengths available for the given
input parameters. This table was designed to require the user to make a length selection
before the corresponding machine variables and the simulation structure are generated.
The first column lists the total number of pivot points for a structure. A structure with a
total of six pivot points would have three at each end. The following column is the angle
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between these points, which is the angle used for control of the mandrel. For example, a
structure with four pivot points requires a rotation of 90  at the end of each length span.
The repeats columns denote how many length repeats are needed to achieve the requested
number of layers. A structure requiring 10-layers with six pivots points would need 60
repeats. The next column lists the pore area of the construct, which is a calculation
based on the number of pivot points, the radius of the mandrel and the winding angle.
All remaining columns list available construct lengths.
For a given number of pivot points and the associated fraction multiplier, there exists an
array of length variables. The wavelength multiplier is used to increase the number of
wavelengths considered in a single layer. Starting at 0.5 and incrementing by steps of 0.5,
a series of lengths are listed for each pivot point count.
Based on the requirements of the user, an available length can be selected based on which
is closest to the required length as determined by the application. However, the number
of pivot points significantly a↵ects the resulting structure in that an increasing number of
pivot points causes a subsequent increase in fibre density and a decrease in pore size. This
information helps the user determine which pivot point count is the most appropriate and
length options are available given based on that selection.
To proceed, the user must select a cell with the length they require. The selected cell is
highlighted in yellow.
Figure 2.10: Python program - length outputs
Machine Parameters and Simulated Structure
Assuming that the above steps are followed, the machine parameters and simulated struc-
ture can be generated in the final section of the program. By pressing the “confirm se-
lection” button, the machine parameter values are listed as seen in Figure 2.11.
The simulated structure is displayed when the user presses the “show graph” button. An
interactive 3D graph is displayed showing the correct radius, pivot points, length itera-
tions and construct length to achieve the first layer for the designed sca↵old (Figure 2.6a).
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Figure 2.11: Python program - results
Once the user has confirmed that the simulated sca↵old is as required, they can copy the
output machine parameters into the AeroTech G-code to produce the structure.
Conclusions and Recommendations
While the program is not a polished product and is void of many features expected of
professional software, it does provide a clear interface to a user versed in the requirements
of tubular sca↵old design. The ability to view a complete range of lengths and velocities
gives the user greater visibility into the numerical limitations. Additionally, it allows for
design based on application goals such as pore size, number of pivot points or a length
value closest to a particular requirement. Primarily, this program considers all permu-
tations and boundary conditions, eliminating the laborious search process of finding the
most appropriate length to achieve a well defined and accurate tubular sca↵old structure.
This program could benefit from continued development with a focus on improved user
experience. This work should consider adding restrictions to the input text field so that
only valid values would be accepted. This feature would include advanced error messaging
alerting the user to input errors. Additional user experience improvements would require
a more initiative GUI and improved styling.
This program could be further extended to generate a G-code script directly. Additional
inputs could be added to ask the user how many structures are required and the printing
dimension of available machine. With minimal extra information, a program could exist
that takes design requirements and outputs the code necessary to produce a structure
with no direct programming or mathematical knowledge being required.
By implementing these features, this tool could become a useful product to all those who
are looking to design tubular sca↵old structures with a MEW device.
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2.3.2 Sca↵old Characterization
Using the python program, a number of varied constructs were designed and printed.
To determine the accuracy of the simulation and new mathematical models, testing was
required to compare the printed outcome with the designed structure. Throughout this
section, all design aspects of the constructs were measured and compared with their
theoretical values. Optical microscopy was used for length, winding angle and pore size
measurements. SEM was used to measure and validate winding angle, fibre diameter,
wall thickness, intersect thickness, number of layers and number of pivot points.
Morphology
To understand the structures that were created and appreciate the strengths and weakness
of the fabrication process, it was important to examine the construct morphology. It is of
particular importance to observe the capability of 3D printing a tubular sca↵old structure
in contrast with current winding techniques. As a direct comparison, Figure 2.12 shows a
sample with a 60  winding angle as in the Brown et al. paper compared with a 60  winding
angle sample printed with techniques shown thus far. Primarily, this figure demonstrates
the level of control over the output structure; the 3D printed sca↵old not only has a
predefined winding angle but also a fixed number of layers, pivot points and pore size.
(a) Wound - 60  tubular sca↵old (b) 3D printed - 60  tubular sca↵old
Figure 2.12: Comparisons between (a) Brown et al. (2012) 60  MEW tube using a winding
technique and (b) A 3D printed 60 , 10 pivot point sca↵old produced using techniques
presented within this thesis [5].
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Given the ability to control each of these parameters, the degree of reproducibility be-
comes important, in that it is worthwhile understanding how easily each variable could
be adjusted while still ensuring controlled deposition. Figure 2.13 shows the full array
of samples printed. Across this range, it can be observed that that each sample shows
controlled, stacked walls. This is further corroborated by looking in detail at the 20 
winding angle set. Figure 2.17 shows each of the samples ranging from four to eighteen
pivot points, all with controlled fibre deposition as expected from a 3D printing technique.
Figure 2.13: An image array of all sample variations printed for sca↵old characterization.
PP = pivot points. All scale bars equal 2mm.
The primary observation from Figure 2.13 is the pore size and morphology. For a fixed
winding angle, an increase in pivot points results in an increased fibre density and de-
creased pore size. For a fixed number of pivot points and increased winding angle, the
pore size decreases. These observations are validated qualitatively later in this section.
Additional to the size of the pores is the pore morphology. A 20  winding angle has a
diamond shape, with the major axis running parallel to the major axis of the construct.
This is similar for a 30  winding angle, however the major axis becomes shorter, thereby
resulting in a less elongated diamond shape. At 45  the pore becomes a square with each
angle inside the polygon now theoretically equaling 90  (2⇥!) and there is no major axis.
When moving beyond this centre point to constructs with 60  and 70  winding angles,
the major axis of the polygon runs perpendicular to the major axis of the construct. As
with the 20  and 30  samples, the further you move away from the 45  central point, the
longer the major axis becomes, creating a more elongated diamond structure.
It is important to note that the samples tested and displayed in Figure 2.13 do not
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represent the full range of parameters achievable with this printing method. Winding
angles such as 5  and 85  and an increased number of pivot points are likely to be possible.
The samples presented were chosen to provide a comparison with previous literature and
demonstrate a sweep of ranges, however the limits still need to be tested. While working
within the range presented, observations were noted that suggest potential limitations or
future challenges. As the winding angle reduces, it becomes harder to ensure accuracy of
the winding angle and subsequently the pore size. It is hypothesized that the shallower
an entry and exit into an intersection point (i.e a more narrow winding angle), the more
susceptible the fibres are to electrostatic fibre attraction. This does not only apply to a
5  or similarly small winding angle, as a 70  winding angle has an opposing angle that
gets smaller as the winding angle gets larger. This theory also applies to the size of the
pore, since as pore sizes decreases the fibre separation also decreases and the electrostatic
fibre attraction has a greater influence on fibre placement. It is for this reason that there
are no samples for the twelve pivot point variations at 60  and 70  and no ten pivot point
sample for the 70  set. These samples could not be produced accurately in the time frame.
(a) Fused Fibres (b) End of a 20  construct
Figure 2.14: SEM images showing (a) the fusion occurring between fibres in a stacked
wall, while (b) shows details of poor fusion in the intersection points and loss of fibre
deposition control at the construct end points.
By examining the structures through high resolution SEM, Figure 2.14a shows that fibre
fusion is occurring between layers. Such interlayer fusion becomes important for me-
chanical testing as it is meaningful to discern whether a fused structure or individual
woven fibres are handling any imparted loads. Fibre fusion is typically controlled by the
temperature of the polymer, however environmental conditions can influence the rate of
fibre cooling as it leaves the needle tip and subsequently the degree of fusion. A similar
challenge exists in FDM printing, where fibre fusion (or interlayer adhesion) must be con-
trolled to ensure successful 3D printed structures. In contrast to the fused walls of these
sca↵olds is the fibre separation that occurs at the intersection points. Figure 2.14b shows
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this across a number intersection points in a single sca↵old. Although beyond the scope
of this study, it is important to select printing parameters, such as polymer temperature,
which enable the most stable printing conditions. It is likely that further investigation
into these parameters would result in more organized and well fused fibres at such inter-
section points.
While this method has enabled 3D printing of tubular sca↵old structures, it still requires
improvement. As Figure 2.14b shows, the stacking and controlled fibre deposition is often
lost at the ends of a structure. The reason for this is the acceleration and deceleration
parameters that exist within the AeroTech control software. These variations cause in-
stability in the lag of the polymer jet. However, often the e↵ect is limited to the ends of
the structure, while the center remains controlled and well defined as reflected in Figure
2.14b. Future work should consider how best to adjust the acceleration and declaration
parameters or the rates of rotation to minimize any subsequent ill-e↵ects on jet stability.
Figure 2.15: A panorama image comprising of five SEM images each taken incrementally
along the length of the sca↵old at a magnification of 29x. This compilation shows the
full length of a '9mm sca↵old, with details shown such as the entry and exit fibre and
misaligned fibre deposition due to jet instability. Scale bar 1mm.
Jet instability is not only caused by variation in mandrel acceleration parameters; the
environmental conditions or chosen printing parameters can cause instability in the ve-
locity of the polymer jet. A prime example of this is shown in Figure 2.15. The lead-in
fibre can be clearly seen entering the structure, but following a di↵erent path compared
with the stacked walls. It takes three length iterations for this fibre to stablise and begin
following a stable winding path, at which point the remaining structure is well controlled
and fibres are deposited on top of each other. This deviation from the designed structure
is likely due to instability in the jet, taking the form of fluctuations in the polymer flow
rate resulting in changes to the polymer velocity. Alterations in this velocity compared
with the rotational and translational velocity of the mandrel results in a di↵erent path. If
the polymer flow rate remained the same as it was at that initial entry point throughout
the print, the structure would likely still be controlled and stacked but start at a slightly
di↵erent location and build o↵ that initial lead in fibre. However, this flow rate changed
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within the first three length iterations and then remained stable for the remainder of the
print, which enabled controlled stacking. This is a clear demonstration of the importance
of a stable jet, in that the velocity itself is not necessarily important, but a constant veloc-
ity throughout the print is required. In this instance, it appears a longer jet stablisation
period may have been required before beginning.
Overall the morphology of the captured structures appears controllable and reproducible
across a range of parameter variations. Work is still required to improve the stacking and
control at the end of the structures. Additionally, more in-depth analysis into the full
range of parameters is required, particularly with regard to the limits of winding angle
and pore size and whether reaching or exceeding such limits will still enable controlled
deposition. While these images have provided a qualitative analysis of fibre deposition and
placement, quantitative studies were conducted to determine how accurately the physical
elements of the structures represented the designed parameters. Length, winding angle,
and pore size were all measured and compared with the respective theoretical design
parameters.
Length
It is already known that the printed length di↵ers from the programmed length due to lag
in the polymer jet. The amount of lag in the polymer jet is controlled by the speed of the
axes. If the e↵ective velocity of the axes is greater than the flow rate of the polymer, then
a lag is induced. Ideally, no lag will exist if the speed of the axes is set to the same speed
as the polymer flow (the critical translation speed). In practice, due to jet instabilities
and fibre pulsing behavior, it is di cult to exactly match the CTS at all times [10, 9].
Given these complications, it is rare to achieve stable printing with no lag in the polymer
jet and it was therefore accepted as a permanent element of the printing process. As a
result, it became important to quantify the amount lag induced for the selected printing
parameters in order to verify the subsequent e↵ect on the length of printed sca↵olds.
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(a) (b)
Figure 2.16: Measured vs. Programmed Lengths. (a) The measured lengths (black) of
sca↵olds produced using the programmed length (red). The measured data points are
an averaged value (n=30) with the standard deviation represented by the error bars. (b)
The variance ( L) between the programmed length and measured length for each pivot
point condition. The error bars show the standard deviation for the length variance.
Figure 2.16a shows a clear disparity between the average measured length and the corre-
lated programmed length, as expected given the lag in the jet. It should be noted that
the downward trend of the length values is a result of the mathematics and the chosen
length variable. For this reason, the fourteen pivot point sample seems to sit outside of
this generally downward slope, as it simply reflects the chosen length variable. While this
graph shows a distinct di↵erence between the programmed and measured values across
all samples, it is Figure 2.16b, showing the variance ( L) for each pivot point value, that
reveals how the di↵erence between the programmed and measure lengths varies. Not only
does the  L value fluctuate across each printing condition, but the error bars showing
the standard deviation also indicative large variation. It should be noted that while these
constructs were made over the period of one week, the high-voltage, pressure, temperature
and all other machine configuration parameters were held constant, suggesting environ-
mental factors could have influenced jet stability and lag. The average length variance
across all pivot point conditions was calculated to be 1.95mm ± 0.18mm, which produces
a coe cient of variation of 9.18%. This indicates a significant degree of lag variation
across the samples measured, a fact clearly visible in Figure 2.16b.
Qualitatively, it is important to note that although none of the samples achieved their
programmed length and a high degree of variation existed, all had well stacked and defined
structures, which could not be achieved using previous methods. Figure 2.17 graphically
depicts an array of the samples measured for the graph shown in Figure 2.16. This image
array shows that each sample is of high quality, despite the printed length value being well
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below the programmed length. Given the previous dependence on the length parameter to
achieve simulation replication, it is important to observe the accuracy of these structures
despite the inaccurate actual length measurements.
Figure 2.17: Image array showing pivot point variation and stacking accuracy. (a) 4 pivot
points, (b) 6 pivot points, (c) 8 pivot points, (d) 10 pivot points, (e) 12 pivot points, (f)
14 pivot points, (g) 16 pivot points (h) and 18 pivot points.
Overall, these results demonstrate that the anticipated deviation between the programmed
length and measured length exists and for the printing condition used throughout this
chapter it is on average 1.95mm ± 0.18mm. However, the variation that exists across this
data set is significant and accurately accounting for the lag in the jet to achieve a very
specific length is likely not achievable. Hence, it was decided that all future test will only
consider the programmed length, as it is a consistent value, and not attempt to account
for the lag as doing so in a precise manner under current settings is also likely to be
unachievable. Despite this, the most important observation is the quality of the sca↵olds
produced regardless of their length deficiencies. Previously, a length value would have to
be within a tolerance range of 0.1mm to ensure resynchronization of the pivot points and
achieve stacking. These results show that the new mandrel control method successfully
achieves stacking and structural control even when the length variable is incorrect.
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Winding Angle
The winding angle is one of the most versatile parameters available for changing the
structure of a sca↵old. The ability to control the orientation of the fibers could have
implications for mechanical properties, biological influences and overall structure of the
constructs. The ability to accurately control the winding angle is one of the key param-
eters that distinguishes this method from all other methods of electrospinning tubular
constructs. Therefore, it was important that this variable could be reproduced as per the
required design.
Figure 2.18: Three sample were printed, all with the same printer control parameters,
designed to have a winding angle of 20 , however the length of each sample was varied.
The value listed in the X-axis was the programmed length. The left Y-axis indicates the
measured length and the right Y-axis shows the measured winding angle for the correlating
length value.
Previously in Section 1.1.4, it was shown mathematically that the key parameters a↵ect-
ing the winding angle were the rotational and translational velocities. However, during
initial testing of the new mandrel control method it appeared that the printed length
value was impacting the winding angle. Figure 2.18 demonstrates the relationship be-
tween length variation and angle. If all other parameters, such as the rotational and
translational velocity are fixed (at values which should achieve a 20  winding angle) and
only the length value is varied, this figure shows that the winding angle also changes.
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These results indicate that although the length value is no longer required for controlled
stacking, it does influence winding angle accuracy. When the mathematics are considered
more closely it shows us that the length is dependent on the pitch length of the helix,
which is dependent on the winding angle. If the length is stretched or compressed away
from the calculated/programmed value, the pitch length is as well, which in turn moves
the winding angle away from its intended value. If a larger length is used, the resultant
winding angle becomes smaller to compensate and conversely, the use of a small length
results in a winding angle. These results show that the length directly influences the wind-
ing angle and that perfect winding angle reproduction can not occur unless the length is
also accurately produced.
The previous section investigated the length accuracy and found that due to lag, the
measured length of the tested sample is '1.95mm less than the programmed length.
Therefore, as the results in Figure 2.18 show, the designed winding angle can not be
achieved. It is still important to determine how far the measured winding angle (given
the reduced length value) deviates from the intended value and determine the variance to
verify accuracy and reproducibility. Therefore, the winding angle was measured for each
construct that was fabricated and depicted in Figure 2.19.
Figure 2.19: The measured winding angle of all fabricated samples. For each winding angle
condition the theoretical value (TH) is shown first. Following this, a number of samples
with varying pivot points and therefore varying programmed lengths are detailed. Each
column is an averaged value (n=30) and the standard deviation is indicated by the error
bars.
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Figure 2.19 shows that the variation from the intended winding angle due to lag in the
jet is minimal. Although each condition has a di↵erent programmed length, an overall
deviation of the winding angle can still be determined. For the total sample set, with 66
individual constructs and 660 measurements taken, the measured angle was on average
2.2  ± 0.9  greater than the designed value. This increase in angle, within the average
and in all conditions presented in the graph, can be attributed to length variation. A
decrease in the length due to the lag has resulted in an increase in the winding angle
for every condition captured, a result corroborating those shown in Figure 2.18. Across
each of the winding angle sets, there is no clear relationship indicating how the num-
ber of pivot points a↵ects the winding angle. This is as predicted, since only length
and axes velocities are expected to influence the outcome. The variation that is shown
likely exists due to the significant variation in the jet lag across samples as presented
earlier. Such variation would a↵ect the printed length and in-turn the measured winding
angle. Of note is the standard deviation across all sample sets. The greatest variation
was observed in the 60  set for samples with ten pivot points. However, this deviation is
minimal at ± 1.3 . Despite being the worst value of the set, these samples have a small
coe cient variance of 2%, demonstrating a minimal variation across the 30 measured
angles. Therefore, despite the measured winding angle not reproducing the programmed
angle, the variance of the measured angles is minimal, demonstrating the degree of accu-
racy in the printed structure. If the lag is accounted for and the correct length printed,
the programmed winding angle would likely be achieved with a similar degree of accuracy.
To validate that this large data set of readings was accurate, SEM was used to take a
small sample of precise, high resolution angle measurements. The measurements shown
in Table E.1 verify that the optical imaging was accurate and that the winding angles are
all slightly above the expected programmed value.
In conclusion, these results show that while the lag does induce a shift from the pro-
grammed winding angle, the standard deviation is still small and coe cient of variation
is tight, suggesting that although the incorrect angle was measured, this value is con-
sistently incorrect across the samples. Whether the di↵erence between a 30  and 32.2 
winding angle would have a tangible e↵ect on the resulting construct is an application spe-
cific concern and would require detailed testing. However, these results suggest that if the
lag can be accounted for and the length accurately reproduced, the precise winding angle
could be achieved. For the application of nerve guides, this is likely to be unnecessary.
Future mechanical testing will reveal the e↵ect of the winding angle on the mechanical
properties, which will determine if a minimal variance in the winding angle is important
and requires additional consideration in the future.
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Pore Size
For a fibre reinforced hydrogel nerve guide, the pore size parameter is potentially impor-
tant when considering the method used to embed the fibres in the chosen hydrogel. One
proposed method generates radicals for the polymerization of 2-hydroxyethyl methacry-
late (HEMA) using hydrogen abstraction of the PCL via ultra-violet (UV) light. To
ensure that the polyHEMA completely fills the pores between the PCL fibres, the time
of UV irradiation can be controlled. This method is however limited in the pore size
that can be bridged, hence this parameter must be chosen appropriately. The following
data should enable accurate parameter selection for such an application as the resulting
pore size for a given winding angle/pivot point combination will be presented. As with
each of the measurement parameters, the measured pore size will be compared with the
theoretical size to validate the printing accuracy.
The theoretical pore size was calculated for all sample sets using the winding angle and
arc length, as explained in the methods section. The results of these calculations can be
seen in Figure 2.20a. As the number of pivot points increases, the pore size decreases
for all winding angles. Generally a smaller winding angle results in a larger pore size,
but only to a point. As the number of pivot points increase, the influence of the winding
angle decreases. In this example, there is still a di↵erence between each of the winding
angles at the 18 pivot point samples, but the trend appears to asymptote. This means
that the winding angle influences the rate of change, in that a 20  winding angle has a
much more significant pore size change than the 70  samples. This relationship between
pore size, number of pivot points and winding angle was previously depicted in Figure 2.13.
Figure 2.1 continues, with the remaining graphs comparing the theoretical pore size
against the measured pore size, containing one graph for each winding angle condition.
In all instances, the measured size was significantly close to the theoretical size. In a few
examples, the standard deviation is quite high, but the average is typically equivalent to
the theoretical. The measurement method was flawed as a two-dimensional image was
used, which was incapable of accounting for the curvature of the mandrel. It is this reason
that no value could be obtained for the 20  six pivot point sample, as the pore wrapped
to far around the mandrel. However, in all other winding angle conditions the six pivot
point sample had the greatest level of deviation from the theoretical value. It was hy-
pothesized that those conditions where the curvature was too great, the measured value
would underestimate the actual size. This expectation appears to hold for all instances
of six pivot points, where the greatest deviation exists.
From these results there are two clear outcomes. 1) There now exists a clear relationship
between the winding angle, number of pivot points and the resultant pore size. These
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results enable a user to select a pivot point/winding angle combination which achieves a
pore size closest to requirements. 2) The measured pore size matches the theoretical in
almost all instances, further validating the ability of this 3D printing method to fabricate
sca↵olds as per a designed structure.
(a) Theoretical (b) 20 
(c) 30  (d) 45 
(e) 60  (f) 70 
Figure 2.20: A comparison between the theoretical and measured pore sizes. Figure (a)
compares the theoretical measurements of each winding angle condition, while Figures
(b-f) compare the theoretical to the measured pore size for each winding angle condition.
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Number of Layers
A key parameter of the sca↵old design is the number of layers. The number of layers used
in a construct influences the outer diameter and can a↵ect the mechanical properties.
Each of the samples produced had a programmed value of 10-layers. To observe that this
was fulfilled, the number of layers were counted and the results tabulated in Table 2.3.
These results show that as programmed, the layer height was correctly replicated in each
instance. The images used to obtain these results can be found in Appendix E.2.
Fibre Diameter
To further characterize the sca↵olds produced, the fibre diameter was measured. It is im-
portant to measure the fibre diameter to understand the scale of the sca↵olds fabricated.
Fused deposition modeling 3D printers produce with fibres in the 300-100µm range [12].
Solution electrospinning applications, although not a 3D printing technology, produce
fibers in the nano to sub-micron range while melt electrospinning produces microfibers in
the 5 to 40µm range [13, 14]. The average fiber size found within the tubular constructs
was 18.23µm ± 2.12µm, based on the raw data shown in Appendix E.3. This value is
purely dependent on the temperature, pressure and high-voltage parameters used during
fabrication. For larger or smaller fibers, within the typical MEW range of 5 to 40µm,
these parameters can be varied accordingly. Given that these pivot point variation sam-
ples were to also undergo mechanical testing, it was important to validate that the fibre
diameter was consistent across the numerous samples. Table 2.3 shows the fibre diameters
measured within each of the sample conditions. The coe cient of variance for this set
was determined to be 3.9%, confirming a low degree of variation.
Wall/Intersect Thickness
The wall thickness was measured at the intersection points and at mid-wall locations.
While the mid-wall values can be used to further quantify accurate layer deposition (wall
thickness/fibre thickness), the intersection point represents the thickest part of the scaf-
fold structure. This value determines the outer diameter of the sca↵old and becomes
important for mechanical testing and future fibre reinforced hydrogel applications. Given
that the fibre diameter was found to be consistent across samples and the same num-
ber of layers was used for all samples, a single average value can be determined for each
wall measurement. The average mid-wall measurement was determined to be 188.3µm ±
9.4µm. This value divided by the average fibre diameter (18.23µm ± 2.12µm) results in
a value of 10.3, validating the counted number of fibre layers. The average wall intersect
thickness was 303.4µm ± 16.5µm which results in a structure with an outer diameter of
2.1068mm.
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Programmed Number
of Pivot Points
Counted Number
of Layers
(Figure E.1)
Counted Number
of Pivot Points
(Figure 2.21)
Average Fibre
Diameter
(µm)
6 10 6 19.91
8 10 8 17.93
10 10 10 19.48
12 10 12 18.10
14 10 14 18.30
16 10 16 19.47
18 10 18 19.34
Table 2.3: Results of SEM imaging to determine the number of layers, the number of
pivot points and the measured fibre diameter.
Pivot Point Validation
The number of pivot points used within a construct became a key design parameter in
the new production method. Selecting the number of pivot points is a clear, verifiable
parameter with direct influence over fibre density and subsequently pore size. As a crucial
element of the design, it was important to certify that the number of pivot points were
being accurately produced. Figure 2.21 shows an example of each pore size condition; 6,
8, 10, 12, 14, 16 and 18. The pivot points on each image have been marked, counted and
the results tabulated in Table 2.3. It is important to clarify that images in Figure 2.21 are
only one end of a construct and therefore only half the number of required pivot points.
Two end sections were counted to determine the values in Table 2.3. In all instances, the
number of pivot points matched the programmed value. As discussed in the morphology
section, these end segments are not alway well formed, but as the images in Figure 2.21
show, the number of pivot points is still clearly distinguishable despite the uncontrolled
fibre deposition.
Conclusion and Recommendations
From these results, it is clear that well defined constructs can be produced which accu-
rately replicate the originally designed construct. With regard to stacking fibers, following
the mathematically prescribed pattern is no longer length dependent. The length value
does have a slight but minimal e↵ect on the winding angle, but these could be rectified by
accounting for jet lag in the programmed variable. Additionally, the number of stacked
fibers and pivot points is as expected, as is pore size and morphology. Each configurable
physical element of the constructs was varied, measured and compared with the designed
equivalent. All reported results show that a construct can be produced in a highly re-
liable, repetitive and accurate manner. Future work should consider a broader range of
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winding angles and pivot points, along with improved control at the sca↵old end points.
(a) 6 pivot points (b) 8 pivot points (c) 10 pivot points (d) 12 pivot points
(e) 14 pivot points (f) 16 pivot points (g) 18 pivot points
Figure 2.21: SEM images used to count and validate the number of pivot points in a
construct. Images shown are one end of a full construct, therefore the counted number of
pivot point should be half that of the construct designation.
2.3.3 Mechanical Testing
With the successful outcome of accurately 3D printing and replicating a simulated tubular
sca↵old design, focus shifted to measuring how variation of the winding angle and num-
ber of pivot points would physically impact the construct. When considering nerve guide
applications, the current structures resemble a basic nerve conduit. For nerve repair with
an implantable guide, it is the role of the conduit to provide mechanical stability and pro-
tection to the wound site. While a sca↵old structure is not enclosed and solely incapable
of creating a protected environment, it does provide a flexible frame with tunable me-
chanical properties. It is known across many industries that the chosen winding angle of
a wrapped filament changes the mechanical capabilities [15, 16]. The Brown et al. paper
showed that the winding angle of fibrous tubular constructs influences the compressive
and tensile capabilities in the axial direction, i.e. the major axis of the tubular construct
[5]. Therefore, the incorporation of 3D printed fibers into a hydrogel tube should provide
tunable mechanical reinforcement and ensure a sealed environment suitable for wound
healing. A concept figure depicting how such a device would look was presented in Figure
1.2.
Given the application of fibre reinforced hydrogel nerve guides, it was necessary to quan-
tify how the mechanical properties change in response to variation in the sca↵old design.
Two mechanical force conditions were considered the most relevant for nerve guide ap-
plications, namely tangential compression (applied 90  to the major axis of the tubular
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construct) and three point bending. When inserted in vivo, tangential compressive forces
are often applied by surrounding muscles and tissue. Additionally, for nerve damage near a
joint or in an area of increased movement, surrounding tissues tends to be comparatively
more flexible than the generally more rigid conduit, which can experience kinking and
bending forces. In addition to these conditions, compressive and tensile force in the axial
direction have been tested in literature [5]. Such forces would be exerted by stretching or
compression of the nerve in vivo. For comparison purposes, axial compressive testing was
also investigated.
In 2005, Belkas et al. presented a study where they estimated the forces applied to
a poly(2-hydroxyethyl methacrylate-co-methyl methacrylate) (PHEMA-MMA) hydrogel
nerve guide in vivo [17]. They did this by applying a compressive force (in the tangential
direction) ex vivo and measuring the resulting displacement of the circular conduit. From
this information, they determined a calibration curve to estimate the applied force for a
given degree of tube deformation. This calibration curve was used to estimate a load of
4.22g ± 0.51g, which was applied to a tube implanted in vivo for 16 weeks [17]. While
this method is not perfect and the author addresses a number shortcomings, it is the only
study which has attempted to estimate the loads experienced by a nerve guide in vivo
and provides an approximate value for future studies to consider. In this study, this value
was used as a comparison to determine if the sca↵olds produced would be within a useful
range for a nerve guide applications.
As explained in the methods section, there were three sample sets which were tested for
axial and tangential compression; 20wa 10Layers, 20wa 80Repeats and Angles 80Repeats.
For each of these compressive tests, only the force vs. displacement readings could be
graphed. Given the complex geometry of the tubular constructs, a stress/strain graph and
the compressive modulus could not be easily calculated. However, the force displacement
curves presented are adequate as they are only used to compare variation within the chosen
sample sets. Additionally, with the equipment available, quantitative testing of three
point bending could not be conducted. However, the bending properties of each winding
angle condition were observed for the Angles 80Repeats sample set and photographed
for qualitative analysis.
Sample weight
Initially the sample weights were gathered to verify that the 20wa 80Repeats sample
sets were similar weights. It was necessary to standardize the amount of fibre used in
the production of samples to verify whether the amount of fibre used was influencing
mechanical capabilities. However, as each of the sca↵olds required specific lengths to
achieve the printed conditions, it was necessary to determine a weight/mm value. It was
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this value which was used to verify that the samples were standardized. Table 2.4 shows
the outcome of the weight testing. These results demonstrate that the weight/mm value
is consistent across all samples that are held constant at 80-repeats. This in turn means
that the samples are appropriately standardized to remove the e↵ect of additional fibre
influencing the mechanical response.
Number of
Pivot points
Average Weight
(mg)
Sca↵old
Length (mm)
mg/mm
20wa 10Layers
12 0.53 ± 0.03 12.26 0.04
14 0.70 ± 0.03 12.68 0.06
16 0.77 ± 0.03 11.88 0.07
18 0.85 ± 0.04 11.66 0.07
20wa 80Repeats
12 0.45 ± 0.02 12.26 0.04
14 0.49 ± 0.04 12.68 0.04
16 0.41 ± 0.02 11.88 0.03
18 0.40 ± 0.02 11.66 0.04
Table 2.4: Weights of the mechanical testing sample sets. A mg/mm value was necessary
to determine that the amount of fibre in a single sca↵old had been standardized.
Axial Compression
Well established literature shows that winding angle impacts the axial compression ca-
pability in a predictable manner [15, 16]. When the fibres are aligned axially, along the
length of the tube with a winding angle of 0 , the structure will have strong axial tensile
properties and weak compressive capability. When a perpendicular winding angle of 90 
is used, the inverse is true, in that the compressive forces are high while the tensile forces
are weak. This transition scales from the 0  to 90  condition. A structure with a winding
angle of 45  would have the most balanced compressive and tensile strengths in the axial
direction. This relationship has been previously shown for fibrous tubular conduits [5].
To ensure that the sca↵olds produced in this study reflect this documented relation-
ship, each of the three sample sets underwent compressive force testing in the axial
direction. The force response shown in Figure 2.22c demonstrates the response of the
Angle 80Repeats sample set, with each sample having a di↵erent winding angle. These
results demonstrate that the sca↵olds conform to the established principles, in that as
winding angle increases, compressive strength decreases. Given these results, if the axial
tensile strength were tested, it is likely that the inverse would be true and also conform
to the expected behavior.
It is important to note that the results from the axially tests were likely compromised by
cutting the constructs down to 3mm lengths. This action was necessary as at full length,
the construct would buckle and slip beneath the lower axes. As explained earlier in Sec-
tion 1.3.1, cutting the construct can compromise the overall structure, particularly for
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(a) 20wa 10Layers axial compression results (b) 20wa 80Repeats axial compression results
(c) Angles 80Repeats axial compression results
Figure 2.22: Each graph shows the force response of one of the three sample sets when
applied with an axial compression force. PP = pivot points.
sca↵olds with larger pores and fewer fibers. The 20  samples which have fewer intercon-
nects and a more fragile structure often collapsed during testing, before 50% compression
could be achieved. This behavior is clearly demonstrated in Figure 2.22c, which shows
the limited plastic deformation response achieved by the 20  sample. In this instance,
although the full compression could not be achieved, the initial slope is greater than all
other samples, demonstrating the increased sti↵ness of the 20  sample.
In addition to the influence of winding angle on mechanical performance, the importance
of the number of pivot points was investigated. Figures 2.22a and 2.22b show the results
of sample sets containing 10-layer and 80-repeat constructs respectively. The results
achieved for these experiments are less clear; in Figure 2.22a the 18 pivot point sample
has a greater maximum force while the slope of the 16 pivot point sample is steeper,
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thereby suggesting a greater sti↵ness. While in Figure 2.22b there is no obvious di↵erence
between the 12 and 14 pivot point samples. What is clear is that the forces recorded for
the 80-repeat samples are less than the 10-layer samples, demonstrating that the added
fibre within the 10-layer samples improves the compressive force. Overall, these graphs
suggest that a variation in the compressive strength is induced by the number of pivot
points. There is a general trend (in both graphs) that the 16 and 18 pivot points samples
are sti↵er than the 12 and 14 pivot point samples. However, there is no clear delineation
between each of the conditions and the presented data does not conclusively determine
a relationship between the number of pivot points and increased sti↵ness. Therefore,
future work should consider repeating these experiments and reconsider the process for
achieving axial compression. It is hypothesized that the method of cutting the samples to
minimize buckling compromised the structure and introduced inconsistencies. For future
testing, it would be more appropriate to print smaller constructs rather than cutting the
samples whilst also validating fibre fusion to eliminate inconsistent loading conditions.
Such methods should ensure smoother data and expose accurate trends to determine
whether the number of pivot points does influence the axial compression.
Tangential Compression
While the relationship between winding angle and axial forces is well understood, less is
known about how the winding angle influences the tangential force response. There is
limited information because typically, mechanical testing of tubular structures looks at
the hoop stress; the circumferential force that acts around the surface of a cylinder. Aside
from the di culties involved in measuring the hoop forces on a small fibrous constructs,
it was determined that tangential compressive forces are more likely to be encountered in
an in vivo setting. Therefore, the simple configuration shown in Figure 2.4 was used to
measure the tangential compressive forces for the three sample sets. Figure 2.23a shows
a clear trend in that as the number of pivot points increases, the reaction force also in-
creases. However, when the 80-repeat sample set shown in Figure 2.23b is considered,
there is no distinguishable di↵erence across the samples. This demonstrates that the
number of pivot points does not have a tangible e↵ect on the sti↵ness in the tangential
axes. However, this result also validates that the increased number of fibres (that are
subsequently introduced due to the increased number of pivot points) does result in an
increased sti↵ness. Additionally, the obvious trends and smooth data seen in these results
should be noted and compared with those of the axial compression testing, supporting
the theory that the axial testing method was flawed rather than the samples.
When testing the Angles 80Repeats sample set, the variation of the winding angle is
shown to have a significant impact on the tangential sti↵ness, as seen in Figure 2.23c.
The higher the winding angle, the steeper the slope (sti↵ness gradient) and the stronger
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(a) 20wa 10Layers tangential compression re-
sults
(b) 20wa 80Repeats tangential compression re-
sults
(c) Angles 80Repeats tangential compression
results
Figure 2.23: Each graph shows the force response of one of the three sample sets when
applied with a tangential compression force. PP = pivot points.
the compressive force of the construct. When the morphology of the pores is considered
(as examined in Section 2.3.2), it is unsurprising that the 70  samples have the highest
compressive force. The major axis of the diamond shaped pore is aligned to the applied
force. By comparison, the 20  samples have a pore structure more susceptible collapse
under tangential compressive force. Further considering the pore morphology, it is logical
that those samples with a higher tangential sti↵ness have a lower axial sti↵ness as the
major axis of the diamond shaped pore flips. For a 20  winding angle, the major axis of
the pore runs axially and as such the 20  winding angle is stronger in the axial direction.
The 70  winding angle sample contains a pore morphology which has a major axis per-
pendicular to the axial direction, running in the tangential direction thereby making it
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sti↵er tangentially. Of the two compression tests conducted, axial and tangential, the 70 
tangential compression results show the greatest force response (-11.56g). However, full
compression of the 20  sample in the axial direction could not be achieved and as such
there can be no conclusion drawn as to whether the winding angle has a greater impact
on the tangential or axial sti↵ness.
When examining the measured tangential compression values, the results presented by
Belkas et al. can be considered [17]. The authors determined that in vivo, a tangential
compressive force of 4.22g± 0.51g was applied to a PHEMA-MMA nerve guide at 16 weeks
of implantation [17]. If the 70  winding angle sample produced in this study is considered,
at -4.22g of load it had undergone a displacement of 0.11mm or 18% compression. Using
the calibration curve supplied in the Belkas et al. paper (y = 6.8105x 0.0073), the degree
of compression can be calculated [17]. At a 4.22g force, the outer diameter of the PHEMA-
MMA tube must have been measured at 0.621mm or 35% compression from the original
1.753mm diameter. These results suggest that a fibrous sca↵old with a 70  winding angle
is sti↵er in the tangential direction than the PHEMA-MMA hydrogel tubes produced
by Belkas et al. This is a surprising result, however one that could not be repeated or
explicitly verified due to a damaged load cell. There is speculation that the 50gram load
cell used for experimentation may have been damaged before these tests, however there
is no way to verify this until a new load cell arrives. As such, future work is required to
determine the accuracy of the results presented here and verify if a fibrous sca↵old with
a 70  winding angle is sti↵er in the axial direction than a PHEMA-MMA hydrogel tube.
Three Point Bending
The final test, three point bending, could only be conducted qualitatively. Observing
the bending properties of the tubular constructs is particularly important for a nerve
guide application. Collapsing and bending of tubes in vivo has been observed since early
experiments and has been shown to prevent nerve regeneration. [17, 18, 19]. As such
it is important to engineer a construct which has the ability to flex with any bending
force without losing its structural form. The images presented in Figure 2.24 show the
response of each winding angle condition when applied with a 3mm three point bending
force. These images show a clearly observable trend; while the 20  sample immediately
buckles under the force, the 70  sample bends completely and appears to maintain its
radius while curving around the applied load. The response of the 30 , 45  and 60 
samples conforms to a linear progression within these two extremes. These results clearly
show that for a nerve guide application a greater winding angle such as 70  would be the
most appropriate to overcome bending forces and reduce kinking in vivo.
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(a) 20  (b) 30  (c) 45 
(d) 60  (e) 70 
Figure 2.24: Photographs of constructs under a three point bending force. Each sample
was printed using a di↵erent winding angle, the winding angle used is listed for each
image.
Conclusion and Recommendations
Given the results of the axial and tangential compression tests and the three point bend-
ing observations a conclusion can be drawn as to which combination of parameters would
be the most appropriate for a nerve guide application. Both the axial and tangential
tests demonstrated that the chosen winding angle has a significant influence of the re-
sponse. The tangential compressive forces were deemed to be the most important given
the propensity for nerve guides to collapse due to forces applied by surrounding tissue.
Given this criteria, the results show that a construct with a 70  winding angle would be
the most appropriate as it has the greatest sti↵ness in the tangential direction. As for
axial compression loads, samples with a 70  winding angle were the weakest. However,
these results and known literature suggest that this condition should be the sti↵est un-
der axial tension, which could be considered another benefit. For the selected number
of pivot points, the data was inconclusive as to the e↵ect they have on the axial sti↵-
ness, but the tangential properties showed that it had no e↵ect. However, assuming that
the outer radius is held consistent with a set number of layers used, then an increase in
pivot points will increase the overall sti↵ness due to an increase in the amount of fibre
used. Lastly, the three point bending observations showed that the sample with a 70 
winding angle was the most flexible with no observable collapsing of the radius when
applied with a bending force. Of the three tests conducted, all three demonstrated that
the sample with a 70  winding angle to be the most appropriate, while indicating that the
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sti↵ness can be varied by controlling a combination of the number layers and pivot points.
Future testing should be conducted to establish the validity of these results given concern
around the damaged 50g load cell. Additionally, the axial compressive testing should
be repeated using methods which do not compromise the structural integrity of the con-
structs. A greater range of winding angles should also be tested, pushing closer to the 0 
and 90  extremities. However, given the trend of the data presented, the behavior of these
samples can be predicted and would likely hold to known principles. The 70  winding an-
gle proved to be the most appropriate within the set of tested conditions, however greater
winding angles may be more appropriate for a nerve guide application. The next stage of
mechanical testing should consider incorporating these fibrous structures into a hydrogel
conduit, to determine whether their inclusion improves the mechanical properties of the
hydrogel. This combination of fibre within a hydrogel could enable many new avenues of
investigation, as softer gels which previously could not be considered can be reinforced
by these mechanically tunable fibre structures to improve mechanical performance. In
addition, the low profile flexible nature of these fibres could ensure smaller, non-intrusive
nerve guides which are less prone to rubbing and inflammation of surrounding tissue.
2.4 Conclusions
The results and subsequent analysis presented throughout this chapter have considered
and validated a newly defined method for simulating and constructing highly reproducible,
accurate structures. The python program, supported by re-worked mathematics and the
mandrel controlled 3D printing process, allows for the tuning of physical properties accord-
ing to use-case requirements, along with the automated presentation of both simulated
models of the construct and the relevant parameters required by the G-code script to
enable construction. These progressions, in addition to the upgrades made to the 3D
printing equipment at the end of Chapter 1, were used to produce an array of physi-
cally varied constructs in order to compare the accuracy between the designed and 3D
printed tubular sca↵olds. Using optical and SEM imaging, a comprehensive range of
measurements were conducted to characterise the morphology of these structures. The
key result from this study was the ability to produce constructs with precisely controlled
fibre placement to achieve proper stacking without the dependence on the length param-
eter as required in previous methods. The number of layers, pivot points and pore size,
were all precisely reproduced as per the design. As expected, the measured length of the
constructs varied from the programmed length due to lag in the polymer jet. From this
analysis, the variance of this lag could be quantified to 9.18%, a high degree of variation
despite the consistent machine control parameters. The ability to accurately produce the
winding angle was determined to be dependent on the accuracy of the length. Hence the
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winding angle could not be flawlessly replicated. However, given an average length reduc-
tion (due to lag) of 1.95mm ± 0.18mm from the programmed value, the winding angle
increased by an average of 2.2 ± 0.9 , a minimal deviation. Overall, this new method of
design, simulation and production proved to be a reproducible method capable of a highly
accurate output, significantly improving on previous methods both within this report and
presented in literature.
Given the ability to produce constructs in a controllable and easily varied fashion, me-
chanical testing was undertaken to identify relationships between the configurable physical
properties of a sca↵old and the subsequent mechanical performance, with a focus on future
use in fibre reinforced hydrogel nerve guides. It was found that the winding angle has a
direct impact on each of the mechanical properties considered: axial compression, tangen-
tial compression and three-point bending. Additionally, it was verified that the number
of layers and fibre density within a construct increased the overall sti↵ness. There is a
requirement to repeat some of the experiments conducted, with new equipment and im-
proved methods, mostly to validate the results found during axial compression testing and
determine conclusively whether the number of pivot points influences compressive sti↵-
ness, the presented results suggest such a relationship exists. Based on the data gathered,
it was evident that a sca↵old with a winding angle of 70  would be the most appropriate
for a fibre reinforced hydrogel nerve guide. This particular configuration was the sti↵est
in tangential compression (11.56g of force) and showed no sign of kinking or collapse
when a three-point bending load was applied. Future work should consider embedding a
70  winding angle sample into a hydrogel and confirming if the mechanical properties are
improved favourably for a nerve guide application.
From what was achieved and presented within this report, there are many potential direc-
tions for future work. Based on the advancement of mandrel control and the ability to now
manipulate it programmatically means that fully tubular structures are no longer the only
option, in that 1/2 and 3/4 tubes, along with stacked fins are now possible. Similarly, the
programmatic control of the high-voltage and pressure output of the printer could allow
for di↵erent fibre thicknesses at various stages of the print. Or, such programmatic con-
trol could potentially lead to improved automation options, using vision to monitor the
stability of the jet and feedback into a control system which can adjust the high-voltage
and pressure accordingly to achieve jet stability. When considering the advancement of
3D printed nerve guides using the MEW technology, some advanced configurations could
be explored. Combinations of winding angles stacked on top of each other could supply
optimised mechanical response. Alternatively, aligned fin structures could be produced for
use internally within a nerve guide, directing axonal growth. Most notably, the combined
use of the python program and the mandrel control method should enable users unfa-
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miliar with the mathematics required for tubular design to produce application specific
constructs in an accurate and reproducible manner. It is recommended that the program
undergoes continued development to include automated G-code generation and improved
user interface design to make this tool available and easy to use for anyone looking to 3D
print tubular constructs using MEW.
Overall this thesis can be considered a foundation in tubular sca↵old design using the
MEW technology. The hardware was updated as necessary, new mathematics verified,
a programmatic tool implemented and the properties of the resulting constructs were
measured and validated against initial design. This foundational work was conducted
with a focus on using melt electrospinning writing to 3D print nerve guide frames and
succeeded in determining a printed configuration for mechanically reinforcing hydrogel
nerve guides.
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Spraybase)Functionality)Report!!
1. Background.--Until&recently,&our&Spraybase&unit&(PLSK0109&20/&PLS&K003920)&has&only&been&used&in&its&manual&mode.&The&High&voltage&(HV)&and&Pressure&(P)&outputs&were&wired&to&our&custom&melt&electrospinning&device.&Our&melt&electrospinning&device&uses&a&separate&drive&system&by&AEROTECH&to&control&the&x,y&and&z&axis’.&&&The&‘remote’&feature&of&the&Spraybase&control&box&has&not&been&implemented&or&used&until&now.&&Due&to&the&need&for&this&feature,&which&was&specifically&requested&of&the&product&at&the&time&of&purchase,&there&has&been&some&difficulty&in&operating&it&in&a&way&that&is&functional&and&safe.&&&This&report&details&all&of&the&testing&done&to&determine&which&elements&of&the&unit&are&functional&and&non9functional.&&
2. Manual-mode-The&HV&and&P&outputs&were&measured&in&manual&mode&to&determine&their&accuracy&and&provide&a&baseline&for&comparison&of&the&remote&mode&outputs.&&&
High-voltage-Using&a&High&voltage&probe&(1000:1),&the&high&voltage&output&was&measured&at&the&needle&tip&for&a&number&of&voltages&within&a&range&we&typically&use.&These&readings&determined&that&the&output&corresponded&with&the&input&that&was&set&using&the&manual&dial.&A&slight&voltage&drop&across&all&readings&was&recorded;&such&a&drop&is&expected&using&the&high&voltage&probe.&&&
Table&1&–&High&voltage&signal&and&the&corresponding&output&
High%Voltage%,%Control%Mode%
Input%
(kV)%
Measured%Voltage%
1000:1%(V)%
Error%of%
Probe%6& 5.96& 90.03&5.75& 5.72& 90.03&5.5& 5.48& 90.02&5.25& 5.23& 90.02&5& 4.99& 90.01&4.75& 4.74& 90.01&4.5& 4.49& 90.01&4.25& 4.25& 0&4& 3.99& 90.01&
-
Pressure-The&pressure&output&was&read&using&a&FESTO&161127&gauge.&This&gauge&was&attached&to&the&air&line&that&would&normally&feed&directly&to&the&syringe.&&The&pressure&value&that&was&set&on&the&control&dial&corresponded&directly&to&the&
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pressure&seen&on&the&gauge.&A&number&of&pressures&within&our&‘typical&use’&range&were&tested.&&&
Table&2&–&Pressure&signal&and&the&corresponding&output&
Pressure%–%Control%Mode&
Input%
(bar)%
Measured%
Pressure%(bar)%1& 0.963&2& 1.99&3& 2.966&4& 3.954&
-
3. Remote-mode-<-Keithley-control-box-Although&not&our&preferred&method&for&remote&operation,&the&Keithle&control&box&was&implemented&and&wired&up&according&to&the&documentation&provided.&(Spraybase&Instruction&Manual&Addenda&UH&Wurzburg.pdf)&&The&output&signals&of&this&unit&proved&to&be&unreliable.&Initially&a&multimeter&was&used&to&measure&the&output&signals&from&the&Keithley&unit.&The&ground&cable&was&attached&to&pin&18&and&the&voltage&cable&to&pin&21.&By&connecting&to&the&Keithley&control&box&through&the&QuickDataAcq&software,&a&signal&was&sent&as&an&output&to&ANALG&OUT&1+,&the&corresponding&channel&to&‘Pressure&Out’&or&pin&21.&&While&this&test&was&done,&the&‘remote’&switch&was&flicked&on&but&the&‘pressure&on’&switch&remained&in&the&off&position.&This&was&done&to&ensure&that&any&erroneous&signal&generated&outside&of&the&095V&range&would&not&cause&the&system&to&respond,&which&may&have&damaged&components.&&&The&attached&video&demonstrates&the&behavior&seen.&Initially&the&voltages&on&the&multimeter&corresponded&to&those&sent&using&the&software,&however&after&sending&a&number&of&different&signals&or&just&pressing&send&a&second&time,&the&output&voltage&behaves&erratically&and&not&within&the&095V&range&required&for&safe&operations.&&&&This&could&not&be&tested&with&the&high&voltage,&as&sending&a&signal&outside&the&095V&range&would&be&highly&damaging&to&the&system;&as&such&it&was&not&attempted.&One&attempt&was&made&to&control&the&pressure&using&this&remote&method.&This&test&was&done&with&the&pressure&switch&turned&on&and&the&FESTO&gauge&attached.&This&test&was&executed&to&determine&whether&in&previous&testing,&having&the&pressure&switch&turned&off&did&not&affect&operation.&&A&similar&response&was&seen&and&the&pressure&rose&to&6bar&when&only&1V&was&sent&using&the&software.&Such&a&signal&should&only&correspond&with&1&bar&output.&No&further&testing&was&conducted&in&this&manner&to&limit&damage&to&the&machine.&&&&&
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4. Remote-mode-–-Directly-wired--This&is&our&preferred&mode&for&remote&operation.&Wiring&the&Spraybase&control&unit&directly&to&out&AEROTECH&drives&via&Analogue&pins&enables&us&to&program&the&HV&and&P&within&the&same&script&that&we&are&using&to&run&the&rest&of&the&system.&&&The&system&is&wired&as&shown&in&Figure&1.&&
&
Figure&1:&Simplified&Schematic>&showing&connections&to&the&Spraybase&
electrospinning&device&
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&Based&on&the&given&documentation,&the&circuitry&within&the&Spraybase&control&box&steps&the&voltage&up&and&down&according&to&the&relationships&defined&in&Table&3.&These&scaling&factors&where&taken&directly&from&the&supplied&documentation&“Spraybase&Instruction&Manual&Addenda&UH&Wurzburg.pdf”&&
Table&3&–&Scaling&factors&for&Spraybase&signal&control&
% % Voltage%Signal%
(out%/%in)%
Corresponding%
Signal%%
Voltage%
Signals%%
Output&Signal&(HV&ADJ&095V)& 0V&out& 0V&5V&out& 17.25kV&Input&Signal&(HV&MON&1000:1)& 0V&in& 0V&8.2V&in& 17.25kV&
Pressure%
Signals%
Output&Signal&(P&ADJ&095V)& 0V&out& 0bar&5V&out& 5bar&Input&Signal&(P&MON&095V)& 0V&in& 0bar&5V&in& 5bar&&These&relationships&were&used&to&determine&the&voltage&to&be&sent&from&the&AEROTECH&drivers&to&the&Spraybase&control&box.&The&following&sections&detail&the&testing&done&on&the&high&voltage&and&pressure&outputs&to&determine&if&the&measured&output&correctly&corresponds&to&the&digital&signal&sent.&
High-Voltage-The&following&equation&was&used&to&determine&the&required&digital&signal&for&specific&outputs,&for&example&those&listed&in&Table&4.&This&equation&assumes&linear&relationship&based&on&the&conditions&detailed&in&Table&3.&& !"#"$%&!!"#$% = !"#$%&"'! "#$"#!×!( 517.2)&&
Table&4&>&Comparing&the&required&voltage&output&to&the&measured&voltage&output&
Required%
Output%
(kV)%
Corresponding%
Digital%Input%
(V)%
Measured%digital%
input%(HV%ADJ%cable)%
Measured%output%at%
needle%tip%1000:1%(V)%
6% 1.744& 1.754& 7.51&
5.75% 1.672& 1.681& 7.21&
5.5% 1.599& 1.608& 6.90&
5.25% 1.526& 1.536& 6.58&
5% 1.453& 1.463& 6.27&
4.75% 1.381& 1.391& 5.96&
4.5% 1.308& 1.318& 5.65&
4.25% 1.235& 1.244& 5.34&
4% 1.163& 1.173& 5.03&&Assuming&that&the&linear&trend&is&correct&and&obeys&the&conditions&set&in&Table&3,&the&Spraybase&control&unit&received&the&correct&digital&input&voltage.&Yet,&as&the&measured&outputs&shows&there&is&at&least&a&1kV&discrepancy&between&the&
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expected&and&actual&measurements.&&This&suggests&that&there&is&something&happening&within&the&Spraybase&unit&causing&it&to&not&scale&the&voltage&correctly.&&&
Pressure-Pressure&control&is&more&straightforward&as&there&is&a&direct&correlation,&namely&1V&in&should&produce&a&1bar&output.&&&The&second&video&attached&demonstrates&the&function&of&the&pressure&system&when&controlled&manually&compared&which&being&controlled&remotely.&There&is&a&much&closer&correlation&between&the&voltage&sent&to&the&Spraybase&and&the&corresponding&pressure&output,&however&there&is&a&slight&drop&when&compared&with&the&manual&precision.&&&The&end&of&the&video&shows&the&pressure&change&as&the&unit&switched&from&‘remote’&to&‘manual’&and&back&to&‘remote’&mode&again.&The&slight&error&observed&in&this&video&increases&as&the&pressure&increases&to&2,3&and&4&bar.&&&&
5. Conclusion-From&this&testing&and&data,&the&following&conclusions&can&be&drawn.&&&
• The&Keithley&unit&does&not&safely&or&reliable&control&the&output&signal.&&
• The&Spraybase&unit&is&not&correctly&scaling&the&input&digital&voltage&to&correspond&to&the&correct&output&voltage.&&
• This&discrepancy&has&a&more&profound&effect&on&the&HV&signal&given&the&more&significant&level&of&scaling&that&is&required.&&&&As&previously&discussed&such&scaling&issues&may&be&from&grounding&problems.&Currently&the&signals&are&grounded&to&the&GND&pin&within&each&of&the&AEROTECH&drives.&Alteration&may&be&required&to&ground&to&a&mains&source&directly.&&&Additionally,&it&has&been&suggested&that&a&more&accurate&control&unit&is&required&as&our&current&Spraybase&system&is&running&an&older&version.&This&may&have&the&potential&of&improving&signal&control.&&&
-
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A.2 Calibration Tables
Pin (V) Pout (V) Pmeasured (bar)
0.5 0.448 0.472
1 0.947 0.985
1.5 1.418 1.47
2 1.913 1.98
2.5 2.397 2.49
3 2.87 2.97
3.5 3.37 3.50
4 3.84 3.97
4.5 4.32 4.49
5 4.83 4.99
Table A.1: The documented calibration
variables supplied by Spraybase for the
remote operation of the pressure output
Vin (V) Vout (V) HVmeasured (kV)
0.5 2.16 2.14
1 4.32 4.24
1.5 6.44 6.37
2 8.62 8.51
2.5 10.77 10.63
3 12.95 12.78
3.5 15.09 14.90
4 17.25 17.03
4.5 19.42 19.16
4.64 20.00 19.74
5 21.58 21.3
Table A.2: The documented calibration
variables supplied by Spraybase for the
remote operation of the high voltage
output
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A.3 Image Processing
It is known that a number of factors influence the stability of an ejected melt jet. However,
the interaction of these parameters is complex and not completely understood. Currently
users observe the jet and manually adjust parameters until the jet is deemed stable enough
to print. This judgment is often experience dependent and made at arbitrary points dur-
ing the print process. The instabilities can have a very noticeable e↵ect on the accuracy
and reproducibility of a print. Often a sample is discarded or a print stopped so that
manual adjustment can be made to achieve a more stable environment capable of achiev-
ing accurate structures. This process is labor intensive and reduces confidence that the
programmed structure will always be accurately reproduced.
Given the complex interactions that result in such instabilities, there is no guarantee that
the controllable parameters such as, voltage, pressure and e↵ective speed can be manu-
ally set to discrete variables and always ensure stability for each print. A sensing solution
capable of measuring the level of jet instability could be developed to ensure that insta-
bilities remain within a tolerance range. The inclusion of such a system would remove
subjective user assessment and increase confidence in the accuracy of a print.
Therefore, the aim of this work is to determine if the polymer jet can be imaged and
tracked using image processing techniques. This would be achieved by taking an image of
the jet during printing and measuring the angle between the polymer jet and the collector
plate. By comparing the measured angles between consecutive image frames in a video,
any variation in the jet angle over time can be quantified. Excessive variation (with a
range yet to be determined) would indicate instability of the jet and qualitatively deem
the environment unsuitable for accurate printing.
The following work was conducted as a proof of principle test to determine if such a goal
is achievable and what level of work would be required.
A.4 Methods and materials
A 2-megapixel, focusable USB camera was mounted to machine yellow. This camera was
positioned and focused to watch the jet. A black piece of card was installed on the oppo-
site side of the printer so that a consistent dark background would appear behind the jet
whilst being imaged by the USB camera.
A LED was used to illuminate the fiber for better contrast. This LED was held by hand
and moved to various positions to crudely experiment with di↵erent lighting angles. For
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most images the LED was held at approximately 45 degree to the fiber; a position 135
degree from the camera. It was found that having the LED slightly beneath the print head
and angled upwards also produced favorable results. This position enabled illumination
of the fiber while encouraging a shadow to be cast onto the metal collector plate by the
print head.
While the LED was held in position by hand, still images were captured in a series from
the USB camera. These images where saved as JPEG files and used directly in Python
testing scripts. Two data sets where acquired using this method and tested within two
di↵erent python scripts, test1.py and test2.py.
A.4.1 Test1.py
The Test1.py script was produced for the processing of a single initial test image. A
JPEG file was imported as a binary image and rotated to compensate for incorrect camera
placement. A region of interest (ROI) was defined around the needle tip and within this
region, a binary threshold was applied. This threshold was chosen to remove all pixel
data below a defined intensity. This process was used to clean the image and leave only
high intensity pixels such as those representing the light-reflecting polymer. The resultant
ROI is processed through a canny edge detection algorithm to find the edges of the jet.
Within the ROI, each pixel is then checked by starting from the bottom right corner of
the ROI and moving pixel-by-pixel right to left, bottom to top. When the first white
pixel is located, it is marked with a blue dot to indicate where the tip of the jet is located.
Ideally, this is the point where the jet first comes into contact with the plate.
A.4.2 Test2.py
The Test2.py script followed the same logic as Test1.py, however the code was executed
on a series of images captured sequentially under the same set of lighting conditions (as
consistently as can be achieved when hand held). In addition to locating the point at
which the jet met the collector plate, the angle between these surfaces was also measured.
A fixed point was marked for the needle point (x1,y1) and the collector plate directly
under the needle tip (x2,y2). These values where used in conjunction with the located
coordinate (x3,y3) to calculate the angle between the polymer jet and the collector plate.
It was assumed that a right angle triangle calculation would model the angle adequately.
The angle was calculated for ten images in a series and each angle was added to an array
for future comparison.
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A.5 Results and discussion
A.5.1 Image acquisition
As a proof of principle test, quick and dirty methods where used for the light and camera
placement. A number of observations where made in regard to this placement that must
be considered for future development.
When the LED light was held at approximately 45-degrees, the fiber was best illuminated
while the jet was moving away from the light. When moving toward the light, the jet was
still visible but with poorer results as depicted in Figure A.1e. It is likely that two lights
will be required for even lighting from both sides of the needle tip.
As depicted in Figure A.1e, the fiber appears as if it is being ejected from the side of the
needle tip as opposed to the center. This is a result of the incident light being reflected
from the furthest edge of the jet only. The Taylor Cone is still present, with the jet being
ejected from the center of the needle, however light is only being reflected from the side
of the jet opposite to that of the incident light. The inclusion of a second light source
should mitigate this. This behavior seems to only be a problem in the thick Taylor Cone
region of the jet.
Fibers that have been placed onto the collector make it more di cult to accurately find
the jet and locate the point that it touches the plate. The placed fibres reflect the light at
the same intensity as the jet. If the print head is moving towards the camera, these placed
fibers are a bright background behind the jet, making it impossible to the distinguish the
tip of the jet in front of these fibres. If the print head is moving away from the camera, the
tip of the jet is now hidden behind the placed fibres. To overcome this, the camera can be
placed so that it is not level or inline with the same plane as the collector plate. A slightly
elevated position, with the camera looking down, enables for the viewing of the jet tip
even when it is behind those fibres that have already been placed. This positioning also
means that it is more likely to have the metal plate as a background as opposed to fibre
placed behind it. This also depends upon how closely the fibres are placed. However, by
tilting the camera in this way, the ability to measure the angles in real world dimensions
becomes more di cult as the camera is not looking at the jet straight on. To compensate,
a transform would be required to account for the angle of the camera to calculate the
actual angle.
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A.5.2 Test1.py
Figure A.1 shows the original image (A.1a) input to the script and the output images
from each algorithm applied. The red box in Figure A.1d indicates the ROI considered
in the binary threshold (Figure A.1b) and edge detection (Figure A.1c) steps.
This script is a simple series of steps but there are a number of complications that would
need to be solved in future iterations of the code. One such consideration is defining the
region of interest. The red ROI box was defined manually. It was deliberately placed to
exclude the already placed polymer on the collector. This placed polymer has a similar
pixel intensity value to the polymer in the jet, meaning it is not removed in the binary
threshold step and would cause erroneous jet detection. Manual placement of the ROI is
viable if the camera never moves, which is unlikely since it should always be focused on
the needle tip. However, future code should include the ability to detect already placed
fibers and adjust the ROI to avoid it.
Additionally, this method is only viable if the lighting is set up in a very particular way.
If the light shines so that it reflects brightly o↵ the metal collector plate, these pixels will
have a high intensity rendering it indistinguishable from the polymer jet. Such an outcome
would make it impossible to find where the jet and the collector meet. Therefore, it is
important that the lighting environment is designed to minimize reflection o↵ all surfaces
while maximizing reflections from the polymer jet.
A.5.3 Test2.py
Figure A.2 displays the output image for each of the ten samples processed. The red box
defines the region of interested considered when looking for the jet. The light blue dot
indicates where the jet tip was found (x3,y3). The dark blue line runs from the center of
the needle tip (coordinate x1,y1) to the collector plate (coordinate x2,y2).
There were ten images in total; in seven of these images the jet was located. For the three
images where the jet was not found (Figures A.2f, A.2h and A.2j) the jet was moving to-
wards the light and was not adequately illuminated. The addition of a second light source
and better-distributed lighting throughout the path of the jet should minimize such oc-
currences. The seven successful instances show that locating the exact point where the jet
meets the collector is not always achieved. This is the point where the jet is the thinnest
and is likely to receive the least amount of incident light. Additionally, the tilt applied
to the camera makes it di cult to pinpoint exactly where the metal surface and fiber meet.
Pythagoras theorem was used to calculate the lag angle in each of the images in Figure
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(a) Original Image (b) Binary Threshold (c) Canny Edge Detection
(d) Output Image (e) Fibre Illumination
Figure A.1: The image processing stack used for Test1.py. The original image (a) un-
derwent a binary threshold (b), and canny Edge Detection (c) which was used to get the
output image in (d). Figure (e) shows the lighting condition illuminating the fibre.
A.2. However, this process is not completely accurate. To enable an image that looks
down upon the collector plate, the camera is positioned in an elevated, tilted position.
Angles calculated using Pythagoras theorem assume the camera is perfectly level and
perpendicular to the plane being measured. This means that the angle currently being
calculated will not correspond to what would be physically measured if such a measure-
ment were possible. To achieve the correct angle, a coordinate transform taking into to
account the cameras positioning would be required. However, as a method to compare
the jet lag from one frame of a video to the next, this method should produce results
capable of exposing variation.
There is also assumption that the tip of the jet is at the end of a straight fiber perfectly
positioned as a diagonal hypotenuse. It is expected that the shape of the jet varies de-
pending on the e↵ective speed of the collector. However, an investigation will be required
to determine how the shape of the jet changes under varying conditions. If the jet forms a
drooping path like that depicted in Figure ABC, the angle acquired through the current
methods will be inaccurate.
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(a) (b) (c)
(d) (e) (f)
(g) (h) (i)
(j)
Figure A.2: The output images for each of the ten samples processed through the test2.py
script. The red box defines the region of interested considered when looking for the jet.
The light blue dot indicates where the jet tip was found (x3,y3). The dark blue line runs
from the center of the needle tip (coordinate x1,y1) to the collector plate (coordinate
x2,y2).
A.5.4 Limitations
A number of limitations where identified during preliminary tests, the most prominent of
which is the resolution of the camera. With a limited number of megapixels focused on
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a large area, there is poor resolution around the jet. As the fiber diameter of the jet is
decreased the camera resolution will become more important.
To achieve real world measurements, such as knowing the diameter of the fiber, camera
calibration and extremely precise mounting will be required. Even with this achieved,
there is no guarantee that the translucent fibre can be adequately illuminated such that
the fibre edge can be accurately seen and e↵ectively distinguish from the background.
The more processing techniques that are required to find the fibre, the more likely the
processes will interfere with size and location.
The e↵ectiveness of imaging the tubular mandrel, as opposed to the flat collector plate,
cannot yet be determined. In the current configuration, when tracking of the jet is
attempted on the mandrel, the reflective metal surface of the collector plate interferes
which makes identifying the location of the jet di cult. A method to image the jet
without the plate interfering would need to be determined.
A.6 Conclusion and recommendations
Before further testing is conducted, a camera system with a higher resolution is required.
Ideally this system will be capable of focusing and zooming in on the print area only.
Once a camera is sourced, testing will be required to determine the optimal lighting po-
sition for a fixed camera position. Such a test should determine a lighting configuration
that produces consistent lighting at all points within the fibers movement path. This
should be achieved while minimizing reflected light of all other surfaces. The placement
of the camera in this testing should consider the potential for interference from fibers
already placed on the collector or mandrel.
Once a stable imaging environment is achieved, testing needs to be conducted to under-
stand the shape of the polymer jet under varying conditions. This test should consider
methods such as contact angle or contact distance, to measure jet instability given varia-
tion in the jet shape.
Once an appropriate measurement method is found, a test needs to be conducted to
determine an acceptable level of jet instability. Such a test would find the level of frame-
to-frame variation that begins to a↵ect the accuracy of a printed structure. From this
test, an acceptable tolerance level could be defined. This definition would delineate a
conditional state, deeming the polymer jet stable or unstable.
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On top of these tests, a number of features must be added to the Python script to get it
to a production ready state. These features are listed below:
• Taking images directly from a video feed.
• Comparing the angle (or an appropriate comparative measure) in the current frame
to a defined number of previous frames.
• Produce a stable/unstable indicator.
Once these features are implemented, further testing will be required to determine if it is
reasonable to only measure for instability during initialization runs. This testing would
determine if such initialization periods are reflective of the upcoming print or if instability
continues to fluctuate through out a print. If it is deemed that such an initialization run is
not representative, methods to monitor jet stability throughout an entire print will need
to be considered.
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In[1]:= "d is the tolerance, in length units.";
L := 56.56H*in mm*L
v := 323.2 H*in mmêmin*L
vr := 3H*rotational velocity in rpm*L
w := vr H2 PiLH*transferred to radêmin*L
R := 3 H*in mm*L
d := 0.025 H*in mm*L
In[8]:= H*estimate L for a given i*LH*define values for estimation*L
ne := 1H*arbitraty integer*L
ie := 20 H*amount of movements till structure repeats*L
Le@v_, w_, ie_, ne_D = ne * Pi * v ê w + Pi ê ie * v ê w;
N@Le@v, w, ie, neDD
Out[11]= 56.56
In[12]:= H*calculate winding angle based on given data*L
angle@R_, v_, vr_D := ArcTan@Pi R vr ê vDH*give R,v, vr,
and angle@R,v,vrD will tell you the angle in radiants*L
N@180 * angle@R, v, vrD ê PiDH*numerical value of angle in °;
NOTE: 2a is the real angle between two fibers - see notes penultimake*L
Out[13]= 4.99965
In[14]:= H*calculate rotational velocity vr -
here named as based on given angle, R and v*L
a := 5 H*angle in °;
NOTE: 2a is the real angle between two fibers - see notes penultimake*L
vtrans@R_, vr_, a_D := Pi R vr ê Tan@a * Pi ê H180LDH*give the angle Hin gradesL that you want to obtain and par@aD
will tell the value of the ratio wRêv that generates the angle*L
N@vtrans@R, vr, aDDH*numerical value of angle in mmêmin*L
Out[16]= 323.177
In[17]:= H*calculate V_eff*L
Veff@v_, R_, w_D = Sqrt@v^2 + w^2 R^2D;
N@Veff@v, R, wDDH*numerical value for veff in mmêmin*L
Out[18]= 328.11
In[19]:= "Picture. The simulations stop when the pattern would
start to repeat itself. i, whose value is shown under the
picture, is the number of times that are required to the
system to go back and forth before starting to repeat itself";
i = 1; While@d ê R < Mod@2 L * w * i ê v, 2 PiD < 2 Pi - d ê R, Print@iD; i++D;
xt@L_, v_, t_, tmax_D :=
Sum@HHv * t - 2 * n * LL UnitStep@t - 2 * n * L ê vD UnitStep@H2 * n + 1L * L ê v - tDL +H-v * t + 2 * n * LL UnitStep@t - H2 * n - 1L * L ê vD
UnitStep@H2 * nL * L ê v - tD, 8n, 0, tmax * v ê L<D
obj@R_, L_, v_, w_, t_, tmax_D := 8xt@L, v, t, tmaxD, R * Cos@w * tD, R * Sin@w * tD<
Manipulate@ParametricPlot3D@obj@R, L, v, w, t, H2 iL * L ê HvLD, 8t, 0, tmax<D,8tmax, 0.01, H2 iL * L ê HvL<D
i
Appendix B: Mathematica Scripts
B.1 Original Code
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Out[23]=
tmax
0
20
40
-20
2
-2
0
2
Out[24]= 20
In[25]:= "Here there is a control plot: the blue points represent the agular distance
between H0,0,0L and the subsequent positions taken by the tip when it
crosses the x=0 plane. If a blue point is above the brown points or below
the purple points, which represent the tolerance, then from that time on
the pattern will start to repeat. Moreover from the graph it is possible
to see if there is any dangerous step before getting below the tolerance";
2     parameter_script_ORIGINAL.nb
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In[26]:= DiscretePlot@8Mod@x * 2 L * w ê v, 2 PiD, d ê R, 2 Pi - d ê R<, 8x, 0, i + 5<D
Out[26]=
5 10 15 20 25
1
2
3
4
5
6
parameter_script_ORIGINAL.nb    3
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In[28]:= L := 18H*Length of tube in mm*L
vTrans := 323.177H*Translational velocity Hy-axisL in mmêmin*L
vR := 3H*Rotational velocity of mandrel in rpm*L
w := vR H2 PiLH*Angular velocity radêmin*L
r := 1.5H*Radius of mandrel in mm*LH*WAS THE DIAMETER NOT THE RADIUS*L
vTang := r * w H*Tangential velocity mmêmin*L
d := 0.025 H*Fibre spacing tolerence in mm*L
In[35]:= H*calculate winding angle based on given data*L
angle@vTang_, vTrans_D := ArcTan@vTang ê vTransDH*Gives the angle in radians*L
N@angle@vTang, vTransD ê DegreeDH*numerical value of angle in °;
NOTE: 2a is the real angle between two fibers - see notes penultimake*L
Out[36]= 5.
In[37]:= H*calculate translational velocityHvTransL
from a given angleHaL and tangential velocityHvTangL*L
a := 5H*angle in °;NOTE:
2a is the real angle between two fibers - see notes penultimake*L
vtrans@vTang_, a_D := vTang ê HTan@a * Pi ê 180DLH*give the angle in radians*L
N@vtrans@vTang, aDDH*numerical value of translational velocity in mmêmin*L
Out[39]= 323.177
In[40]:= H*calculate resultant effective speed V_eff*L
Veff@vTrans_, vTang_D = Sqrt@vTrans^2 + vTang^2D;
N@Veff@vTrans, vTangDDH*numerical value for veff in mmêmin*L
Out[41]= 324.411
In[42]:= H*estimate lengthHLL for a given number of iteration until repeatHiL*LH*define values for estimation*L
ne := 0H*arbitraty integer*L
ie := 3H*amount of movements till structure repeats*L
Le@vTrans_, w_, ie_, ne_D = ne * Pi * vTrans ê w + Pi ê ie * vTrans ê w;
N@Le@vTrans, w, ie, neDD
Out[45]= 17.9543
In[46]:= "Picture. The simulations stop when the pattern would
start to repeat itself. i, whose value is shown under the
picture, is the number of times that are required to the
system to go back and forth before starting to repeat itself";
i = 1;
While@d ê 2 r < Mod@2 L * w * i ê vTrans, 2 PiD < 2 Pi - d ê 2 r, Print@iD; i++D;
xt@L_, vTrans_, t_, tmax_D :=
Sum@HHvTrans * t - 2 * n * LL UnitStep@t - 2 * n * L ê vTransD
UnitStep@H2 * n + 1L * L ê vTrans - tDL +H-vTrans * t + 2 * n * LL UnitStep@t - H2 * n - 1L * L ê vTransD
UnitStep@H2 * nL * L ê vTrans - tD, 8n, 0, tmax * vTrans ê L<D
obj@r_, L_, vTrans_, w_, t_, tmax_D := 8xt@L, vTrans, t, tmaxD,
2 r * Cos@w * tD, 2 r * Sin@w * tD<
Manipulate@ParametricPlot3D@obj@r, L, vTrans, w, t, H2 iL * L ê HvTransLD,8t, 0, tmax<D, 8tmax, 0.01, H2 iL * L ê HvTransL<D
i
B.2 Updated Mathematica Script
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12
Out[51]=
tmax
0 5 10 15
-2
0
2
-2
0
2
Out[52]= 3
In[53]:= "Here there is a control plot: the blue points represent the agular distance
between H0,0,0L and the subsequent positions taken by the tip when it
crosses the x=0 plane. If a blue point is above the brown points or below
the purple points, which represent the tolerance, then from that time on
the pattern will start to repeat. Moreover from the graph it is possible
to see if there is any dangerous step before getting below the tolerance";
In[54]:= DiscretePlot@8Mod@x * 2 L * w ê vTrans, 2 PiD, d ê 2 r, 2 Pi - d ê 2 r<, 8x, 0, i + 5<D
Out[54]=
2 4 6 8
1
2
3
4
5
6
2     parameter script re_write.nb
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B.3 Length Output
B.3.1 5-Degrees
Iterations Integer 0 Integer 1 Integer 2 Integer 3
1 53.8667 107.7333 161.6000 215.4667
2 26.9333 80.8000 134.6667 188.5333
3 17.9556 71.8222 125.6889 179.5556
4 13.4667 67.3333 121.2000 175.0667
5 10.7733 64.6400 118.5067 172.3733
6 8.9778 62.8444 116.7111 170.5778
7 7.6952 61.5619 115.4286 169.2952
8 6.7333 60.6000 114.4667 168.3333
9 5.9852 59.8519 113.7185 167.5852
10 5.3867 59.2533 113.1200 166.9867
11 4.8970 58.7636 112.6303 166.4970
12 4.4889 58.3556 112.2222 166.0889
13 4.1436 58.0103 111.8769 165.7436
14 3.8476 57.7143 111.5810 165.4476
15 3.5911 57.4578 111.3244 165.1911
16 3.3667 57.2333 111.1000 164.9667
17 3.1686 57.0353 110.9020 164.7686
18 2.9926 56.8593 110.7259 164.5926
19 2.8351 56.7018 110.5684 164.4351
20 2.6933 56.5600 110.4267 164.2933
Table B.1: Calculated lengths for a 5  winding angle tube. Values highlighted in green
are those within the necessary range of 8mm - 18mm.
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B.3.2 10-Degrees
Iterations Integer 0 Integer 1 Integer 2 Integer 3
1 26.7253 53.4505 80.1758 106.9010
2 13.3626 40.0879 66.8131 93.5384
3 8.9084 35.6337 62.3589 89.0842
4 6.6813 33.4066 60.1318 86.8571
5 5.3451 32.0703 58.7956 85.5208
6 4.4542 31.1795 57.9047 84.6300
7 3.8179 30.5431 57.2684 83.9936
8 3.3407 30.0659 56.7912 83.5164
9 2.9695 29.6947 56.4200 83.1452
10 2.6725 29.3978 56.1230 82.8483
11 2.4296 29.1548 55.8801 82.6053
12 2.2271 28.9524 55.6776 82.4029
13 2.0558 28.7810 55.5063 82.2315
14 1.9089 28.6342 55.3594 82.0847
15 1.7817 28.5069 55.2322 81.9574
16 1.6703 28.3956 55.1208 81.8461
17 1.5721 28.2973 55.0226 81.7478
18 1.4847 28.2100 54.9352 81.6605
19 1.4066 28.1318 54.8571 81.5823
20 1.3363 28.0615 54.7868 81.5120
Table B.2: Calculated lengths for a 10  winding angle tube. Values highlighted in green
are those within the necessary range of 8mm - 18mm.
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B.3.3 20-Degrees
Iterations Integer 0 Integer 1 Integer 2 Integer 3
1 12.9471 25.8943 38.8414 51.7885
2 6.4736 19.4207 32.3678 45.3149
3 4.3157 17.2628 30.2100 43.1571
4 3.2368 16.1839 29.1310 42.0782
5 2.5894 15.5366 28.4837 41.4308
6 2.1579 15.1050 28.0521 40.9992
7 1.8496 14.7967 27.7438 40.6910
8 1.6184 14.5655 27.5126 40.4598
9 1.4386 14.3857 27.3328 40.2799
10 1.2947 14.2418 27.1890 40.1361
11 1.1770 14.1241 27.0713 40.0184
12 1.0789 14.0261 26.9732 39.9203
13 0.9959 13.9431 26.8902 39.8373
14 0.9248 13.8719 26.8190 39.7662
15 0.8631 13.8103 26.7574 39.7045
16 0.8092 13.7563 26.7034 39.6506
17 0.7616 13.7087 26.6558 39.6030
18 0.7193 13.6664 26.6135 39.5607
19 0.6814 13.6286 26.5757 39.5228
20 0.6474 13.5945 26.5416 39.4887
Table B.3: Calculated lengths for a 20  winding angle tube. Values highlighted in green
are those within the necessary range of 8mm - 18mm.
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B.3.4 30-Degrees
Iterations Integer 0 Integer 1 Integer 2 Integer 3
1 8.1621 16.3242 24.4863 32.6484
2 4.0811 12.2432 20.4053 28.5674
3 2.7207 10.8828 19.0449 27.2070
4 2.0405 10.2026 18.3647 26.5268
5 1.6324 9.7945 17.9566 26.1187
6 1.3604 9.5225 17.6846 25.8467
7 1.1660 9.3281 17.4902 25.6523
8 1.0203 9.1824 17.3445 25.5066
9 0.9069 9.0690 17.2311 25.3932
10 0.8162 8.9783 17.1404 25.3025
11 0.7420 8.9041 17.0662 25.2283
12 0.6802 8.8423 17.0044 25.1665
13 0.6279 8.7900 16.9521 25.1142
14 0.5830 8.7451 16.9072 25.0693
15 0.5441 8.7062 16.8683 25.0304
16 0.5101 8.6722 16.8343 24.9964
17 0.4801 8.6422 16.8043 24.9664
18 0.4535 8.6156 16.7777 24.9398
19 0.4296 8.5917 16.7538 24.9159
20 0.4081 8.5702 16.7323 24.8944
Table B.4: Calculated lengths for a 30  winding angle tube. Values highlighted in green
are those within the necessary range of 8mm - 18mm.
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Appendix C: Python code
#!/usr/bin/python
import matplotlib
matplotlib.rcParams[’backend’] = ’TkAgg’
import matplotlib.pyplot as plt
from mpl_toolkits.mplot3d import Axes3D
from ttk import Frame, Style, Button, Label, Entry, Notebook
from Tkinter import *
from tkintertable import TableCanvas, TableModel
import math
import numpy as np
import sys
class LabelledTextBox(Frame):
def __init__(self, parent):
Frame.__init__(self, parent)
self.parent = parent
self.initUI()
def initUI(self):
self.labelText=StringVar()
self.labelText.set("")
self.label=Label(self, textvariable=self.labelText)
self.label.grid(row=0, column=0)
self.value=StringVar(None)
self.valueEntry=Entry(self,textvariable=self.value)
self.valueEntry.grid(row=0, column=1, sticky=N+S+E+W)
Grid.columnconfigure(self, 1, weight=1)
class UserParameterFrame(Frame):
def __init__(self, parent):
Frame.__init__(self, parent)
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self.parent = parent
self.diameter = 1.5
self.windingAngle = 70
self.c = None
self.numLayers = 10
self.minPivotPoint = 2
self.maxPivotPoint = 10
self.minLength = None
self.maxLength = None
self.maxLengthCycles = 10
self.maxTransSpeed = 12000
self.maxTangSpeed = 4000
self.ctsMin = 600
self.ctsMax = 800
self.initUI()
self.updateCalculatedValues()
def initUI(self):
self.notebook = Notebook(self)
self.basicSettingsFrame = Frame(self.notebook)
self.advancedSettingsFrame = Frame(self.notebook)
self.notebook.grid(row=0, column=0, sticky=N+S+E+W)
self.notebook.add(self.basicSettingsFrame, text=’Basic’)
self.notebook.add(self.advancedSettingsFrame, text=’Advanced’)
self.headingText=StringVar()
self.headingText.set("Input Variables")
self.headingLabel=Label(self.basicSettingsFrame,
textvariable=self.headingText)
self.headingLabel.grid(row=0, columnspan=2, sticky=N+S+W)
self.diameterControl = LabelledTextBox(self.basicSettingsFrame)
self.diameterControl.labelText.set("Mandrill Diameter (mm)")
self.diameterControl.value.set(str(self.diameter))
self.diameterControl.grid(row=1, column=0, sticky=N+S+E+W)
self.diameterControl.value.trace("w", lambda name, index, mode,
sv=self.diameterControl.value: self.diameterChanged(sv))
self.windingAngleControl =
LabelledTextBox(self.basicSettingsFrame)
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self.windingAngleControl.labelText.set("Winding Angle
(degrees)")
self.windingAngleControl.value.set(str(self.windingAngle))
self.windingAngleControl.grid(row=1, column=1, sticky=N+S+E+W)
self.windingAngleControl.value.trace("w", lambda name, index,
mode, sv=self.windingAngleControl.value:
self.windingAngleChanged(sv))
self.numLayersControl = LabelledTextBox(self.basicSettingsFrame)
self.numLayersControl.labelText.set("Number of Layers")
self.numLayersControl.value.set(str(self.numLayers))
self.numLayersControl.grid(row=2, column=0, sticky=N+S+E+W)
self.numLayersControl.value.trace("w", lambda name, index,
mode, sv=self.numLayersControl.value:
self.numLayersChanged(sv))
self.goButton = Button(self.basicSettingsFrame, text="Math!",
command=self.doMath)
self.goButton.grid(row=10, columnspan=2, sticky=N+S+E)
self.maxTransSpeedControl =
LabelledTextBox(self.advancedSettingsFrame)
self.maxTransSpeedControl.labelText.set("Max Trans Speed
(mm/min)")
self.maxTransSpeedControl.value.set(str(self.maxTransSpeed))
self.maxTransSpeedControl.grid(row=0, column=0, sticky=N+S+E+W)
self.maxTransSpeedControl.value.trace("w", lambda name, index,
mode, sv=self.maxTransSpeedControl.value:
self.maxTransSpeedChanged(sv))
self.maxTangSpeedControl =
LabelledTextBox(self.advancedSettingsFrame)
self.maxTangSpeedControl.labelText.set("Max Tang Speed
(mm/min)")
self.maxTangSpeedControl.value.set(str(self.maxTangSpeed))
self.maxTangSpeedControl.grid(row=0, column=1, sticky=N+S+E+W)
self.maxTangSpeedControl.value.trace("w", lambda name, index,
mode, sv=self.maxTangSpeedControl.value:
self.maxTangSpeedChanged(sv))
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self.minPPCountControl =
LabelledTextBox(self.advancedSettingsFrame)
self.minPPCountControl.labelText.set("Min Pivot Points")
self.minPPCountControl.value.set(str(self.minPivotPoint))
self.minPPCountControl.grid(row=1, column=0, sticky=N+S+E+W)
self.minPPCountControl.value.trace("w", lambda name, index,
mode, sv=self.minPPCountControl.value:
self.minPPCountChanged(sv))
self.maxPPCountControl =
LabelledTextBox(self.advancedSettingsFrame)
self.maxPPCountControl.labelText.set("Max Pivot Points")
self.maxPPCountControl.value.set(str(self.maxPivotPoint))
self.maxPPCountControl.grid(row=1, column=1, sticky=N+S+E+W)
self.maxPPCountControl.value.trace("w", lambda name, index,
mode, sv=self.maxPPCountControl.value:
self.maxPPCountChanged(sv))
self.minLengthControl =
LabelledTextBox(self.advancedSettingsFrame)
self.minLengthControl.labelText.set("Min Length (mm)")
self.minLengthControl.value.set(str(self.minLength))
self.minLengthControl.grid(row=2, column=0, sticky=N+S+E+W)
self.minLengthControl.value.trace("w", lambda name, index,
mode, sv=self.minLengthControl.value:
self.minLengthChanged(sv))
self.maxLengthControl =
LabelledTextBox(self.advancedSettingsFrame)
self.maxLengthControl.labelText.set("Max Length (mm)")
self.maxLengthControl.value.set(str(self.maxLength))
self.maxLengthControl.grid(row=2, column=1, sticky=N+S+E+W)
self.maxLengthControl.value.trace("w", lambda name, index,
mode, sv=self.maxLengthControl.value:
self.maxLengthChanged(sv))
self.maxLengthCyclesControl =
LabelledTextBox(self.advancedSettingsFrame)
self.maxLengthCyclesControl.labelText.set("Max Length Cycles")
self.maxLengthCyclesControl.value.set(str(self.maxLengthCycles))
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self.maxLengthCyclesControl.grid(row=4, column=0,
sticky=N+S+E+W)
self.maxLengthCyclesControl.value.trace("w", lambda name,
index, mode, sv=self.maxLengthCyclesControl.value:
self.maxLengthCyclesChanged(sv))
self.ctsMinControl = LabelledTextBox(self.advancedSettingsFrame)
self.ctsMinControl.labelText.set("CTS Min")
self.ctsMinControl.value.set(str(self.ctsMin))
self.ctsMinControl.grid(row=3, column=0, sticky=N+S+E+W)
self.ctsMinControl.value.trace("w", lambda name, index, mode,
sv=self.ctsMinControl.value: self.ctsMinChanged(sv))
self.ctsMaxControl = LabelledTextBox(self.advancedSettingsFrame)
self.ctsMaxControl.labelText.set("CTS Max")
self.ctsMaxControl.value.set(str(self.ctsMax))
self.ctsMaxControl.grid(row=3, column=01, sticky=N+S+E+W)
self.ctsMaxControl.value.trace("w", lambda name, index, mode,
sv=self.ctsMaxControl.value: self.ctsMaxChanged(sv))
self.goAdvancedButton = Button(self.advancedSettingsFrame,
text="Math!", command=self.doMath)
self.goAdvancedButton.grid(row=5, columnspan=2, sticky=N+S+E)
Grid.columnconfigure(self, 0, weight=1)
Grid.columnconfigure(self.basicSettingsFrame, 0, weight=1)
Grid.columnconfigure(self.basicSettingsFrame, 1, weight=1)
Grid.columnconfigure(self.advancedSettingsFrame, 0, weight=1)
Grid.columnconfigure(self.advancedSettingsFrame, 1, weight=1)
def doMath(self):
self.goCallback()
def updateCalculatedValues(self):
#update C
if ((self.diameter is not None) and (self.windingAngle is not
None)):
self.c =
(float(self.diameter)/2)/(math.tan(math.radians(self.windingAngle)))
#self.cValue.value.set(str(self.c))
if (self.c is not None):
self.pitchLength = 2*math.pi*self.c
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print self.pitchLength
#self.pitchLengthControl.value.set(str(self.pitchLength))
def diameterChanged(self, sv):
try:
floatValue = float(sv.get())
self.diameter = floatValue
self.updateCalculatedValues()
except:
print "Invalid Diameter Value"
def windingAngleChanged(self, sv):
try:
floatValue = float(sv.get())
self.windingAngle = floatValue
self.updateCalculatedValues()
except:
print "Invalid Winding Angle Value"
def minPPCountChanged(self, sv):
try:
if len(sv.get()) == 0:
self.minPivotPoint = None
else:
self.minPivotPoint = int(sv.get())
except:
print "Invalid Min Pivot Point"
def maxPPCountChanged(self, sv):
try:
if len(sv.get()) == 0:
self.maxPivotPoint = None
else:
self.maxPivotPoint = int(sv.get())
except:
print "Invalid Max Pivot Point"
def minLengthChanged(self, sv):
try:
if len(sv.get()) == 0:
self.minLength = None
else:
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self.minLength = int(sv.get())
except:
print "Invalid Min Length"
def maxLengthChanged(self, sv):
try:
if len(sv.get()) == 0:
self.maxLength = None
else:
self.maxLength = int(sv.get())
except:
print "Invalid Max Length"
def numLayersChanged(self, sv):
try:
if len(sv.get()) == 0:
self.numLayers = None
else:
self.numLayers = int(sv.get())
except:
print "Invalid Number of Layers"
def maxTransSpeedChanged(self, sv):
try:
if len(sv.get()) == 0:
self.maxTransSpeed = None
else:
self.maxTransSpeed = int(sv.get())
except:
print "Invalid Max Trans Speed"
def maxTangSpeedChanged(self, sv):
try:
if len(sv.get()) == 0:
self.maxTangSpeed = None
else:
self.maxTangSpeed = int(sv.get())
except:
print "Invalid Max Tang Speed"
def ctsMinChanged(self, sv):
try:
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if len(sv.get()) == 0:
self.ctsMin = None
else:
self.ctsMin = int(sv.get())
except:
print "Invalid CTS Min"
def ctsMaxChanged(self, sv):
try:
if len(sv.get()) == 0:
self.ctsMax = None
else:
self.ctsMax = int(sv.get())
except:
print "Invalid CTS Max"
def nChanged(self, sv):
try:
if len(sv.get()) == 0:
self.n = None
else:
self.n = int(sv.get())
except:
print "Invalid N"
def maxLengthCyclesChanged(self, sv):
try:
if len(sv.get()) == 0:
self.maxLengthCycles = None
else:
self.maxLengthCycles = int(sv.get())
except:
print "Invalid Max Length Cycles"
class OutputFrame(Frame):
def __init__(self, parent):
Frame.__init__(self, parent)
self.parent = parent
self.initUI()
def initUI(self):
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self.confirmButton = Button(self, text="Confirm Selection",
command=self.doOutput)
self.confirmButton.grid(row=0, column=0, sticky=E)
self.showGraph = Button(self, text="Show Graph",
command=self.doGraph)
self.showGraph.grid(row=0, column=1, sticky=W)
self.headingText=StringVar()
self.headingText.set("Selected Output")
self.headingLabel=Label(self, textvariable=self.headingText)
self.headingLabel.grid(row=1, columnspan=2, sticky=N+S+W+E)
self.text = Text(self, height=10)
self.text.insert(INSERT, "Hello.....")
self.text.grid(row=2, columnspan=2, sticky=N+S+W+E)
Grid.columnconfigure(self, 0, weight=1)
Grid.columnconfigure(self, 1, weight=1)
Grid.rowconfigure(self, 2, weight=1)
def doGraph(self):
self.doGraphCallback()
def doOutput(self):
self.doOutputCallback()
class ScaffoldModelApp(Frame):
def __init__(self, parent):
Frame.__init__(self, parent)
self.parent = parent
self.initUI()
def initUI(self):
self.parent.title("Nerve Guide Modelling")
self.userParameter = UserParameterFrame(self)
self.userParameter.grid(row=0,column=0, sticky=N+S+E+W)
self.userParameter.goCallback = self.doVelocityCalculation
self.velocityTableFrame = Frame(self)
self.velocityTableFrame.grid(row=1,column=0, sticky=N+S+E+W)
self.velocityTable = TableCanvas(self.velocityTableFrame,
model=TableModel(), rowheaderwidth=0)
self.velocityTable.createTableFrame()
self.lengthTableFrame = Frame(self)
self.lengthTableFrame.grid(row=2,column=0, sticky=N+S+E+W)
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self.lengthTable = TableCanvas(self.lengthTableFrame,
model=TableModel(), rowheaderwidth=0)
self.lengthTable.createTableFrame()
self.outputFrame = OutputFrame(self)
self.outputFrame.grid(row=3,column=0, sticky=N+S+E+W)
self.outputFrame.doGraphCallback = self.showHelixModel
self.outputFrame.doOutputCallback = self.doOutput
Grid.columnconfigure(self, 0, weight=1)
Grid.rowconfigure(self, 0, weight=1)
Grid.rowconfigure(self, 1, weight=1)
Grid.rowconfigure(self, 2, weight=1)
Grid.rowconfigure(self, 3, weight=1)
def doVelocityCalculation(self):
#Extract configuraiton data from the text field thing
maxTransSpeed = self.userParameter.maxTransSpeed #Maximum speed
of the y axis (200mm/sec or 12000mm/min)
maxTangSpeed = self.userParameter.maxTangSpeed #Maximum speed
of the A axis (66.67mm/sec or 4000mm/min)
#Input Variables
windingAngle = self.userParameter.windingAngle #Required
winding angle in degree
d = self.userParameter.diameter #Diameter of mandrel in mm
ctsMin = self.userParameter.ctsMin #Critical translation speed
of printer
ctsMax = self.userParameter.ctsMax #Variable to determine how
much faster than the CTS is allowed
c = self.userParameter.c
#Variable Decelerations
vR = 0 #Rotational velocity of mandrel in rpm
w = 0 #Angular velocity rad/min
r = 0.5*d #Radius of mandrel in mm
vTang = 0 #Tangential velocity mm/min
vTrans = 0 #Translational velocity (y-axis) in mm/min
vEff = 0 #The Effective (hypotenuse) speed of the
Mandrel.
#Array Deceleration
outputRows = {}
tangArray =[]
transArray=[]
vR_Array=[]
vEff_Array=[]
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vEff_Array[:] = []
a = np.arange(1,300, 1)
for i in np.nditer(a):
vR = i
w = vR*(2*(math.pi))
vTang = r*w
vTrans =
round(vTang/(math.tan(math.radians(windingAngle))),2)
vEff = round(math.hypot(vTang, vTrans),3)
if ((ctsMin < vEff < ctsMax) and (vTrans<maxTransSpeed)
and (vTang<maxTangSpeed)):
outputRows[len(outputRows)] = {’Rotational’:
float(vR), ’Translational’: vTrans,
’Effective’: vEff}
tangArray.append(vTang)
transArray.append(vTrans)
vR_Array.append(vR)
vEff_Array.append(vEff)
print "Doing", outputRows, ctsMin, ctsMax
while len(self.velocityTable.model.columnNames) != 0:
self.velocityTable.model.deleteColumn(0)
self.velocityTable.addColumn("Rotational")
self.velocityTable.addColumn("Translational")
self.velocityTable.addColumn("Effective")
self.velocityTable.model.importDict(outputRows)
self.velocityTable.redrawTable()
self.doPivotLengthCalculations()
def doPivotLengthCalculations(self):
#Extract configuraiton data from the text field thing
#Place absolute limits on the number of pivot points to be
considered
pivotPointsMin = self.userParameter.minPivotPoint
if pivotPointsMin is None:
pivotPointsMin = 2
pivotPointsMax = self.userParameter.maxPivotPoint
if pivotPointsMax is None:
pivotPointsMax = 50
minLength = self.userParameter.minLength
maxLength = self.userParameter.maxLength
radius = float(self.userParameter.diameter)/2
windingAngle = self.userParameter.windingAngle
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numLayers = self.userParameter.numLayers
pitchLength = self.userParameter.pitchLength
lengthCycles = self.userParameter.maxLengthCycles
outputRows = {}
usedMultipliers = []
for y in range (pivotPointsMin, pivotPointsMax+1):
multiplier = 1.0/y
totalPoints = y
if y % 2 == 1:
totalPoints = totalPoints * 2 #round this to the
nearest even number
if totalPoints > pivotPointsMax:
continue
angleBetweenPoints = 360.0/float(y)
arcLength = 2 * math.pi * radius *
(angleBetweenPoints/360.0)
coneHeight = (0.5 *
arcLength)/(math.tan(windingAngle*math.pi/180))
poreArea = 2 * coneHeight * arcLength/2
rowData = {
’Pivot Points’: totalPoints,
’Fraction Multiplier’: 1.0/(float(y)),
’Angle Between Points’: angleBetweenPoints,
’Repeats’: (numLayers * totalPoints),
’Pore Area’: poreArea
}
valid = []
x = np.arange(0,lengthCycles, 0.5)
#for z in range (0, lengthCycles):
for z in np.nditer(x):
length = (multiplier+float(z))*pitchLength
correctLength = True
if ((minLength is not None) and (minLength >
length)):
correctLength = False
if ((maxLength is not None) and (maxLength <
length)):
correctLength = False
if correctLength == True:
columnName = "Length (wm=" + str(float(z))
+ ")"
rowData[columnName] = length
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if z not in usedMultipliers:
usedMultipliers.append(float(z))
outputRows[len(outputRows) - 1] = rowData
#Reset the pivot table
self.lengthTable.model.sortkey = None
while len(self.lengthTable.model.columnNames) != 0:
self.lengthTable.model.deleteColumn(0)
self.lengthTable.addColumn("Pivot Points")
self.lengthTable.addColumn("Angle Between Points")
self.lengthTable.addColumn("Fraction Multiplier")
self.lengthTable.addColumn("Repeats")
self.lengthTable.addColumn("Pore Area")
usedMultipliers.sort()
for index in range (0, len(usedMultipliers)):
columnName = "Length (wm=" + str(usedMultipliers[index])
+ ")"
self.lengthTable.addColumn(columnName)
self.lengthTable.model.importDict(outputRows)
self.lengthTable.sortTable(columnName=’Total Points’)
self.lengthTable.redrawTable()
def selectedLengthTableLine(self):
lengthRowSelected = self.lengthTable.getSelectedRow()
lengthRow =
self.lengthTable.model.data[self.lengthTable.model.reclist[lengthRowSelected]]
return lengthRow
def doOutput(self):
self.outputFrame.text.delete(1.0, END)
velocityRowSelected = self.velocityTable.getSelectedRow()
lengthRowSelected = self.lengthTable.getSelectedRow()
lengthColSelected = self.lengthTable.getSelectedColumn()
lengthSelectedHeading =
self.lengthTable.model.getColumnName(lengthColSelected)
if "Length" not in lengthSelectedHeading:
#bail out!
self.outputFrame.text.insert(INSERT, "Please select a
length cell from the bottom table")
return
velocityRow = self.velocityTable.model.data[velocityRowSelected]
lengthRow =
self.lengthTable.model.data[self.lengthTable.model.reclist[lengthRowSelected]]
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self.outputFrame.text.insert(INSERT, "vRot=" +
str(velocityRow[’Rotational’]) + "\n")
self.outputFrame.text.insert(INSERT, "vTrans=" +
str(velocityRow[’Translational’]) + "\n")
self.outputFrame.text.insert(INSERT, "Length=" +
str(lengthRow[lengthSelectedHeading]) + "\n")
self.outputFrame.text.insert(INSERT, "Repeats=" +
str(lengthRow[’Repeats’]) + "\n")
self.outputFrame.text.insert(INSERT, "Fraction Multiplier=" +
str(lengthRow[’Fraction Multiplier’]) + "\n")
def showHelixModel(self):
self.outputFrame.text.delete(1.0, END)
selectedRow = self.selectedLengthTableLine()
lengthColSelected = self.lengthTable.getSelectedColumn()
lengthSelectedHeading =
self.lengthTable.model.getColumnName(lengthColSelected)
if "Length" not in lengthSelectedHeading:
#bail out!
self.outputFrame.text.insert(INSERT, "Please select a
length cell from the bottom table")
return
lengthAddition =
float(lengthSelectedHeading.split("(")[1].split("wm=")[1].split(")")[0])
a = float(selectedRow[’Fraction Multiplier’]) + lengthAddition
b = self.userParameter.diameter/2.0
f = math.radians(self.userParameter.windingAngle)
c = b/(math.tan(f))
print a, b, f, c
n = 1000
fig = plt.figure()
numPlots = int(selectedRow[’Pivot Points’])
ax = fig.add_subplot(111, projection=’3d’)
for i in range (0, numPlots):
theta = np.linspace(a*(i * 2)*(np.pi), a*((i+1) *
2)*(np.pi), n)
x = b * np.cos(theta)
y = b * np.sin(theta)
z = None
if i == 0:
z = c * theta
else:
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if i % 2 == 0:
#even number, positive c
z = c * (theta-(a*(i*2*np.pi)))
else:
#round up to nearest even number and double
z = (c*-1) * (theta-(a*((i+1)*2*np.pi)))
ax.plot(x, z, y, ’b’, lw=2)
#ax.set_axis_off()
plt.show()
def main():
root = Tk()
root.geometry("700x900+300+300")
app = ScaffoldModelApp(root)
app.grid(row=0, column=0, sticky=N+S+E+W)
Grid.columnconfigure(root, 0, weight=1)
Grid.rowconfigure(root, 0, weight=1)
root.mainloop()
if __name__ == ’__main__’:
main()
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Appendix D: G-code
D.1 Basic AeroTech Control Script
;Test specifications:
;polymer freshness: 2 day
;Set Temperature 89 C
;Three constructs - 20 degrees - 18mm length - 60 repeats
DVAR $II
MINUTES ;now you are using rpm and speed in mm/min
AxisType.A=1 ;define A-axis as dependent
Spindle0Axis=3 ;define A-axis as spindle to adress with M3/4 S... and M5
;****Stabilization on waste collector*****
G90 ;use absolute coordinates
F374 ;define speed for stabilization run
G1 X80 Y-30 Z4 ;define starting position on waste collector
;maximal range collector X80 to X95 Y35 to Y-35
G91 ;attention: coordinates are changes to relative
FOR $II=1 TO 2
G1 Y60
G1 Y-60
NEXT $II
G1 X1
FOR $II=1 TO 2
G1 Y60
G1 Y-60
NEXT $II
G1 X1
FOR $II=1 TO 2
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G1 Y60
G1 Y-60
NEXT $II
G1 X1
FOR $II=1 TO 2
G1 Y60
G1 Y-60
NEXT $II
;****Collector Stalibilization****
M3 S30 ;turn on spindle at speed for first construct. This is
rpm
G90
G1 X0 Y-35 Z4 F2000 ;define starting position and speed from movement
G4 P60 ;wait for P in seconds - minimum value is 0.001
;****CONSTRUCT 1*****
M3 S16 ;Rotational Velocity
F414.31 ;Translational velocity for construct
G90
G1 X0 Y-30 Z4 ;choose position for (first) construct (ABSOLUTE)
G91 ;relative coordinates! (first construct)
FOR $II=1 TO 60
G1 Y18
G1 Y-18
NEXT $II
G1 Y19 ;move to next construct position -> first tube length +
2 mm
;****CONSTRUCT 2*****
M3 S16 ;choose rotational speed
G4 P0.5 ;wait til speed is reached
F414.31 ;choose translational velocity
G91
FOR $II=1 TO 60
G1 Y18
G1 Y-18
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NEXT $II
G1 Y19 ;move to next construct position -> first tube length +
2 mm
;****CONSTRUCT 3*****
M3 S16 ;choose rotational speed
G4 P0.5 ;wait til speed is reached
F414.31 ;choose translational velocity
G91
FOR $II=1 TO 60
G1 Y18
G1 Y-18
NEXT $II
G1 Y19 ;move to next construct position -> first tube length +
2 mm
G4 P10
M5
;****Back to Collector****
G90
G1 X78 Y30 Z5 F2000 ;move back and stop spindle
G90 ;use absolute coordinates
F374 ;define speed for stabilization run
G1 X80.5 Y-30 Z5 ;define position on waste collector to start with
stabilization
;maximal range collector X80 to X95 Y35 to Y-35
G91 ;attention: coordinates are changes to relative
FOR $II=1 TO 5
G1 Y60
G1 Y-60
NEXT $II
G1 X1
FOR $II=1 TO 5
G1 Y60
G1 Y-60
NEXT $II
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G1 X1
FOR $II=1 TO 5
G1 Y60
G1 Y-60
NEXT $II
G1 X1
FOR $II=1 TO 5
G1 Y60
G1 Y-60
NEXT $II
M2 ;end program
D.2 Mandrel Control Code
DVAR $II
DVAR $JJ
MINUTES ;now you are using rpm and speed in mm/min instead of mm/sec
;1 rev = 360 degrees
;1 degree = 0.0027778 revolutions
;90 degrees 0.250002
;180 degrees 0.500004
;****Home Axis*****
HOME X Y Z CONDITIONAL
HOME A
;****Stabilization on waste collector*****
G90 ;use absolute coordinates
F506.44 ;define speed for stabilization run
G1 X78 Y35 Z6 ;define position on waste collector to start with stabilization
;maximal range collector X80 to X95 Y35 to Y-35
DWELL 100 ;Wait for the polymer to drop
G1 X80 Y-35 Z6
G91 ;attention: coordinates are changed to relative
For $JJ=1 TO 8
FOR $II=1 TO 4
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G1 Y12
G1 Y-12
NEXT $II
G1 X1
NEXT $JJ
$JJ=1
$II=1
;****Collector Stalibilization****
G90
G1 X0 Y-35 Z6 F2000 ;define starting position and speed
E30 A6 ;Rotate 6 revolutions a 30 rpm
;****CONSTRUCT 1*****
E1 ;Rotational Velocity - set velocity of dependent axis A
F506.44 ;Translational velocity for construct (Y-Axis)
G90
G1 X0 Y-30 Z4 ;choose position for (first) construct (ABSOLUTE)
G91
FOR $II=1 TO 90
G1 Y12 ;Move 12mm Y-axis. No rotation
G91 E100 A0.055556 ;Rotate 20-Degrees at 100 rpm
G1 Y-12 ;Move 12mm back the other direction
G91 E100 A0.055556 ;Rotate 20-Degrees at 100 rpm
NEXT $II
G1 Y20 ;move to next construct position !relative.
E30 A4 ;Rotate 4 revolutions a 30 rpm
;****Back to Collector****
G90
G1 X78 Y30 Z4 F2000 ;move back and stop spindle
G90 ;use absolute coordinates
F374 ;define speed for stabilization run
G1 X80.5 Y-30 Z27
end
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D.3 New Code Structure
DVAR $II
DVAR $JJ
DVAR $Length
DVAR $Repeats
DVAR $Vrot
DVAR $Vtrans
DVAR $PPAngle
DVAR $AngleMultiply
DVAR $Loop
MINUTES ;using rpm and speed in mm/min i
$Length=16.18
$Repeats=41
$PPAngle=90
$Vrot=39
$Vtrans=504.94
$AngleMultiply=0.0027778
;****Turn on Voltage and Pressure*****
$AO[0].Z =1.96 ;Turn Pressure on.
$AO[0].Y =1.5 ;Turn the voltage on 1.59v = 6.8Kv
;****Home Axis*****
HOME X Y Z CONDITIONAL
HOME A
;****Stabilization on waste collector*****
G90 ;use absolute coordinates
F($Vtrans) ;define speed for stabilization run
G1 X78 Y35 Z6 ;define position on waste collector
;maximal range collector X80 to X95 Y35 to Y-35
DWELL 120
G1 X80 Y-35 Z4
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G91 ;relative coordinates
For $JJ=1 TO 8
FOR $II=1 TO 4
G1 Y($Length)
G1 Y-($Length)
NEXT $II
G1 X1
NEXT $JJ
$JJ=1
$II=1
;****Collector Stalibilization****
G90
G1 X0 Y-35 Z4 F2000 ;define starting position and speed
$AO[0].Y =1.65 ;Turn the voltage on 1.65v = 6.99Kv
E30 A6
;****CONSTRUCT BUILD*****
G90
G1 X0 Y-33 Z4 ;choose position for first construct
For $JJ=1 TO 4 ;From 1 to N number of constructs
E($Vrot) ;Rotational Velocity
F($Vtrans) ;Translational velocity
G91
IF ($JJ==1)
$Loop=101 ;number of layers for the first
constructions
Else
$Loop=$Repeats ;All other constructs
ENDIF
FOR $II=1 TO $Loop ;From 1 to N number of Lengths
G1 Y($Length) A1
G91 E2000 A($PPAngle*$AngleMultiply)
$Length=$Length*-1
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E($Vrot)
F($Vtrans)
NEXT $II
$Length=ABSOLUTE($Length)
G1 Y1 ;move to next construct position
NEXT $JJ
E30 A6
;****Back to Collector****
$AO[0].Y =0.0 ;Turn voltage off
G90
G1 X78 Y30 Z4 F2000 ;move back and stop spindle
G90 ;use absolute coordinates
F374 ;define speed for stabilization run
G1 X80.5 Y-30 Z27 ;define position on waste collector to start with
stabilization
;maximal range collector X80 to X95 Y35 to Y-35
end
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Appendix E: SEM Results
E.1 Angle Measurements
Programmed
Winding Angle
Average Measured
Winding Angle
20  21.9 ± 3.67 
30  32.8 ± 1.31 
45  47.3 ± 1.81 
60  62.8 ± 2.31 
70  73.5 ± 1.98 
Table E.1: The average measured winding angles from SEM images compared to the
programmed length. Error shown is one standard deviation.
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E.2 Number of Layers
(a) 6 pivot points (b) 8 pivot points (c) 10 pivot points
(d) 12 pivot points (e) 14 pivot points (f) 16 pivot points
(g) 18 pivot points
Figure E.1: SEM images taken to show the number of layers stacked to form a wall.
These fibers were counted to verify that 10-layers were produced as per the programmed
parameters.
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E.3 Raw Fibre Diameter Measurements
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 Average
Free Fibres 19.91 17.89 18.14 17.97 18.27 18.72 19.90 17.02 18.48
Sca↵old Stacked Fibre 19.96 17.97 20.82 18.22 18.33 20.21 18.77 16.93 18.90
Stacked Fin Fibres - 1 16.24 15.48 18.49 17.96
17.3
Stacked Fin Fibres - 2 20.82 18.50 13.88 20.51
Stacked Fin Fibres - 3 24.37 14.52 16.60 21.52
Stacked Fin Fibres - 4 19.60 17.97 14.90 17.56
Average 18.23 ± 2.12
Table E.2: Raw fibre diameter measurements taken using the SEM. The error is the
standard deviation across all samples.
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